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ABSTRACT

Sandy beaches are a primary focus of recreational and other pressures from growing coastal
populations, and are major natural and economic assets for national and international tourism,
but have not received adequate research attention prior to this study. Although the limited
ecological research to date indicates that the nearshore volumes of sandy beach systems may
be as biologically productive as estuaries and wetlands, the management of sandy beaches
has not been based on ecological or sustainability principles.
In this study, the principles and goals of ecologically sustainable developmen't (ESD) are
applied in investigations designed to develop improved ecological and recreational
management of metropolitan sandy beach ecosystems, whereby ecological functions are
maintained simultaneously with recreational and related uses.
The conventional view that sandy beaches are resilient to recreational use, and are more likely
to be seriously impacted by other forms of human activity, seems to have precluded serious
research investigation of questions such as: what are the responses of both beach biota and
human users to environmental variables influencing the system; what are the simultaneous
levels, distributions and diversity of beach biota in relation to levels, distributions and
categories of beach users; and what ecological impacts are likely from human beach use on
biota at points of interaction, temporally and spatially?
From the first section of the project, it has been shown that our present understanding of the
functions, processes and responses to human disturbances of sandy beach ecosystems is
extremely poor, compared with that of rock platforms. New methodologies have been
developed in the current study for experimental investigations into aspects of sandy beach
ecology and recreational use which have never previously been considered. Relationships
between environmental variables and categories of beach use have been quantified, and show
promise for use in predictive modelling to guide management.
Current approaches to the management of sandy beaches and beach recreation, as aspects of
environmental and coastal resource management, were then critically examined. The
structures, functions and decision-making procedures of the major spheres of government,
and their management agencies, were evaluated and found to provide inherent obstacles to
effective ecological and recreational management of ecosystems. Coastal resource and beach
management by public agencies were assessed for Durban and Sydney. Comparative
analysis has provided information that can be used to develop guidelines for integrated
ecologial and recreational management of sandy beach systems.
In a synthesis of all of the above findings, a new procedural model has been constructed, for
sustainable ecological and recreational management of sandy beach systems. This model is
proposed as a framework for future integrated coastal resource research and management.

Note: Three published papers have been produced from the research in this study, and have
been presented at conferences, being Sinclair-Hannocks and Keane (1992) at the Sydney
Sister City Environmental Summit; Sinclair-Hannocks (1993) at the World Leisure and
Recreation Association Congress; and Tsang and Sinclair-Hannocks (1993) at the Local
Government and Environment Conference.
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SECT ION A:
INTR ODU CTIO N
Chap ters

1.

SAN DY BEA CH RESE ARC H AND MAN AGE MEN
T: ISSU ES AND
NEE DS

2.

EXPE RIME NTA L AND CAS E STUD Y LOC ATIO NS

3.

STUDY STRU CTU RE, PRO CESS AND RESE ARC
H OBJE CTIV ES

1. 1

1. SANDY BE AC H RE SEA RC
H AND MA NA GE ME NT : ISS UE
S AN D
NE ED S
In this study, the management of sandy
beach ecosystems for recreational use is
considered,
in the light of the principles of ecologic
ally sustainable development (ESD), with
reference to
two case study locations, Durban (South
Africa) and Sydney (Australia).
Dasmann et al. (1974) argued that both
development and conservation should be
based on an
understanding of ecology. The achievem
ent of ecologically sustainable develop
ment (ESD)
became an international issue with the
r~port of the World Commission
on Environment and
Development (WCED, 1987), or the Bru
ndtland report. ESD was seen by the Com
mission
as the route to reconciliation between cons
ervation (ecological) and development
(eco
nomic)
objectives. In 1992, the pursuit of ESD
was accepted internationally at the Uni
ted Nations
Con fere nce on Env iron men t and Dev
elop men t (UN CED ), through the Age
nda 21, or
international action plan into the 21st cent
ury.
Comparisons between national reports
to UNCED indicate that Australian prog
ress with the
implementation of ESD is currently in
advance of that of othe r countries, incl
uding South
Africa. Aus trali a was the first to con
ven e nati ona l wor king grou ps on ecol
ogic ally
sust aina ble dev elop men t, eve n prio
r to the UN CED Ear th Sum mit
(Au stra lian
Commonwealth Government (ACG) 1990
; AESD Working Group Chairs 1992; ACG
1992).
An agreement was then signed between all
three spheres of Australian government
(federal,
state and local) on the application of ESD
principles in environmental management
(Australian
Intergovemment Agreement on Environ
ment (AlGAE), 1992), and a National
Eco
logically
Sustainable Development Strategy was
formulated (AESDSC 1992; ACG 199
2c). Because
the national strategy was agreed to by
the Australian Council of Ministers, repr
esenting all
Australian state, territory and local gov
ernments, attempts are now being mad
e
to integrate
eco logi call y sust aina ble dev elop men
t (ESD) prin cipl es into all aspe cts
of reso urce
management (Australian Resources Ass
essment Commission (ARAC), 1992b).
Principles used to define ESD (UNCED
1992; AlG AE 1992; ACG 1992; AES
DSC 1992)
include:
a bala nce betw een ecological and econ
omic objectives in man agem ent theo
ry and
practice;
equ ity of acce ss to reso urce s with
in and betw een gen erat ions (int raand
intergenerational equity); and
the precautionary principle, or the mainten
ance of future options in the face of scie
ntific
uncertainty.
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UNCED (1992) estimates that more than half the world's population presently lives within 60
km of the coastline, and that this proportion could increase to three-quarters by the year 2000.
The application of ESD principles to the practice of coastal resource management is therefore
a major international challenge. The integrated management and sustainable development of
coastal and marine areas is one of the central programmes of Agenda 21 (UNCED, 1992),
and therefore a recognised global objective. Ninety nations attended the 1993 \yorld Coast
Conference, concerned to strengthen national capabiliites for sustainable development and
integrated coastal management towards the 21st century (International Conference on Coastal
Zone Management, 1993). The projected increases in populations and urbanisation within
coastal metropolitan areas can be expected to lead to corresponding increases in recreational
and other uses of metropolitan sandy beach systems, making the ecologically sustainable
management of sandy beach systems a research priority. The current study therefore aims to
contribute towards the integration of ESD principles into coastal resource management.

1.1

The need for an interdisciplinary approach

The key research and management issues pertaining to sandy beaches span three major
disciplinary fields, or dimensions of:
-ecology,
- resource use, and
- management.
To date, most researchers have used one- or two-dimensional approaches only, in defining
general coastal managem ent issues. For example, Clark (1974) applied ecologica l
considerations specifically to management of the coastal zone. He listed the management
rules flowing from ecological principles, and examined the ecological constraints on various
coastal resource uses, but did not relate these in detail or critically to management approaches
or agencies. Odum (1976) identified essential ecoprinciples, and management guidelines, but
did not investigate management applications. No samdy beach research has been found
which deals with all three dimensions simultaneously, systematically and scientifically;
makes experimental advances in all three dimensions; and develops a mechanis m or
framework for their integration. The failure to consider all three dimensions simultaneously,
and the consequences of this failure, have received no research attention prior to this study.
I

Previous coastal management. researchers have relied on case studies, without conducting
concurrent experimental research into ecosystem dynamics or resource use. Swansoil
(1975), for example, used the Californian agency, the San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission, as a model for successful coastal zone management. Petrillo
(1984, 1987, 1988), Petrillo and Shaw (1985), and Petrillo and Grenell (1985) reviewed
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experience in coastal management gained in California over 20 years. Salm and Clark (1982)
examined case studies in different locations; while Sorensen et al. (1984) comparatively
reviewed institutional arrangements for the management of coastal resources in 75 countries.
Kenchington (1990) used the Australian Great Barrier Marine Park as a model to examine
coastal resource management. Such analyses have investigated developments in resource
management in different locations, rather than beginning with the theory of how resources
should be managed and used on the basis of natural system ecology, and then eva,Iuating how
they are being managed and used against a standardised set of theoretical criteria.
A three-dimensional approach, that integrates ecology, resource use, and management
research, demands greatly increased breadth of coverage and complexity of analysis. It
requires disciplinary shifts that range from all the natural sciences through the full spectrum
of social science disciplines. It also demands shifts of focus between the micro- and macroscales. The challenges of applying a three-dimensional approach, however, lie at the crux of
the developing field of integrated coastal resource management.

1.2

The need for an international comparative approach

Experimental field research into the dynamics of sandy beach ecosystems and of their
recreational use takes place in specific locations. Any correlations or relationships found then
require systematic testing, using the same methodologies in different locations, to develop an
understanding of system dynamics. Similar relationships found, through testing similar
hypotheses in different locations, would suggest that common dynamics and relationships do
indeed exist.
In recreation research, as an example, the relationships establis~ed in Van Lier's (1973)
studies of the recreational use of inland beaches in the Netherlands are time- and placelimited. The relevance of his findings for the current study of the recreational use of ocean
beaches in southern hemisphere locations, two decades later, depends on the degrees of
similarity and difference between locations, and on the rate and nature of change. The
relationships therefore require re-testing in different locations, but difficulties arise in
transferring methodologies.
The need to test relationsh ips systemati cally in various locations, using the same
methodologies, applies equally to ecological research into sandy beach system dynamics, but
very little standardised comparative research exists. Stephenson and Stephenson (1972)
compared the rocky shore ecosystems of a number of countries, including South Africa and
Australia, but not the sandy beach systems. Short and Wright (1983) investigated the
physical variability of 26 separate sand beach systems around eastern, southern and western
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Australia. They incorporated research from North America and Japan, in developing a beach
type and beach state classification system, but their system is based on abiotic, rather than
combined biotic and abiotic, characteristics. In three studies in 1981, McLachlan,
Wooldridge and Dye applied a uniform ecological methodology to sandy beach sites around
the South African coast, for national comparative purposes, while Dexter (1984) investigated
a range of New South Wales sites on the Australian coast, and compared them with other
sandy beaches internationally (Dexter 1979, 1987 and 1989), but such studi~s are rare.
Heinecken and Badenhorst (1986) compared Australia and South Africa, but focussed on
coastal management approaches, rather than on ecological research.
As will be shown further in Chapter 4, research into sandy beach ecology is characterised by
unco-ordinated time- and place-limited studies, using non-standardised methodologies to test
a range of different hypotheses. Much of what is called sandy beach ecological research has
not been carried out within a co-ordinated ecosystem framework. Attempts to develop
programmes, such as the Coastal Processes project of the South African National Committee
for Oceanographic Research (SANCOR, 1984), and the Coastal Zone Project of the
Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (ACSIRO, 1992)
have failed as yet to achieve full integration or an holistic, interdisciplinary ecosystem
perspective. There is no body of comparat ive research theory, and standardi sed
methodologies are found here to be either flawed or non-existent.
As a contribution to the development of a systematic and co-ordina ted international
comparative approach, experimental investigations in the present study were initiated in
Durban, South Africa, and continued in Sydney, Australia. The study areas are therefore
from metropolitan locations representative of different continents, different stages of
urbanisation and industrialization, and different population compositions, but with sufficient
similarities to make them comparable (as discussed in Chapter 2).
Because no two study sites are ever identical, even if immediately adjacent to one another, the
notion of control areas in experimental research cannot be applied. However, degrees of
similarity and difference between locations provide valuable comparat ive insights.
Similarities can aid in the identification of general characteristics and trends, which may hold
true independent of location, and provide a framework for coastal resource management.
Differences may be dependent on localised conditions, but can aid the identification of
alternative approaches to problem-solving. Common characteristics and trends, as well as
localised and regional differences, can serve to define the field of coastill resource
management and its sub-field of sandy beach management.
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1.3
Linkages between sandy beach ecosystem s, recreatio nal use and
managem ent, in the South African and Australia n contexts

Sandy beach ecosystems are well-represented in both South Africa and Australia (South
African Council for Environment (SACE) 1989a; ACG 1992a; McKinnon et al. 1989). Half
of Australia's 36,370 km coastline consists of sandy beaches, usually backed by dunes or
sand ridges (AGC, 1992a), while in South Africa, coastal dune, beach and surf zone
ecosystems comprise 80% of the coastline (Masson and Heinecken, 1988).
Lusher (1984) estimated that some 20% of South Africa's 2500 km coastline was used for
recreational purposes. Natural coastal environments are also important to the ,Australian
national culture (ARAC, 1992b), with beach recreational activities such as swimming,
surfing, sunbaking, boating and angling being central to the Australian lifestyle (Garrard and
Burton 1982, 1983; Pearson 1983; Jeans 1990; ACG 1992a). Beach recreation is an
important part of the lives of the residents of both the Durban (McCarthy, 1987) and Sydney
(Paterson, 1981) metropolitan areas. Because of the high value placed on the recreational use
of marine and coastal environments, and the importance of those environments for the exportearning tourism industry, the major policy issue is how to maintain those environments so
that they can continue to be enjoyed over the long-term (McKinnon et al, 1989). The aim of
ecologically-sustainable management of sandy beaches and their uses is therefore reinforced
by social, political and economic rationales.
Because of the way processes are closely linked in coastal and marine environments, human
activities need to be managed with concern for their impacts on the recreational environment,
particularly around urban centres (ACG, 1992a). It is also important that the sites of highest
use be monitored to determine whether the types and levels of use are degrading them or not
Conservation of the natural qualities that attract users is seen to depend on adequate
understanding of the processes that maintain natural systems, the effects of various human
activities on those systems, and the availability of sufficient resources for effective
management (McKinnon et al., 1989). These understandings derive from ecological,
resource use (including recreational), and management research, the three disciplinary
dimensions that are integrated in the current study.
Within the metropolitan areas of both Durban and Sydney, management of the complex
network of coastal resources is undertaken by an equally complex network of authorities
(SACE 1989a; ACG 1992a). The Australian national report to UNCED recognised that the
federa1/statellocal structure of government in Australia causes difficulty with the coordinated
management of natural resources that are of local, national and international importance
(ACG, 1992a). Governments and their agencies have been unable to work together to
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develop and implement a national strategy effectively and
consistently over the long-term.
Problems of government structure and responsibility have
been compounded by the fact that
natural systems and resources are not limited within local,
state, provincial or territory
borders, neither are the effects of local management decisi
ons (SACE 1989c; ACG 1992a).
By contrast, Australia's Great Barrier Reef provides an exam
ple of a coastal system which
has a single, formal management authority responsible for
maintenance of the e~tire system
(Kenchington, 1990). The Great Barri er Reef Marin
e Park Autho rity (GBRMPA),
established in 1975, receives research support from variou
s universities and the Australian
Institute of Marine Science, but nevertheless admits that it
is a long way from understanding
ecological processes and relationships sufficiently to ensur
e effective system management
(McKinnon et al., .1989). Although GBRMPA is justifiably
taken as a model of effective
coastal management in the Australian context (ARAC, 1992b
), it has inadequate funding for
the monitoring of physical and chemical changes, and has
not yet been able to establish what
levels of visitation and use can be sustained or will cause
system degradation (McKinnon et
al., 1989).
This inadequacy of ecological, recreational and mana
gement knowledge in relation to
formally-managed coastal systems (also Ditton and Mille
r, 1986) becomes far more severe
for sandy beach systems in metropolitan areas, where
the systems are neither formally
recognised, nor allocated to a single authority for the maint
enance of system functions,
simultaneous with the management of multiple use. Beach
infrastructural facilities, services
and activities (such as roads, parks, access routes, retail
outlets, residential development,
piers and groynes, sandmining, waste production and dispo
sal, and vehicular traffic) cause
profound alterations to natural beach dynamics and to littora
l and adjacent ecosystems, in
ways which have yet to be fully investigated and understood
(Tinley 1985; Australian House
of Repre senta tives Stand ing Comm ittee on the Envir
onme nt, Recre ation and Arts
(AHORSCERA) 1991). The general acceptance that urban
infrastructure causes much greater
impacts on sandy beaches than recreational use, has divert
ed research attention away from
investigation of the impacts associated with different forms
of recreational use. This study
attempts to reconcile ecological and recreational manageme
nt of sandy beach systems, and
within that context, the impact of recreation on ecosystems
is a key factor.
The study focus does not imply that recreational impacts
are necessarily greater than urban
infrastructure impacts, but that they are worthy of more seriou
s consideration than they have
received to date, even though they are difficult to isolat
e out experimentally from urban
infrastructure impacts. Instead of attempting such exper
imental isolation, this study has
proceeded on the basis of investigating the predictable, simul
taneous levels, distributions and
diversity of both biota and recreational beach users, spatia
lly and temporally within sandy
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beach systems, to detennine possible points of interaction,
conflict and impact which can be
used to guide management towards reduction or avoidance.
A complete understanding of the dynamics of sandy beach
ecosystems, and of the direct and
indirect impacts of beach recreational use on sandy beach
es, depends on the development of
sandy beach ecology. It is recognised that Australia's coasta
l biota, including sandy beach
organisms, need to be studied further (ACG, 199lb ).
Fairweather (1988) distinguished
urgent research priorities to aid management of the Austr
alian coast. Little-studied habitats
such as sandy beaches almost anywhere in Australia
were ranked as the top priority;
ecological processes the ninth; and recreational use of
the coast and its economic benefits
tenth. If such research were to be undertaken, but not prope
rly integrated into management
practice, its value would be reduced (Heydorn 1983; Austr
alian Science and Technology
Council (ASTEC), 1991).
While the maint enanc e of ecological processes is regar
ded as the key to ecologicallysustainable coast al mana geme nt (ACG, 1992a), little
is know n about these processes
(Fairw eathe r 1990; McGu iness 1988), and much north
ern hemis phere biological and
oceanographic research is not relevant to southern hemis
phere locations (McKinnon et al.,
1989). Value can therefore be derived from critically
reviewing and extending coastal
ecological, recreational and management research in two
southern hemisphere locations that
are directly comparable and relevant, South Mrica and Austr
alia.
Coastal and sandy beach management research to date
in South Afric a, Australia and
elsewhere has focussed on the topics listed below. Both
the pressing needs of management
agencies, and the wide-ranging, but non-systematic, appro
aches to sandy beach management
are clear from the studies referenced for each topic catego
ry. In addition, the research tends
to be ad hoc, reactive and curative, rather than systematic,
proactive and preventitive.
Improved sandy beach management is important to a wide
range of stakeholders:
all local, regional, state or provincial, and national authorities
with coastal
responsibilities;
beach users, including local residents, domestic and intern
ational tourists; and
private enterprises such as the leisure, recreation and touris
m industries, which
are to some extent dependent on beach systems and beach
use.
Despite the importance of improved sandy beach manageme
nt, there has been to date only
limited research investigation of beach recreational use
dynamics, and of the direct and
indirect impacts of beach recreational use on sandy beach
es, in metropolitan and protected
natural areas.
1.8

Researc h topic

Researc h example s for:
Aus = Austral ia
SA = South Africa
USA= United States
UK = United Kingdom

coastal erosion processes

Naidoo 1972 (SA); Thorn 1974 (Aus);
Gale 1975 (Aus); Thorn 1978 (Aus);
Tinley 1985 (SA); Hains 1987 (Aus)

impacts of coastal engineering works,
and improved coastal engineering
techniques

Swart 1976 (SA); Gale 1979 (Aus);
Philip and Waite 1980 (Aus);
Chaprnan 1981 (Aus); Coetzee and
Kapp 1984 (SA)

the impcts of pedestrian and vehicle

Barr 1981 (Aus); New South Wales

traffic on coastal dune vegetation;

Soil Conservation Service 1986 (Aus);
Lubke 1987 (SA); Chapman 1989 (Aus);

protection and rehabilitation of coastal
dunes

Ward 1980 (SA); Tinley 1985 (SA);
Ranwell1 986 (UK)

the impacts of off-road recreational
vehicles (ORV's) on sandy beaches

Brokensha 1984 (SA); Wolcott and

and legislative control of ORV's
the effects of oil pollution

Wolcott 1984 (USA); Godfrey et al. 1978
(USA)
Berry et al. 1975 (SA); Hennig and Fricke
1980 (SA); Jackson 1989 (SA);
McLachlan and Harty 1982 (SA); Harty
and McLachlan 1982 (SA)

toxic ~aste discharges

Raffaelli and Mason 1981; Brown 1982a
(SA); Wading and Walling 1983 (SA);
Brown 1989 (SA); Lord 1989 (SA)

pathogenic organisms in sewage
discharge

Livingstone 1969 (SA); Livingstone 1976
(SA); Cabelli 1979 (USA);
Livingstone 1982 (SA); Cabelli 1983
(USA); Cabelli et al. 1983 (USA);
McLeod 1984 (SA); Lusher 1984 (SA):
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Seyfried et al. 1985 (USA); Lord et al.
1984 (SA); Dewailly et al. 1986 (USA);
Faual et al. 1987 (Israel); Drown 1987
(SA); Lord et al. 1988 (SA); Grabow 1987
(SA): Grabow 1989 (SA)
plastic litter on beaches

Pruter 1987 (USA); Ryan 1987 (SA);
Ryan 1988 (SA); Ryan 1989 (SA); Lord
1989 (SA); O'Callaghan 1993 (Aus).
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Overall project aim

The overall aim of this study has been to develop, and to extend, an integrated
understanding
of sandy beach ecosystems, recreational use dynamics, and management requirem
ents. Each
of these aspects is first explored separately in the three major sections (B, C,
and D) of this
thesis. In each section , the availab le literatu re is first reviewed from a
manage ment
perspective, followed by experimental and other investigations in the case study
areas. In the
final section (E), an integrated model for achieving sustainable ecological and
recreational
management of sandy beaches is proposed and discussed. The thesis structur
e, sectional
subdivisions and their relationship to the overall aim are presented in overvie
w form in the
summary of contents.
While there is a need for more ecological and recreational use research that is
relevant to the
manage ment of coastal resourc es, that research must also be better integra
ted into
manage ment decision-making and practice (Fairwe ather 1988, McKinnon
et al. 1989;
ASTEC 1991). In particular, ecological research into the factors influencing the
dynamics of
sandy beach ecosystems must be extended, to provide guidelines for manage
ment. In
addition, ecological methodologies require adaptation for investigating beach
use dynamics,
and the impacts of use on sandy beach ecosystems. Only then can the experimental
results be
used to develop improved ecological and recreational management of sandy beach
systems in
metropolitan areas.
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2. EXPER IMENT AL AND CASE STUDY LOCA TIONS
2.1

The study sites:

Durban and Sydney

Durban is a coastal city within the Natal province and Natal-kwaZulu region
of the Republic
of South Africa, on the south-eastern coast of the African continent (Figs. 2.1
and 2.3; 29S
and 31E). Sydney is a coastal city within the state of New South Wales, on the
squth-eastem
coast of the Australian continent (Figs. 2.2 and 2.4; 34S and 151W).
Both study regions reflect the interna tional trends of populat ion concen
tration and
infrastructural develop ment within the coastal zone (WCED , 1987), when
compar ed with
their respect ive inland areas. Along the coastal margin s of Natal, human
settlem ent is
dominated by dense concentrations of European and Indian residents, while millions
of black
African residents increasingly gather along the inland perimen ter of the coastal
margins, in
search of employ ment opportunities (McCarthy, 1987). In the past 20 years,
the average
coastal settlement of Natal has more than doubled its official population. Of
the Australian
population, 75% lives within 50km of the coast (O'Brie n 1989; AHOR SCERA
1991).
Austral ia has a much longer coastlin e than South Africa (approx imately
37 000 km for
Australia (Galloway et al. 1980; Galloway 1981; Galloway and Bahr 1984; ACG
1991 b), as
oppose d to 2960km for South Africa (Huntle y 1978, includi ng Namibi a)
or 2500 km
(Lusher, 1984)). On the other hand, Austral ia has a much smaller total
populat ion (17
million (ACG, 1991b), as compar ed with South Africa's 23.5 million (South
African
Department of Foreign Affairs (SADFA), 1985b) or current estimates of 37-40
million for
1993-4 (Fig. Al.30 in Appendix 1)), so that the ratio of coastline to populat
ion is much
higher for Australia (Piper, 1980).
Durban , the largest city in the province of Natal (and the third largest in South
Africa), has
well-developed harbour facilities, and a metropolitan area with an official populat
ion of about
1 million, but an estimated population of more than 3.5 million within its function
al region
(Roberts, 1992). The difference between official and estimated population number
s results
from the fact that official census statistics do not reflect the level of informal settleme
nt caused
by recent urban migration, and therefore exclude most of the black population
(Fig. A 1.31 in
Append ix A1). Durban , like other South African cities, is charact erised
by a comple x
amalga m of problem s associated with both developed and developing countri
es (Roberts,
1992).
While official census figures subdivide the population into racial categories, such
methods of
categorisation are not supported here. Durban's populat ion can howeve r be
described as
ethnically diverse, from European, Indian and African origins, with the vast
majority being
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members of the black community. Ethn
ic residential patterns within the metropo
litan area
have also been based until recently on raci
al categorisation enforced by legislation
(PrestonWhyte 1987; McCarthy 1987). Wh ile
most of the European and Indian com
mun
ities are
housed in formal settlements equating
to those in Sydney (Fig. 2.4), housing
for African
communities ranges from basic to informa
l to non-existent, with thousands of peo
ple living
in overnight shelters along city streets or
in the market and station precincts.
/

I

Syd ney , the largest city in the state
of New South Wal es (and Australia
as a whole),
similarly has well-developed harb our
facilities and a metropolitan area with
an official
population of 3.3 million residents (AC
G, 1991), almost all of whom are form
ally housed
and supplied with urban services (Fig.
2.4; and Horvath et al. 1990). Sydney
repr
esents a
developed context and lacks the com
plexity provided by the co-existing dev
elop
ed and
developing components found in Durban.
Past and recent periods of immigration have
led to
an ethnically diverse population in Sydney,
primarily from European and Asian sour
ces, with
focal nodes of ethnicity able to be identifie
d in metropolitan residential locations (Ho
rvath et
al., 1990 ).
The populations of Durban and Sydney
are therefore of similar size, although the
structure of
settlement, and the socio-political contexts
, are very different.
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Rec ent nat ura l and soc ial env iron
men tal cha nge s in Dur ban and
Syd ney

Ove r the last decade to 1992, both stud
y locations have been subjected to rapi
d changes in
their natural and social environments, with
consequent impacts on beach recreational
use (Me
Carthy, 1987; Butler-Adam 1986b and
c; Horvath et al. 1990). These changes
are outlined
briefly below, and are considered in mor
e detail in later sections.
In Dur ban , South Mrica, the changes hav

e been :

socio-political, including the phased rem
oval (under pressure for liberalisation)
of
legislative restrictions on beach users (sec
tion 13.4.9), and an increase in populat
ion
pressure through urban migration (McCart
hy 1987; Scott and Diab 1989);
socio-economic, with the national economy
being forced into long-term recession by
international sanctions; and
environmental, including cyc loni c floo
ds (SACSIR, 1989a); dev asta ting natu
ral
resource impacts from the rapid growth
of informal settlement (Roberts, 1992);
siltation
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of estuaries from severe soil erosion inland (Begg, 1984b
); coastal disposal of sewage,
industrial effluent and stormwater runoff; erosion of
beaches because earlier harbour
and beachfront developments were not based on
an understanding of ecological
principles (Swart, 1976); subsistence and recreational
angling pressures (Van der Elst,
1976, 1988, 1989); redevelopment of the city centre
and beachfront built environment
to revitalise a local econ omy dependent on tourism
and recreation (Fox and DCC,
1983); and introduction of environmental and coast
al legislation, policies and plans
within local, regional and national spheres (Huntley
et al., 1989; section 13.4).
In Sydney, Australia, over a similar time-span, the chang
es have been:
socio-political, with increases in population pressure
on the city's resources through an
active national immigration policy, coupled with
urban migration (Horvath et al.,
1990);
socio-economic, with the national economy declining
into a recession, accompanied by
high unemployment but declining inflation; and
environmental, with phased acceptance (under publi
c pressure) of the need to reduce
the impacts of coastal sewage, industrial effluent, and
storm water runoff (Beder, 1989a
and 1990); severe flooding (1990); the formulation by
various coastal local authorities
of redevelopment plans (section 14.4); and the intro
duction of environmental and
coastal legislation, authorities, policies, and plans
within all spheres (reviewed in
section 14.2).
Despite the diffe rence s betw een the two case study
locations, they are both coastal
metropolitan locations within the southern hemispher
e, with sufficient similarities in their
natural and social environments to allow for mean
ingful comparisons. Stephenson and
Stephenson (1972) concluded that the warm-temperate
coast of the Australian state of New
South Wales, of which 60% is comprised of sandy beach
es (Dexter, 1983a), presents a very
close ecological parallel to the southern and eastern
shores of South Africa, including the
province of Natal.
Initially, selected beaches along the central beachfront
within the metropolitan area of Durban
(Fig. 2.3, as well as Fig. 9.1 in Chap ter 9) were used
for the ecological, recreational and
management research in this study. In the case of Sydn
ey, the city centre is a few kilometres
inland on the Paramatta River (Fig. 2.4), and the centr
al metropolitan coastline is cliffed,
with pocket beaches (Fig. 2.5). The closest equivalent
s to the Durban central beachfront
occur within the suburban coastal councils that form
part of the greater metropolian area.
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Subsequent comparative sites were therefore selected beach
es at Cronulla in the south (Fig.
2.6), and Manly in the north (Fig. 2.7), of the metropolita
n area of Sydney (see also Fig. 9.5
in Chapter 9).
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Fig .2.3 Aer ial pho togr aph of Dur ban
cen tral bea chfr ont (pho to: SSH)

Fig .2.4 Aer ial pho togr aph of urb an
sett lem ent in Syd ney (pho to: SSH)
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Cliffed central coastline of metropol itan Sydney (photo: SSH)

('

2.6

2.7

Cronu lla beach front, in the south of Sydne y metro polita
n area,
durin g summ er (phot o: SSH)

Manly beach front, in the north of Sydne y metro polita
n area, durin g
winte r (phot o: SSH)

3.
3.1

STUDY STRU CTU RE, PROC ESS, AND RESE ARC H OBJE
CTIV ES
Structure and process

The starting point for this study has been that if sandy beach
systems are to be managed
sustainably, their critical ecological functions and processes must
be identified and protected,
by deliberate management actions, from negative impacts assoc
iated with recre~tional (and
other) uses. Managers therefore need to know what those critica
l functions and processes
are, and where and when the functions and processes could
potentially be affected by
recreational (and other) uses.
It is recog nised here that resou rce uses other than
recrea tional , inclu ding urban

infrastructural, are likely to affect sandy beach systems negat
ively, and that any impacts
related to recreational use alone, if they exist, would be diffic
ult to isolate from urban
infrastructural impacts in field-based experimental designs.
It was therefore decided to
proceed as follows: to first assess, then extend, existing resear
ch knowledge of quantifiable
relationships between sandy beach biota and environmental variab
les on the one hand, as
determined by ecological research to date; and between beach
· users and environmental
variables on the other hand, as determined by recreational resear
ch to date. Any quantifiable
ecological and recreational relationships found could then be
modelled in combination to
identify possible sources and locations (temporal and spatial)
of impact from beach use on
habitats and biota, providing the basis for ecological and recreational
management guidelines.
In other words, knowing where, when and why users and biota
are distributed spatially and
temporally within sandy beach systems, can facilitate the identi
fication of possible negative
impacts. The development of sampling methodologies that can
be applied simultaneously to
beach biota, users and abiotic parameters in field experiments, then
enables potential impacts
to be researched and monitored more precisely, separate from
the impacts associated with
urban infrastructural development.
Previous research has been developed in three separate disciplinary
fields, shown as discrete
boxes in (a) of Fig. 3.1, or as the three outer planes in (b) of Fig.
3.1, when viewed threedimensionally. The current understandings of the quantifiable
responses of beach biota and
users to the complex interactions between natural and social enviro
nmental influences have
therefore had to be reviewed. The management review process is
conducted, in Chapters 4, 8
and 12, to determine current understandings of the dynamics
of sandy beach ecology,
recreation and management, and then extended through the exper
imental and case studies
within their pre-existing disciplinary contexts (Chapters 5 and
6; 9 and 10; and 13 and 14).
As an interdisciplinary approach is fundamental to integrated coasta
l resource management,
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however, various mechanisms and methodologies have been developed in the
course of the
current study to achieve integration across the disciplinary boundaries. For exampl
e, all three
management reviews have been based on comparable key questions (section
3.2), aimed at
determining the key functions, processes, elements and quantifiable relationships
that could
be used for predictive modelling purposes by managers of sandy beach systems.
In addition, in the final phase of this study, all the procedures used and conclus
ions derived
from the management reviews and experimental or case studies, as detailed in Chapte
rs 7, 11
and 15 for each disciplinary field, are then synthesized in the final Chapte
r 16. A new
procedural model or integrating mechanism is proposed to enable both sandy beach
research
and management to proceed so that future ecological and recreational manage
ment will be
integrated, as shown in (b) of Fig. 3.1, and the overall management of metrop
olitan sandy
beach systems, for recreational use at least, will be sustainable.
(a) Previous research approach ( discrete, compartmentalised, disciplinary )

Ecological Research .

Recreational Use Research

Management Research

(b) Current study approach

( integated, holistic, interdisciplinary )

Possible quantifiable relationships for
use in predictive modelling by managers

Fig. 3.1

Model of study process followe d, toward s integra ted coastal resourc
e
manage ment

3.2

3.2

Resea rch objec tives, key questi ons and hypot heses

For each of the three following objectives (3.2.1, .2 and .3), a set of key
questions has been
asked, and where relevant, specific experimental hypotheses have been
formulated (each
tested statistically, where appropriate, by application of the converse null
hypothesis):

3.2.1

Objec tive 1
To identi fy from previo us research the key elements, processes
and
relati onshi ps assoc iated with sandy beach ecosy stems ,
their
recrea tional use, and their management, that must be consid
ered in
develo ping sustai nable ecological and recrea tional mana gemen
t.

To achieve this objective, the research literature in the three releva
nt disciplinary fields
(ecology, recreational use, and management) has been reviewed
from a management
perspective, in relation to the following key questions:
(a)

Mana geme nt review : ecolog y (Chap ter 4)
Key question: What is currently known about the key organisms,
functions,
processes, distributions and relationships within sandy beach systems,
and about the
factors influencing system dynamics?

(b)

Mana geme nt review : recrea tional use (Chap ter 8)
Key question: What is currently known about the key user catego
ries, activities,
movements, distributions and relationships characterising recreational
use of sandy
beach systems, and about the factors influencing recreational use
dynamics in
metropolitan areas?

(c)

Mana geme nt review : envir onme ntal, coasta l and beach
mana geme nt
(Chap ter 12)
Key question: What is currently known about the key agencies, activit
ies, procedures,
jurisdictions and relationships characteristic of environmental, coastal and
sandy beach
system management, and about the factors influencing the management
of sandy
beaches and their recreational use in metropolitan areas?
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3.2. 2

Objective 2
To exten d the curr ent resea rch unde rstan ding s
of key elem ents,
proc esses and relat ions hips thro ugh expe rime
ntal and othe r
inves tigat ions in selec ted loca tions , and there
by to gai11 more
insig ht into the dyna mics of sand y beac h
ecos ystem s, their
recreational use, and their mana geme nt.

To achieve this objective, experimental and case studies have
been conducted in the two study
locations, to investigate the following key questions and test
the following hypotheses, where
appropriate:

(a)

Expe rime ntal studi es: ecology (Cha pters 5 and 6)

Key question: Is there any factor (or combination of facto
rs) that determines what,
where and how many biota are in and on a sandy beach at
a particular time? That is,
are there any quantifiable relationships between variations
in micro-environmental
variables, such as sand temperature, moisture, compactio
n and density, and variations
in the speciation, levels and distributions of sandy beach macro
biota?
Hypothesis: That there are significant correlations betw
een variations in microenvironmental factors relating to the sand, air, and water
voiumes (sand temperature,
moisture, compaction and density), and variations in
the speciation, levels and
distribution of macrobiota within and on sandy beaches
in the experimental study
locations.
(b)

Expe rime ntal studi es: recre ation al use (Cha pters
9 and 10)

(i) Key question: Is there any factor (or combination of factor
s) that determines what,
where and how many users are on a sandy beach at any
particular time? That is, are
there any quantifiable relationships betw een variations
in macro-environmental
variables, such as weather and time, and variations in
the categories, levels and
distributions of recreational users of metropolitan sandy beach
systems?
Hypothesis: That there are significant correlations betw
een variations in macroenvironmental factors (weather and time), and variations
in the categories, levels, and
distributions of recreational users of sandy beach systems
in the experimental study
lcoations.
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( ii) Key question: Are there any interactions between recreational users and biota on
the same beach at the same time? That is, if there are any quantifiable relationships
with micro- and macro-environmental variables that allow the prediction of what,
where and how many biota will be in or on a beach at a particular time, and of what,
where and how many recreational users will be on the same beach at the same time,
what will be the likely impacts of recreational use on the biota of metropolitan sandy
beach systems (and vice versa?).
(iii) Key question: Can 'ecological methodologies', such as transects and quadrats, be
used to investigate the categories, levels and distributions of recreational users, biota,
and abiotic habitat parameters on the same beach at the same time, so that the impacts
of recreational use on sand habitats and their biota can be investigated and monitored,
and the results applied in the management of sandy beach systems in metropolitan
areas?

(c)

Case studies: resource management (Chapters 13 and 14)
Key question: Is the management of sandy beaches in the study locations based on,
and responsive to, the developing research understandings of ecosystem and resource
use dynamics? If not, what mechanisms could be used for integrating ecological,
resource use and management research, to produce improved management of sandy
beaches in metropolitan areas?

3.2.3

Objective 3
To propose and apply a research model for developing integrated
and sustainable ecological and recreational management of sandy
beach systems in metropolitan areas

To achieve this objective, the results of all the above management reviews, experiments, case
studies and analyses, as discussed in Chapters 7, 11 and 15, are then brought together in the
synthesis of the research model (Chapter 16).

3.5

SECTIO N B:
ECOLO GY OF SANDY BEACH SYSTEM S
Chapter s
4.

MANAG EMENT REVIEW : ECOLO GY

5.

EXPERI MENTA L STUDIE S: ECOLO GY

6.

RESULT S: ABIOTI C AND BIOTIC COMPO NENTS

7.

DISCUS SION

4.1

4. MANAG EMENT REVIEW : ECOLO GY

Overvie w
In this section, first the current understanding of the abiotic and biotic components and
dynamics of sandy beach ecosystems is reviewed from a management perspective. As will
be seen below, it emerges that the present status of ecological research into sandy beach
ecosystems is rudimentary and fragmented, in comparison with other coastal ecosystems.
The findings offer little guidance for sustainable ecological and recreational management of
sandy beach systems.
Two experimental studies are then reported. The first, conducted in Durban, reveals a
patchiness rather than a regular zonation, of the abiotic parameters of moisture, temperature,
density and compaction, within the sand body, and very few macrobiota in the surface layers
of sand. The second, carried out in Sydney, and the first such study to be reported, shows
the presence of an abundant diatom flora within the sand grains themselves. This new
finding, along with the others reported in this section, has implications for management of the
sand body on a sustainable basis.

4.1

Concepts: from sandy beaches to sandy beach ecosystems

The search for a working definition of sandy beaches has included resource managers as well
as researchers. For example, the US Government's Coastal Zone Management Act (1972), in
adopting the protection of beaches as a national policy (Section 303), required that states
seeking federal approval of and support for their coastal management programmes should
define the term 'beach' (Section 306).
The term 'sandy beach' is generally used to distinguish beach areas comprised of sand from
those comprised of rock, or rocky shores. McLachlan (1983a) considered a sandy beach to
be a sandy littoral area open to the sea, and differing in degree of exposure to wave action.
The beach was seen to be part of the beach/surf zone ecosystem, including the sand body
from the highest drift line to beyond the wave break point; and the surf zone to the outer limit
of the surf circulation cells, but excludin g the dune system. Robertson (1991) similarly
defined as 'beach' the entire region between the highest level reached by waves and tides, and
the outer limit of the surf-zone or surf circulation cells. It could be argued that the upper limit
of the beach should include the splash zone, or zone influenced by wave-spray and air-borne,
saline moisture from the sea. Even with this landward extension, however, the definition
does not encompass all components of sandy beach systems, such as the associated dunes.
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Bally ( 1986) explained that in searching for a working definition of sandy
beaches,
researchers have had to continually redefine the boundaries of sandy beach system
s, from
early definitions that confined themselves to the sand body of the beach, especia
lly the
intertidal zone, to later definitions that recognised the systems nature of sandy beaches
, with a
numbe r of elements being inter-related (such as McLachlan, 1983a). It
also became
contended that sandy beach systems are open rather than closed, with comple
x functional
relationships between their elements and those of adjoining areas to land and sea
(Fleischack,
1985).
The high high-water mark has been used by land surveyors in countries such as
South Mrica
to indicate the top-of-beach line for property boundary demarcation (West, 1984).
It is also
commonly used in legislation that defines management authority boundaries,
but in reality
this demarc ation 'line' is open to interpr etation (Kench ington , 1990),
and changes
continually. Reliance on the surveyed line has led to the location of propert
ies and
development too far seaward of the natural beach erosion line, and therefore
vulnerable to
erosion (West, 1984).
The seaward edge of dune vegetation is regarded by some authors as a more reliable
indicator
than the high high-water mark, of the point at which sand mobility reduces, and
conditions
become stable enough for long enough to allow vegetation to establish itself
(for example
Tinley, 1985). This vegetated edge can be a useful field indicator of the upper landwa
rd limit
of a sandy beach, but is not permanent, as the vegetation can be undermined or
removed by
wave erosion under severe storm or cyclonic conditions (Tinley, 1985).
In South Africa, a strip of land extending 50 m inland from the high water
mark was
designated as Admiralty Reserve (through the Seashore Act of 1935), and used
for defence
purposes during wartime (West, 1984). More recently, because this Admira
lty Reserve
provided national level public ownership over primary dune areas, it has been
useful in
providing conservation protection to coastal dune systems in the Natal and Cape
Provinces.
Bally's (1986) working definition extended further landwards than McLachlan's
(1983a), to
encompass that portion of sediment extending from the outermost part of the
subtidal sand
wedge (Short and Wright, 1983) up to and including the vegetated coastal dunes,
provided
that these were associated with a sandy intertidal zone.
Under Bally's definition, the sandy beach ecosystem therefore includes the immed
iatelyadjacent coastal dune system, with its sand storage, energy dissipation, water
filtration and
other roles. Where the coastal dune system is extensive and extends kilometres
inland, (for
example in the Elandsbaai area, Cape Province, South Africa and the Myall Lakes
area, State
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of New South Wales, Australia), its inclusion is argua
ble, but the stabilisation of such dune
fields with alien vegetation species has been found
to interfere with adjacent sandy beach
dynamics (Sinclair and Lane (1986) for the Elandsba
ai area, South Africa; Buckney and
Morrison (1992) for the Myall Lakes area, Australia).
Tinley ( 1985) used sand dynamics or processes as
the basis for his broad definition. He
described sandy coasts as being made up of four
components, closely-related by the
interchange of sand supply among them: beaches, front
al dunes, inshore or surf-zone sand
bars and banks, and river mouths and estuaries. Toge
ther, these formed a single geomorphic
system called the littoral active zone. The sand was
shifted among these four components,
and any change in one of them led to changes in the other
s (also Heydom and Tinley, 1980).
Sand bars and banks of the inshore zone were seen
by Tinley as dissipating the main wave
energy, especially at low tides. Beaches dissipated wave
, swash and uprush or surge energy
at all tides. Frontal dunes dissipated storm wave energ
y at high tides and greatly reduced the
direct impact of onshore gale winds. Beaches of all
kinds were thus the main wave energydissipating aprons on land margins in the absence of
reefs, coral or non-coral (Tinley, 1985).
Beaches also played a central role in the transport of
sand as they constantly adjusted their
profile of equilibrium to the wave regime of the mom
ent. Transfer of sand from dune to
beach was regarded as a self-regulating form of coastal
protection (Ritchie, 1980).
While consideration of sand dynamics is essential in deve
loping the concept of a sandy beach
ecosystem (Lang and Armour, 1980), studies of beac
h ecosystem dynamics cannot exclude
water dynamics. Often authors have concentrated
on the seaward limits of the beach.
Chapman et al. (1982), for example, described the beac
h as merely the active and visible part
of the shore face, which extended well seawards of
the beach. Clark (1974) regarded the
flow of water from the land as a primary factor
controlling the condition of coastal
ecosystems, through rivers, estuaries and undergrou
nd aquifers, so that maintenance of the
quality and quantity of runoff through regulation of land
use was critical. Much more work
needs to be carried out on the relationship between catch
ment-sourced pollutants and water
quality in coastal systems, a rare example being Hillm
an et al. ( 1990) for Western Australia.
Deliberate pollution of coastal systems by nearshore
and deepwater ocean sewage outfalls,
and stormwater outlets on beaches, has become a publi
cly controversial issue (Preston-Whyte
(1987) for South Africa; Bede r (1989c, 1990) for Aust
ralia; and Morton (1976) for Hong
Kong).
Clark (1974) also argued that environmental manageme
nt must embrace whole ecosystems,
as interdependent system components cannot be mana
ged separately. Coastal ecosystems
must be scientifically analysed, and defined for mana
gement purposes to embrace a complete
4.4

and integral unit of interactive natural forces. The basic unit of coastal manag
ement was
therefore a single, intact and complete ecosystem, including the coastal water
basin and the
related adjacent shorelands (Clark, 1974). Despite arguing for this inclusive approac
h, Clark
failed to extend his own definition seawards. He also supported Odum's belief
that estuaries
were more productive than freshwater drainage or the sea, and therefore gave more
attention
to estuaries than to ocean water areas.
The natural beach environment of New South Wales has been described as a sculptu
red sand
mass with parts under water (off-shore bar and surf zone), parts adjacent to water
with no
vegetation (beach and berm) and parts further from water with a vegetative cover
(frontal,
secondary and back dunes) (NSW State Pollution Control Commission (NSW
SPCC),
1987).
It can be seen that recent definitions of sandy beaches tend to be inclusi
ve rather than
exclusive. They attempt to combine with the sand body of the beach all
the related
components that form integral parts of the beach system. They consider sand
and water
movement (but exclude air circulation), and in some cases incorporate energy
flows and
nutrient cycles (McLachlan, 1983a). To some extent, the definitions adopted by
researchers
have been dependent on their disciplinary bias (Underwood and Fairweather,
1986). The
definition of sandy beaches has therefore become more extended, interdisciplin
ary and
ecosystem-based over time, as has the research (Bally, 1986).

Clark (1974) saw the essential qualities of an ecosystem as its features (fixed
physical
objects), its processes (the driving forces of the system) and its characteristics
(variable
qualities that give each system its distinctiveness). The developing systems
approach to
researching sandy beach ecosystems recognises the interactions between the
sand body,
dunes, land, air and water, and identifies the critical elements and relationships
within the
dune/beach/surf zone system (McLachlan, 1983a). More recently, also, biotic elemen
ts such
as flora and fauna have been included.
The ecosystem can be viewed as the set of all the abiotic (physical and chemic
al) and biotic
(biological) elements occurring within its boundaries. The physical elements include
sand or
sediment, water (seawater, waves and currents), and wind (Short, 1986). Issues
of water
quality enforce an extension of the effective system to include the catchment area
of adjacent
riverine systems (Hillman et al., 1990). Chemical elements include nitrogen and
phosphorus
(Bally, 1983a). Biological elements include beach flora (NSW SPCC 1987;
Pammente'r
1983); fauna, divided into three size categories - microfauna, meiofauna, and
macrofauna
(Koop and Griffiths 1982; McLachlan 1983a; Brown and McLachlan 1990);
the landward
fauna associated with the coastal dune system; the avifauna (Joubert 1979; Summe
rs et al.
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1977; Underhill and Cooper 1982); and the seaward
fauna and avifauna associated with the
surf zone (Lasiak 1982, 1984a and b; McLachlan 1983
a).
All these elements can also be described as coastal resou
rces (Ditton et al., 1977). They are
bound together by processes, relationships and linkages
that are perhaps more important than
the individual elements themselves. Some research has
been conducted into system-unifying
concepts, such as energy budgets for South Mric an
sand y beach ecosystems (McLachlan,
1983a). More recent research interest has shifted
from the search for and description of
distribution patterns, to the experimental investigation
of processes, although little work has
been carried out from this perspective (McGuinness
1988; Underwood and Fairweather
1986).
Research directions and foci have been influenced by
the earlier, more limited definitions,
concentrating initially on the sand body, particular
ly the intertidal beach area exposed at
extreme low tide during the day (such as McLachla
n, Wooldridge and Dye 1981; Dexter
1983a, 1984). Research has not generally included
24-hour investigations of simultaneous
biotic and abiotic characteristics of the sand body, both
when exposed at low tide and when
submerged at high tide. Neither has it covered all parts
of the system: the water body that
covers the beach (swash zone), the landward dune
system, the seaward surf zone system
defined by the surf circulation cells, and the breaker/ne
arshore zone. Some early and more
recent research attention has been given to the near
shore volumes off sand y beaches,
including their importance for juve nile fish species
(McFarland 1963 ; McDermott 1983;
Ruple 1984; Fleishack 1985; Lasiak 1981, 1982, 1983
a and b, 1986a and b; Lenanton 1982;
Lenanton et al. 1982), but it would appear that research
has not broadened at the same pace as
the defmitions and concepts.
Little sandy beach research is currently taking place withi
n a fonnal coastal ecosystem context
(SANCOR, 1984). There is no coordinated and integ
rated biome research programme
dealing with coastal ecosystems in Australia, that equa
tes to the South African biome or
ecosystem programmes, conducted by the South Mric
an Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research (SACSIR). These programmes have dealt prim
arily with terrestial biomes, such as
the savanna, karroid, forest, and fynb os (distinguished
by proteaceous, restionaceous, and
ericaceous components, similar to the Australian malle
e). Many of the biomes have included
coastal locations (such as Huntley and Morris 1978;
Cooper 1985; Jann an 1986), but there
has been no fonnal coastal biome programme, approxim
ates being the SANCOR Benguela
Ecology and Coastal Processes projects (SANCOR, 1984
).
The Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation (ACSIRO)
has initiated a Coastal Zone Programme, but this
has tended to concentrate on abiotic
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considerations, and included little work on sandy beach systems to date (McKin
non et al.
1989; ACG 1991b; ACSIRO 1993;). Ray and McCormick-Ray (1992) have argued
for new
paradigms in the Australian context, and suggested that the creation of 'biosphere
reserves' is
the most appropriate for coastal and marine systems (also Ray and Gregg, 1991).
There is
therefore a need, internationally, to place sandy beach research into a formal coastal
biome
context, with a research and management focus on linkages, processes and system
s, rather
than on single species.

4.2

The search for zonation, and for the factor s influen cing biotic levels
and distributions on sandy beaches

Many earlier biologists regarded sandy beaches as marine deserts, a view which
initially
retarded research (McLachlan, 1983a). Systematic study of sandy beaches is
regarded as
having commenced with the work of Stephen in 1929 and 1930. The first attempt
to evaluate
the entire beach system was made by Stephenson (1944), for South Africa.
Early studies
were taxonomic and qualitative. Researchers then began to concentrate on the
effects of
physical processes, such as exposure at low tide and wave-action, on sandy beach
organisms
(McGuiness, 1988). Patterns of diversity and abundance were often correlated
with abiotic
factors. The influences of sub-stratum characteristics, primarily sediment
particle size,
oxygen ation and organic conten t, were investi gated separa tely and interre
latedly .
Differences in density, species composition, diversity and other aspects of
community
structure across the intertidal zone were documented (as by Dexter 1979; Me Lachlan
1980b).
In the first phase of research attempts to understand the factors affecting distribu
tion of
organisms on sandy beaches, Bally (1985) distinguished two stages, both using
the concept
of zonation. The first stage was based on resident fauna and the second
on degree of
moisture in the sediment (Fleishack, 1985). Sandy beach researchers were influen
ced by the
zonation believed to exist on rocky shores, including Colman (1933), Alikunhi
(1944), and
Albeit and Naylor (1976).
In the first stage of phase one, after Stephenson and Stephenson (1949) had
proposed a
universal zonation scheme for rocky shores, a similar scheme was suggested
for sandy
beaches by Dahl (1952), building on Davenport's (1903) suggestion to provide
a zonation
scheme.
The three sandy beach zones distinguished by Dahl, influenced by the three zones
that had
been described for rocky shores, and based largely on biological indicator species
, were: the
upper sub-terrestrial fringe (with ocypodid crabs in warm areas and talitrid amphip
ods in cold
areas); the mid-littoral zone (cirolanid isopods, possibly absent in cold temperate
areas); and
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the lower sub-littoral fringe (mixed fauna with hippid crabs in the tropics, and haustorid and
other amphipods in temperate areas). Researchers attempted to apply Dahl's zonation scheme
in different locations, with varying degrees of success, McLachlan (1980b) finding it
acceptable for selected South African beaches (also McLachlan et al. 1981 ).
In the second stage of phase one, Salvat (1964, 1966, 1967) proposed a new zonation
scheme based on physical factors or the interstitial hydrodynamic conditions of the beach.
This scheme departed from simple recording of the intertidal position of organisms, and
attempted to understand the underlying causes of distribution. Salvat used water saturation to
delineate four zones: drying, retention, resurgence and saturation. Again, researchers applied
this scheme in different locations with varying degrees of success ( such as Pollock and
Hummon 1971; Withers 1977; Bally 1981; Koop and Griffiths 1982). The boundaries were
not sharp and the zones graded into one another. The systems of zonation were compared
diagramatically by McLachlan (1983a).
By 1972, Stephenson and Stephenson were attempting to explain overlaps in 'zone'
boundaries on rocky shores, and the arbitrariness and imprecision of methods that had to be
adopted to define those zone boundaries. The zonation concept has been more recently
challenged for rocky shores by Underwood (1978) and Underwood and Fairweather (1986
and 1989). Fairweather (1987) has examined the influence of predator-prey relationships.
Adherence to the zonation concept, however, has reinforced the tendency in both research
and management to refer to two-dimensional 'areas', and to overlook the fact that sandy
beach ecosystems are comprised of three-dimensional volumes. The prevalent use of 'area'
rather than 'volume' terminology, which has serious implications for the management of
sandy beach ecosystems, has not been critically assessed to date.
This first phase of descriptive sandy beach ecology was followed by a second, involving
quantitative ecology and investigations of the physiology of dominant species (Bally, 1986).
On the basis of physiological adaptations, Brown (1981) distinguished only 2 zones: air
breathers in the supralittoral and water breathers below them.
A 1983 South African conference focussing on sandy beaches as ecosystems represented a
third phase in the development of sandy beach research, towards a more integrated and
holistic ecosystems approach, in which the emphasis was on linkages, networks and
relationships. Most previously-published studies of beach environments had not attempted
such an holistic approach, tending to investigate one or more components in isolation
(McLachlan, 1983a; Bally 1986).
Views on zonation of macrofauna on sandy beaches were highly conflicting, which could
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have been anticipated when dealing with a dynamic environment with a highly mobile fauna
(McLachlan, 1983a). Early research had searched for zonation related to tidal levels, instead
of starting from the fact that sandy beaches differ from rocky shores because of their
continual ly-movin g substrate , and the presence of infauna, absent from rocky habitats.
Zonation has never been shown on a sandy beach; that is, sharp boundaries have not been
demonstrated (McLachlan, 1983a), and thus the concept is disputed, as for rocky shores.
Zonation is perforce measured as the distribution of the fauna at an instant in time examined
by the researcher. As many sandy beach species undergo tidal migration s (McLachlan,
1983a), unlike many rocky shore species, the general necessity of researchers to survey at
low tide must influence their results for sandy systems. Rigorous critiques of the reliance on
low tide surveys, or of the extrapolation from transect surveys to zonation interpretations are
nevertheless absent from the research literature prior to the current study.
Fleischack (1985), from work on three subtidal beaches in Durban, argued that the close
relationship between the intertidal and subtidal 'areas' of the beach necessitated a zonation
scheme based on biological parameters which covered both locations. He coupled Dahl's
(1952) zones with his own findings and a modification of McLachlan's (1983a), to produce
the following fauna! or biotic zonation scheme for South African east-coast systems:
Supralitt oral zone: characterised by airbreathing crustaceans;
Midlitto ral zone: by cirolanid isopods;
Swash or sublittor al zone: by Emerita or Donax;
Breaker or inner turbulen t zone: by Gastrosaccus, Donax and other motile bivalves,
such as Iactra and crustaceans;
Nearsho re or transitio n zone: these and other species, such as Tivela rejecta, Sunetta
contempta, echinoderms and less motile polychaetes;
Outer turbulen t zone: nearshore zone species become more abundant, with burrowers
such as Callianassa and Echinocardium common.
Although producing this biotic zonation scheme, Fleischac k preferred the use of physical
parameters, arguing that they are more universally-applicable than faunal parameters. He
therefore proposed an alternative scheme, based on using both the degree of moisture in the
intertidal sediment and the level of turbulence in the subtidal zone. This scheme combined
Salvat's (1964, 1966, 1967) with Fleischac k's own findings and those of McLachl an
(1983a). Fleischack suggested parameter levels which could be used to identify zones in the
subtidal area, but did not investigate parameter levels for the intertidal or higher beach areas.
His physical or abiotic zonation scheme for South African east coast systems was:
Dry sand zone: uppermost level reached only by spray or high spring tides;
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Rete ntion zone: reached by all tides;
Swas h zone (Salvat's zones of resurgence and saturation
): where sand, at least within 20
cm of the surface, is permanently saturated with water, and
turbulence values are low;
Brea ker zone: with high turbulence values, such as horiz
ontal orbital velocity > lm per
sec. or longshore sediment transport rate > 50 m3 per day;
Near shore or trans ition zone: with turbulence values
lower than above;
Oute r turbu lent zone: even lower turbulence values (not
sampled by Fleischack (1985),
and values therefore unknown).
Fleischack (1985) did not combine or superimpose the
biotic and abiotic schemes. It is
nevertheless possible to combine them, as shown in Table
4.1, to provide a scheme using
both biotic and abiotic variables, for both the intertidal and
subtidal volumes of sandy beach
systems.
A zonation scheme presumes to reflect the existence of zonat
ion in reality, but this ~ssue is
still being debated. In recent years, for both rocky shores
and sandy beaches, the complexity
of influences on biotic distributions is being recognised.
Simple, single-factor explanations
have not been found, and multifactorial explanations, requi
ring complex statistical analyses of
long-term databases, have not been developed adequately.
Little guidance can therefore be
gained from sandy beach ecological research, as it curre
ntly stands, as to what factors,
influences, processes and functions are most critical for the
ecological management of sandy
beach systems, by explaining speciation, levels and distri
butions of sandy beach biota, both
spatially and temporally.

4.3

Natu ral envi ronm enta l facto rs
distributions on sand y beac hes

influ enci ng

bioti c

level s

and

The research understanding of the abiotic and biotic factors
influencing biotic distributions is
fundamental to determining the goals of sustainable manageme
nt of sandy beach systems. As
is shown below, however, there is no clear indication from
the research to date as to the
primary influences on sandy beach ecosystem dynamics.

4.3.1

Bioti c distributions

The factors influencing biotic distributions have been studie
d in terms of three size categories:
macrofaunal (organisms retained by a lmm mesh sieve
), meiofaunal (passing through a
lmm sieve, but retained by a O.lmm sieve), and micro
faunal (passing through a O.lmm
sieve).
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Tab le 4.1: Com bina tion of abio
tic and biot ic zon atio n sch eme
s for sub tida l, inte rtid al
and sup rati dal san dy bea ch volu
mes of Sou th Afr ican east coa
st syst ems (dev elop ed from
Flei sch ack , 198 5).
ZONE

ABI OT IC

BIO TIC

sup ralit tora l

dry sand

air-breathing crustaceans

Mid litto ral

retention zone (all tides)

cirolanid isopods

Swa sh/s ubli ttor al

sand perm. saturated

Emerita or Donax

Breaker/inner turb ulen t

high turbulence,
Gastrosaccus, Donax, motile
horizontal orb. velocity > bivalves
, crustaceans
1m/sec., longshore sed
trans. > 50m3/dav
turbulence < above
Above species, Tivela,
Sunetta, echinoderms,
polychaetes

Nea rsho re/t ran sitio n

Outer turbulent

even lower turbulence

Above species more abundant,
burrowers common

Macrofaunal distributions
Macrofaunal distributions in sandy bea
ch ecosystems have been found to be
variable and
difficult to predict accurately (McLac
hlan, 1983a). Branch and Branch
(1981) have
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distinguished among the common sandy beach macrofauna of the west,
south and east coasts
of South Africa. Eco-physiological studies have shown that each specie
s has adaptations that
enable it to survive within the sandy beach system, as detailed below.
An understanding of
the survival strategies of each species enable s some prediction of
which species can be
expected to occur on and in a sandy beach for different times and tidal
conditions. Branch
and Branch's (1981) summary below, for east coast or Natal macro
fauna, can be used to
determine theoretically the changing position of each species in relatio
n to changing tidal
levels, and hence the anticipated results of intertidal transect surveys condu
cted at low tide.
The high-shore organisms are described as air-breathing scavengers
by Brown (1981) and·
Branch and Branch (1981). They complete their life cycles out of water.
They are believed
to remain buried in the sand by day, and to feed on the surface at night,
to avoid dessication.
On the Natal coast, with the absence of offshore kelp beds, little food
is stranded high on the
coast, but there is a single high-shore scavenger, the ghost crab, Ocypo
de (3 species) (Dye et
al., 1981). These crabs are common and dig holes up to 1m deep, reachi
ng down to the
water table. Ocypode madagascarensis and 0. ryderi are commonest
on exposed sandy
beaches, while 0. ceratophthalmus occurs on more sheltered beache
s. The crabs are
believed to emerge at night as the tide falls, to search for food.
All high-shore air-breathers are scavengers, all are described as noctur
nal (Brown, 1981),
and all have activity rhythms related to the tides. Apart from the crabs,
nearly all are isopod
or amphipod crustaceans that carry their young in a brood pouch, have
no free-living larval
stage, and do not require any direct contact with the sea.
The low-shore organisms are described as water-breathing by Brown (1981)
and Branch and
Branch (1981). Almost all of the low-shore animals on sandy beache
s have adaptations
allowing them to migrate up and down the shore as the tide flows and
ebbs. Of the plough
snails, Bullia natalensis is commonest on Natal beaches, with B. rhodos
toma also occurring.
Bullia scavenges on dead or dying animals washed up on beaches. It spends
most of its time
under the sand. As the tide begins to rise, it emerges, turns on its back,
and spreads its flat
foot to act as an underwater sail. The waves lift it so that it surfs
up the beach, and is
deposited where the waves drop its food, moving on the surface to feed.
It avoids areas with
strong long-shore or rip currents. It retreats into the sand once the water
rises above midlevel so that it will not become stranded. When the tide drops again,
it emerges and is
washed down to its original low-tide position (Brown, 1971b).
Both the sand mussel Donax , and the sea louse Emerita, move upshor
e with the advancing
tide and then follow the tide downward as it falls (Branch and Branc
h, 1981). Dona x
responds to the water content of the sand, digging into water-satura
ted sand in the surge
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zone. As the tide rises, the sand becomes liquefied, and
the molluscs push out of the sand,
allowing the waves to wash them upshore. They then dig
in rapidly, maintaining position,
and feeding until the tide has risen further, when they repea
t the process. As the tide drops,
the sand begins to dry out and the molluscs emerge, to
allow themselves to be carried
downshore again by the waves. At high tide, fish species
swim over the submerged beach
areas to feed. Some can eat crustaceans and white muss
els, while skates and rays consume
Bullia.
McLachlan (1983a) listed the advantages to a species of tidal
migration: it allows animals to
stay in the location optimal for feeding (the edge of the swash
); it keeps them too shallow for
fish predators, but immersed enou gh for protection from
birds; it prevents stranding; and
enables supralittoral forms to move down the beach durin
g the low tide to feed on debris.
Molluscs may also move in a general response to chang
ing physical conditions, such as
degree of saturation and thixotropy of the sand. For some
, such as Dona x serra in the East
Cape, there is semilunar movement up and down the shore
to occupy a position near mean
tide level during springs and near low tide during neaps.
Movements have also been related
to periods of storm and calm. Temporal changes have been
recorded in whole communities
and populations, for example, seasonal changes have been
reported for most species studied
and for several communities (McLachlan, 1983a). In
terms of energy costs, it is more
profitable to migrate than to maintain position.
Visible boundaries on open beaches are the drift line, and
the edge of the saturated sand
where the water table reaches the surface. These visible
boundaries are often used to defme
zones. It has been argued that most species show subzo
nes within these zones, such as
isopod species with a clear zonation near the top of the shore
and midlittoral (Bally, 1981 and
McLachlan et al, 1981 for South Africa; Dexter, 1983
a for New South Wales). With
bivalves, two species often occupy a beach, the smaller in
the sublittoral fringe and the larger
in the eulittoral. lntraspecific zonation has been recorded,
usually zonation of size classes
(McLachlan et al. 1979b; Brown 1982b). Size class zonat
ion may be caused by differential
sorting of the sizes in the swash, or by active migration
to areas suitable at different life
stages (McLachlan, 1983a).
As Branch and Branch (1981) point out, all beach anim
als have lifestyles intimately linked
with the rise and fall of the tides, and almost without excep
tion have developed rhythms of
activity and methods of orientating up and down the beach
, to make the best and safest use of
the tides. If macrobiotic distributions on sandy beach
es are responses to and therefore
determined by the tides, a knowledge of the tidal conditions
would allow prediction of biotic
distributions, which could be related to the distributions
of recreational users under similar
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conditions. From these findings, it can be inferred that ecological surveys conducted on
exposed beaches at low tide only, in the daytime, and not extending into the water, are
unlikely to find many macrofaunal species. On the other hand, if surveys are to be extende
d
into the water, sampling difficulties require the development of new techniques and
technologies (Fleischack et al .. 1985~ de Freitas 1988).
When Bally (1983a) investigated a range of abiotic factors simultaneous with macrofaunal
distribution on a Cape Town beach at low tide, and examined possible relationships, he
studied distributions along as well as down the beach. All species showed irregula
r
distributions in both directions. Of the sixteen species recorded, most were found at only
a
few sampling sites and in low numbers. The four most important, in terms of numbers and
biomass, were found predominantly in the mid-tidal regions. Macrofaunal diversity was
highest in the zone of retention, a function of the abundance of the most important species in
this region, and of the very low numbers of the species occurring in the zone of saturation.
The overall patchinesss of macrofaunal distributions and the lack of correlation with abiotic
factors, as found by Bally, did not support zonation theories, and suggested that biotic
distributions in sandy beach systems are not predicted easily.
The paucity of macro fauna, as observed by Bally ( 1983a), has been found by other sandy
beach researchers. Sand core surveys of sandy beach macrofauna conducted at low tide on
the outer harbour beaches of Sydney, Australia, found almost no macrofauna (Burchett et al.,
1991). In the autumn survey at Balmoral Beach, no macrofaunal species were found in 24
sand cores taken to a depth of 20 ems. In the spring survey at the same beach, one transect
found no species, and the second transect found organisms of only one annelid species (F.
Spionidae), and one mollusc species (Donax variabilis ), just under the water level at the time
of sampling (Burchett et al., 1991). Low macrofaunal results, from conventional transect
sampling on sandy beaches at low tide, if confirmed in the -current study, call into question
the value of the sampling approach used in relation to the movements and activities of sandy
beach fauna~ as well as the feasibility of using macrofauna to investigate the impacts of
recreational use on sandy beach biota. No previous research has questioned the samplin
g
approaches, in fact, transect samples are as a rule taken at low tide. Nor has previou
s
research attempted to evaluate the feasibility of the use of macrofauna to investigate
recreational use impacts on sandy beach systems.

Meiofaunal distributions
Research to date suggests meiofaunal distributions are related to sediment grain size (Fricke
and Flemming, 1983), moisture content, and the balance between organic input and oxygen
availabiltiy. Hennig et al. (1982) investigated the relationships between meiofaunal
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population densities and the physico-che
mical properties of unpolluted sandy
beaches. Water
and sediment samples we.re analysed for
various chemical parameters and meiofau
na. Within
the range of grain sizes found (197-337
_pm), short-term fluctuations in the natu
ral
levels of
the various chemical constituents did
not significantly influence the densitie
s
of
mei
ofaunal
populations. Densities were found to
be governed largely by the median gra
in
size
of the
sediments. Fric ke and Flemming
(1983) also exa min ed mic roh abi tat
col
oni
sati
on
by
interstitial meiofauna as a function of
grain size.
The relationships between median grai
n size and the population densities of
nematodes and
harpacticoid copepods were established
by Hennig et al. (1982). The optimu
m grain size
was found to be 284. ...,vm, and as the
sediment size deviated from this size
,
the population
density decreased. It was concluded
that knowledge of the median grain
of
the sediments
should indicate the approximate mei
ofaunal density to be expected, in the
abs
ence of any
other external influence. It was also
suggested tha t deviations from this
density could be
attributed to perturbation.
In Bally's (1983a) survey, meiofa
unal abu nda nce s wer e rela tive ly low
in the zone of
saturation, with a single high peak in
the zone of retention. Above this, den
sities declined,
only to increase again in the zone of
drying. Harpacticoid copepods occurre
d in very low
numbers in the upper hal f of the intertid
al zone. Little correlation could be esta
blished with
abiotic factors, however.

McGwynne et al. (1988) investigated
the impact of wrack (stranded macroal
gae) breakdown
on the interstitial meiofauna of san
dy beaches. The me iofa una was
dominated by
nematodes, harpacticoid copepods,
oligochaetes and turbellarians at bot
h
sites studied.
Nematode feeding types were chiefly
predators, selective and non-selective
dep
osit feeders.
The nematodelcopepod ratio, regarded
as an indicator of environmental stress,
did not reflect
any adjustment of the interstitial commun
ities on either beach as a response to
the deposition
of wrack. McGwynne et al. suggested
that high meiofaunal densities occur whe
n the balance
between organic input and oxygen ava
ilability approaches an optimum.

Microbiota (faunal and floral) distribution
s
Boucher and Chamroux (1976) examin
ed the relationship between bacteria
and macrofauna
experimentally. Bally (1983a) found
that bacterial abundance was highest
at the low water
mark and decreased fairly rapidly tow
ards the hig h tide level. There wer
e considerable
variations in numbers, both across and
along the shore. These findings wer
e the reverse of
some researchers results but similar
to those of others. McGwynne et al.
(1988) found no
significant difference in sediment bac
teria densities between a wrack-load
ed beach and a
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sparse-wrack beach.
With regard to diatoms, Mead ows and Anderson (1966 and
1968) exam ined microorganisms attached to marine and freshwater sand grains, but
without the aid of electron
microscopy. Amspoker ( 1977) collected epipsammic diatoms from
an intertidal transect, and
found high diversity, low dominance, and broadly-distribut
ed taxa, with distribution
apparently influenced by wave-induced substrate variability. Newe
ll, reviewing sandy beach
research to 1979, concluded that communities of living micro
-organisms occurred on the
outer surface of beach sand particles. Round ( 1979) described
for the first time a nonmigratory, epipsammic (living on sand grains) and endopsamm
ic (living below the sand
surface) diatom assemblage, mainly Amph ora species, in an
intertidal sand flat. The
endopsarnmic association was found while studying the diurnal
vertical migration rhythym of
Hantzschia species, which are epipelic (living and moving freely
on and in the sediment).
Only the larger motile species were identified by Round (1979
). The smaller species
belonging to the epipsammon (attached to the sand grains) were
merely recorded as frequent
or abundant. They were found to be frequent in the surface layer
of the sand flat (top 1mm),
and abundant in both the colourless layer (next 3mm), and the
"lowest layer studied (next
3mm), from samples taken during the day, with tidal status undes
cribed. Round (1965) had
observed that epipsammic diatoms were common in marine
habitats, but less frequently
found in fresh water, and that it was extremely rare to find any report
s of algae living in subsurface situations. Steele and Baird (1968) had found viable diatom
s mixed to 20 cm depths
in the sand of a sheltered temperate beach, with primary produ
ction low but measurable.
Fogg et al. (1973) had mentioned unpublished records of specie
s of Cyanophyta living about
2mm below the surface of a quartzite sand in the Falkland Island
s, and a Nodularia species
below the surface of sand on the Scottish west coast.
Round (1979) observed that while the epipelic species moved
sufficiently fast to undergo
diurnal rhythmic migrations, and migrated downwards from the
surface layer prior to dusk,
the epipsammic species moved only slowly and photostatically
from grain to grain. All
species appeared motile, and a non-motile biraphadaceous penna
te diatom probably did not
exist, as it would tend to be lost by burial. A degree of movement
was necessary to colonise
new sand grains. At stations permanently underwater, epipsammic
diatoms had been found
to be most abundant in the surface sand, and to decrease with
depth (Hickman and Round,
1970), a reflection of movement into the most illuminated zone.
But on the sandflat studied
by Round (1979), a much greater concentration of cells was found
below 3-4 mm depth. lie
speculated that light intensity might be less at depth, but transm
ission through short layers of
clean sand did not greatly reduce the intensity, and argued
that both dessication and
competition were not major influencing factors.
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Most of non-freshwater research has focused on surf-zone and
offshore diatoms, and their
tendency to accumulate. This tendency was initially thought to
be a blooming phenomenon,
but more recently to be the result of advective processes (Kind
ley 1983; Talbot and Bate
1986). Talbot and Bate (1987) proposed that diatoms use a dicho
tomy in advective forces
between the water surface and the water column in order
to enter the surf zone and
accumulate to form cell patches.
Talbot and Bate (1986) examined the relative quantities of live
and detrital organic matter in
the surf-zone of a South African beach-surf ecosystem. They
found that the detrital load
appeared to represent a major carbon source to the food chains
of the ecosystem, contrary to
the current concept where the ecosystem was considered to
be fuelled mainly by the
conspicuous surf-diatom population. Within the inner surf-z
one, nearly 50% of the
particulate organic carbon (POC) was found to be living mater
ial, consisting of high
concentrations of the surf diatom Anaulis birostratus. This 1: 1 ratio
was restricted to daylight
hours when dense phytoplankton patches were present within the
inner surf-zone. At night,
when the surf-diatom cells were thought to become epipsammi
c (that is, on the sand), the
ratio was found to shift in favour of detritus.
The trophic significance of these POC components was not
commensurate with their
respective contribution to the POC pool. The value of A. birost
ratus cells to consumers was
enhanced because they accumulated into patches of high concentratio
n. A sharp decrease in
the shore-normal distribution of detritus and inorganic matter in
the water column was found
to occur at the junction between the rip-head zone and the
nearshore, and regarded as
evidence that the seaward limit of rip-heads was the outer bound
ary of beach-surf ecosystems
(Talbot and Bate, 1986).

4.3.2

Abio tic facto rs influ encin g biota

Both beaches and intertidal flats are accumulations of sediment
deposited by waves and
currents. On a sandy beach, the sediment particles commonly
range in size from 0.05 to
4.00mm, although some beaches are composed of large shells or
coarse gravels derived from
weathering of coastal rocky outcrops, or from coral reef debris
(Robertson, 1991). Most
beaches contain sediment from a number of sources. Swart (1983
) reviewed the physical
aspects of sandy beaches, and Bird (1983) the factors influe
ncing beach erosion and
accretion.
On the east coast of South Africa, including the NatallkwaZ
ulu region, a number of
anthropogenic factors have led to the excessive supply of terrige
nous material via estuaries to
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offshore areas (Fig. 8.4), and ultimately on to beach
es. Thes e factors include land
management practices such as extensive clearing and burni
ng of vegetation; sugar cultivation
along stream and river courses, and in floodplains; overc
ultivation and overgrazing; and
informal semi-rural and rural settlement. The supp
ly of terrigenous material is so
considerable that, in the vicinity of the Tugela River mouth
north of Durban, beaches are prograding rather than receding (Weisser and Backer, 1983
), while many Natal estuaries are
affected by siltation (Begg 1978, 1984a and b).
On most NSW beaches on the east coast of Australia, input
of sand to the system is either
insignificant or less than output, so that the shoreline is predo
minantly eroding (NSW SPCC,
1987). In some places, coastal erosion is also the result of
human disturbance, having been
brought about by consolidation and development of fored
une areas (NSW Government,
1990). More recently, research concern is turning to the
influence of the greenhouse effect
and sea level rise on coastal erosion (SSROC 1992; ACG
1993).
Researchers have exam ined in detail possi ble abiot ic
factors influ encin g the biotic
distributions, such as sediment, temperature, and wave energ
y (Cubit 1969, Jones 1970 for
macrofauna; Conrad 1976 for meiofauna; Rulings and Gray
1976 for meiofauna; Dale 1974
for bacteria). Some studies have found individual speci
es preferences for certain abiotic
characteristics (Gray 1966 and 1967a; Brown and Talbo
t 1972; Brown 1973; Muir 1977;
Bally 1981). Research into specific abiotic factors is outlin
ed below.
Sediment type
Grain size and sorting affect both the amount of pore water
and the permeability of the sand.
The distribution of infauna may be related directly to pore
water and permeability, and only
indirectly to grain size and sorting (Jansson 1967). The influe
nce of sedimentary factors on
biotic distributions was investigated by Biembaum (1979
) in relation to benthic amphipods.
The only animal-sediment size relationships observed by Bally
(1983a) were that Donax serra
and Scolelepis squamata were both associated with areas
of finer sand in the zone of
retention, but the correlations were not very strong.
While beach animal distributions have been shown by some
research to be correlated with
sediment type, most of the evidence is from subtidal comm
unities (Driscoll1975; Biembaum
1979). There is less evidence for intertidal zones. Carr
(1976) showed some correlation
between particle sizes and faunal distributions, but noted
that most of these results couid
probably be explained in terms of differences in amounts of
shelter at the various sites
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studied. Eleftheriou and Nicholson (1975) reached
a similar conclusion working on Scottish
beaches. Grange (1977), in New Zealand, foun
d that deposit-feeders favoured the finest
sediments of intertidal flats, carnivores and scav
engers preferred intermediate grades, and
suspension feeders were more abundant in coarser
sediments.
Sand particle size has been considered a possible
indicator of sediment instability, as it
generally increases with increasing exposure.
Brown (197 la), Eleftheriou and Nicholson
(1975), and Alien and Moore (1987) observed
relationships between fauna! character and
grain size, but advised against the use of grain size
alone as a measurement of exposure, as
other factors influenced fauna! distribution, as discu
ssed further below.
McLachlan (1977) found that sand particle size was
important in influencing habitats available
to sandy beach fauna. Dexter (1983a), however
, found little variation in particle size in the
quartzose sands along Australian (NSW) beaches,
although there was faunal variation. The
sand of NSW beaches orig inate s from Haw kesb
ury sandstone, and regardless of the
exposure regime, the median particle size was
found to be medium sand for almost all
beaches (Dexter 1983a).
Inconsistencies in beach sedimentology, deriving
from underlying geology and material
sources, can confound particle size assessments
(Alien and Moore, 1987). Shell debris from
offshore populations of bivalves can be found
in fine sand beaches, coarse gravels can
underlie thin muddy sands and add larger than expe
cted particles, while boulder clay bases
can lower the median grain size on exposed beaches.
Bally (1983a) mapped the distributions of various
physical, sediment-related parameters for a
South Mric an west coast beach to a depth of 20cm
. No defmite trends were observed in the
distribution of mean sedi men t diameters. Patc
hes of fine sand alternated more or less
randomly with coarser areas. Sorting values tend
ed to decrease upshore, indicating better
sorted sand towards the landward edge of the
beach. The uppermost zone, the zone of
drying, appeared uniformly well-sorted. No clea
r zonational or longshore trends were
observed. Bally concluded that patchiness of abio
tic (and biotic) aspects of sandy beaches
was confirmed by his overall results, rather than
well-defined zonation patterns or strong
correlations with any single variable.
Water and wave action

Beaches exist on shores with a range of wave-en
ergy conditions. For example, wave action
was found to be highly variable both temporally
and spatially along the NSW coast (Short
and Wright, 1981). Branch and Bran ch (1981)
regarded wave action as the key factor
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influencing sandy beaches, with a series of effects, including those on the size
and shape of
the beach, the size of the sand grains, and the water and oxygen content of the sand.
It has been found that strong wave action produces narrow, steep beaches with
coarse, welloxygenated sand, through which water drains rapidly and into which water from
the water
table cannot be drawn, as capillary action is weak (Branch and Branch, 1981 ).
In contrast,
weaker wave action produces wider, more gently-sloping beaches with fine, easily-s
tagnated
sand, which prevents drainage, and is usually waterladen as water is drawn
upwards by
capillary action These differences create habitat variations for sandy beach
organisms, to
which they respond by "choosing" their location and depth in the sand.

Alien and Moo re ( 1987) pointed out that researchers had examined the effects
of wave
exposure on sand infaunas over almost four decades, but their examples include
research in
estuaries and enclosed bays, as well as being all from northern hemisphere
locations:
Lagardere 1966; Seed and Lowry 1973; Eleftheriou and Nicholson 1975; Elefthe
riou and
Mclnty re 1976; Withers 1977; and Shackley 1981. More recently, researc
hers have
examined the effects of wave exposure on sand infauna of ocean-fronting beache
s in the
southern hemisphere, such as Dexter (1983a). The general conclusions have been
that most
beach fauna could be broadly categorised along gradients of tolerance to wave
exposure.
Subjectivity in what researchers considered to be 'expose d' or 'shelter ed' environ
ments,
however, has reduced the comparability and hence the general value of the studies
.
McLachlan's (1980a) exposure index, derived largely from quantifiable physica
l beach data,
was devised to reduce the inconsistencies of subjective methods, and to standar
dise beach
exposu re assessm ents in differe nt geogra phical areas. Scores were
allocat ed to
hydrodynamic, physical and biological variables for each beach, and the summa
tion of scores
used to rank the beach on an exposure scale, from 0 (very sheltered) to 20 (very
exposed).
By 1987, McLachlan' s index had been applied only to beaches in southern Mrica
(Dye et al.
1981; McLachlan et al. 1981; Wooldridge et al. 1981). Alien and Moore
(1987) then
allocated exposure ratings to beaches on the coast of North Wales, U K, using
McLachlan's
methods. They found that while the exposure index was useful for a broad classifi
cation of
beaches, it did not take into account more detailed, localized, spatial and tempor
al variations
within individual beach systems and fauna. Beach stability could vary within differen
t areas
of the same beach.
To overcome these shortcomings, Allen and Moore (1987) developed an index
of relative
instability, generated from temporal changes in beach profile, or values of average
change in
beach sand level. Salvat' s (1966, 1967) beach zones based on emersion and
pore water
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retention, used successfully by Withers (1977) and Bally (1983a, 1983b), were not used by
Alien and Moore, as it was not always clear where Salvat's zones occurred.
Allen and Moo re ( 1987) found that the relationship between faunal variability and sediment
instability became less evident up the beach, partially because terrestrial factors, such as
freshwater and desiccation, had an increasing influence on fauna at upper shore levels. It
therefore became difficult to estimate the degree of sediment instability on upper ,shores from
faunal evidence alone or vice versa. Tube-dwelling species had the closest relationship with
the stable region of the index across most zones, but on a decreasing scale up the shore.
Only mobile crustaceans displayed a positive correlation with areas of instability. Errant
worms showed no definite pattern. Molluscs showed an affinity with stability in one zone
only, because of their patchy distribution (Alien and Moore, 1987).
With regard to sand moisture or interstitial water, Bally (1983b) found a certain amount of
longshore variability in relative penetrability, but distinct zones did occur across the beach.
He found high penetrability at the high-water mark, low penetrability lower down (in Salvat's
zone of retention), and higher penetrability in the lower, water-saturated regions of the sandy
beach, although he recognised that his sampling method had affected moisture content
results.
Tidal cycles

The existence of intertidal habitat is almost by definition due to tides (Carefoot and Simpson
1977; Kenchington 1990), which are the results of complicated gravitational effects of the
sun and moon on the oceans. The fact that tides are 50 minutes later each day complicates
both ecological and recreational surveys. Ecological surveys, involving the use of transects
and quadrats, tend to be positioned on the basis of tidal condition. Surveys are usually
conducted at spring low tide, to maximise exposure and visibility. They therefore reflect
fauna! distributions under extreme low tide conditions. Recreational user surveys, by
contrast, can be conducted under high or low tide conditions. Beach user distributions
(unlike sandy beach biota) are generally more visible on the sand or water surface, although
they can be obscured by sun protection measures, water movement and breaking waves.
Clark (1974) illustrated the range of tidal levels (Table 4.2), while Carefoot and Simpson
(1977) listed the frequency of the major astronomical events governing tides. The areas
studied in this research, Durban and Sydney, both experience semidiumal tides (after Clark,
1974 and Table 4.2) as well as fortnightly spring and neap tides, within the more frequent
influences. The tides along most of the Australian and South African coastlines are mixed
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tides rise and low tides fall.
Vertical tidally-related zonation has been reported for European sandy
beaches (Stephen,
1930; Salvat 1966, 1967; Maclntyre and Eleftheriou 1976; Withers 1977),
but was not found
to be important in the pattern of faunal distribution by Alien and Moore
(1987), working in
Scotland. Allen and Moore suggested that the lack of vertically-related
trends in their data
could be because ordination considers the proportional impact of each
species, so that species
occurring right across the shore would mask any zonal trend, but
did not remove such
species from their analysis.
Tides influence relative subme rsion and emers ion among sandy beach
and rocky shore
organisms. Theoretically, assuming that the organisms are effectively
sessile, some will be
wetted only once during the month, others exposed to air only once
during the month. In
practice, wave action and wind spray modify exposure levels (Carefoot
and Simpson, 1977).
Between these extremes is a gradation of conditions, from mostly-emers
ed at higher levels to
mostly-submersed at lower levels. Branch and Branc h (1981) exami
ned the physiological
responses of different macrofaunal species to tidal changes, in order
to explain the biotic
distributions on sandy beaches at different tidal phases.
It has been thought, particularly for fixed rocky shore substrates,
that organisms sort
themselves into horizontal bands, or zones, with well-defined upper
limits of distributions,
and less clearly-defined lower limits. Stephenson and Stephenson {1972)
concluded, on the
basis of their international studies of rocky shores, that tides had not
created the system of
zonation, but merely modified and developed it. It was therefore not
possible to define the
boundaries of intertidal zones in terms of tidal levels. The boundaries
must rather be defined
in terms of organisms, and could not be expected to coincide neatly with
tidal levels. More
recently, research attention has shifted to the role of predation and compe
tition in influencing
faunal distribution on both rocky (Underwood 1978; Underwood et
al. 1983) and sandy
shores (McLachlan, 1983a). The mobil ity of sandy beach organi
sms, and their tidal
migration abilities, cause contin ual chang es in levels and distrib
utions which further
confound notions of tidally-related zonation and their application to sandy
beach systems.
The existence (or non-existence) of zones that may be correlated with
tidal fluctuations is
relevant to research that seeks to examine both sandy beach ecology and
beach recreation, and
to explore the relationships between them. Sandy beach biota and human
beach users are
both responsive to tidal influences, if only in that changing tidal levels
change the inundation
and exposure status of beach areas. Although the distribution pattern
s of both sandy beach
biota and recreational users appea r to be influe nced by variations
in tidal levels, the
relationships among user distributions, biotic distributions, and abiotic
influences, including
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relationships among user distributions, biotic distributions, and abiotic influences, inclu9ing
tidal fluctuations, have not received much research attention to date. No previous attempts
have been made to relate concepts of distribution and the factors influencing distribution, in
both sandy beach ecological and sandy beach recreational research.

Table 4.2:

Reference heights for coastal waters (after Clark, 1974)

S.S. (Statistical Storm)
A.S. (Annual Storm)

The level reached during the maximum storm surge expected
in a specified number of years, such as 5-year, 25-year, or
1 00-year
The level reached during the maximum expected annual storm
surge.

MHWS (Mean High Water,
Spring)

The average height of high water occurring on spring tides
(average during new and full moon days and the two days
following each).

MHHW (Mean Higher High
Water)

The 19-year average height of higher high tides (only in a
Mixed Tidal regime) (1)

MHW (Mean High Water)

The 19-year average height of high water (only in Diurnal (2)
or Semi-Diurnal Tidal Regime (3)).

MSL (Mean Sea Level)

The 19-year average water height (not the same as the fixed
geoder(c
MSL reference point (4).

MTL (Mean Tidal Level

The plane midway between MHW and MLW (usually within a
few hundredths foot of MSL).

MLW (Mean Low Water)

The 19-year average height of low water (only in a Diurnal or
Semi-Diurnal Tidal regime).

MLLW (Mean Lower Low
Water)

The 19-year average height of lower low water (only in a
Mixed Tidal regime).

MLWS (Mean Low Water,
Spring)

The 19-year average height of low water occuring on spring
tides (average of heights of new and full moon days and the
two days following each)

1 Mixed: having 2 high and 2 low
tides in 24 hours, high tides of quite different heights, low tides of quite
different heights.
2Diurnal: having one
high and one low tide in 24 hours.
3Semi-Diurn
al: having 2 high and 2 low tides in 24 hours.
4Fixed reference
point for land elevation established in 1929; also "the 1929 datum."
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If the distributions and activities of sandy beach recreationists for a range of times
are
superimposed onto the distributions and activities of sandy beach biota for the same times,
the points of interaction and potential conflict between beach recreational use and ecologic
al
functions can be determined. Beach monitor ing and management can then be aimed
at
reducing or avoiding negative impacts and conflicts in resource use, while promoting positive
impacts and beneficial or non-competing uses. If relationships could be determined that
allowed the prediction of biotic distributions and user distributions on the same "9each at
the
same time, on the basis of abiotic factors, ecological and recreational management of sandy
beach systems could be reconciled.
Temperature effects
In situ and simultaneous measure ment of water temperatures tends not to take place
in
ecological surveys, or to be correlated with faunal sampling. Researchers use mean surface
ocean temperature from the closest location to their study beaches for which data are availabl
e
(for example, Underwood, 1974); or mean water temperature over a number of years (for
example, NSW SPCC 1979). The influences of spatial changes in marine and interstit
ial
water temperature on faunal distribution patterns in sandy beach intertidal and subtidal
volumes therefore remain under-investigated. In addition, variations in temperature within
the sand body, with depth from sand surface and distance from waterline have rarely been
investigated as a part of biologic al surveys . The influenc es of water and sand body
temperature on biotic distributions have therefore not been investigated in detail by research
prior to this study.
Nutrients

Bally ( 1983a) investigated levels of nitrite, nitrate, ammonia; silicate, phosphate, and organic
carbon on South African Cape beaches. Most previous studies had examined nutrient values
of interstitial water from the water tables of beaches, which could be 2m below the surface,
Bally's values came from the top 10 cm of sand, usually above the water table, and were
therefore more likely to be related to the distribution of organisms. He showed that some
chemical factors may influence distributions, although caution is necessary in interpreting
the
results. Of the abiotic parameters measured, a number showed similar distributions. Levels
of ammonia, nitrate, phosphate, and to a lesser extent, nitrite, were all closely correlated with
the distribution of relative penetrability levels. In examining the correlations between
the
chemical factors and biotic distributions, Bally reasoned that the high correlations found
between meiofaunal abundances and the nutrients ammonia, nitrate and phosphate, and
consequently also with Donax and Scolelepis, were to be expected since the excretion product
of many marine animals is ammonia.
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Bally' s results reflected concentrations in the water of retention, or in the surface film
of
water on the sand grains in the upper half of the beach, with the values being diluted by
increased moisture content of the sand towards the low water mark. The values were also
affected by the period each site was exposed prior to collection, and were cumulative values
for the period between exposure and collection. Comparison with other studies is therefor
e
difficult. The results provided an indication of nutrient distributions at low tide. Bally
concluded, in examin ing the nutrient levels and fauna! distributions, that both were
characterised by patchiness rather than zonation.
The influences on biotic distributions of pollutants, in the f9rm of excessive nutrient
s,
industrial effluent or stormw ater runoff, and the effects of increase d erosion
or
sedimentation, are dealt with in section 4.4.1.
In summary, of all the abiotic factors investigated in ecological research to date, no single
factor or combination of factors has emerged as a primary influence with predictive value,
or
has been shown to be a key consideration for the management of sandy beaches towards
ecological sustainability.
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4.3.3

Biotic/ biotic and biotic/abiotic interac tions

Comparatively few attempts have been made to relate distributions of sandy beach
fauna to
factors other than those related directly to sediments or the exposure of beache
s (Bally,
1983a). The role of predation on sandy beaches has received little research attentio
n. Bonnet
(1964) looked at the Portuguese man-of-war as a food source for the sand crab,
while Brown
( 1964) investigated food relations on intertidal sandy beaches. The importance
of beaches as
feeding and roosting grounds for avifauna has been discussed by Underhill
and Cooper
(1982) and Hockey et al. (1983), but not studied experimentally. Beaches may
be crucial
feeding grounds for other species as well, such as crabs, which would signific
antly reduce
the abundance of organisms in sediments (McGuiness, 1988).
Among the few studies that have examined biotic interactions as influences on
distributions,
Hummon et al. (1976) found that differential aggregations of meiofauna on a Delawa
re beach
were associated with maturing eggs of the horseshoe crab Limulus, while Gerlac
h (1977)
suggested that in some instances the patchiness of meiofauna might be caused by
attraction to
decaying organisms. Lee et al. ( 1977) found that meiofauna can detect small
patches of
different food types and aggregate around them. Meiofaunal preferences for sand
containing
favourable species of bacteria were identified by Gray 1966, 1967a, 1967b, 1968,
1971a and
b; and Ravenel and Thistle 1981, while Meyer-Reil and Faubel (1980) found
that high
meiofaunal biomasses coincided with low bacterial masses.
Bally (1981) suggested that competition, predator-prey interactions and popula
tion structure
might influence fauna! distributions on sandy beaches. Branch (1984) examin
ed the
ecological implications of competition between marine organisms. In McLachlan'
s ( 1983a)
view, competition was unlikely to influence zonation, although exploitation compet
ition could
not be ruled out. He based his conclusion, however, on the debatable argume
nt that most
species on sandy beaches are unspecialized generalists with broad niches.
Researchers have not even begun to measure many of the factors possibly influen
cing biotic
distributions, while the effects of others, singly and in combination, are not
yet properly
understood (Anderson and Meadows 1979; Flemming and Fricke,1983a and
b). Bally
( 1983a) argued that, because the microenvironments of sandy beach sedime
nts are very
complex, the distribution of organisms on sandy beaches would be influenced
by complex
factor combinations, rather than by just one or two factors in isolation. He
conceded,
however, that the general patchiness of distribution he had found could be
a random
occurrence, or simply the consequence of irregularity of the swash across the intertid
al zone,
resulting in organisms being deposited differentially. While this process must
play a role in
the distribution of the more mobile organisms, and especially the smalle
r forms, its
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importance was not known. Grant (1981), on the other hand, had concluded that faunal
distribution in bedforms on a high energy sandflat was related to active preference by the
organisms concerned rather than to passive hydrodynamic sorting.
The behaviour of patches over time must still be examined, as Bally's (1983a) results merely
represent distribution on one beach during one period of low tide. The longevity of patches
has been found to vary with both species and environmental conditions. For example,
patches of Scolelepis fuliginosa were found to change their locality on the beach frequently
(Gray, 1971b); aggregations of Talorchestia capensis to change daily, due to the distribution
of stranded food items (Muir, 1977); and aggregations of Emerita analoga appear to remain
aggregated for at least four months, not mixing with neighbouring aggregations of the same
species, but migrating up and down the beach with the tide (Efford, 1965).
Much more work needs to be done on the interactive influence of multiple factors on sandy
beach distributions. When biological interactions are combined with physico-chemical
influences, the factors affecting distribution become yet more complex. The distribution of a
prey species, for example, is likely to be influenced by factors affecting the predator species,
where predation is an importan t factor. Where there is a· marked longshor e drift,
aggregations of prey and predator species may travel at different rates along the beach,
resulting in occasional periods of high predation alternating with periods of reduced predator
activity. Temporal studies are however lacking in the research.
Again, little is understood of processes that occur on sandy beaches at high tide. For
example, the inward migrations of planktonic and nektonic species have yet to be adequately
investigated. Light, water temperature, oxygen and salinity are all tidal variables. Conditions
during high tide may exert a strong influence on the low-tide distribution of animals. For
instance, many members of the swimming macrofauna bury themselves in the sand before the
beach becomes exposed with the ebbing tide. But most research to date has been carried out
at low tide when the intertidal area is most exposed to researcher access, and sampling is
easier. Much therefore remains to be investiga ted before the causes underlying the
distribution of beach organisms are fully understood (Bally 1983a).

4.4

Social environm ental factors influenc ing biotic levels and distributions
on sandy beaches

4.4.1

Human use factors influenc ing biota

Sandy beach ecosystems are subject to human impacts. Artificial or built environmental
(human-made) factors influencing sandy beach systems are associated with infrastructural,
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commercial, industrial, and residential developments and networks (transportation, sewerage,
drainage, power, and communications), all with varying use and management regimes, and
pollution effects.
Major areas of impact on coastal areas are from high densities and multiple use; from
environmental pollution, especially of water; and from modification of natural balances, both
in the ecology of living organisms and sources of beach sediment (lnman and Brush, 1973),
but there has been little experimental research into these areas.
McLachlan and Harty (1982) studied the effects of crude oil treatments on the supralittoral
meiofauna of an open sandy beach. Nematodes were found to be less sensitive to the oil and
oligochaetes more sensitive, their numbers being correlated with oil concentrations and depth
in the substrate. It was estimated that under all but the heaviest conditions of pollution,
recovery from oil contamination should occur within 5 months in the meiofauna. Harty and
McLachlan (1982) found in laboratory tests that nitrate generation by sandy beach microfauna
was severely inhibited by water-soluble fractions of crude oil, dispersant and oil/dispersant
mixtures in order of increasing effects. Little analysis has been carried out in Australia of the
effects of oil spills on the fauna of intertidal sediments (Me Guiness, 1988). The NSW State
Pollution Control Commission (now Environmental Protection Authority) has produced a
series of atlases of coastal resources (including NSW SPCC, 1984) to facilitate management
and monitoring of future oil spills, but experimental studies of the effects of oil on beaches
have been described as rare and generally inadequate (McGuiness, 1988). Chapman et al.
(1988) examined behavioural responses of a single species to diesel oil contamination in
sedirnents, while Burchett et al. (1991) have attempted to establish baseline biotic conditions
in advance of impacts from oil pollution on beaches in Sydney harbour.
Beach erosion caused by human activities, such as the construction of infrastructure in the
form of piers and groynes, has received attention because it has threatened property and
popular swimming beaches, rather than for ecological reasons. Jordaan (1970) studied beach
erosion in Durban, and Geary et al (1982) erosion in New South Wales. The Coastline
Hazard Management Manual for New South Wales was aimed primarily at reducing the
impact of coastal erosion on property owners (NSW Government, 1990). It developed a
management system through which local councils could better manage their coastlines, in
accordance with state government requirements. Legislation was offered to exculpate
councils from liability for decisions and advice provided on the basis of the manual. The
manual recognised that many NSW beaches were used heavily for recreation, and that
recreational use was potentially damaging, but provided no supporting data, or guidance as to
how to include such aspects in coastline management plans.
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Erosion threatens sandy beach organisms by creating or destro
ying habitat; accretion may
increase the area of available habitat, although moving it furthe
r from the land and involving
changes in wave expos ure and/or sedim ent composition (McG
uiness, 1988). With the
exception of erosion and accretion, little attention has been
given to the management of
human impacts on beaches.
The impacts of nutrient enrichment on sandy beach systems from
inland agricultural activities
have been investigated in Perth, Western Australia (Hillman
et al, 1990). Concerns about
sewage pollution have focussed on its impacts on beach recreation
(including angling), rather
than beach ecology (Beder, 1989c). While sewage-induced 'plagu
es' of organisms could be
expected (McGuiness, 1988), one detailed analysis of the relatio
nship between algal growth
and nutrient levels from sewag e in a harbour failed to link the
two (Soulsby et al., 1985).
Beaches could be affected by continuous low levels of hydrocarbo
ns, but little effective work
has been carried out. No conclusive work has been conducted
on the effects of chemical
components of urban runof f on the fauna of beaches or the
adjacent water (McGuiness,
1988), although an urban storm water code has been produ
ced in an effort to reduce
stormwater pollution impacts on coastal water quality (Sydney
Coastal Councils, 1992).

4.4.2

Recre ation al use facto rs influ encin g biota

Underwood (1988) has consi dered the effect s of huma ns
on marin e and estua rine
environments, but little experimental research has been conducted
into the specific impacts of
recreational use on the sand body of beaches (Fairweather,
1990). For example, little
consideration has been given to the effect of sandy beach comp
action by pedestrian human
beach users, although some work has been done on beach comp
action by vehicles, extensive
work on the effects of human trampling on dune vegetation (ACG
, 1991b), and some work
on human recreational use of dunes (such as Eastwood and Carter
, 1981).
Hupfer (1982) pointed out that human recreation could cause as
much damage to the shore as
an average storm surge. La Valle (1990), on the other hand, studie
d anthropogenic effects on
lake beaches in Ontario, Canada, and inferred, from analyses of
variance between study sites,
that the intensity of beach use for swim ming and sunba thing
had not had a significant
detrimental effect on beach erosion rates. No significant variat
ions were found between high
and low intensity use sites. He also inferred that the intensity of
beach visitation and use had
had little effect on shoreline retreat and beach net sediment flux
levels. He concluded that the
use of improperly-designed structural erosion control systems might
be a much greater threat
to a beach system than recreational use, so that it would be prefer
able for managers to allow
users to use a beach for recreation without trying to control the
beach's behaviour through the
implementation of structural control devices.
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By contrast, Artukhin (1990) stressed that while the major anthropogenic effects on beaches
were thought to derive from construction and economic activities, there were also effects
from individual users and small groups. From 1985 to 1986, he studied the effects of human
use on sandy-shelly sediments of accumulative forms of the Azov Sea ( former USSR).
He
used experimental, land-surveyed sites, and found that in a lOm wide zone along
the
waterline, after a weeks' stay of 25 people, the surface of a comparatively gently-sloping
beach (gradient tgd= 0.16), composed of quartzose and detrital sand (Md = 1.2mm), was
transfonned. Beach recreationists had caused mound and trough formations, which finally
led to considerable shifting of sand towards the waterline. Local shifting of sand material
reached up to 0.3m3 per running metre. Even mild swash caused additional shifting towards
the waterline zone, with most pronounced changes being in the lower beach profile.
An
anthropogenic bar of 2m3 per running metre was formed along the waterline, with sedimen
t
compaction accompanying the shifting.
Artukhin (1990) also found a change of beach sedimen t grain size, especially of shelly
(calcareous) material. Shells were crushed by single steps of bare or shoed feet. The median
diameter of beach sediments was decreased from 12-15mm to 10-11mm. This transfer
of
beach material from one grain size to another could affect the dynamics of the beach system.
Sediment would not return to the beach after washout, possibly because smaller sedimen
t
particles are more easily transported in water. Post-storm beach slopes, after anthropogenic
changes of beach sediment, could differ by up to 15-22%. Black Sea pebble beaches were
also found to be affected, with rounding of beach material, especially soft rocks, and effects
on shore profiles. Artukhin (1990) concluded that human effects on beaches were greater
than those from use of machines, and included direct effects from individual and group beach
users. He did not consider whether changes in particle size could have habitat consequences,
which might influence biotic levels and distributions.
The above research into the impacts of recreational users on beaches has concentrated
on
abiotic aspects, particularly sediment, rather than on biotic -impacts, including changes
in
speciation, population numbers and distributions, and communities. There has been little true
ecological research, and little consideration of ecological impacts in management research
.
For example, the NSW Govern ment's Coastline Manage ment Manual contained a matrix
diagram showing the interrelationship between human coastal activities, impacts and potentia
l
detrimental consequences. Beach recreation was associated in the matrix with impacts
of
damage to dune vegetation, and increased stormw ater flows, nutrients, turbidity, toxicant
s
and sedimentation, with potential consequences for dune vegetation and aquatic flora and
fauna, but no further detail was given (NSW Govern ment, 1990). The impacts
of
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recreational use on either birds or crabs have not been rigorously
investigated, nor have the
effects of the various recreational activities been examined in detail
(McGuiness, 1988).
For a number of years, there was a reliance on the practice of plann
ing to provide protection
against human concentration and multi-use conflicts in coasta
l locations (Fabbri, 1990).
Many years of failure, however, have disillusioned even the most
optimistic believers in the
power of traditional planning approaches to provide effective,
long-term coastal resource
management solutions.
Clark 's (1974) contention that sandy beaches are tough and resilie
nt, and that they require
little management attention other than to prohibit any removal
of sand, has tended to deflect
research attention away from the impacts of recreational use on
beaches, and focussed it on
rocky shores and coastal dunes. Sandy beaches differed, Clark
believed, from the dunes
lying just behind the beach, which were fragile, easily dama
ged, and required the most
extensive safeguards. These beliefs contin ue to be maintained
with little questioning by
researchers to the 1990' s. Recent examples are the studies
by Beauchamp and Gowring
(1982) and Bally and Griffiths (1990) of the impacts of huma
n trampling on rocky shore
biota, but not on sandy beach biota.
Van Herwerden et al. (1989) surveyed an 8 km stretch of False
Bay coastline in metropolitan
Cape Town over 12 months. The coastline was composed of
34% sandy beach and 66%
rocky shore, but 88% of the users were recorded on the sandy
beaches and only 12% on the
rocky shores. Visito r densities averaged 569d-lkm-1 on sandy
shores, but only 124d-lkm-l
on rocky shores. Of the total users, 8% were engaged in exploitative
activities, mostly those
who were on the rocky shores. Van Herwerden and Griffi
ths (1991) assumed that the
majority of the beach users (69% of the total) who were under
taking sandy beach activities,
such as sunbathing, walking, playing, and picnicking, and
those who were undertaking
aquatic activities (23% of the total), such as surfing, paddle-skii
ng and windsurfing, had little
impact on beach biota. Because the minority were engaged in explo
itation activities, such as
fishing or collecting invertebrates for bait or food, the research~rs
concluded that the visiblyexploitative group had a more important environmental impact,
and therefore that this impact
must be on the rocky shores. Not only is research into the impac
ts of recreational use on
sandy beach systems inadequate, but the need for undertaking
such research has remained
unrecognised prior to the present study, or even actively discou
raged, as being non-existent.
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4.5

Previou s sandy beach ecosyst em researc h in study sites

4.5.1 Status of sandy beach ecological researc h: South Africa and Austral ia
Bally (1986) produced a bibliography for African sandy beaches and sandy beach organism
s,
to act as a research tool and stimulate further research. He concluded that the research
literature on sandy beaches in Africa was very unevenly distributed in space and time. Most
of the African sandy beach research had been carried out in the relatively temperate countrie
s
at the northern and southern extremes of the continent, followed by the westernmost
extremity. South African beaches and their organisms were the most thoroughly-researched
in Africa, being the focus of 40% of the 1247 publications listed in the bibliography (Bally,
1986). However, only 26 of these publications related to sandy beach ecosystems of South
Africa's NatallkwaZulu region, indicating limited research attention.
The literature on sandy beaches showed the common trend from taxonomic through
to
physiological, geological and then ecological (Bally, 1986). The essence of the more recent
ecological perspective was a systems approach, where the focus was on the relationships
between organisms, other organisms and their habitats, rather than on the organisms
in
isolation. This approach was formally recognised in a symposium held in Port Elizabet
h,
South Africa, in January 1983 with the theme of Sandy beaches as ecosystems (McLachlan
and Erasmus, 1983).
While earlier research had not necessarily adopted an ecological approach, this symposium
was an attempt to consolidate research from international locations, including South Africa
and Australia, into an integrated understanding of the functions and processes of sandy
beaches as ecosystems, and to highlight priority areas for future research.
In 1990, Fairweather reviewed the status of Australian marine, estuarine and nearsho
re
ecological research. Of the 729 refereed publications included in his review, only 70 (10 %)
dealt with sandy bottom habitats, with only a few published reviews of impacts on marine
ecosystems in Australia. The lack of understanding of sandy beaches as ecosystems was
notable, and surprising in view of their importance to Australians. Few of the studies
of
sandy bottoms were of intertidal sites (exceptions being Dexter (1984) for New South
Wales, and McLachlan and Hesp (1984) for Western Australia). On the whole, Australian
sandy beach research had not progressed beyond descriptions of taxonomy, distribution and
abundance of organisms (Fairweather, 1990).
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For both South Africa (SACE, 1989a) and Australia (ACG, 1992), ecological research into
sandy beach ecosystem functions and processes that can provide the foundation for integrated
coastal resource management, is therefore a recognised priority.

4.5.2

Natal-kwa Zulu/Durb an research

Jackson (1976) reported broadly on aspects of South African east coast intertidal ecology,
while Branch and Branch (1981) summarise d South African sandy beach macrofaun al
species, including those found on Natal beaches. Natal research by Dye et al (1981) formed
part of a survey of sandy beaches approxima tely 100 km apart along the South African
coastline (also McLachlan et al, 1981; Wooldridg e et al, 1981). The three studies together
provided generalised comment on changes along the South African coastline, with the
proviso that they were based on limited field work. Significantly, the report on the ecology
of sandy beaches in Natal (Dye et al., 1981) contained few other references relating
specifically to Natal sandy beaches, indicating the poor status of sandy beach research in the
Natal/kwaZulu region as at 1981. Since that time, few investigations have been carried out,
one example being the Durban study by Fleischack (1985).
Dye et al ( 1981) divided Natal beaches into 2 general types on the basis of exposure:
(i) moderately -exposed beaches of medium sand (north of Blythdale) , with diverse
meiofauna and typical sand beach macrofaunal communities; and
(ii) very exposed beaches of coarse sand (south of Blythdale), with a meiofauna dominated
by large archiannelids and true intertidal macrofauna often absent.

The Durban area itself was however excluded from Dye's generalised observations on Natal
beaches, on the grounds that it had stabilized, moderately sloping, medium-sa nd beaches
which were protected by groynes (Dye et al., 1981). While human impact can be a valid
criterion for excluding a system from a particular study, and the choice of sites depends on
the aims of the investigation, Durban's beaches cannot be described as stabilized or protected
by the groynes. Concern over the erosion of Durban's beaches, and the role that the groynes
and other factors were playing in that erosion, led to research which resulted in a major
programme of groyne reconstruction and beach renourishment (Swart, 1976). Fleischack 's
( 1985) study of three sub-tidal beaches in Durban investigated the potential impacts of beach
renol1rishment through sandpumping.
The most striking features of Natal beaches were found to be the increase in wave height
southwards (Davies, 1972), and the change in exposure to wave action, with the concomitant
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changes in profile and sand particle size, which occurred southwards
from Sodwana Bay to
Kelso. Moderately-sloping beaches with medium sand, characteristic
of Sodwa na and St
Lucia, gave way within a short distance to very steep coarse-grained
beaches just north of
Durban. Fine, sandy beaches appeared again in the vicinity of Port Edwar
d near the Transkei
border (Dye et al, 1981). All the Natal beaches were found to
have high levels of
oxygenation, probably because coarse sand has a lower porosity but higher
permeability than
fine sand (Rulings and Gray, 1971). No reduced layer was found, sugges
ting that aerobic
metabolism dominated (Dye, 1979).
These trends were found to be reversed in the case of Durban beache
s, because of the bight
or bay config uratio n, extend ing northw ards from the Bluff promo
ntory (Fig. 2.1).
Fleischack ( 1985) found that the more southern of the central Durba
n beaches were more
sheltered, while the northern beaches were more exposed.
Dye et al (1981) concluded that the Natal coast had variable beach types
which were relatively
poor in macrofauna, in comparison with Eastern Cape and Cape Penins
ula beaches. This
paucity of macrofauna was particularly true just north and south of
Durban where all the
biomass was due to supralittoral ghost crabs (Ocypode) (also Berry,
1976). There was
considerable difference beween the northern and southern beach faunas
. Mysid populations
were patchy but could occur in high numbe rs in places with fine
to mediu m sands.
Meiofauna were well-represented on all Natal beaches, with very high
biomass on apparently
inhospitable beaches.
The conclusions of Dye et al (1981) were only preliminary, being based
on single surveys of
only four Natal beaches, made under low spring tide conditions during
the daytime in
summer. The intention was to provide baseline data for the entire South
African coastline,
and comparative data for work in the Eastern Cape. Seasonal changes
were not investigated,
on the grounds that such changes had been shown to be small in the East
Cape.
Fleischack (1985) used transect surveys to examine the benthic macrofaunal
ecology of three
subtidal beaches in Durban. He found that 58% of mean biomass
at the three subtidal
beaches was compo sed of suspension and deposit feeders, and 42%
of scavengers and
polychaetes. He pointed out that phytoplankton blooms, although
comm on on beaches
studied by McLachlan and other Cape researchers, did not occur at many
beaches worldwide.
As surf patterns in Durban were more commonly longshore than cellula
r, the surf zones were
more open systems relying on riverine and marine organic input. Fleisc
hack argued that the
semi-closed systems suggested by McLachlan (1981) and McLachlan
et al. (1981) were not,
therefore, representative of sandy beaches in general.
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Biomass at even the most sheltered subtidal Durban beach was found to be substantially
lower than at subtidal beaches studied in the Cape. The low detritus input into the Durban
surf zone was probably the major cause of the comparatively low macrofaunal biomass. The
greatest densities measured were of juvenile and relatively small animals.
Earlier Californian studies had found that beach renourishment did not reduce numbers of
species or individuals of beach fauna between the intertidal zone and 6.1m depth(Parr et al.,
1978). In the Durban beach renourishment scheme (Campbell et al., 1985), Addington
Beach (Fig. 9.1) received the greatest volumes of dredged sand, pumped onto the intertidal
zone in a slurry, and distributed by waves and currents. All fauna pumped onto beaches with
the dredged sediment were found to be dead, and therefore could not add to species richness
or numbers on the receiving beaches.
Fleischack ( 1985) found that Addington Beach had the greatest biomass, density and species
richness of the three beaches studied, and concluded that beach renourishment did not have a
great effect on the biological parameters. The most obvious effect was from the presence of
coarse sand at stations which experienced low wave and current parameters, obscuring the
sub-tidal physical gradients and reducing faunal biomass and density at some stations.
Two gradients, for each of the physical and biological parameters, were observed by
Fleischack for Durban beaches. Wave and turbulence parameters decreased from north
(Sunkist) to south (Addington), and along each beach from the swash (in some cases the
breaker) to the nearshore zone. Biological parameters such as biomass, density and species
richness were inversely related to the physical gradients, generally increasing from north
(Sunkist) to south (Addington), and from the swash to the nearshore zone, with some
exceptions. Fleishack's results supported McLachlan and Hesp's assumption (1984) that
turbulence was the overriding gradient on Port Elizabeth beaches. Fleischack believed that
his more northern Durban study beach (Sunkist) might be representative of other exposed
subtidal beaches in Natal.

4.5.3

New South Wales/Syd ney research

Sandy beaches comprise approximately 60% of the intertidal shoreline of New South Wales
(Dexter, 1983a). McGuiness (1988), in a review of ecological research for Sydney's Botany
Bay, observed that very little work had been carried out on Australian or New South Wales
intertidal beaches or sandy beach ecosystems. The most extensive studies to date had been
those of Dexter (1983a, 1984) who sampled 84 sites along the coast of New South Wales,
but for no more than one year of sampling in each case.

I
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Dex ter's findings for NSW beaches were similar
to results obtained for sandy beaches in
different parts of the world, and by different resea
rchers. The number of species was found
to increase from high to low tide (Dexter 1984; also
by Crocker 1977; McLachlan 1977; and
Dexter 1979). Boreal, temperate, and tropical
sand beaches were found to have a level of
species diversity that was not significantly diffe
rent from that found by Dexter ( 1979) for
Australian beaches. Dexter (1984) concluded that,
among the Australian beaches studied, the
beach with the most stable physical environment
exhibited the least fluctuation in diversity.
Dexter's results can therefore be translated to a
series of research hypotheses, for testing in
any future monitoring of NSW beaches, with the
limitation that they are founded on zonation
concepts:
(a) with regard to tidal level, that the number of
faunal species increases from high to low
tide, through the five tidal levels, that is, the num
ber of species is negatively correlated with
tidal level;
(b) that isopods (family Cirolanidae) are significan
tly

more abundant in the high tide zone;

(c) that amphipods (families Exoedicerotidae,
Urohaustoriidae, and Zobrachoidae) are
significantly more abundant in the middle tidal zone
s;
(d) that polychaetes (family Spionidae) are sign
ificantly more abundant at the lowest tidal
levels;
(e) that as level of exposure increases, crustace
a become more significantly dominant; as
level of exposure decreases, polychaetes become
more significantly dominant.
(f) with regard to wave exposure, that the num
ber of faunal species is lowest at the most
exposed site and increases with decr easin g expo
sure to wave action, that is, there is a
significant negative correlation betw een the num
ber of species, densities and level of
exposure, in that numbers of species and densities
increase with reducing levels of exposure.

In other words, the beaches with the least fluctuatio
n in physical factors such as wave action,
salinity, and temperature have the highest dive
rsity index and evenness, the most stable
density and the greatest stability in composition throu
gh time.
Previous NSW sandy beach research did not inclu
de in situ and simultaneous measurement
of variations in physical factors such as sand, wate
r and air temperature. In addition, little is
known of the microflora in infratidal, intertidal or
sub tidal volumes.
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4. 6

Evaluation of sandy beach ecological resear ch

McLachlan ( 1983a) has identified many of the key elements of the sandy beach
system (Fig.
4.3), and regards the key functions of such systems as nursery, filtration,
and nutrient
recycling. It can be seen from the above management review, however, that
ecological
research to date has been too fragmented to throw much general light on
sandy beach
ecosystem dynamics, or on the key factors influencing biotic distributions in and
on beaches
at a particular time. It can therefore give little guidance to managers undertaking
ecological
and recreational management of sandy beaches.
The notion of zonation, which has underpinned and influenced sandy beach
ecological
research to date, has been at least partly thrown in doubt, but not yet replace
d by more
rigorously-researched concepts. Ecological debate continues as to whether
the physicochemical characteristics of sandy beaches exhibit clear gradients and predict
able zones,
dependent on one or a combination of factors, which in turn would influence
zonation of
biotic distributions (Newell, 1979)~ or whether sandy beaches are characterised
by localised
patchiness and lack of clear gradients, with biotic distributions being similarly patchy
(Bally,
1983a).
A clearer understanding of the factors influencing biotic speciation, abunda
nces and
distributions, and of the key processes associated with those aspects, is howev
er crucial to
ecological management of sandy beach systems, as well as to the management
of their
recreational use. The following chapter reports the results of experimental studies
undertaken
to investigate the existence or otherwise of predictable zonation and gradients in
sandy beach
ecosystems~ and to throw further light on whethe r or
not the speciation, levels and
distributions of biota on and in sandy beaches can be associated with zonation and
gradients.
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~sandy

beach ecosyst em, includi ng role of sandy beach in nursery , filtratio
n
. ; and nutrien t recyclin g functio ns (modifi ed from McLach lan, 1983a)
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5. EXPE RIME NTAL STUD IES: ECOL OGY
5.1

Experi menta l aims

In this study, the possible existence of gradients and zonation, or patchiness in
sandy beach
abiotic conditions, and their possible influences on biotic distributions, has been
investigated
experimentally. The field work has focussed on the sand body of the beach, whi~h
is one of
the direct sites of contact between recreational users and the biotic and abiotic
elements of
sandy beaches.
A further experimental aim has been to investigate the potential for using
sandy beach
macrobiota, simultaneously with sampling of recreational use, in relation to meteor
ological
conditions and the biotic/abiotic status of the sand body, to investigate use impacts
on sandy
beach biota and habitats. The first experiment, which was carried out in Durban
, investigated
the micro-environmental abiotic factors of sand moisture, temperature, compa
ction and
density, in relation to the simultaneous distributions of macro-biota. A second
experiment
was then conducted in Sydney, using scanning electron microscopy to examin
e the sand
body and its meio- and micro-biota in more detail. The methodologies were then
evaluated
for their future use in investigating the direct and indirect impacts of recreational
use on the
sand habitats, biota, processes, and functions of sandy beaches in metropolitan
areas.

5.2
5.2.1

Metho dology
Select ion of survey beache s, and site descri ptions

The original selection of the Durban beaches for the ecological field researc
h was based
primarily on the requirements of the recreational use studies (Chapter 8). Investi
gation of
abiotic and biotic variables within the sand body habitat was conducted initially
on the main
survey beach, Bells (shown in Fig. 9.1), at the southern end of the central
Durban
beachfront, and adjacent to the Umbilo River mouth, which forms the Durban
harbour. A
comparative ecological survey was conducted on a northern beach, Beachwood,
immediately
to the north of the Blue Lagoon Beach (Fig. 9.1) and the Umgeni River mouth,
and at the
southern end of Durban's 'northern beaches'. Beachwood does not receive the
intensity of
recreational use to which Durban 's central beachfront beaches are subjected,
but receives
some recreational use, with periodic high use by subsistence and recreational surf
anglers. It
is also adjacent to a conserved natural area (mangrove system) at the Umgeni
river mouth
(Berjak, 1987). If gradients were observed in the sand bodies of both beaches,
they would
exist independently of levels of recreational use, which differed for the two study
beaches.
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Further ecological investigations on the micro-biota of sand grains were
later carried out at
Cronulla, the southern Sydney beach also used for recreational use survey
s (shown in Figs.
9.5 and 2.6), with a comparative ecological survey on a second, northe
rn Sydney beach,
Manly (shown in Figs. 9.5 and 2.7). Both beaches are subjected to
intensive recreational
use, and have been affected by nearshore sewage disposal (Beder 1989c
and 1991; Beder and
Gosden 1990), which has been replaced recently by deep ocean
outfall disposal. Both
beaches are still affected by disposal of stormwater and industrial effluen
t, and by pollution
driven onshore from the deep ocean outfalls (NSW Beachwatch, 1992).
5. 2. 2

Samp ling methods

The use of either belt transects, or quadrats spaced along line transe
cts, is a standard
sampling metho dology in ecolog ical resear ch (for example, Dye
et al. 1981 ). Such
methodologies, with all the limitations identified in the management review
(Chapter 4), were
applied here in both the ecological and recreational use research (Chap
ter 9), to maintain
compa rabilit y with previo us resear ch results. They were used
to invest igate biotic
distributions in relatio n to abiotic factors, and to develo p a metho
dology for future
investigation of biotic distributions in relation to user distributions
on metropolitan sandy
beaches (Chapter 9).
Neutron probe (Fig 5.1) and other instrumentation were used to test
for the presence of
gradients in the sand body, in relation to depth below the sand surfac
e and proximity to the
water line, of the following:
moisture,
temperature,
density, and
compaction.
The survey transects extended from the top of the beach above the high
water mark, to as far
into the wet sand as could be achieved without water damage to the instrum
entation (that is,
above the reach of the swash). The param eters invest igated and
metho ds used are
summarised in Table 5.1.
Abiotic components

A pilot line transect survey was first conducted at Bells Beach, to determ
ine sand surface
temperatures and moisture levels, simultaneously with the recreational
use surveys (Chapter
9). At each point (6-9 m intervals) along randomly-placed transects,
from the top of the
5.2

beach to the water level as at the time of sampling, sand
surface temperature was measured
with a brass base-plate thermometer, and sand samples taken
for laboratory weighing, drying
and reweighing. The results of these sand surface surve
ys are show n in Table 6.1. Other
parameters measured simultaneously were air temperature
, relative humidity, wind speed and
wind direction (Chapter 10).
Neutron probe instrumentation was then used in three
more detailed surveys (at Bells and
Beachwood), in quadrats along line transects, to determine
sand moisture levels, both at the
surface and at progressively-excavated depth levels, incre
asing in 5cm intervals to 20 ems.
The instrumentation also determined compaction and densi
ty levels simultaneously with every
moisture reading. The number of replicates was limited
by constrainsts on the availability of
the neutron probe , and its qualified team of operators.
Air and sand temp eratu res were
recorded with an alcohol thermometer, which responded
more rapidly to temperature changes
than the brass base-plate thermometer used in the pilot study
. Sand samples were collected at
selected ponts for laboratory drying and grading analyses.
The abiotic results obtained from the three transect surve
ys are summarised in Tables 6.2,
6.3 and 6.4.

Table 5.1: Summ ary of test metho ds for meas urem
ent of abioti c and biotic param eters at
sandy beach study sites

SAND VOLUME
ABIOTIC

PARAMETER
WATE R

MOIS TURE

METHOD
NEUTRON PROBE
LAB DRY AND WEIGH

AIR
SAND

-

BIOTIC

MACRO

TEMP

ALCOHOL THERM.
COMP ACTIO N WITH PROBE
DENS ITY
WITH PROBE
PART ICLE

LABS IEVIN G

TEMP

ALCOHOL THERM.

ABUN DANC E

SIEVE/COUNT

SPEC IATIO N

IDENTIFICATION

FAUNA
-·--
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Analysis of abiotic results

The tables were examined manually, both horizontally
and vertically, for clear gradients
(Tables 6.5 and 6.6). A simple technique was devis ed
to scan the data for gradients. Any
gradients detected, in which the value of the variable incre
ased with decreasing distance to the
seawater level or water table were coded with !+ (positive
correlation). Any gradients where
the value of the variable decreased with decreasing distan
ce to the seawater level or water
table were coded with !- (negative correlation). Wher e
no clear gradient existed, an * (no
correlation) code was inserted.
The coded tables were then analysed. If the variables
all indicated clear gradients, or
positive/negative correlations, there would be no * symb
ols, and the gradient hypotheses
would be supported. High numb ers of * symb ols (no
correlation) would supp ort the
alternative patchiness hypothesis. The results of this analy
sis are discussed in Chapter 6.
Biotic components

The presence of beach macr ofaun a was inves tigate d in
the Durban surveys by means of
sieving with a progressive series of sieve sizes. As each
quadrat along the transect was
excavated progressively to 5cm levels, the sand was exam
ined and the removed sand sieved.
Any macrofaunal specimens found were to be prese rved
with 10% formalin in specimen
bottles for subsequent identification.

5.2.3

Scan ning elect ron micr osco py (SEM ) meth ods

The distribution of meio- and micro-biota within the sand
body of the two Sydney beaches
was examined using scanning electron rnicroscopy (SEM
) in the Electron Microscope Unit of
the Gore Hill Research Laboratory (owned jointl y by the
University of Technology, Sydney
and the Royal North Shore Hospital).
Two randomly-placed line transect surveys were conducted
at the main Sydney recreational
use study beach, Cronulla. A secon d comp arativ e set
of samples was colle cted from a
randomly-placed line transect at Manl y Beach. Sand samp
les (roughly equivalent to 5ml
teaspoonfuls) were collected in glass phials at three surfa
ce positions on each transect: in the
dry sand, damp to wet intertidal sand, and wet swash-cov
ered sand, as located at the time of
sampling. Replicates were collected at each sampling positi
on.
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A new technique was devised, whereby samples were colle
cted on a mini-transect using 5cm
strips of adhesive tape, to keep the organisms, sand grain
s, and any organisms adherent on
the grains, in the same relative positions in which they
occu rred in situ, at the time of
collection. The pieces of adhesive tape were used to lift
samples of sand mixed with meioand microbiota from the sand surface, and then placed
in the glass phials. An additional
objective was to investigate the effectiveness of the adhes
ive tape as a sampling device. A
water samp le was also colle cted in the Cron ulla surve
y, for comp ariso n with the sand
samples. The samples were fixed with 2.5% glutaralde
hyde in O.lM sodium cacodylate
buffer (pH 7.4). They were then washed in buffer, with
3 changes, for a total of 10 minutes.
The SEM sample preparation techniques were adapted
to maintain the adhesiveness of the
tape. SEM samples are usually dehydrated using aceto
ne, but as the adhesive on the tape
would be soluble in acetone, ethanol was used instead.
The samples were dehydrated in
graded ethanol series 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 100% each
for 15 minutes, without being
allowed to dry in air at any stage. For critical point dryin
g, the samples were transferred to
100% ethanol in the critical point drying apparatus, and dried
with liquid C02 following the
operating instructions for the instrument. After processing
, the sand samples were placed in
petri dishe s, exam ined in their entirety through the
light and dissection micro scope s,
photographed (Figs. 6.1 to 6.2), and experiments undertaken
to devise new methods of subsample selection, processing and analysis.
The interstitial biotic specimens or part-specimens, inters
persed among the sand grains (Figs.
6.3 and 6.4), were extracted from the petri dish containing
the entire sand sample being
examined. The extraction procedure had to be carried out
under the dissecting microscope, as
it was impossible to differentiate the biotic specimens from
the sand grains by eye. A subsample, containing sand and a biotic specimen of intere
st, was first extracted from the full
sample, and place d on a glass slide. The biotic speci
men was then isolated from the
surrounding sand grains and lifted from the slide, when
it had dried to the point at which
static caused it to adhere to a fine metal probe. The speci
men was placed on an SEM stub,
together with other individual biotic specimens selected
from the same sand sample, and the
stub numbered for identification.
The selec ted interstitial biotic speci mens were attach
ed to the SEM stubs using silve r
conductive paint or double-sided adhesive tape. Additiona
l stubs were prepared with mixed
abiotic and biotic sub-samples, and samples which had been
collected on adhesive tape. The
stubs were then attached to the motor turntable in the vacuu
m evaporator, or to the stage of
the sputter coater, and the procedure followed for the opera
tion of these instruments. The
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specimens were thereby coated with gold for viewing in the SEM, with subsequ ent storage
under dessicant. They were examine d and photogr aphed under the SEM at a range
of
magnification levels. Identification of biotic species from the scanning electron microgr
aphs
is discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

5.6

6. RESULTS: ABIOTIC AND BIOTIC COMPONENTS

6.1

Abiotic components:

sand parameters

In initial pilot transects, sand samples had been collected from the surface sand in the dry,
damp to wet intertidal, and wet swash locations, as at the time of the surveys, then weighed,
dried, and re-weighed in the laboratory (Table 6.1). These measurements had shown a
surface gradient of increasing moisture with nearness to tidal level.
Three transects were then examined, using neutron probe instrumentation, to obtain more
precise measurements in order to determine whether surface and sub-surface moiSture levels
showed similar gradients, such as of increasing moisture with depth or nearness to water
table, and of increasing moisture with nearness to sea water tidal level. Temperature,
compaction and density levels were measured simultaneously with moisture, again to
investigate the existence of clear gradients.
The results for the sand parameters (temperature, moisture, compaction and density),
obtained in the three subsequent transects using the neutron probe, are shown in Tables 6.2
to 6.6. In contrast with the pilot transect results, no clear gradients were found in moisture
content along the transects, which ran through from high to low shore, across what has been
described previously as natural 'zones' of moisture variation (such as Salvat, 1967).
Analysis of the results for the existence of gradients is shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. For the
horizontal series (running along the sand surface, and at 2cm intervals down into the sand
body, from high shore to low shore), approximately 80% were without clear or predictable
gradients. For the vertical series ( extending from 2 to 20 ems below the surface, from high
shore to low shore), approximately 50% were without clear gradients. These results
indicated that when more sensitive neutron probe instrumentation was used, there were no
simple gradients of increasing temperature, moisture, corn paction and density with increasing
depth, or nearness to sea water tidal level, either on the sand surface, or at varying depths to
20cms.

6.1

Table 6.1: Moisture content of Bells Beach surface sand samples by laboratory
weighing, with sequence number (seq.no.) indicating relative distance from
waterline, from furthest (1) to closest (6 or 7)

A

B

c

D

E

F

1
BELLS BEACH SAND: MOISTURE CONTENT AND GRADING
2
Date Se_g no Tin m as~ Tin+wet sample Tin+dry samplE PercentaQ e
3 22.09.8f
6
23.48
120.92
115.65
5.75
4
23.7
3
93.99
93.76
0.33
5
5
23.77
89.54
86.73
4.46
6
4
23.32
96.72
96.47
0.34
7
2
23.31
91.99
91.77
0.32
8
24.8
1
91.24
91.13
0.17
9 24.09.8f
6
23.53
93.4
85.02
13.63
10
3
23.24
114.72
124.12
0.66
11
1
23.18
114.22
114.03
0.21
12
4
23.41
106.88
105.9
1.19
13
25.21
2
127.36
126.92
0.43
14
7
24.97
107.21
90.4
25.69
15
5
24.87
104.72
97.63
9.74
1 6 28.09.8f
2
23.32
117.15
116.95
0.21
17
24.04
3
108.64
108.45
0.23
18
4
25.05
98.88
96.32
3.59
19
6
24.87
135.32
125.51
9.75
20
1
25.3
109.86 .
109.7
0.19
21
5
25.64
108.39
101.91

8.5

6.2

6.2
6.2.1

Biotic comp onent s
Sand y beach macr o-bio ta

At the upper level of the Beach wood transect, behind the prima
ry dune, only one organism
was found in the sand (Myrmeleontidae sp., or antlion). At the
lower level of the transect,
where waves were washing into the excavated quadrat from the
rising tide, only two sand
louse specimens (Emerita/Hippa species) were found. For both
the Bells Beach transects, no
specimens were found.

6.2.2

Sand y beach meio- and micro -biot a

Presence of intra-grain biota
Initial scrutiny of the Cronulla and Manly sand samples with the
dissecting microscope (Fig.
6.1) revealed that the samples were composed mainly (approximat
ely 65%) of a wide variety
of colourful quartz particles, almost transparent and with highly
reflective surfaces. These
particles resembled at times a collection of miniature semi-precio
us stones, including clear
and pink quartz, purple (amethyst-like), clear brown (topaz-like),
clear yellow and clear green
(emerald-like) colouration.
Interspersed within the quartzose grains were semi-opaque and
opaque grains (approximately
35% of each total sample). Interspersed among both the
more transp arent quartzose
component (65%) and the semi-opaque to opague comp onent
(35%) (Fig 6.2), were a
diverse range (5%) of interstitial organisms and part-organisms
(dead or living status at the
time of collection unknown). The fractions are therefore: transp
arent (65%), opaque (35%)
and biotic/organic (5%) (Fig. 6.1). For reasons which will be discus
sed later, the transparent
and opaque fractions are not described as inorganic or abiotic.
SEM inspection and micrographic recording of the sand grains
and interstitial organisms
produced results that are illustrated in Figs. 6.3 to 6.16. Table
6.6 summarises numbers of
meio- and microfaunal species found and recorded on over 100
micrographs.

6.3

Table 6.6: Numbers of interstitia l and intra-psam mic species found on Sydney
(Cronulla and Manly) beaches using scanning electron microscop y

INTERSTI TIAL
(BETWEEN GRAINS)
CRONULLA BEACH

INTRA-PS AMMIC
(INSIDE GRAINS)

WATER

MANLY BEACH

9
17

17

TOTAL NO. SPECIES

26

22

5

'1 0
N/A

10

SEM examination of individual sand grains revealed that the majority of the grains (probably
the transparent quartzose fraction) had almost entirely smooth surfaces, with only a few
crevices or irregularities (Fig. 6.5), and no biotic material attached to or on their surfaces.
Interspersed among these smooth-surfaced grains were single grains (the opaque fraction,
possibly derived from calcareous material), that were pitted with round crevices or openings
which appeared to extend some way into the grains (Fig. 6.6). Of even more interest was the
fact that inside each crevice (Fig. 6.7), a diverse group (community?) of micro-biota was
found (Fig. 6.8). This sequence at progressively higher levels of magnification (Figs. 6.5 to
6.8) therefore shows first a group of grains, then a close-up of one grain, showing the
crevices, and finally a close-up of organisms inside one of the grain crevices.
Observation of the in situ distribution of sandy beach micro-biota was further extended by
splitting a sand grain, and mounting the sliced pieces on a stub for examination. The results
are shown in Figs. 6.9 to 6.11, and suggest that there are further micro-biota inside the pitted
or creviced grains, as the network of holes extends into and throughout the grains.
The intra-grain micro-bi ota included a majority of diatoms (Figs. 6.12 to 6.13 ), and a
minority of what appear to be spherical bacteria (Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 ). The micrographs
were classified as far as was possible (Mercer, pers. comm., 1992), and a summary made of
the likely numbers of species (Table 6.6). The number of different species recorded was low
in comparison with previous taxonomic work on riverine diatom species, but this difference
could be attributed to the small volume of sample examined in relation to total beach sand
volume (Mercer, pers. comm., 1992). Because of identification difficulties described later,
only two genera (Cocconeis and Coscinodiscus) and one species (Cocconeis placentula)
could be positively identified. The diatoms filtered from the Cronulla and Manly seawater
samples are shown in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15. The diatom species found in the Cronulla water
sample were of a different shape (elongated) from those found in the sand samples from both
Cronulla and Manly.
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Intra-grain/ intrapsammic diatom species after nitric add
treatment: micrographs (a) to (c)
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DISCU SSION

The results of the experimental studies are evaluated here in relation to the
findings of the
management review of ecological research.

7.1

Abiotic compo nents:

sand param eters

As explained in the previous section, the sand moisture levels obtained from
the neutron
probe surveys (Tables 6.2 to 6.4) were compa red with results obtaine d from
the pilot
transects, in which surface sand samples had been used (Table 6.1 ).
Wooldridge et al. (1981) had found temperatures below the sand surface ranging
from 36 26C at high water, 30- 22C at mean water, and 20- 17.5C at low water,
decreasing
progressively nearer the water table. The pilot survey results of the present study
appeared to
confirm a gradient of increasing moisture in the sand surface, with nearnes
s to tidal level
(Table 6.1). In the subsequent set of three transect surveys, temperature, compac
tion and
density levels were measured simultaneously with moisture, again to investigate
the existence
of clear gradients. More precise measurement with improved instrumentation
indicated that
there were .no simple gradients of increasing moisture, temperature, compaction,
and density
with increasing depth, or nearness to sea water tidal level (Tables 6.2 to 6.4).
The results support Bally' s findings ( 1983a) of localised patchiness of parameters
throughout
the sand body volume, rather than the presence of vertical and horizontal gradien
ts (Newell,
1979). The lack of predictable gradients, that is, the patchiness found, must be
the result of
multiple interactive influences, rather than any single factor. For example, the
sand body is
comprised of heterogenous layers of coarser and finer sands, built up under
varying wind
directions and speeds, tidal reaches, wave energy levels, and sand particle
sizes and
categories, which can all affect particle transport and deposition processes
differently at
different times, and hence the aeration and moisture-holding capacity of that patch
of sand.
Since clear zones with definite boundaries were not found here, the use of the term
'zonation'
would appear to be inappropriate and even misleading for sandy beach ecosyst
ems, at least
on the basis of abiotic factors alone.

7.2

Biotic compo nents

7.2.1

Macro biota: implic ations of results

The two macro-fauna! specimens that were found in the Durban surveys were
low-shore
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species which move with the tides within the intertidal/sub-tidal area (Branch
and Branch,
1981 ). On the basis of the Branch and Branch analyses and the current results,
it would
appear that beach research surveys conducted during the daytime period of maxim
um beach
exposure at low tide, and concen trated above the water level, are unlikely
to find many
macro-faunal specimens. The effectiveness of the common practice of conduc
ting ecological
surveys on sandy beaches in the intertidal sand volume at low tide is therefo
re open to
question, particularly if tidal change is a key influence on biotic distributions.
These findings
have implications for investigations of the impacts of recreational use on sandy
beaches.
If the intention of surveys is to investigate the direct and indirect impacts of varying
levels of
recreational use on beach biota, the dearth of macro-fauna on or in the top 0-20
ems of the
sand body of metrop olitan beaches, during low-tide intertidal surveys, sugges
ts that the
macro-fauna are elsewhere in the system when recreational users (or researchers)
are on the
exposed beaches. If this is so, it could be argued that there is therefore little
overlap in
distribution, up to the water's edge, between sandy beach macro-biota and recreat
ional users,
and therefore little direct conflict or impact potential.
The absence of the beach macro- fauna from low-tide surveys could be caused
by their
inherent responses to tidal conditions, and/or by their reactions to human disturb
ance, which
may interfere with their feeding strategies and cause them to retreat into the
sand or water.
Personal observations made elsewhere suggest that the beach macro-biota, particu
larly crabs,
would normally be present during the day, but have retreated underground to
avoid human
disturbance. Branch and Branch (1981) described crabs as nocturnal, remain
ing buried
during the day, and emerging only at night to feed.
Night-time observations of metropolitan sandy beaches in Durban during the
current study
confirmed that crabs were present on study beaches from which they had been
absent during
the day-time surveys. However, numbers of crabs were also observed moving
on the beach
sand surface during the daytime, in the course of a previou s long-shore
vehicle survey
conducted by the author on a sandy beach protected from recreational use (St
Lucia marine
sanctuary in the norther n kwaZu lu region). Wolco tt and Wolco tt (1984)
found macroinvertebrates, includi ng mole and ghost crabs, unaffected by light day-tim
e recreational
vehicle (ORV) driving on North Carolina beaches, but likely to be affected by
heavy or night
driving.
Macro-faunal scarcity or lack of visibility during the day, on beaches subjected
to recreational
use, may be a direct conseq uence of the presen ce of users (and researc
hers), and not
necessarily a direct response to tidal conditions or solar radiation. Indirect conflic
t may occur
from disturbance of feeding behaviour, especially if feeding strategies are tidallyrelated, with
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opportunities provided only twice in every 24 hours. In addition, the presence of recreatio
nal
users on metropolitan beaches may have indirect impacts on sandy beach habitats, such
as
compaction, moisture, and pollutant levels, which could affect the survival of the macrofauna or their prey species. These aspects of macro-fauna] distribution, abundance, diurnal
behaviour and response to human activities, require further investigation.
Unlike rocky shore macro-biota, many of which are sessile, sandy shore organisms
are
generally mobile. Their survival depends on changing position to adapt to the constan
tlychanging circumstances and the mobile and permeable substrate. In addition, the presence
of
humans on sandy beaches may influence the macro-faunal distributions being investigated.
Whatever the reasons, the dearth of macro-fauna may make it difficult, if not impossible,
for
meaning ful macro-f aunal surveys to be carried out simulta neously with surveys
of
recreational use, in order to investig ate the impacts of recreational use on sandy beach
systems.

7.2.2

Meio- and micro-biota:

implications of results

The SEM results threw little light on meiobiota within the sand body, but were relevant
to
increased understanding of the micro-biota, particularly diatoms.
Diatom identification

Because different diatoms have different ranges of environmental tolerance, they can act
as
indicators of environmental conditions (Holland and Clark, 1989). Identification has been
commonly carried out using photographs or line drawings from light microscopy, on acidtreated specimens. This approach is often unavoidable, but will always leave some doubt
as
to identifications (Holland and Clark, 1989). Serious problem s arise in distingu ishing
variations within from variations between diatom species, and from assuming that individu
als
with similar appearance in Australia and some other location belong to the same species.
Conversely, (and critical to the use of diatoms as environ mental indicators), differen
t
populations or ecotypes of the same species on different continen ts may have differen
t
environmental tolerances (Holland and Clark, 1989).
Australian diatom identification is mainly based on line drawing s in Foged's taxonom
ic
works, amongs t which Foged (1978) deals with diatom species collecte d in freshwa
ter
habitats of eastern Australia, but not in coastal or marine habitats. Before Foged's work,
little was known about even the freshwater diatom flora of Australia. Of the 470 diatom
taxa
recorded as occurrin g in Austral ian localities, 100 were freshwa ter species, and
370
indigenous to brackish or salt water at Australian coasts (Foged, 1978). Foged ( 1975)
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investigated littoral diatoms on the Tanzanian coast, but did not extend this work to Australian
coasts on a comparative basis.
Diatom research has now shifted to use of electron microscopy (Holland, 1989), but has
tended to focus on individual genera or species (as by Kobayashi and Nagumo 1985 for
Cocconeis; Sullivan 1985 and 1987 for Auliscus pruinosus; Paterson et al. 1986 for benthic
diatom assemblages; Sterrenburg and Sterrenburg 1990 for Brocoenosis; Sullivan and
Richard 1990 for Amphora obtuscula; and Lee and Lee 1990 for Properia tessalata). With the
development of SEM techniques, diatom identification has become more problematic,
because of disparities in levels of detail provided by the micrographs in comparison with
microscope photographs or line drawings based on microscopic views (Mercer, pers.
comm., 1992). Diatom specialists have inherited a system of diatom taxonomy based almost
entirely on the light microscope view of the morphology and ultrastructure of the siliceous
component alone, of the diatom cell wall or frustule. Early light rnicroscopists found that the
frustule could best be observed if all the organic components were cleared out, and it was
then mounted in a medium of high refractive index (Thomas, 1983). In traditional
identification procedures, diatoms are therefore commonly treated with nitric acid for 24
hours to remove the organic material, and the resultant silica remains are used for
identification purposes.
Various methods have been used to oxidise the cell contents, including boiling in
concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids (Hendey, 1964). Thomas (1983) regards the most
useful method as that whereby the material is warmed in concentrated nitric acid for 12 hours
in a water bath at 60C. For SEM investigation, an alcoholic suspension of cleared frustules
is produced. This can be placed directly on to an SEM stub, and left to evaporate under a
slight vacuum in a dessicator. Subsequently, the stub can be carbon- and gold-coated in the
usual way (Thomas, 1983). This method would produce frustules in suspension, which
conflicts with the present research study focus on the in situ location of the diatoms. As
observed by Round ( 1979), conventional techniques used in diatom research completely
obscure spatial relationships, which are crucial to developing an ecological understanding of
system dynamics.
Ecological significance of SEM studies

The micrographs obtained during this study show diatoms with their organic material intact.
This approach departs from the traditional method for studying diatoms, which is based on
the prior use of organic clearing techniques. Although such techniques may be appropriate
for investigations where the research concern is with the species per se, they are not for
studies such as this which are concerned with the in situ ecological location of micro-biotic
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species in sand grain habitats. With conventional clearing, the diatom
specimens are treated
in nitric acid randomly, after being separated from their in situ locatio
n (for example, in clay
samples, all diatoms present are separated from the clay fraction, and
then cleared). This
method obviously destroys the relationship of the diatoms with the
clay particles. In the
present study, the methods used were designed to retain the relationship
between the microbiota, including the diatoms, and the sand grains, so that the detail of
those relationships has
become apparent (Figs. 6.5 to 6.8). Micrographs of fresh, uncleared
micro-biota could not,
however, be identified using the standard light microscopic referen
ce collections based on
cleared specimens. Hence, the species identifications here are only tentati
ve.
To obtain micrographs of cleared diatoms, a subsample from Cronulla
was washed with 20%
nitric acid overnight (Fig. 6.16). It was found that the clearing proces
s did not produce clear
siliceous remains, which would have simplified identification against
line drawings. Nor did
it remove the diatoms from their positions in relation to the sand grains,
suggesting that their
means of adherence in the crevices was resistant to the nitric acid, and
possibly also siliceous.
Thus, under these circum stance s, conve ntiona l clearin g techniques
did not improve the
potential for species identification using reference collections based on
light microscopy. The
need was also highlighted for future development of an uncleared SEM
reference collection,
towards which this study' s results contribute.
Diatom distributions

As found in the ecological review (Chapter 4 ), the present research
understanding of sandy
beach ecosystems recognises the importance of the interstitial fauna,
or the meio- and microfauna that occur betwe en or on the sand grains, but little is known
about their levels,
distributions or roles in ecosystem dynamics. However, research to
date has recognised the
role of epi-psammic micro-flora only. The presence of intra-psammi
c biota has never been
reported previously.
The existence of intra-psammic bacter ia has been speculated on by
Brown ( 1964) . The
existence of an intra-psammic micro-flora, however, has been neithe
r specul ated on nor
confirmed prior to the present study, in which various diatom specie
s have been discovered
within the network of holes inside certain beach sand grains (Figs.
6.12 to 6.13). These
SEM findings had not been anticipated, on the basis of the review of
sandy beach ecological
research to date. Previous research refers contin ually to the interst
itial fauna of sandy
beaches, meaning the fauna resident between, rather than within, the
sand grains comprising
the sand body. The hypothesis, at the outset of this study, was therefo
re that meio- and
micro-fauna would be detected between the sand grains, (such as nemat
odes and harpacticoid
cope pods (Hennig et al., 1982) ).
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Some algal growth was also anticipa ted, on the outer surface of the sand grains
(epipsammic). Diatoms have been found previously to occur in communities on plant surfaces
(Medlin, 1975), and electron micrographs have been taken of diatoms and bacteria on
the
surface of kelp plants (epi-phytic), by Branch and Branch (1981). Surf diatoms apparen
tly
become epi-psammic at night (Talbot and Bate, 1986), but 'epi-psa mmic' means 'being
on,
upon or attached to the surface of the sand grain' (such as Round, 1979), in the same
way
that 'epi-phy tic' means 'upon or attached to the surface of plants'. No prior indication
was
found in the literature reviewed that the sandy beach rnicro-biota would occur inside holes
in
a specific category of sand grain.
The new perspective provide d by this SEM investigation suggests that certain sand grains
(possibly the calcareo us fraction and mainly shell remains, the grains of which would
be
more easily eroded to provide pit-like crevices) provide the sandy beach micro-equivalen
t of
rocky shore pools and crevices. These 'sand grain' crevices provide niches that are protecte
d
from the abrasive forces as the grains collide with one another during water (wave or swash)
or wind movement. The organisms appear to fix themsel ves inside these micro-h abitats,
singly or in colonies, guilds or commununities. They adhere firmly, so that it is difficult
to
dislodge them, even with acid treatment. Thus the results show, for the first time,
that
functions and processes on sandy beaches take place not only between or on the sand grains,
but also inside the sand grains themselves. From the electron microsc opy studies,
the
fraction of apparently calcareous material makes up approximately 35% by number of grains
counted for 10 fields of view.
This new perspective gives added significance to the deliberate ingestion of sand grains
by
macro-fauna! filter-feeders, deposit-feeders and sand-swallowers. Not only would microorganism s between and on the surface of the sand grains be a food source to
such
macrofauna, but also the micro-organisms inside the grains. The potential nutritive value
of
what is inside a sand grain makes the ingestion of sand a far more valuable feeding strategy
than it has been regarded to date. When sand is washed afresh by seawate r during
tidal
phases, the primary production source is replaced or replenished once or twice daily for
sanddwelling organisms. Prior to this research project, sand grains were thought to be sterile
and
abiotic, with micro-organisms adhering only to their outer surfaces. It would now appear,
on
the basis of the results obtained in the current project, that micro-organisms do not adhere
to
the outer surface of the sand grains, but that crevices in and through the grains contain
microscopic filtering, nutrient recycling and food organism s, crucial to beach ecosyste
m
dynamics and primary production. A new attitude must therefore be adopted towards human
activities on sandy beaches, and their potential impacts.
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Since sand grains have been shown here to be potential food source
s, and hence key elements
in food webs, more seriou s consi derati on must be given to
what is done to the sand of
beaches. Such a perspective is very different from the belief
expressed by Cl ark ( 1974) that
there is little reason for concern at the impacts of human activi
ties on the sand body of beach
system s. For exam ple, seawa ter pollut ants, includ ing greas
e, may affect the filtration,
adherence, cleansing, nutrient recyc ling and growt h abilities
of the micro-biota in the sand
grain habitats. Sandm ining would disturb, proce ss and remov
e vast quantities of potential
food at the base of the sandy beach food web. Sand renourishm
ent could place sand that has
no or different micro-organisms in its grains on a beach, but no
studies have been carried out
of the impacts of alien micro-invasion, or of the rate of and
specie s involved in sand grain
recolonisation.
While pedestrian movement of beach recreationists is believed
to affect sand particle size and
distribution patter ns on the beach profile (Artukhin, 1990),
the impacts of various forms of
beach recreational use on micro-organisms in the sand grains
(or on and between the grains)
has not yet been fully investigated. The impac ts of various
beach clean ing mach inery and
techniques, or beach maintenance activities, such as redistributi
on of sand and the collection
of litter with heavy vehic les, on the organ isms of sand
grain habita ts have not been
considered. The removal of tidally -depo sited detritus and
the burnin g of flood debris on
beaches is presently carried out on recreational beaches witho
ut consideration for its effects
on sand grain rnicro-biota.
The SEM results were also surpri sing in that more bacter ia
were expec ted, as a result of
offshore sewag e pollution. The low bacter ial findings may
be expla ined by recen t NSW
Beach watch surve ys, subse quent to the comm ission ing of
the deepw ater ocean outfal ls,
which indicate reduced bacterial pollution on Sydney beaches
under certain conditions since
the construction of the deepwater ocean outfalls (NSW Beach
watch , 1992). Further, regular
seasonal monitoring is needed before a clear picture can be obtain
ed.
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Reco mmen datio ns for futur e sandy beach ecosy stem
resea rch using
SEM

This phase of the field research has opene d up a numb er of
new quest ions and potential
research directions, far more than can be encom passe d in
the presen t study . It must be
stressed that initial invest igatio ns have, becau se of the micro
-scale of SEM techn iques,
involved extremely small surface sand samples in relation to the
total volumes in sandy beach
systems. Any conclusions must therefore be tentative, and subjec
t to further investigations,
requiring new developments in diatom identification techniques
using SEM micrographs.
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The work described here provides a preliminary study,
as the basis for further research into
sandy beach ecosystem dynamics. Future work is need on
the following questions:
what is the metabolic status of the diatoms and other
micro-biota found in the sand
grains on beaches at the time of collection?
can the speci ation , distri butio n and abun dance of intragrain sand micro -biot a,
especially diatoms, be used as the basis for a classification
system of sandy beaches, or
to indicate the pollution status of sandy beaches? Prelim
inary research in the course of
this study, on samples from beaches elsewhere in the AsiaPacific region, suggest that
a beach classification system based on intra-psamrnic micro
-flora is feasible.
are there significant differences in the speciation, distri
bution and abundance of sand
grain micro-biota at different depths at different positions
on the same sandy beach?
are there significant differences in the speciation, distri
bution and abundance of sand
grain micro-biota at different depths at different positions
on different sandy beaches?
what are the impacts on sand grain micro-biota, and on the
species dependent on them
as a food source, of human activities such as pedestrian move
ment, digging, exercising
of animals, shore and offshore disposal of industrial, storm
water, and sewage effluent;
use of heavy machinery for beach cleaning and re-profiling
; burning of flood debris;
removal of tide-level detritus; sand mining; erection of
shade structures; and beach
renourishment?
The dearth of macro-fauna in ecological transect surveys
can be misinterpreted with regard to
the potential impacts of recreational use, leading to false concl
usions that there are no direct or
indirect impacts. The lack of previ ous investigation
into sandy beach micro -biot a has
reinforced those erroneous conclusions. While the dearth
of macro-fauna made experimental
studies into the direct and indirect impacts of beach recrea
tional use difficult, it may be more
feasible to conduct experimental work on the impacts of
various recreational uses on microflora, using the SEM techniques developed in this study
. If recreational use impacts both
directly and indirectly on the micro-biota of sandy beach
es, the consequences are serious for
the micro-flora, for the primary produ ctivit y, for all
species depen dent on that primary
productivity, and for sandy beach ecosystems as a whole
.
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7. 4
7.4.1

Sand y beac h ecos ystem dyna mics : impl icati ons
and reco mme ndat ions
Impl icati ons

Based on previous ecological research, it was expe
cted that the meio- and micro-biota would
be foun d betw een and on the surfa ce of the sand
grain s (epi- psam mic) . It was also
anticipated that there woul d be significant numb ers
of bacte ria present, beca use of the high
levels of pollution reported from sewage outfalls (prev
iously nearshore and now deepwater)
off these beaches (Beder 1989c, 1990; NSW Beachwat
ch 1992).
The results, howe ver, did not supp ort these hypo
these s. In fact, the findi ngs were
unan ticip ated from prev ious resea rch, and prov
ide new insig hts into the spec iatio n,
abundance and distr ibuti ons of sand y beach micr
o-bio ta, espec ially the micro-flora. The
current studies have shown:
(i) 'Patc hines s' of distr ibuti on with respe ct to
abiot ic factors, such as mois ture conte nt,

temp eratu re, dens ity and comp actio n of sand.
The data supp ort the findi ngs of Bally
( 1983a), whose results also indicated patchiness, rathe
r than zonation and gradients, of such
parameters .in the sand body of beach ecosystems.
(ii) Macr o-bio ta to be almost non-existent in the top
20cm of sand at the time of the survey.
These results have been conf irme d by recen t Sydn
ey surve ys (Bur chett et al., 1991 ). It
follows, therefore, that if one is investigating the inter
actions between recreational use, beach
management, and ecosy stem functioning, the use of
macro-biota is not practical as a method
of investigation.
(iii) Micro-biota, particularly diatoms, and a few bacte
rial species, occu r inside crevi ces in
one category of sand grains (probably calcareous).
(iv) The intra -grai n micr o-flo ra have the poten
tial as a mana geme nt tool for use in
investigating recre ation al use impa cts on sand y beac
h syste ms, class ifyin g beac hes, and
monitoring their pollution status.
( v) Questions for futur e research include:

Are there diurnal variations in the use of sand grain
habitats by micro-organisms?
Is there a relat ionsh ip betw een the median size
of sand grain micr o-bio ta and the
diam eter of sand grain pits or crevices, in the same
way that there is a relat ionsh ip
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between the median size of meio -faun a and sand
grain parti cle diameter (Hennig et al,
1982)?
what are the com mun ity dyna mics of spec ies
of sand grain micro-biota species in the
holes of sand grains?
what is the average species abun danc e of micro-bio
ta per cu cm of sand grains, and can
this result be extrapolated to the larger volume
of the sandy beach?
of what natu re are the beac h sand grain s mos
t com mon ly used as habitats by micr obiota, and which grains do not prov ide habitats?
The key ques tion (Al) aske d in relat ion to
ecos yste m dyna mics has been: What is
currently known about the factors influencing the
dynamics of sandy beach ecosystems, and
what are the key organisms, functions, processe
s, distributions and relationships? In othe r
word s, what are the important func tion s and
influences in ecosystem dynamics that are
crucial for ecologically-sustainable management?
The abov e .review has indic ated that the key
ecol ogic al func tions of sand y beach syste ms
(including their off-shore wate r volumes) are:
they act as nursery areas;
their near shor e wate r volu mes are extre mely
prod uctiv e, perh aps more so than
estuaries;
they have important wate r filtra tion functions,
actin g as huge sand filter and orga nic
treatment beds; and
they have important nutrient recycling functions
.
In addition, the experimental study has show n
that there may be important additional primary
prod uctio n func tions that have hithe rto not
been reco gnis ed in the sand body of beac h
ecos ystem s.
Ano ther key ques tion (B3 (i)) has been inve
stiga ted expe rime ntall y: Are there any
interactions between recreational users and beach
biota?
The research assumption up to now has been that
sandy beaches are resilient, that there are no
direct impacts of recreational use on sandy beac
hes, and that the indirect impacts of other uses
are so great as to nullify any direc t impa cts from
recreational use. The experimental work in
this stud y casts doub t on these assu mpti ons.
If the conc lusio ns of Artu khin ( 1990) are
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coup led with the ecolo gical resea rch findi ngs of
this proje ct, the poten tial impa cts of
recreational and other forms of human use of beaches
are far greater than have been assumed
to date. Future experimental research must work from
the basis that significant impacts from
recreational use may well occur.
A third key ques tion (B3 (ii)) has also been exam
ined expe rime ntall y: Can ecolo gical
methods be used in recreation research?
If sand y beac h recre ation al use and ecolo gical
func tioni ng are to be inve stiga ted
simultaneously, there is a need to integrate research
methodologies. This issue will be dealt
with further in later sections.

7.4.2

Reco mme ndat ions

From the revie w of the research literature, toget her
with the expe rime ntal studies reported
here, the key issues for future research can be summ
arised as follows:
I.

Chan ge is the cons tant feature of sand y beach ecosy
stems, maki ng research within
them more difficult than with rocky shores, and requi
ring new means of study to be
developed, since extrapolations from other systems
are inadequate.

2.

More stand ardar dised meth odol ogies must be empl
oyed , to yield comp arabl e data
from beach to beach, and shore to shore.

3.

Nocturnal cond ition s must be inves tigat ed if a comp
lete 24-h our unde rstan ding of
sandy beac h ecos ystem func tioni ng is to be deve
loped. Ther e is also a need to
deve lop meth odol ogies for study at times of subm
ergen ce, being incom ing or high
tide cond ition s, when prob lems of access, visibility,
perso nal safety, and samp ling
technology have up to now prevented investigation.

4.

An increased research emphasis on the meio- and micr
o-biota is needed to develop an
understanding of sandy beach systems, functions and
processes.

5.

The influ ence of feedi ng and survi val strategies
on the levels and distr ibuti ons of
sandy beac h organisms, comb ined with the timing
and location of research surveys,
may well have distorted results to date. These facto
rs must be taken into account in
future investigations.

6.

Long-shore distr ibuti ons are need ed to supplement
data for sandy beach ecosy stem
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and recreation management. The focus
on down-shore studies in place of, rath
er than
toge ther with, lon g-sh ore stud ies,
has reta rde d und erst and ing of the
factors
influencing biotic distributions in sandy
beach ecosystems.
7.

Spatial perspectives need to be extende
d for sandy beach ecosystems, and mad
e threedimensional, considering volumes (inc
luding mov ing tidal wat er volumes),
rather
than areas.

8.

In a wider context, older terms such as
coastal 'zon e' and 'are a' need to be repl
aced
by terms such as coastal 'eco syst ems ',
'resources' and 'vol ume s', if progress
is to be
mad e in the dev elop men t of coa stal
reso urc e and eco sys tem rese arch
and
management.

9.

Ma nag eme nt mea sure s mus t be con
sist ent with eco logi cal criteria, to faci
litate
ecologically-sound and sustainable man
agement.

If the above recommendations are foll
owed in future research, the understand
ing of sandy
beach ecosystem dynamics will become
clearer and of more value to beach man
agers. Such
understanding can be simultaneously
inte grat ed with the research und erst and
ing of, for
example, beach recreational use dynami
cs, which are investigated in the followi
ng Section

(D).
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8. MANAGE MENT REVIEW: RECREA TIONAL USE
Overview
As discussed in the previous Section, the sand body of a beach is important to the functions
and processes of the total ecosystem (sand body plus tidal waters). There is therefore a need
to look more rigorously at the recreational use of sandy beaches, as a preliminary to future
investigations into the impacts of recreational use on the sandy beach ecosystem. This
Section, like the previous one, begins with a theoretical analysis of the current understanding
of leisure and recreation, and of the dynamics of sandy beach recreational use in particular.
Focus is placed on the information relating to the key natur~l and social environmental
influences on levels and distributions of recreational users, to provide guidance to managers
of sandy beach systems.
The emphasis is then shifted to the recreational use of metropolitan sandy beaches, and on the
hitherto unconfronted challenge of achieving their sustainable manageme nt in complex
metropolitan contexts managed by multiple agencies. Quantitative and comparativ e
experimental investigations are then reported, from Durban and Sydney, on the effects of
factors such as temperature, wind direction, wind speed, and day type on fluctuations in
recreational use. As in the previous section, new experimental methodologies have again had
to be developed, and their efficacy shows promise for future beach recreation research and
management.

8.1

The concepts of 'leisure' and 'recreation '

The Oxford English dictionary definition of 'leisure' is free time, or time at one's disposal.
Forms of this definition have been used by a number of earlier researchers. Maw (1972)
accepted the definition of leisure as time when people are free to do what they want to do, but
pointed out that their choice is of course constraine d by factors such as personal
circumstances, income, working hours, family commitments, absence of suitable facilities, or
lack of transport. Maw saw a population as a whole as being constrained by these factors,
and collectively by one anothers' activities. His scheme included weather as an environmental
constraint, and time as both a population and environmental constraint (Fig. 8.1), with both
sets of factors able to be plotted, singly and in combination, to indicate influences on
recreational use. He did not include political or cultural constraints. According to Maw,
beach user distributions reflect actual recreation demand, converted from potential demand by
the expenditure of energy. It is significant that Maw saw energy expenditure as being
involved. Most definitions of leisure describe it as non-work, but the fact that energy
expenditure is required for its enactment suggests a similarity to the definition of work.
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Figure 8.1: Conceptual framework of constraints on recreation, showing weather as an
environmental constraint, and time as both a population and environmental constraint
(adapted from Maw, 1972).
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The meaning of 'leisure ' was futher explored by Patmore (1983). The word
is derived
through the Old French 'leisir' from the Latin 'licere' , to be allowed or to
be lawful.
'Licence' has the same root, both in its meaning of permission to do something,
and in its
alternative implication of liberty of action, particularly when the liberty is excess
ive and
borders on the 'licentious'. The twin threads of freedom to choose and of social
control, of
social patterns within a moral or legal context, are reflected in the meanings
that the term
leisure has acquired (Patmore, 1983). There is no recognition in such an
analysis that
'leisure' takes place in an environmental or ecological context, which also places
constraints
or limits on its pursui t
The concept of social patterns within an environmental context is relevant to the
focus of the
current project on the factors influencing human user levels and distributions
on beaches.
Sociological studies analyse recreational distributions theoretically in terms
of social
relationships, and hence examine factors such as crowding, distance between
groups and
group size. However, sociologists do not usually employ ecological methodologies
, such as
those used in investigating spatial distributions of animal populations in natural
areas, where
there is an interest in the distributions within their environmental or ecological
context, in
relation to abiotic and biotic influences. Hence, the earlier search for factors
which
influenced human social patterns focussed on the socio-economic rather than the
behavioural
(Ely, 1978). Attempts to investigate and quantify any relationships and trends,
particularly
with regard to the influence of weathe r and time factors on recreationists'
levels and
distributions, have been undertaken by very few researchers, one being Van Lier
(1973).
In the classical definition of 'leisure', which is still being used by researchers
(Fabbri, 1990),

three contexts were identified by Parker (1976):

i) time context(= when?): leisure is seen to take place in residual time, when
the needs of
work and of basic human functions such as sleeping and eating have been satisfie
d, which is
the 'leisure-as-non-work' approach. In the course of the current project, it
has become
apparent that the time context of leisure is related in the first instance to the individ
ual. On a
population basis, days can be broadly-categorised only, as non-working, half-wo
rking, or
working, depending on the availability for leisure of the majority of individuals
comprising
the potential beach user community. Clearly, however, when a day is classifi
ed as nonworking for the majority, certain individuals or groups do not have leisure time
available.
Those working may be providing goods and services for those who are particip
ating in
recreation or tourism. Some groups may not recognise the holiday status
of a day for
political, cultural or religious reasons. Conversely, certain other individuals or
groups may
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have leisure time available on a day that is classified as a working day for the majority,
particularly where shiftwork, flexitime, and nine-day-fortnight systems apply.
ii) activity context( = how or what?): while leisure is defined as the time when leisurely
activities are undertaken, 'recreation' is often used to describe specific leisure activities, some
more active and others more passive. The U.K. Countryside Commission (1970), through
its Recreation Research Advisory Group, defined 'recreation' as any pursuit engaged upon
during leisure time, other than pursuits to which people were normally 'highly committed',
which could be categorised as sports. The exclusion of pursuits to which people were highly
committed is questionable, as would be the definition of recreation itself. Beach recreation
includes a number of pursuits to which individuals may be highly -committed, both per.sonally
and professionally.
iii) attitude of mind context (=why?) : leisure is seen to be related to the individual's
perception rather than to rigid time-based or activity-based definitions. It is rooted in
enjoyment, reflects degrees of pleasure and satisfaction, and differs from person to person.
There is a strong element of personal choice. The Oxford English Dictionary definition of
'recreatio n' focusses on the activity and its pleasurable consequences, as (means of)
recreating oneself, pleasurable exercise or employment. 'Recreate ' is further defined as:
(transitive verb) refresh, entertain, agreeably occupy; and (intransitive verb) amuse oneself,
indulge in recreation.
In relation to the current project, a fourth context must be added to Parker's analysis:

location context(= where?): leisure (as time spent), and recreation (as specific activities
pursued in leisure time), take place in a specific location or set of locations, sometimes
referred to as an 'activity space'. The activity space may also include the point of origin of
the recreationist, and the route travelled to the destination in which the recreation activity is
pursued (Butler-Adam, 1986c). In addition, a series of individual choices (Gaumnitz et al.,
1972) are made regarding location, the net result of which is reflected in the levels and
distributions of users within recreational locations, such as sandy beaches. Consideration of
the locational context can also be broadened to include the natural environmental and
ecological contexts of leisure and recreation.
Relationships between leisure and recreation
Initially, religious rules influenced Western social recreational behaviour, resulting in one
leisure day in every lunar phase, equating to the Christian Sunday and the Jewish Sabbath.
The original allocation of non-working days was to organise social time for religious
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practices. More recently, religious practices on these days have decreased, and been replaced
by recreational pursuits (Fabbri, 1990).
Pre-industrial societies were not familiar with a clear discrimination between working and
non-working time, as exemplified in definitions used by traditional Zulu society in the
Natal/kwaZulu region of South Mrica (Magi, 1988). According to Fabbri (1990), percepti
on
of time by the clock rather than by the sun, season and cyclical tasks, was the result
of
industrial organisation of factory labour during the industrial revolution. Modern leisure, and
thus modern recreation, resulted from mass discrimination in the organisation of time
between working and non-working hours, which persisted during the formation of the urban
middle class.
In other recent leisure research, redefinition has led to some reconciliation between the preindustri allack of discrimination between working and non-working time, and the strong
post-industrial discrimination. For example, Magi (1986 and 1988) investigated definitio
ns
of recreation used in the Zulu language (Table 8.1), and relevant to the study of beach
recreation in Durban, where the majority of the potential beach users are Zulu. The terms
'recreation' and 'leisure' did not exist during traditional Zulu times, but certain tradition
al
terms could be associated with the recreation situation, the closest of them meaning rest
or
relaxation. In comparison with the Zulu terms in Table 8.1, modern English appears
impoverished with respect to terms and concepts incorporating the maintenance of individu
al
and community welfare.
Magi found the modern western concept of recreation poorly-related to traditional Mrican life
patterns and experiences, where rest or relaxation were not achieved as a reward for
or
antithesis to work. Recreation activities were found to be, and perhaps still are, interwov
en
into the general fabric of African life, with aesthetic, artistic and spiritual implications. The
Mrican perspective viewed recreation as activities undertaken during functional time, with
an
expanded purpose of achieving pleasure, appreciation and personal worth (Magi, 1988).
In the modern Mrican urban situation, recreation was found to be associated with sports
and
games, indoor amusement and entertainment, and visiting places and friends. The concept
was to a lesser extent associated with outdoor recreation, or natural recreation resources such
as beaches, rivers, lakes, forests, game reserves and wilderness areas (Magi, 1986). The
modern form of the concept could have resulted, however, from daily black experiences
in
the present South Africa, such as having to adjust to western urbaniz ation and
industrialization; having to contend with legalised discrimination, socio-spatial inequalities,
and inequities of access; and needing cultural and philosophical survival within a dominan
t
western socio-cultural and political system (Hugo 1974; McCarthy 1987; Butler-Adam 1986a
.
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Table 8.1: Weste rn leisur e/recr eation terms, Zulu equiva
lents, and meani ngs (mode rn and
traditi onal), after Magi (1988) .

TERM

ZULU EQVI V ALEN T

FREE TRAN SLAT ION

*Recreation( modem)

Ukudlala (ukuzithokozisa)
Ukuqabula umzim ba noma
ingqondo
Uk"llngcebeleka

To engage in amusement
To refresh one's body or mind

*Leisure (modem)

*Free time
*Refreshing
(modem)

*Restoration
(modem)

Play
( traditional)
Rest
(traditional)
Pastime
(traditional)
Relaxation
(traditional)
Entertainment
(traditional)
Amusement
(traditional)
Idleness
(traditional)

Isikhathi sokuhl ala
Ikhefu
Isikhathi sokuph umula
emsebenzini
Ukuzip humule la or
ukuzihlala
Inhleleleko
Isikhathi sokhul uleka
Isikhathi esingachitheka-nje
Okuqa bulayo noma
okuhlu melelis ayo
Ok"Uphumuzayo
Ok"Ubuyisa umdlandla
Okuvuselelayo
Uk"llbuyiselwa
Ukuqaka kabusha
Uk"Uvuselelwa

To indulge in leisure and
recreation or enjoy (holiday
time)
A rest period
A time break
A break from work
'

To have a (leisurely) rest

Uk"Udlala, ijadu
Umdlalo
Umsindo
Ukuph umula
Phumu za
Okok"llzilibazisa
Ukuch itha isikhathi
Ukuchitha isizungu
Ukuziphumuza

Leisureliness
Time when one is free
Time that is expendable
That which replenishes or
refreshes and soothes
That which gives rest
That which restores enthusiasm
That which revitalises
The act of being restored
To start anew
Recovery of bodily and mental
strength
To play, to amuse onesel f
A game or an amuse ment
An amusement (eg wedding feast)
To rest
To give rest to someone
For passing time away
To spend time away
To kill boredom
To give onesel f rest

Ukuzijabulisa
Ukuzithokozisa
Ukungcebeleka
Ukuzijabulisa
Ukuzi thokozisa
Uk"llzilibazisa
Ukuzihlalela-nje
Ukwenqenalubuvilavoco
Ubuvila/Ukuvilapha

To niake onesel f happy
To enjoy/to entertain onesel f
To have fun
To make onesel f happy
To entertain onesel f
To while away time
To have nothing to do
To be lazy to engage in work
To show laziness

*These terms could not be traced by Magi ( 1988) as having direct
Zulu equivalents.
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and b; Magi 1988). If so, changes in the political system (such as those described in section
13.4.9) would imply corresponding changes in the way recreation is seen and defined by
black beach users, as well as in recreational user levels and distributions on beaches.
Emerging concepts ofleisure and recreation

Magi (1986 and 1988) suggested a new, accommodative definition: recreation as the
engagement in any activity with the purpose of achieving pleasure and personal worth.
Issues of free or functional time were thereby avoided. This proposed reconciliation between
the African and western perspectives equates to new western__ definitions of leis~re and
recreations that are emerging, as described below.
At the International Congress of the World Leisure and Recreation Association in Sydney in
1991, Kelly (1993) reviewed the study of leisure in North America and Europe from 1930 to
1990. His analysis identified recent trends in leisure and recreation research that are a total
departure from previous research. Initially, when leisure was defined as free time, clearly
distinct from work, as by Maw (1972) and Parker (1976), use of the time was seen to be
more by choice than requirement, although how choice was to be measured was not specified
(Kelly, 1972). In the 1970's, psychologists focussed on attitudes rather than activities.
Leisure was defined by the three elements of perceived freedom, intrinsic motivation, and
concentration on the experience, rather than the external ends (Neulinger, 1974 and 1981).
The actor was more important than the social context. Leisure has gradually come to be
viewed, however, as more complex than the earlier sociologists or psychologists had
proposed.
Major challenges to existing definitions have also arisen from the neo-Marxist approach
(capitalist supremacy over labour achieved through control of access to leisure, as part of an
elite reward system) and the feminist approach (leisure of men and children based on the
work of women (Deem, 1986)). In response to these challenges, Kelly (1993) suggested
that it was necessary for leisure research to move beyond ideologies, and to examine as a first
priority the lived conditions of the poor, excluded, and disinherited. He argued that leisure
was more than free expression, and reflected social divisions, deprivation, and dominations.
He then observed that, as the resources of time, money, access and autonomy were unevenly
distributed in any society, the meaning of freedom and self-determination, and hence leisure
and recreation, for any subordinate population segment must be examined.
The current study of beach recreation in the Durban context (section 13.4.9) illustrates that
leisure and recreation reflect social divisons, deprivation and demarcations. Kelly did not
consider, however, that the subordinated, poor, racially and ethnically excluded, and
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disenfranchised, need not be minority groups, as
they often are in developed countries. In
most developing countries they are vast majority
groups, for example, 30 million of the total
South Mrican population of more than 37 million.
In the Durban case study, equity of access
to beaches was initially resisted by many of the
enfranchised minority group, on the very
grounds that the excluded were in the numerica
l majority, and that therefore granting open
beach access to all users would lead to severe over
crowding (section 13.4.9).
The new approach avoids defining leisure as a rare
and esoteric experience, and focusses on
actual conditions and partial expressions. Leisure
is seen as multi-dimensional, woven into
the intersecting role sequences of the life course,
rather than as a segregated realm of activity
(Kelly, 1987). It cannot be detached from soci
al, cultural and political contexts, with the
fundamental dialectic being between the existentia
l and the social.' While the new issues will
transform the study of leisure, they have been inad
equately researched to date. In addition,
although Kelly ackn owle dges that stud ies of
recr eatio n mus t reco gnis e the soci al
environmental context, he does not argue that the
natural environmental or ecological context
of recreation is equally impo rtant
Existing definitions of leisure, based on research
cond ucte d in developed countries, are
therefore challenged by more recent research in
developing contexts. Nevertheless, the
traditional definitions persist to date. In lay term
s, western leisure continues to be described
simply as free time, recreation as what is done in
free time, and tourism as travel in free time,
that is, as recreational travel. In research terms,
Patmore (1983) used the convention that
leisure is related to time, and to the whole of nonwork time in particular, while recreation is
related to the specific activities pursued in that
leisure time. Fabbri (1990) accepted
Mathieson and Wal l's (1982) definitions of leisu
re as discretionary time, and recreation as
embracing the wide variety of activities undertake
n during leisure time, by choice and for
pleasure. Fabbri did not even refer to the current
redefinitions taking place, whereby the
conventional definitions have been undermined by
re-evaluation from a range of perspectives.
The definitions held by researchers influence the
directions their research takes. If these
definitions do not adapt to changes in the rese
arch understanding, the usefulness of the
research results is diminished.

8.2

Recreation, tourism and ecological sustainabilit
y

The conc ept of tourism is related to both leisu
re and recreation. The Oxford English
Dictionary definition of 'tourism' is organized touri
ng Goumey through a country from place
to place; rambling excursion, journey, walk); oper
ation of tours as a business; or provision of
goods and services that attract tourists. A 'tour
ist' is a person who makes a tour, or a
traveller, especially for recreation. Fabbri (1990)
defined tourism as recreational travelling,
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extending from individuals to social groups (also Harris and Stear,
1991). AESD Working
Group (1991) used 'tourism' to refer to all travel more than 40
kilometres from the normal
place of residence, except for work-related commuting. Both
domestic and international
travel, for business and pleasure, were included.
With the development of air travel, tourism is now a world
-wide phenomenon (AESD
Working Groups, 1991), in the sense that every location is poten
tially a two-to-six week
annual holiday venue for the more affluent traveller. Tourism
is one of the world 's largest
and fastest-growing industries (AESD Work ing Group, 1991)
, earnin g Australia A$4.5
billion in foreign exchange in 1987-1988 (McKinnon et al., 1989)
. Coastal locations are the
focus for much of Austr alia's tourism (ARAC, 1992a), with
Japanese, Americans, and
tourists of many other nationalities being attracted to Australia for
its natural assets, including
its beaches. About 20% of tourists have expressed particular intere
st in Australian beaches
and marine parks (McKinnon et al., 1989; AESD Working Group
, 1991). In South Africa,
over the past decade, international tourism has been substantially
reduced by sanctions and
internal political events, but the country's strong attractions as a
tourist destination have been
demonstrated in the past (Ferrario, 1981).
Beach recreation and management issues can have direct effects
on national and international
tourism (McGinnity and Jackson, 1986), and vice versa (ARAC
1992a; ACG 1991; Buckley
and Pannell 1990). An example is the impact from sewage pollut
ion of Sydn ey's beaches on
beach recreation, as examined by Bede r (1989b, 1990). Intem
atibnal reporting of Sydney
beach pollution, including coverage in the South Mrica n press
(Appendix A1), has lowered
public assessment of Sydney beaches as tourism and recrea
tional (especially surfing)
destinations, with consequent economic impacts (McKinnon et
al., 1989).
Smith (1992) found, in studying metropolitan Malaysian beach
es, that those beaches
attractive to international and domestic tourists also held appeal
for local residents, leading to
conflicts between tourism-sourced and locally-sourced beach
recreationists. Physical
development along beachfronts focussed increased visitor dema
nd onto a finite length of
beach, where international and domestic tourists then competed
with day-trippers for access.
Displacement of day-trippers, or local beach users, was therefore
a function of the increase in
length of hotel beach frontage.
A National Tourism Strategy, released by the Australian Comm
onwealth Government in
1992, recognised that ecologically-sustainable development (ESD
) was the key to future
development of the tourism industry, as it would protect the produ
ctive base of the industry's
resources (AESDSC, 1992). It was recommended that the indus
try should develop in such a
way as to protect biological diversity and maintain ecological proce
sses and systems, but how
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this should be done was not specified. Tourism developme nt which exploited and degraded
the environme nt, including beaches, was seen as contrary to ESD principles and likely to be
self-defeat ing (AESD Working Groups, 1991). The working groups omitted to consider,
however, that to achieve sustainability, the developme nt and manageme nt of tourism must be
based on ecological research. Ecological ly sustainable manageme nt of beaches and beach
recreation is therefore fundamental to sustainable tourism and a sustainable national economy,
meaning that if there is to be a shift from conflict to co-operatio n between conservatio n,
tourism and recreation (Norton and Roper-Lind say, 1992), research in all three fields must
begin from an ecological stand-point.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that leisure, recreation and tourism research have
had some difficulty keeping pace with changing concepts, and that caution is needed in the
international application of various concepts, particularly to developing countries. Even in
the 1993 research literature, inconsisten t concepts persist, influencing the directions and
results of the research. ;rhe older concepts perpetuate a reliance on convention al
' both with changing socio-political perceptions, and with
methodologies that are incompatible,
ecological research methodolo gies; thus preventing the integration of ecological and
recreationa l research that is required to achieve ecological ly sustainable manageme nt of
natural systems. If the recent international move towards ecological sustainability (UNCED,
1992) is to be implemented, it will be necessary to develop new research directions that align
with the changing concepts, to apply new compatible methodologies, and to produce research
results that are integrated across old disciplinary boundaries.

8. 3 Natural environm ental factors influencin g beach user levels and
distributi ons
As in the previous Section dealing with ecological research, recreationa l research to date is
now reviewed, to determine the current understand ing of the abiotic and biotic natural
environme ntal factors that influence the levels and distribution s of recreationa l users of
beaches. This understanding, if adequately developed, should provide guidance to managers
of the recreational use of sandy beach systems.

8.3.1

Abiotic factors influencin g beach use

Weather variables
Clawson (1966) pointed out that while many forms of outdoor recreation were seen as being
dependent upon specific ranges of temperature, sunshine, humidity, wind velocity and other
climatic factors, the role of these factors had not been quantified. While it had been generally
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accepted by researchers that outdoor recreation was
weather-sensitive, precisely how and to
what degree had not been specified. In Claw son's view
, it was necessary to investigate in
what ways, and at what stages in the recreation expe
rience, weather and climate were most
influential, but professional discussion of outdoor recre
ation was difficult because nearly
everyone had experienced it personally, and felt they
knew something about it
According to Maunder (1970), the effect of weather
on outdoor recreation was probably the
greatest and the most influential variable on the flux
in numbers and the cost of the various
types of recreation. Despite such beliefs, however, few
papers have been published to date
on the influence of weather on outd oor recreation
, and there has been little field or
experimental research. If weather factors are the most
direct influences on recreation, it cquld
be assumed that quantifiable relationships would exist
between variations in weather factors,
and variations in the levels and distributions of recreation
ists, but prior to the current project,
such relationships have seldom been investigated or attem
pts made to quantify them.
'Human comfort' factors
As was pointed out by Van Lier (1973), since there
is a close relationship between human

comfort and outdoor recreation, classifications for
both aspects are based on the same
meteorological elements. Van Lier ( 1970) had revie
wed previous studies based on the
concept of 'hum an com fort', and using a range of
definitions, empirical functions and
meteorological elements (Table 8.2). No more recen
t simi lar review has been found in
relation to beach use research. The lack of consonan
ce among the various studies is clear
from the indicators listed:
Table 8.2: Summ ary of previ ous studi es of
huma n respo nses to clima te
or weath er, with huma n comf ort indic ators
used (deve loped from Van Lier, 1970)
Rese arche r
Hum an comf ort indic ators
Houghton and Yagloglou (1923)

Belding and Hatch (1955)

Lee (1958)

Thorn (1959)
Teijung (1966a)
Teijung (1966b)
Gregorczuk (1968)
Maunder (1970)
Teijung (1988)

effective temperature
(empirical function of air
temperature and wind speed)
heat stress index
thenn al strain
discomfort index
physiological clima tes
bioclimatic classifications
based on humans
bioclimates of the world
huma n climatic index
month ly comfo rt index
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More recently, Bell (1980) reported on an Australian scheme, develo
ped by Auliciems and
Kalma (1979), that was based on the therm al equilibrium betwe
en a person and the
atmosphere, using air temperature, humidity, radiation and wind speed,
and calculating the
heat load on an unclothed person standing outdoors and facing north.
Calculations of heat
and cold stress were expressed in watts, and mapped for 144 Austra
lian locations, but not
related to beach recreation dynamics.
Clawson (1966) had seen weather as likely to influence five interrelated,
sequential stages of
outdoor recreation: anticipation or planning, travel from home to site,
on-site experiences,
travel from site to home, and recollection. Van Lier (1973) used
weath er data from
meteorological station s in his studie s of the relationships betwe
en weath er and beach
recreation, but failed to consid er whether beach recreation levels
and distributions on a
specific day might be influenced by two or more sets of meteorologi
cal variables. For
example, the initial decision by a potential beach user to become an actual
beach user could be
made under the influence of weather conditions at the point of origin
(Gaumnitz et al.,
1972), but these conditions might differ entirely from those at the recrea
tion site, especially if
there were some distance or major topographical difference between user
origin and site. The
initial decision might also be influenced by media weather forecasts,
coupled with personal
observations.
Once the macro-level meteorological factors had been taken into accoun
t, and the individual
had decided to becom e an actual beach user, further decisions would
then be made as to
choice of recreation site (reflected in user levels), participation in activit
ies (reflected in user
levels per use category), and specific location within site (reflected in
user distributions). All
these decisions would be influenced by macro- and micro-level enviro
nmental conditions
(including weather) at the recreation sites. Such sequences of decisions,
in relation to waterbased outdoor recreation, were represented by Gaumnitz et al. (1972 )
in the form of decision
nets.
Decision seque nces would also be affect ed by the political and
associ ated econo mic
constraints on decision-making by beach users. For example, a centra
l issue in the use of
Durban beaches in the current study was the lack of equity of access
for the majority of the
population. As Australia is similarly a multicultural society, but of a
different dynamic, its
beach user decision sequences would be equall y complex, but in both
South Africa and
Australia, such research has yet to be developed.

Meteorological correlates
Tabulation of the weath er variables used and relationships found by
previous recreation
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researchers in the northern hemisphere (Table
8.3), based on Van Lier's (1973) review,
shows that temperature, sunshine or sola r radia
tion, precipitation, wind, humidity and
barometric pressure have been used by most
researchers. Many of the meteorological
variables are closely related. They can be repla
ced by one or more other variables in a
function or model, or are derived from one
or more others, leading to problems of
dependency in statistical analysis. In addition, if a
researcher selects meteorological variables
that differ from those used in studies in other loca
tions, comparabililty of results is reduced,
further preventing an understanding of beach recre
ation dynamics.
Different forms of outdoor recreation have diffe
rent weather tolerances or ranges of, values,
and optimums (Van Lier, 1973). Human recreation
reactions to weather can be ascertained
by sociological survey methods, but in Tab le
8.3, where such methods were used to
determine weather values, low correlations were
obtained (for example, Den Tonkelaar,
1972). More direct methods can be used, such
as recording by in situ observation the
number of people carrying out specific forms of
recreation under different meteorological
conditions (as by Ely, 1978). Van Herwerden and
Griffiths (1991), in their study of beach
recreation in metropolitan Cape Town, used aeria
l photography to count beach users and then
related user levels and distributions to wea ther
variables, but only broadly within two
seasonal categories (summer and winter).
Table 8.3:

Summ ary of north ern hemi spher e recre
ation resea rch,. show ing weat her varia
bles
used and relati onsh ips found (base d on
revie w by Van Lier, 1973 )

Rese arch ers

Mete orolo gical varia bles used and relat
ionsh ips found

Van Wijk and de Vries ( 1952)

Temperature, relative humidity, radiation, and degre
e of change
impo rtant.

Delver (1955)

Belding and Hatch (1955)
Schmidt ( 1967)

Hounam (1967)

Leyendeckers and Van Duyse (1969)

Buwalda (1970)

Non-linear relationship between value of beach
weather figures from
visitors and actual weather; used wind velocity,
temperature and 'effective
cloudiness'. Goodness of fit low since weath~r
values used were based on
questionnaires.
Used air temperature, windspeed and vapour pressu
re in heat stress index.
Global radiation, temperature, and wind velocity
found to be most
important for humans.
Thermal balance of homeothermic animals was
affected by global
radiation, air temperature, humidity, and air move
ment.
Human comfort depended on heat balance as affect
ed by heat
exchange, influenced by air temperature, relativ
e humidity, radiation, air
velocity and air purity.
Recreational traffic was related to daily maximum
temperature, sunshine,
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and rainfall. Type of relationship not deter
mined, while correlation
coefficients between the dependent variable
(driving for pleasure) and
independent weather variables was found
to be low.
Smedema ( 1971)

Found non-linear relationship between the
number of visits per day on
inland beaches to rainfall days with a rainf
all duration of less than half an
hour, average temperature from IOpm to 4am,
and sunshine percentage.
R2 values mostly high (up to 0.86).

Bruning (l97 l)

Quantified the relationship of the number
of visitors to lake beaches in
the Netherlands with the average daily temp
erature, sunshine percentage,
wind velocity (and rainfall amount). Addi
tive linear model with high
goodness of fit (up to 0.98).

den Tonkelaar ( 1972)

Modified Delver-diagram, relating weather
values of 0-10 to cloudiness,
wind velocity and temperature, used to predi
ct weather values for outdoor
recreation on North Sea beaches. Low good
ness of fit because of use of
questionnaires for weather values.

Heiman (1986) pointed out that climate and
seasonal variations caused a gradual change
in the
focus and timing of recreational activity alon
g the Californian coast. He observed that
the
southern Californian beaches were mos
t heavily used during hot summer days,
whe
n
sunning, running, boating and swimming wer
e the dominant recreational activities, but he
did
not provide the data on which his observa
tions were based. The high levels of use
of
southern California beaches were also note
d by Edgerton (1979), who referred to lifeg
uard
estimates of 100,000 users per average sum
mer day on his study beach. The beach was
100
to 200 yards wide by 3 miles long, or 153
acres, resulting in .1 user per 100 ft2, with
400,000 users on the most crowded days,
and up to 12 to 16 million users annually,
or 6 to
9 million over the two hottest months. The
photographs accompanying his reports, how
ever,
show beaches that could hardly be classifie
d as crowded in comparison with the Dur
ban
beaches studied in the course of the pres
ent research (Figs. 8.2.1, 8.2.2 and 8.2.3).
The
crowded nature of Durban beaches is furt
her reinforced by comparison with nort
hern
hemisphere beaches in Honolulu, Hawaii,
and southern hemisphere beaches in Rio
de
Janiero, Brazil (Figs. 8.3.1 to 8.3.4).
In more northerly locations, such as Norway
, with sea temperatures less than 18C, Klem
sdal
(1990) found beaches being used for sunb
athing, strolling and birdwatching, with bath
ing
taking place only where the water tempera
ture rose as a result of special, sheltered,
or
shallow conditions. Klemsdal concluded that
while recreational use of the coast was said
to
be normally related to fine, warm and sunn
y weather, what was meant by fine weather
was
highly subjective and depended on the recreati
onal activity involved.
There is therefore a general belief amongst
recreation researchers that physical environm
ental
conditions, including climatic, meteoro
logical and topographical variables, infl
uence
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recreation levels and distributions, but the belie
f has been exam ined rigorously and
experimentally by only a few researchers. As recen
tly as 1990, in exam ining human
disturbance of rocky intertidal habitats, Underwood
and Kennelly expressed similar general
beliefs: that comm on sense dictates that more people
are likely to be active on sunny than on
rainy days, that people are probably more conc erne
d with recreation during the school
holidays, that recreation may be greater in the week
-ends, and that holidays are known to
affect the numbers of people using the coast (also Laut
and Yapp 1978; Yapp 1986a).
Although Van Lier (1973) made one of the few attempts
to quantify the interactive influences
of both meteorological and sociological factors on beac
h recreation, there are lill}itations on
the international applicability of his results. His
study was carried out in the northern
hemisphere, on non-urban inland beaches located arou
nd artificial water bodies. The study
sites were appa rentl y privately-owned or leased,
and therefore capa ble of enclosure,
controlled access, and the charging of entrance fees, prov
iding long-term user records. Such
circumstances do not apply to metropolitan ocean beac
hes in the southern hemisphere that are
publicly-owned, managed by public authorities, and
often merge with adjacent beaches to
form long linear or arcuate beaches backed by urba
n development. With such beaches,
enclosure, access control, entrance charges, and data
collection are difficult to implement,
providing few or no user records and requ iring
the deve lopm ent of new research
methodologies. Van Lier (1973) also used long-term
meteorological data from official
weather stations, rather than in situ measurement of weat
her variables including temperature.
His weather data are therefore not site-specific enou
gh for direct correlation analysis with
recreational user data.
Ely (1978) produced maps which compared behaviou
ral patterns for a South Australian
recreational site that included a beach. He then exam
ined relationships between the outdoor
recreation patterns and environmental variables. He foun
d that, as weather conditions became
more favourable, there were corresponding shifts
in the levels, behaviour patterns and
distributions of recreationists, that could be quantitati
vely described, and related to the
environmental configuration of the study area.
Ely's work reflects the trend identified by Mon crief
(1970), away from descriptive studies
focussed on socio-economic factors, towards explanator
y research, although not on the broad
national scale of Van Lier' s (1973) work. Ely used quan
titative studies to attempt to establish
relationships between variables, for subsequent applicatio
n to generalised rather than specific
problem situations, and possibile predictive use.
Tem pera ture and othe r factors were,
however, estimated broadly for the study locations, rathe
r than measured in situ in relation to
the spatial location of beach users.
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r This trend towards explanatory research, or the search for relationships between weather
!(\i

,, factors and beach use that can provide an understanding of beach recreational use dynamics,
has remained undeveloped in both South African and Australian beach recreation research
(for example, Van Herwerden and Bally (1989), and Underwood and Kennelly (1990)).

TemperaJure
Temperature influences the heat balance of humans and other homeothermic animals, and heat
exchange (through internal conducti on, convectio n and radiation ) is determin ed by the
temperature gradient between body and environment. Hqman comfort resea;che rs have
examined temperature using the variables set out in Table 8.4:,
Table 8.4: Summary of use of temperatu re variables by human comfort researche
rs
(based on Van Lier, 1973)
Researche rs
found

Meteorolo gical variables used and relationsh ips

Houghton and Yagloglou (1923)
Delver(1955)
Thorn (1959)
Maunder ( 1g]Q)
Buwalda( 1g]0)
Bruning ( 1g]1)
Smedema (1g]1)
den Tonkelaar( 1972)

dry and wet bulb temperature
mean daytime temperature
dry and wet bulb temperature
mean annual temperature
maximum day temperature
mean daytime temperature
mean daytime temperature
mean daytime temperature

Generalised research statements claim that warmer temperatures lead to the participation of
more people in beach recreation (see, for example, Underwood and Kennelly, 1990), but the
beach users/temperature relationship, like the beach users/weather relationship, has not been
extensively tested or quantified.

Tidal levels
When one is directly engaged in sandy beach recreation research, it is clear that, depending
on the size and topography of the beach, tidal influence has a profound effect on beach use, if
only through the changes it causes in available beach surface area. No rigorous research has
been found, with regard to the influence of tidal level fluctuations on beach recreational use,
and there has been no consideration of the effect of changing tidal levels on notions of beach
carrying capacity.
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dangers on recreation and tourism (Cliff and Dudley, 1992). Protection may be against
species of potentially-fatal marine biota, such as sharks (Natal, South Mrica; New South
Wales and Queensland, Australia), or the box jellyfish (Queensland, Australia). Saltwater
crocodiles and the blue-ringed octopus are also a hazard to bathers in parts of Australia. The
maintenance costs associated with bather protection devices are high for management
agencies, such as local (in Durban) and state (in Sydney) governments. Other organisms,
such as stinging bluebottles (Physaliaphysalis) can cause severe discomfort to bathers, and
management pressures on lifesavers, in both South Africa and Australia.
The influences of toxic and hazardous organisms, and of bather protection systems, on the
levels and distributions of beach recreation users, have not ~en researched rigorously, but
can be significant, as illustrated by the Natal experience (Davies 1964; Cliff and Dudley,
1992). The establishment and development of the Natal Sharks Board (originally the Natal
Anti-Shark Measures Board) was in direct response to the negative impacts of shark attacks
on domestic tourism from inland to the Natal coast.
These impacts were experienced in 1952 and again in 1957, when 3 out of the 4 shark attacks
which occurred were fatal (Cliff and Dudley, 1992). The attacks caused a mass evacuation of
tourists homewards. Because Natal coastal towns were dependent on this tourism, the loss
of income resulted in political pressure that led to the introduction of a shark-meshing
programme (Davies and Wallett, 1975). This programme ultimately developed into a multimillion rand (present South African currency) operation. In Florida, in the U.S., the
management response to shark attack differed, resulting in sharkfishing tournaments
supported by bounties, and more recently by tag-and-release tournaments (Gruber, 1991).
The public response to shark attack is understandable but not entirely rational. The loss of
life from shark attack in South Mrica is minimal when compared with the traffic deaths that
occur en route between inland and the Natal coast every holiday season. These road deaths
are part of a high national annual total of 10 000. They do not deter domestic tourists from
regularly undertaking road travel for the purpose of beach recreation, while a single, isolated
shark attack has a major deterrent effect. In Australia, the number of fatalities caused by bee
stings exceeds those resulting from shark attacks (West, 1991). Nonetheless, the public
reaction to sharks has been far more negative than that to bees.
Beach management responses to the presence of hazardous or toxic organisms, and the
ecological consequences of these responses, for sharks and other non-target marine species
affected by netting, have been examined using the Natal Sharks Board's long-term databases
(Cliff et al. 1988; Cliff and Dudley, 1992). While shark attacks have declined since the
introduction of netting, the populations of certain species of sharks appear from catch
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Physical variability
Short and Wright ( 1983) reviewed the physical variability of sandy
beaches. The effects of
physical variability on the safety of bathing beaches has received
some research attention, for
both the beach and the water. Heco ck (1970 ) exam ined
the influe nce of beach site
characteristics on recreational behaviour patterns. Hogan (1987
) investigated public hazard
and awareness on Sydney's southern beaches, while Short and
Hoga n (1990) developed a
classification system, based on characteristics and hazards for
southern surfing beaches, that
would be of value to the public and beach recreation managers,
whose differing perceptions
of beach safety were compared by Fletcher et al. (1989).

Abiotic marine pollutants
No studies have been found which rigorously investigate the
influence of abiotic marin e
pollutants, such as industrial chemical effluents and the abioti
c components of stormwater
runoff, on beach recreational users, their levels and distributions
(Fig. 8.4). In Sydne y,
Beder (1989c) examined the impac t of chem ical pollutants
on shore -base d recreational
fishing. A study was also undertaken of pollutant loads entering
waterways from stormwater
and illegal effluent disposal, most of which ultimately pollute
the marine environment, but
their impacts on beach ecosystems or recreational use were not
investigated (Wate r Board,
1992). More research attention has been given to the monitoring
of sewage-related microorganisms in marine waters used by beach recreationists (secti
on 8.3.2), but this monitoring
has not been related to user levels and distributions.
With regard to the above abiotic factors influencing beach use,
the following questions have
therefore remained for investigation:
is there a quantifiable relati onshi p betwe en variat ions in beach
user levels and
variations in air temperature; and if so, what increase in beach
users takes place for
each 1°C increase in temperature?
are there quantifiable relationships between beach use and meteo
rological factors other
than air temperature, as well as with time-related factors, includ
ing tidal changes; and
if so, what are the thresh olds and tolera nce limits of variou
s forms of beach
recreational use?
are relationships between weather and time factors and beach recrea
tional use linear or
non-linear?
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Aspects of these questions have been addressed here, as presented in the experim
ental studies
in later sections.
8.3.2

Biotic factor s influen cing beach use

Biotic marine polluta nts

For South Africa, Grabow (1987) reported that there was virtually no inform
ation on the
incidence of diseases in relation to marine pollution. No epidemiological study
had been
carried out, most of the diseases were not notifiable, there wa§ no infrastructure
for recording
such infections, and data on microbial pollution were generally limited to colifor
m bacteria.
Because of increasing public concern over the disposal of sewage effluent offshor
e (Oliff
1969; Preston -Whyte 1987), metrop olitan recreat ional beache s were monito
red for
compliance with coliform guidelines, as by the Durban City Council (DCC,
1988), with
periods of exceedance found to coincide with heavy rainfall. A study of human
viruses in
polluted marine environments found that pollution had reached levels where the
collection of
mussels and oysters for raw consumption could not be recommended along
most of the
South African coastline (Grabow, 1987). Infectious viruses were sometimes
detected in
seawater which conformed to recommended coliform limits for recreational use,
although the
results for viruses at selected high risk sites did not indicate a meaningful health
risk at public
bathing beaches and recreational areas. Grabow argued that as freshwater was
the most
important single natural resource limiting development in South Mrica, sewage
discharge to
the sea was a waste of valuable water, and purification for re-use was preferable
to marine
discharge, with associated benefits for the recreational use of ocean beaches and
nearshore
volumes.
In New South Wales, offshore disposal of sewage has long been of public concer
n (Beder
1989c; Cooke 1990; Beder and Gosden 1990). Water Board studies of Sydney
beaches
(pilot study Water Board 1990) examined monthly diaries recorded by volunteer
beach users,
and attempted to correlate self assessments of illness with surf pollution status,
but the
results of those studies were affected by all the limitations of self-assessme
nt by paid
participants. A methodology for monitoring of surf health was developed for
the Water
Board (AGB Research Australia, 1992).
Sharks and other hazard ous or toxic biota

In parts of the world, particularly in the southern hemisphere, bathing beaches
are provided
with some form of bather protection by beach management authorities. This
protection is
designed to minimise dangers to bathers, and to reduce the negative impacts of the
perceived
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statistics to have declined dramatically in both South Africa and Austra
lia (Paterson 1979,
1990), while others have increased. Grube r (1991) has argued
that shark popula tion
dynamics represent those of mammalian rather than fish species, with
long gestation periods
and few young, making shark populations vulnerable to long-term impac
ts from netting.
Ecological research results have led to pressure from scientists for the
abandonment of sharknetting, because of its negative ecological impacts, but decisions to reduce
netting or remove
the nets for ecological reasons are regarded as socially and politically
unacceptable. The
present research emphasis, particu larly in the Natal Shark s Board
, is on the search for
methods that will repel only the dangerous shark specie s from bather
s or bathin g areas,
without killing the sharks or affecting other species.
·
The perceived threat from sharks, and the potential impact of some shark
species on the levels
and distributions of beach users, has led to expen sive beach manag
ement respon ses
(Hodgson, 1984). These responses have also had negative ecological
impacts on both shark
populations and a range of non-target species. Beach management that
includes shark-netting
is therefore costly in both economic and ecological terms. Research
has until now failed to
reconcile ecological and recreational management of sandy beach system
s, with respect to the
presence of sharks and human users within the same system at the same
time. The size of the
sharks, and the dramatic nature of the percieved human threat, has focuss
ed research attention
on this management issue, and stimulated the search for solutions. In
the case of less visible
or microscopic species, which do not pose a threat to human users, no
research attention has
been given to potential ecolog ical impac ts on those specie s from
beach users or beach
management. The possibility of direct and indirect ecological impacts
from recreational use
of sandy beach systems has not even been recogn ised in the resear
ch to date, which has
precluded both investigation of possible impacts, and the search for manag
ement solutions to
minimise impacts.

8.4

Socia l envir onme ntal facto rs influe ncing beach user levels
and
distri butio ns

The social environmental factors influencing beach use, which are
expressed in terms of
beach user levels and distributions, are reviewed here under the major
headings of social,
economic, time, cultural and political factors.

8.4.1

Social factor s influe ncing beach use

The social factors believed to influence the levels and distributions of
outdoor recreationists
have been analysed and quantified in various ways by different researc
hers. Earlie r trends
8. 21

included a concern with social interaction and behaviour, and with the variables underlying
user preferences (Moncrief, 1970). Three methods were used to estimate preferences:
demand; extrapolation from past or present preferences; and simulation models using
willingness-to-pay techniques. Mercer (1977) examined the main factors believed to
influence outdoor recreational behaviour and demand at the individual level: income,
education, occupation, age and sex, race, place of residence, available leisure time, and
personality.
The use of questionnaire surveys by researchers escalated to the point that the North
American camper was described as being assaulted by an army of questionnaire-l;;tden recruits
from the many outdoor recreation agencies, in studies that were ill-conceived, poorlyadministered and badly-analysed (Ely, 1978). By the late seventies, questionnaire surveys
were still prevalent and the basic tool used in outdoor recreational land use planning and
resource allocation (Ely, 1978). They were typically regional, and were administered on-site
to recreation participants, or off-site to a sample of the regional population. Basic
information was obtained on users (such as age, sex, occupation/employment), and on use
patterns (such as frequency of visits, time, distance, mode of travel, length of stay, and
activities). Australian examples were Mercer (1972d), the Metropolitan Adelaide Recreation
Survey carried out by the South Australian State Planning Authority (1976), and Hickey
(1978). Studies were also carried out to probe the subjective, behavioural aspects of outdoor
recreation, and a major body of research into the behavioural aspects developed in the U.S.
Much of this work involved site-oriented studies directed at management problems, under the
heading of carrying capacity (Tivy, 1972).
National surveys have been conducted in Australia (Thurley, 1993), the U.K., the U.S., and
Canada (Veal, 1993), to investigate social factors influencing outdoor recreation. The first
major survey of this kind was the US National Recreation Survey, as part of the Outdoor
Recreation Resources Review Commission project (ORRRC, 1962a). In this historic
survey, the ORRRC examined the influence of 18 factors on outdoor recreation in the U.S.,
and then used 9 of these to explain American adult participation in outdoor recreation:
income, education, occupation, paid vacation, place of residence, religion, sex, age (life
cycle) and race (1962b). ORRRC (1962c) used income, mobility and leisure time to project
demand through a time series. ORRRC (1962d) focussed specificall y on shoreline
recreational resources. Such national recreation surveys have failed, however, to produce
meaningful results with predictive value, despite long-term data collection (Thurley 1993;
Veal1993; Zuzanek 1993).
Ely (1978) described recreational user surveys as a means whereby the type, location and
frequency of recreational participation could be related to basic socio-economic characteristics
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of the participants. While such analyses have attempted to
explain the sources of socioeconomic influence, they have tended to focus on outdoor recrea
tion generally, rather than on
beach recreation specifically.
The few studies that have considered sandy beach recreation in
detail (such as Van Lier 1973;
Ely 1978) have not been based on user surveys. Van Lier
(1973) used census data for
different regions to integrate socio -econ omic with meteorolog
ical influences on beach
recreation; while Ely (1978) demonstrated that the naturalistic
observation method could be
used in situ, to investigate relati onshi ps of user distributions
and levels to weath er and
topographical variables, as well as to sociological variables.
Neith er study <;ompletely
succeeded in developing a forecasting tool for beach recreation
dynamics, that would be of
use to beach managers.
According to Ely's ( 1978) classification of empirical approaches
, methodologies that could be
employed in recreational research included the experimental,
naturalistic observation, and
testing methods. In the experimental method, which could be
applied in laboratory or field
studies, the investigator controlled and manipulated the independen
t variables and observed
the effects on the dependent variables. In field research, howev
er, experimental methodology
was influenced by the fact that the indep enden t variab les
did not lend themselves to
manipulation. This difficulty applied afort iori to the social
, cultural, psychological and
sociological variables associated with the recreationist, as well
as to the ecological, physicochemical, climatological, and meteorological variables associated
with the recreation context.
In using the naturalistic observation method, the investigator made
no attempt to manipulate
or control the 'variables', in this case the beach users. The questi
onnaire survey was regarded
by Ely (1978) as falling between the observational and experiment
al, and as a useful tool of
sociological research, but with a number of limitations:
the design of a questionnaire could be complex, with its admini
stration requiring expertise, time,
money and personnel;
there was a temptation to find out a little about a lot, to justify
the expense, so that issues were probed
superficially;
the procedure might intrude upon and modify the pattern of recreat

ional behaviour;
results were distorted if respondents gave socially-acceptable respon
ses, under group pressure;
there was a reliance on individual recall abilities, so that respon
ses were affected by memory lapse and
distortion, especially if the questionnaire was administered away
from the recreational setting and after
the experience;
the respondents were assumed to be rational, with a reliance on
their individual abilities to analyse and
verbalise unconscious thoughts and emotions;
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different countries of origin respond to different holiday schedules, and to prevailing political
and economic conditions within their own countries and internationally, including changes in
social and political stability, economic sanctions and exchange rates. These changing
influences affect beach user levels and distributions at tourist destinations, with economic
consequences, but precisely how these influences operate or interact has not been quantified.

Demand
It has been argued that the concept of recreation demand is rooted in the economic constructs
of supply and demand (Patmore, 1983). An economic .model can be app~opriate for
application within a resource management approach, to assess the extent of the demand for
recreation (in this case, beach recreation), or the demand for sets of resources which can be
used for specific (beach) recreatio n activities . Various purposes also require an
understanding of the extent, location and availabil ity of the existing supply of those
resources, and of the limitations on their capacity to satisfy recreational demand. Planning
can then be undertaken by public agencies or private entrepreneurs that anticipates or
responds to changes in resource supply or demand (Van Lier, 1973).
Antony (1974) maintained that demand must be segmented into effective demand (that part
which can be gauged in terms of participation), and non-realized demand (that part which is
constrained by lack of available or accessibl e supply, and by lack of knowledge of
opportunities). Both aspects were regarded as important in planning the development of
facilities by management authorities or leisure entrepreneurs.
According to Patmore (1983), effective or expressed demand referred to the actual situation,
as measured by a survey of existing use of a leisure facility or location. It therefore directly
reflected the constraints imposed on patterns of recreation. Changes in those constraints,
such as changes in scale, location, and accessibility of recreation resources, could lead to
marked changes in use patterns. Non-realised or latent demand could not be readily
measured, because it referred to a projected rather to than an actual situation. Pattern changes
could be a measure of latent demand, so that before and after surveys might give important
insights, but Patmore believed that any assessment in anticipation would be speculative.
Some surveys have included questions on people's recreation aspirations (such as ButlerAdam 1986c; Chetty et al. 1985), but the value of the answers is inevitably reduced if
respondents do not have a full knowledge of all possible recreation opportunities. More
significantly, aspiration might never be translated into participation, even with the removal of
all constraints. Despite these practical problems, the concept of latent demand remains
important to recreation providers, including public agencies (Patmore, 1983).
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problems arose with consistency of vocabulary and communication, especially if questionnaires were
administered face-to-face;
simple responses were demanded, where complex responses might be more appropriate;
the responses of targeted individuals, such as male head of family group, might provide a poor estimate
of and considerable bias away from the attitudes of the rest of the group;
individual questionnaires did not capture aggregate behaviour or provide holistic perspectives;
questionnaires were not replicable to the same individuals at different times, as the first experience
influenced responses to any subsequent administration;
the level of non-response could be high, especially with self-administered questionnaires.

In Ely's view, the advantages of the naturalistic observation method were that it:
was unobtrusive and did not influence the behaviour being studied;
focussed on the actual behaviour, rather than on subjective responses;
was applicable where respondents might not be able to respond verbally, such as with children, or
persons from different language or cultural groups;
was appropriate where complex description was required, and where aggregate rather than individual
behaviour, or an holistic view of a recreational setting, were being studied.

Ely therefore used the observation rather than the questionnaire survey method. He did not
consider the applicability of the above range of methods to beach recreational and ecological
research specifically, nor did he discuss the lack of compatibility between sociological and
ecological methodologies, and the consequent difficulty of integrating research results
produced using incompatible methodologies.
An example from Sydney beach recreation research serves to illustrate the limitations of
questionnaire-based methodologies. In studying recreational use patterns in Botany Bay
(NSW SPCC, 1979), a survey was carried out to assess user characteristics and their
relationship with patterns of water-based recreation; as well as to examine the influence of
environmental factors on water-based recreation. A survey questionnaire was designed and
tested in a pilot survey. A series of oblique, aerial photographs of the bay shores was taken
and the number of people, cars and boats at various recreation sites counted from the
photographs. This data was used to divide the total foreshore into 18 sections, later grouped
into 4 zones. The number of interviews carried out in each zone was related to observed
frequency of use. Students carried out questionnaire interviews on a Saturday, Sunday and
Monday at the end of January, 1977.
The design of the questionnaire influenced the results. Some of the questions depended on
long-term recall, and had two questions nested in one. For example, 'How often do you
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come here with this same group?' would elicit a different
response from 'How often do you
come here?' The question, 'Wha t have been your major activi
ties at this beach over the past
year?' requested a complex, detailed response in the form
of a table, requiring recall analysis
of 10 activity categories over a year, including where, miles
from home, how often, average
length of stay, average number of people, and total hours per
annum. A subsequent question
required tabular analysis of frequency of participation in the
same 10 activity categories over
summer and winter months. The report itself commented
that its analysis of differences
between seasons and activities should be viewed with scept
icism, as it was unlikely that
respondents could give a true indication of their detailed annua
l visit patterns and behaviours
(NSW SPCC, 1979).
The questionnaire was long, and with the tabular recall
analyses, would have been timeconsuming for in situ administration. Controls were not
described. One question asked
respondents to name the major activity that they would
be undertaking on the day of the
interview. These activities formed the basis of the analysis,
being expressed in percentage
distributions within the study site. A limitation of this table
was that persons who stated that
their intended main activity would be in one category, may
have decided later to participate in
one or more undeclared activities. The survey results did
not indicate, therefore, how many
people actually participated in the listed activities during
each day of the survey, but rather
how many of those interviewed had thought they might partic
ipate in the activity selected at
the time of interview. The results therefore reflected intention
rather than actual participation
or use. Actual participation, which could have been determine
d from the aerial photographs,
was not recorded in the report, and was not compared
with perce ntage s of intended
participation in the various activities. The report did not
contain user data which could be
integrated with the present study, and itself stated that little
quantitative information was
gathered on use of various locations.
Ques tionn aire-b ased meth odolo gies, altho ugh used exten
sivel y by recre ation al use
researchers investigating the social factors influencing
use of recreational facilities and
locations, have serious limitations. Site-based recording
of actual beach user activities is
therefore a useful alternative to questionnaire-based surve
ys, and has the advantage of being
potentially compatible with ecological research methodolog
ies.

8.4.2 Econ omic facto rs influ encin g beac h use
Tourism and recreation are regarded as major business secto
rs in Australia (ACG, 1992a;
McKinnon et al. 1989), and South Afric a (Ferrario, 1981
), and therefore exert and are
subject to economic pressures. In both Durban and Sydney,
holiday tourism and recreational
beach use are strongly influenced by overseas visitors
(Appendix Al). Visitors from
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The different forms of recreation demand, according to the schemes developed by Antony
and Patmore, are therefore:
1) actual (expressed or effective) demand: the current level or structure of demand,

as expressed by present patterns of participation.
2) potential (non-reali sed or latent) demand: that element of demand frustrated by
lack of knowledge or opportunity, or constrained by lack of available or accessible supply.
Recreational demand data may be collected by direct observation of people's behaviour, use
of mechanical or electronic recording devices, from physical evidence such as erosion or
litter, and through documents or records (such as ticket sales), but has been most often
collected by questionnaire surveys. Aerial surveys, as used by Beavon ( 1966) and Van
Herwerden and Bally (1989), are too costly to be used for long periods of continuous
monitoring by management agencies, particularly in developing countries.
Techniques of demand analysis vary from simple tabulations, cross analyses and multiple
regression of socio-economic variables and recreation activities, to simulation of recreation
behaviour through the use of models (Antony, 1974). Methods developed in previous
research for measuring demand in outdoor recreation, (such as Clawson 1959; Mischon and
Wyatt 1979), have not been designed specifically for use in beach recreation. Direct demand
measurement has been undertaken in the current project, but the experimental work is of a
novel type, not following the standard methodologies used previously.
Few data and little information exist on recreational demands in the coastal region (West,
1990), although such demands are often cited as key reasons for undertaking development
and public works projects (such as road construction) in coastal locations, and are used to
justify urban waterfront renewal or redevelopm ent projects. If data on shore-based
recreational uses are sparse, then data on water-based nearshore activities are virtually nonexistent (West, 1990). West finds this lack surprising, in view of the fact that the U.S.
Government's Coastal Zone Manageme nt Act of 1972 covers both the nearshore and
dryshore. Among the few papers that have addressed the recreational uses of the nearshore,
West (1982) developed a classification of potential conflicts among various uses of the
marine environment, and attempted to address these in the context of spatial jurisdiction.
Nearshore recreational activities have been included in the investigation of beach recreational
use within the current study.
Previous research into actual or expressed beach recreation demand in metropolitan areas in
the two southern hemisphere study locations is summarised in section 8.5. Survey data were
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collected by local, provincial, and state authorities, as well as researchers, using
both direct
observation and photographic recording of beach users. Potential recreation
demand in
Durban has been studied by Butler-Adam (1986c) and McCarthy (1987), and indirec
tly in the
present project, in that many of the beach users surveyed in the Durban
studies were
expressing potential demand that had been long frustrated by political denial of
beach access
(section 13.4.9). Potential recreation demand for specific beach recreation sites
in Sydney
has been studied by Kuring-gai College of Advanced Education, Department
of Leisure
Studies (1987), and Robertson and Veal (1987).
Supply and capacity

The techniques for analysing supply data are less sophisticated than those for demand
, their
development being hinder ed by their dependence on deman d factors (Anton
y, 1974).
Information on supply has been collected traditionally by field surveys, compil
ation of
inventories of recreation resources and facilities, and estimation of levels of use
for specific
sites and facilities. Maps and municipal records have often been consulted as an
alternative to
laborious field surveys. Supply issues can be dealt with through management
of recreation
resources, the provision of increased resources, or the determination of environ
mental
capacities. When using capacities, limits on supply are recognised, and research
attempts are
made to calculate capacities which will guide managers as to necessary limits on
users.
Various forms of capacity have been recognised. Tivy (1972) examined the carryin
g capacity
of recreational land in the US, developing a bibliography on the ecological
effects of
recreational activities, but beach recreation was not included. Van Lier (1973)
defined the
carrying capacity of an outdoor recreation project as the number of people that
could use the
area with a certain frequency without destroying its natural properties. He regarde
d planning
capacity as the maximum number of visits a recreation project should be able to accomm
odate
at any given moment (also Van Lier, 1972). Ditton et al. (1977) distinguished
between
biological carrying capacity (use intensities that do not seriously impair an enviro
nment' s
natural productivity for key species of plant and animal life); physical carryin
g capacity
(intensity of use beyond which material deterioration occurs); and psychological
carrying
capacity (intensity of use beyond which recreationists or residents feel that
additional
participants significantly interfere with their experience or enjoyment).
Concepts of capacity therefore relate to both ecosystem and user requirements, and
attempt to
balance these requirements, although field data collection has tended to concen
trate on user
requirements, and to a lesser extent on the determination of ecological impacts.
Most of the
carrying capacity research has related to recreational use of terrestrial systems,
particularly
U.S. wilderness areas, and a small proportion to recreational and tourism use
of coastal
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systems (for example, Vogt 1979 and Clark 1991). Heiman (1986) believed that physically
and biologically a sandy beach could accommodat e a high intensity of use. He
acknowledged, however, that while many quantifiable factors influenced the recreational
carrying capacity of a site, measurement was at a rudimentary stage, and data were inadequate
to assess the impact of human activities on beach recreation sites.
Entrance charges, imposed at pay beaches capable of enclosure, have been used as a
management technique to reconcile limited recreational resource supply with user demand.
Van Lier (1973) found differences in user levels between free entrance and fee-restricted
entrance sites. He argued that the sustained relatively high leyel of use at free en~rance sites
probably occurred because more visitors stayed only a short lime, as they could walk in or
out freely. This observation might also apply to metropolitan beaches open to public access
(non-pay beaches). Pay beaches were found to be more weather-sensitive in the range from
reasonable to poor weather, because potential users would consider their decision to become
actual users more carefully before paying the fee, and would only enter pay beaches if they
could be assured of good weather long enough to obtain value for money.
Economic influences on beach use have not been adequately researched, partly because of a
public and political resistance to paying for use of a perceived public resource. For example,
pay beaches had been introduced in only a few Durban locations by 1990. Widespread
introduction of pay beaches had been proposed, but was opposed as an attempt to substitute
racial exclusion from beach use by economic exclusion (section 13.4.9; Appendix A1). The
Australian Coastal Zone Inquiry (ARAC, 1992b), following the proposal by the South
Australian Government to introduce pay beaches throughout the state, in order to provide
local councils with the income to manage beaches, recommended the nation-wide introduction
of pay beaches. The Inquiry recommendation was met by a public and political outcry, as a
perceived attack on the Australian way of life, and an attempt to introduce economic
exclusivity into use of public assets, or beaches for the rich user only. Rigorous research
into the economic influences on recreational use of beaches is however lacking.

8.4.3 Time factors influencing beach use
Maunder ( 1970), using earlier concepts of recreation, believed that free time available to the
individual controlled when one could participate in outdoor recreation, and determined the set
of meteorological conditions prevailing. In addition, he argued that free time and money
combined to form a ratio which influenced recreationist decision-making, and therefore also
user levels and distributions.
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Limited research has taken place subsequently into the influence
of time factors on
recreationist levels and distributions, such as that by Maw (1972), Patmo
re (1983), Van
Herwerden and Bally (1989), and Underwood and Kennelly (1990)
. Even less of this
research relates specifically to the influences of time factors on sandy
beach recreation. Van
Lier (1973) considered time factors by dividing days of the week into
day group categories,
based on northern hemisphere holiday seasons. Day type categories,
such as Sundays and
public holidays, Saturdays and workdays, are however more internationall
y applicable than
Van Lier's day group categories, and have therefore been used in the curren
t study. Day type
categories are here described as 'non-working', 'half-working' and 'worki
ng' days, for the
majority of the potential user population. These descriptions reflec
t the degree of
commitment to work, or corresponding availability for recreation of
potential 'users, that
characterises each day. The current study has also investigated the
validity of day type
categories in relation to the beach user data collected.
Van Herwerden and Bally (1989) surveyed recreational use of the sandy
and rocky shores
along a 7.6 km metropolitan Cape Town shoreline. Their sampling took
place on 68 days
that were arranged over a full year to sample proportionally weekdays,
weekend days, public
and annual holidays, and all phases in the spring to neap tidal cycle.
Data that covered a
variety of weath er conditions were then pooled broadly into only two
seasons, summer
(October to March), and winter (April to September), with the mean
users per day of the
week in each category being compared. On a 12-month graph, showin
g mean daily number
of beach users over the 7.6 km study shoreline in each month, total attend
ance was found to
be greatly elevated during the summer months of December to March
, with an average of
above 12000 users per day in January; while May to August user levels
were below 2000
users per day. No attempt was made by the researchers to relate variati
ons in beach user
levels and distrib utions to variat ions in daily meteo rologi cal record
s, or in micrometeorological parameters.
Diurnal patterns of shore attendance for summer and winter were found
by Van Herwerden
and Bally to differ, with summer activity patterns commencing earlier and
continuing later in
the evening, and having a broad midday peak. Weekends were found
to be overall the most
crowded days, with high levels of users on Wednesdays in summer. This
phenomenon was
explained by the early closing of certain institutions on Wednesdays
, although it was not
explained why this should influence summer results only. The summ
er data were divided
into school holiday and non-holiday, and mean users per day of the week
per category again
compared. Outside school holidays, weekday counts were lower than
weekend days, with
maximum attendance on Saturdays. Holid ay season counts were maxim
al during the week,
with Saturdays and Sundays lower than any weekday. The effects of
public holidays were
not explained by the researchers. The present study has focussed all
its surveys in school
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holiday periods only, in order to hold constant the influence of school holida
ys, and to isolate
out the influence of day type categories.
Fluctuations in the levels of domestic and international tourists are influen
ced by the varying
school and public holiday schedules used in the different regions, provin
ces or states that
form part of a tourism catchment. For example, Durban beach use
is affected by school
holidays within the Natal and Transvaal provinces, and to a lesser extent
by the holiday
schedules of the Orange Free State and Cape provinces, and of neighb
ouring countries.
School holiday schedules for public or government schools differ from
those for private
schools. Holiday schedules, including public holidays, also _differ annua
lly, an~ therefore
coincide with different days of the week, different working co~ditions,
and different seasonal
conditions. Public holidays are introduced, dropped, partia lly recogn
ised because of
confusion, or recognised by some groups and not by others for religious,
cultural or political
reasons. All these schedule variations influence the availability of potent
ial beach users, and
therefore variations in user levels and distributions, but such time-related
influences on beach
recreation dynamics remain unexplained in the literature to date.
Cultural differences among potential beach users could influence the
timing of holidays, or
non-working days, which would in turn influence beach recreation levels
and distributions.
In South Africa, for example, officially-recognised holidays have been
associated with
Christianity and with official versions of history. Members of the
Jewish, Muslim and
Hindu faiths observe additional holidays which may or may not be
recognised by their
employers. Members of various community groups also observe additio
nal, unofficial,
political holidays, which are usually organised by political or labour union
movements and
are unpaid.
The island of Mauritius has applied an interesting 'flexi- time' holiday
system, linked to its
many cultures with differing religious and cultural holidays. Each individ
ual is entitled to the
same number of public holidays annually, to be selected from a range of
recognised religious
and cultural options. While the number of public holidays per person
is constant, the
distribution of those holidays is determined by personal choice, and
varies throughout the
population. This 'flexi-holiday' approach, as with the 'flexi-time' arrang
ement of working
hours during the day, might more evenly distribute beach recreational
use, but the influence
of such management alternatives has not yet been researched.

8.4.4 Cultural and political factors influencing beach use
Beach managers need to be mindful of the differing attitudes of comm
unity sub-groups
towards beach recreational use. These attitudes may vary for religious,
cultural, or socio8.31

economic reasons, and influence user levels and distribution
s. In addition, political,
legislative, social and economic restrictions on freedom of access
to beaches may affect beach
user levels and distributions.
Separation of political from cultural influences on beach recrea
tional use is difficult. The
research conclusions discussed below, as to the role of cultural differ
ences in influencing the
levels and distributions of beach recreational users, are questionabl
e when evaluated in the
lioht
of
Kelly
's
(1993
)
new
resear
ch agenda (section 8.1). Apparent cultural differences in
0
recreational use may derive from the different socio-economic
conditions forced onto
different community groups by political restrictions, as illustrated
here in the J?urban case
study (section 13.4.9).
Cofer-Shabica et al. (1990) examined cultural differences in recrea
tional use of Florid a's
coastal Biscayne National Park, using questionnaire surveys. The
researchers concluded that
Hispanic users appeared to have recreational expectations and desire
s that differed from those
of non-Hispanic users. Hispanics were found to prefer more
developed and structured
recreation areas with organised services, signs, patrols, contro
ls, and formally-organised
activities, in contrast with the less-developed, more wilderness
recreation areas apparently
preferred by Anglo or non-Hispanic recreationists. The researchers
did not consider possible
interactions between socio-economic factors, larger group sizes
and the presence of more
children in determining what were interpreted as cultural differ
ences. They also did not
recommend management responses to appar ent cultural differ
ences, in the context of
management of a protected natural coastal system.
Lakhan ( 1990) investigated the influence of cultural factors on beach
recreation in Guyana, as
reflected by differences in recreational use of the coast amon
g Dutch, British, Mrica n,
Portuguese, Chinese and East Indian users, as well as amon g
rural, semi-rural and urban
users. His conclusions were based on 12 years ' of interv iews,
observations, and field
questionnaires, administered on a random and stratified random
basis, then analysed using
chi-square contingency tables. He found that the majority of
the Guyanan population,
excluding the indigenous Amerindians, used the coast for recrea
tion, regardless of ethnicity
and socio-economic status, but that there were distinct spatial and
ethnic variations in uses.
In the urban and semi-urban areas, most users enjoyed beach walki
ng and relaxation, while
in rural areas, the primary activity was fishing. Neither Lakhan
nor other researchers have
investigated the role of socio -econ omic rather than cultur
al factors as influences in
determining proportional shifts between recreational or subsistence
angling and harvesting.
Within the Afro-, lndo- and Chinese-urban beach users studied
by Lakhan, more than 60%
were found to enjoy the same beach recreation activities, but pursu
ed them separately, each
ethnic group appearing to consider itself unique. Indo-Guya
nese viewed the beach and
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coastal waters as sanctified areas, a religious perception which can be found in other areas
with East Indian populations, including South Africa.
Lakhan (1990) concluded that ethnicity controlled politics in Guyana, and also influenced
recreational behaviour, expressed as differences in recreational uses of the coast by various
ethnic groups in rural, semi-urban and urban communities. These findings contradicted
West and Heatwole (1979), who had concluded that beach recreation in New York City was
influenced. by economic and social conditions rather than by ethnic background. The
influences of culture, politics and socio-economic factors have not been adequately isolated
from one another in recreation research, despite the researcp emphasis on such variable
s.
National recreation surveys have produced no more certain results, after years of national
surveys (Veal, 1993).
Comparative beach recreation studies are few. Lobo (undated) compared the recreation
behaviour patterns of Indians, on two metropolitan beaches of Bombay on the west coast of
the Indian sub-continent, with those of Australians in similar settings, applying fourteen
categories of recreational behaviour. He noted, but did not quantify, various influences on
beach recreati on in Austral ia, such as egalitar ianism (absence of caste and class),
urbanization, secularism, opportunities for social mobility, universal education, improvement
in the material standard of living, potential for outdoor leisure in a land of sun, sand, surf and
space, tendency towards hedonistic values, and the 'bushman' image. (Interpretation of
comparative studies can be affected by use of non-standardised terminologies: in Australi
a,
for example, the term 'bushma n' refers to persons enjoying rugged outdoor challenges,
particularly associated with the outback; whereas in South Africa, the term refers to the
original hunter-gatherer inhabitants of southern Africa, whose survivors still live in parts of
the Kalahari Desert).
Lobo observed considerable interplay between the individual, the beach and the surf in
Australian beach recreation. In addition to socializing, associative, and variety-seeking
behaviour, this interplay took on more active and strenuous dimensions in the form
of
competitive, skill-testing and risk-taking behaviours, such as swimming, body and boardsurfing, sailing, skin-diving, motor-b oating, water-skiing, and surf-cat ting. As the
equipment needed to participate in many of these activities must be purchased, however, the
differences in activity observed by Lobo could reflect differences in economic circumstances
and availability of technology between the two locations, rather than cultural differences.
In India, the major influences were poverty, poor physical conditions and standards of living;
probably the lowest per capita income, life expectancy and literacy rate in the world; and
religious regulation of all aspects of life (85% of the population being Hindus), includin
g
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relegation of individuals to castes. Lobo observed that with this poverty and
religiosity, it
would seem that few would have the will or preparedness to recreate on the
beaches, but
thousands of people were found to frequent Bombay beaches on weekend evening
s from just
before sunset. This counter-intuitive popularity of beach recreation among
st the most
disadvantaged community groups has also been confirmed in the South African contex
t in the
course of this study (section 13.4.9; Appendix AI).
Lobo found Indian beach users to congregate in large social groups of 6-20
members,
including children, middle-aged and older people, and reflecting the extended family
system.
Major activities were strolling, conver sing, eating, vario_11s amusements, vendin
g, and
begging. Insignificant numbers used the surf for swimming or other activities.
Paterson
(1981) observed that early beach recreation in Australia, and in various British and
European
venues, had been more passive, involving a casual promenade walk and picnic.
Changes in
fashion, attitudes, values, and legislative restrictions (Jeans, 1990), had then
led to more
active beach activities, which made more use of natural elements such as wind,
sun, and
wave energy, and of modem technology.
Behaviours found by Lobo to be common to both Australian and Indian beach
recreation
were socializing, associative, and variety-seeking. Competitive, risk-taking,
testing and
physical expression behaviours were found in Australian beach recreation (also
Paterson,
1981), but not Indian. On the Indian beaches, there were higher degrees of vicario
us and
appreciative behaviours. Three forms of recreation behaviour were not observ
ed in either
culture: acquisitive, explorative, and creative. In Australia there was signific
ant interplay
between the participant, beach and surf; in India between the individual and the
beach, with
marginal involvement with the surf. Lobo pointed out that more systematic examin
ation was
required of these broad comparative impressions.
Paterson (1981) developed a profile to describe Australian beach users on Sydney
's northern
beaches. They had highly localised residential origins, with 70% having travelle
d no more
than 24 kilometres to the beach of their choice. They were gregarious, with 45%
part of a
friendship group, 14% within a family outing, and 11% in an isolated couple,
but were not
attracted to the beach because of potential social interaction, having formed a
social group
before arriving. Users pursued activities which involved a degree of physical
exertion and
risk-taking, such as body surfing, swimming, and board riding (also Lobo), as
well as less
active sunbaking (sunbathing). Paterso n's typical (1981) beach user was young,
with 80%
less than 35 years old, which further underlined the active nature of beach uses.
Males dominated all age groups, especially in the 17-26 years category. Boardr
iding, body
surfing and swimming were found to be predominantly young male pursuits, althoug
h some
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beaches showed more female participation in body surfing and swimming. Sunbak
ing and
watching were observed to be predominantly female activities. Feminists would
argue that
what were interpreted by Paterson as gender-related trends reflect the socially
-conditioned
gender bias and limitations on freedom of choice in recreation. Such trends could
change, as
more women are encouraged to participate in surfing because of board and
equipment
technology changes, media coverage and promotion, social attitudinal change
s, and more
equitable sponsorship of competitive female participation in beach sporting events.
Paterson stressed the importance of the social group dimension in researc
hing beach
recreation, and in developing a beach user profile. He compa_red his user profile
with that of
a different, earlier point in time, but profiles could also be dev~loped and compar
ed with user
profiles at different locations, such as Lobo's Bombay beach user, or for differe
nt cultural
groups using Durban or Sydney beaches.
The recreational behaviour of Indian beach users is relevant to beach recreation
monitoring
and management in Durban, Natal. South Mrica has high cultural diversity, derivin
g from its
original inhabitants, the varied origins of early European settlers, and present
immigration
from a range of countries (SADFA, 1985b). Durban has a large Indian community,
many of
whom are beach users. Religious groups among Natal Indians include Hindus, Muslim
s and
Christians. Cultural and religious differences in beach recreational use are likely,
but have
not been fully researched (Butler-Adam, 1986b). These differences can influence
systems of
classification of beach recreation activities, making westernised categorisation
s of limited
international applicability. On the other hand, not all differences observed betwee
n groups
can be attributed to cultural influences. For example, different levels of need for
beach rescue
among Indian, black and white beach users in Durban cannot be interpreted necessa
rily as
having cultural origins, but have been exacerbated by the political exclusion
of groups of
users from free use of beaches, compounded by failure to provide all groups with
swimming
education.
Australia is presently moving from a combination of Aboriginal and AngloAustralian
communities, to a strongly multicultural society as a result of an active immigr
ation policy
pursued since the end of the Second World War. This multiculturalism is
reflected in
Sydney's social atlas (Horvarth et al., 1990). The need for consideration of cultura
l factors
in beach recreation has been recognised by both researchers and beach manage
rs (Mercer
1980; NSW SPCC 1979). For example, in response to higher levels of sea
drownings
among beach user groups of foreign origin, videos on safe sea swimming are
now being
shown to overseas tourists in planes .en route to Australian holiday destinations.
Such user
education aims to reduce drownings caused by the unfamiliarity of tourists with
local sea
conditions and surf swimming (Sydney Morning Herald, 1 May 1993 ).
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Recognitions of cultural differences among beach users are likely to become increasingly
relevant to beach recreation research in Australian cities like Sydney, as their population
becomes more cosmopolitan because of immigration. Eastern European, Japanese, Chinese,
Vietnamese, Lebanese, Italian, and other cultural definitions of recreation, beach uses,
spiritual associations, and religious customs and practices will become more crucial to an
understanding of metropolitan beach recreation. For example, a survey of recreational use of
Sydney's Botany Bay (NSW SPCC, 1979) commented that a significant bias in the results
had derived from difficulties in communication with the many Continental European migrants
using the survey site. These migrants represented 23% of tbe sample taken, although they
were estimated to account for about 60% of the users at the time of the survey. Analyses of
the results indicated that European migrants exhibited different recreational patterns, which
tended to be underestimated. Unlike other users, they were found to come to the beaches in
larger groups, and to favour picnicking over swimming.
Political decision-making also has a strong influence on the management by public agencies
of beaches and their recreational use, and consequently affects levels, distributions, and types
of beach recreational use, as found by both Preston-Whyte (1987) and Beder (1989c). While
the strength of political influences on beach recreation has received little research attention to
date, it is demonstrated here in both the Durban and Sydney case studies.
From this review of the above social environmental factors influencing recreational use of
sandy beach systems, it emerges that previous research has concentated on the influences of
social environmental factors (especially socio-economic) on outdoor recreation, with little
specific relevance to sandy beach recreation. Few previous researchers have investigated
experimentally the influence of natural environmental factors (abiotic and biotic) on beach
recreation levels and distributions, or the combined influences of social and natural
environmental factors, nor have they quantified any relationships identified. There is
therefore little guidance from recreational use research for sandy beach managers aiming at
ecologically-sustainable management, or wishing to reconcile ecosystem and recreational use
management.

8.5 Reviews of sandy beach recreation research in study sites
As can be seen from the reviews below, beach recreation research is often carried out by or
on behalf of local or other government agencies, which have beach management
responsibilities, and are seeking solutions to management problems, often in response to
political pressures. Field research is therefore generally driven by management, rather than
management being led by research. Not all such 'in-house' agency research is formally
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written up and published, or accessible to outside researchers, and its criteria are not always
scientific, often taking the form of planning investigations.

8.5.1

Previous surveys:

Durban

Table 8.5 summarises previous surveys of beach recreational use conducted by management
and research agencies in Durban, and in Natal including Durban, from 1976 to 1988.
Although extending over 12 years, the surveys were not carried out every year or at regular
intervals, nor were they part of a systematic, planned monitoring programme. The
management agency surveys concentrated on assumed high-use public holiday da);'S, at Easter
and Christmas. Beach user data were collected by observer or photographic counts, and
analysis was based on racial categorisation, which was removed for the purposes of this
study, with only total beach users figures being considered.
Questionnaire surveys, conducted by university researchers, were sometimes administered in
situ on the beaches, but usually within wider residential recreation catchments. Again,
because of the political reasons for and context of the surveys, data on users were categorised
by population group, an approach which is not supported or adopted in the current project.
Table 8.5:

Summary of beach recreational use studies for Durban, 1976-1988

Survey

Source and date

All central Durban beaches
All Durban beaches
All Durban beaches
All Durban beaches

DCC (1976), for Easter Monday, 19 April, 1976
DCC (1977), for 2 January 1977
DCC 1980), for Easter Sunday, 7 April 1980
DCC (1981), for 26 December 1980 and 28
December 1980
All Natal beaches, including Durban
NTRPC (unpublished), for Easter Sunday, 11 April
1982 and December 1982
All Durban beaches
DCC (unpublished, only handwritten lists)
Socio-spatial study of metropolitan Durban beaches Franke (1985)
All Natal beaches, including Durban
NTRPC (unpublished), for December 1986 and
December 1987
Questionnaire- and letter-based survey
Booth and Mbona ( 1988)

8.5.2

Previous surveys:

Sydney/Cro nulla

Table 8.6 summarises previous studies and surveys of Sydney beach recreational use
conducted by management and research agencies, from 1972 to 1990. Central Sydney
beaches have not been included as st~dy sites in the current project, nor have the Botany Bay
beaches. Neither set of beaches is on a bay with direct exposure to the ocean, and is
therefore not directly comparable with the Durban study beaches. For the comparable ocean-
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fronting southern Sydney study beaches at Cronulla, few detailed publis
hed surveys could be
found (Table 8.6), although some unpublished survey statistics from
internal surveys had
been compiled by the Sutherland Shire Council.
Table 8.6:
Survey

Summ ary of beach recrea tional use studies for Sydney , 1972-1
990
Source and date

Whale Beach
Kumell Peninsula
NSW beaches
Warringah Shire beaches
Warringah Shire beaches
Waningah Shire beaches
Sydney's northern beaches
Port Hacking recreation study
Cronulla

O'Rour ke (1972)
Austral ian Littoral Society (1977)
O'Rour ke (1978)
Paterso n (1981)
Warringah Shire Council_(1981)
Gordon ( 1985)
Kuring- gae CAE (1987) ·'
Robertson and Veal ( 19'i57) for NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service/Public Works Departm ent
Underwood and Kenelly ( 1990)

Underwood and Kennelly (1990) reported on preliminary surveys undert
aken on a 2.9 km
stretch of intertidal rocky shore (at the southern or northern end of the
Cronulla beaches?),
and a few other locations. The surveys were design ed to exami ne
potential temporal
differences in amoun ts of human distur bance on rock-p latform s,
rather than on sandy
beaches. The overall purpose was to gather preliminary data to plan
a large-scale survey of
the New South Wales coast. The pilot surveys are relevant here, both
because of their field
work on the southern Sydney beaches used in the present study, and becaus
e they attempted
to develop an experimental design to investigate the interactive influen
ces of broad weather
and time variables on coastal recreational use.
Periods during school terms were contrasted with school holiday period
s, on the basis that
people were probab ly more concerned with recreation during the latter
(Underwood and
Kennelly, 1990). The report did not specifiy whether government school
holidays or private
school holidays, or only periods when all schools were on holiday,
were considered as
school holiday days. There was also no clarification as to whether
public holidays were
excluded, as their effect on recreation when occurring in school holida
ys may differ from
when they occur in school term periods.
Weekday periods were contrasted with weekend periods, on the ground
s that recreation may
be greater in the latter (Underwood and Kennelly, 1990). The report did
not specify whether
Saturdays were regarded as having the same or a different effect on recrea
tion as Sundays,
but it would appear that no differentiation was made.
The two time-scales were sampl ed orthog onally to one another, in
that weekends and
Weekdays were sampled during term and again during school holida
ys. The orthogonal
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design (Table 8.7) was used to detect interaction between the two variables, resulting from
the researchers' assessment of a greater potential for difference between weekends and
weekdays during school-terms than during holidays.
The set of samples also considered two different types of weather, described as sunny and
overcast days, but the weather categories were not defined by air temperature, radiation,
cloud cover or any other measurable factor. It must be assumed that sunny was with 0%
cloud cover, and overcast with 100% cloud cover (all day or at a specific time of the day ?),
although such specific conditions would have had to be deliberately rather than randomly
selected. Weather was made orthogonal to the other two factors, by sampling o~ sunny and
overcast week-days and week-ends during school-term and again during school holidays.
Time of day and tide were not included amongst the factors in this design. Three-fact or
analysis of variance was used.
Each of the eight combinations of sunny/ overcast; weekdays/ weekends; and term/ holidays
were apparently sampled on two randomly-c hosen replicate days, as shown in Table 8.7.
Precisely how these specific combinations of conditions were achieved by random selection
is not described:
Table 8.7: Orthogonal design applied by Underwood and Kennelly (1990) for use survey
1. School holidays:

Weekdays

2.

3.

Overcast
Weekends

4.

5. Tenn days:

8.

Sunny
Overcast

Weekdays

6.

7.

Sunny

Sunny
Overcast

Weekends

Sunny
Overcast

Tides were considered in a second pilot study, when two replicate surveys were completed
on each of three shores near Sydney, approxima tely lOkm apart, to determine differences
among shores. Certain variables (tide, weekend, sunny, spring) were held constant, all data
being obtained on the same sunny week-ends during low tide during term-time in spring.
The numbers of users recorded were in the 1-100 range, rather than in the 1000-10000 range
found in the current study.
As anticipated by Underwood and Kenelly, their first survey found that far more people
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visited the study site during school holidays than during the term, and that there were more
visits on sunny than on overcast days. Differences between weekdays and weekends were
not found to be significant. Term-ti me sunny means for site users were 39.5; term-tim
e
overcast 31.5; holiday sunny 129.5; and holiday overcast 44.0. Interaction between the two
factors was interpreted by the researchers as follows: much greater numbers of people were
encountered on sunny than on overcast days during holidays than the difference between
the
numbers observed on days with these two types of weather during term-time. Density was
not calculated, or persons per m or km, as by Van Herwerden and Bally (1989).
Underwood and Kennell y (1990) conclud ed from their pilot surveys th~t the data
demonstrated consistent temporal patterns and 3- to 4-folq differen ces among shores
in
human use and disturbance of seashores. The use of orthogonally-arranged sets of factors
allowed structured comparisions of different temporal scales, types of weather, and
the
interactions between them. The results showed strong temporal patterns at the larger scale
of
holidays versus term-time, but no differences at the smaller scale between week-ends
and
week-days. Numbers of people affecting a shore appeared to vary according to the prevaili
ng
weather, but no quantification of the influence of weather factors on numbers of users was
undertaken. The pilot sampling also indicated differences among places, and that these
differences themselves varied from time to time.
Underwood and Kennelly (1990) regarded analyses from orthogonally-designed surveys
as
being more powerful than those from simpler types of data, and the only types of samplin
g
that allowed measurement and evaluation of interactions (synergisms and complex non-line
ar
functions) between different sources of variation, such as those found between places and
times of sampling. While the pilot study focussed on temporal scales, the effects of humans
,
time of day, state of tide, seasons, and differen t years were conside red important,
but
remained to be incorporated into a subsequent larger-scale survey.
The researchers believed that other aspects of the weather needed to be examined, with
random samplin g at differen t times and places under differen t weather conditio
ns.
"Comparisons of the samples will only be interpretable if the influence of the weather can
be
understood". They did not consider that extensive random samplin g would be required
to
provide adequate data sets for the full range of weather conditions and combinations. In view
of logistical problem s in samplin g at distance s from Sydney under chosen patterns
of
weather, they intended to carry out comparative sampling during warm or cold, wet or dry
weather, but did not specify how these conditions would be defined. An alternative propose
d
was to construct 'correct ion factors~ to adjust data collecte d under differen t patterns
of
weather.
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They also proposed to consider spatial variables, such as areas near to urban centres
and far
fected
by
school
holiday
s
and
term-ti
me); accessibility of a shore, and degree of
away (af
wave-exposure. No reference was made to previous work by Van Lier (1973)
. Their
surveys were intended to provide estimates of the intensity and types of human
disturbance,
and their variances through time and along the coast, for planning manipulative
experiments
to determine the effects of the observed disturbance of coastal biological system
s. Results
would then be used to plan the conservation, protection and manag ement
of coastal
environments.
8.6 Evalua tion of sandy beach recrea tional use resear ch
If beach recreational use is to be managed with no or reduced damage to
ecological
sustainability, it is necessary to understand the dynamics of beach recreat
ion. This
management review of recreational use research to date has found that, despite various
uncoordinated and non-systematic surveys in different locations, little is known
about the
dynamics of recreational use of sandy beaches, either internationally or in relation
to specific
study sites, including Durban and Sydney. This understanding has to be develo
ped by
investigating beach recreation systematically in a range of locations, to identify
common
dynamics that exist independent of location.
Many statements have been made by recreation researchers about the obvious
influence of
weather and time factors on beach recreation (such as Maunder, 1970; Underw
ood and
Kenelly, 1990). These hypothetical relationships are assumed, often as a precurs
or to
subsequent hypotheses, but there have been few attempts to test the assump
tions, or to
establish and quantify the nature of any relationships between weather, time
and beach
recreation.
Sociological research methodologies, such as use of questionnaires administered
to actual or
potential beach users, have been found in the management review to have serious
limitations,
particularly in that they have never been related to ecological methodologies.
Compatible
methodologies are required to integrate ecological and recreational use researc
h, and to
investigate the present and potential impacts of differing levels of recreational use
on sandy
beach systems. No previous studies have been found which apply ecological method
ologies
in investigating the dynamics of human resource use within sandy beach systems.
Public management agencies in coastal locations have a need to monitor beach recreat
ion user
levels, distributions, and range of activities, but the reasons for this need vary
from one
region to another, because of differing natural and social conditions. In the case
of Durban
:tnd its regional (Natal-kwaZulu) context, the management need to monitor beach
use has
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arisen from a complex of political, economic , social, cultural and environmental managem ent
motivations (McCarth y 1987; Butler-A dam 1986b and c). The political reasons are in some
ways unique to South Africa, and to the recent period in South Africa's developm ent, in its
transition away from a society based on the classifica tion of racial and ethnic groups with
associated restrictio ns. However , the cultural reasons for the need to monitor beach
recreational use in Durban may be common to other countries which have increasin gly
multicultural beach user populatio ns, such as Australia (NSW SPCC 1979, Horvath et al.
1990); or have political, cultural, economic , religious or social condition s limiting or
influencing participation in beach recreation (as in Lakhan, 1990).
Beach managers need to be aware of the evolution ary changes in the concepts of leisure,
tourism and recreation, as identifed in this managem ent review, and of the influence s of these
changes on beach recreatio n research direction s. In addition, it has emerged that beach
recreation and managem ent can become highly-politicized issues (Preston- Whyte 1987; Beder
1991). In the absence of accurate beach user data derived from scientific monitori ng,
guesstimates of beach user levels and distributi ons can be publicise d and manipula ted by
politicians and the press, as occurred during the 1987-199 0 Durban beach recreatio n
controversy (section 13.4.9 and Appendix AI).
Throughout both the Durban and Sydney beach recreatio n crises (section 13.4.9; PrestonWhyte 1987; Beder 1989c), decisions regarding the managem ent of beaches and their
recreational use were made without sound, long-term , scientific ally-deriv ed managem ent
information as to beach user levels or distributions. Lack of long-term data collection , and
weaknesses in survey design, prevented any analysis of trends or possible relationsh ips with
environmental, time or location factors. In the absence of a systematic scientific basis, media
and political pressures determin ed the course of events and of managem ent decisionmaking.
In both cases, the eventual outcome of the extended controver sies was positive. In Durban,
all beaches were eventuall y opened to use by all members of the communi ty. In Sydney,
attempts were made to improve nearshore water quality by the construct ion of deepwate r
ocean outfalls (argued to be of debatable efficacy, because of onshore surface dispersio n
llnder certain seasonal conditions, by Beder (1989c, 1991)), improved sewage treatment , and
ievelopm ent of a code for reduction of pollution from stormwat er runoff (SCCs, 1992).
iowever, in the view of a number of comment ators, these outcome s were achieved
>ainfully, slowly and at great unnecess ary cost to users and ratepayer s (Append ix A1;
)reston-Whyte 1987; Beder 1989c), which could have been avoided by the early adoption of
t more scientific approach to beach managem ent.
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There is therefore an obvious need for beach management agencies to develo
p long-term
monitoring programmes, which provide accurate answers to future management
questions,
direct public agency spending on the basis of monitoring results, and establis
h scientific
information bases for beach management, particularly in anticipation of high-us
e periods.
Monitoring programmes that could indicate trends in beach recreational use, and
have some
predictive power, would be of value to the beach management sections of all
coastal local
governments internationally (Morton 1976 for Hong Kong; Figs. 8.3.1 to 8.3.4
for Brazil
and Hawaii). Beach management requires management of the range of recreation
and tourism
activities that compete for the use of coastal resources. ARAC (1992a) refers
to some of
these conflicting activities, such as jet skiing, sail boarding, surfboard riding, swi~mi
ng, and
scuba diving (Fig. 9.4), but provides no data or reference to studies of the
levels and
distributions of such pursuits in the same location at the same time, such as those
undertaken
by Vogt (1979) for coastal dune use in Texas. Without such data, there is little
guidance for
ecologically sustainable management.
To achieve ecologically sustainable management, agencies need to establish objecti
vely how
user levels fluctuate on metropolitan, regional, state/provincial, and (by summa
ry) national
beaches, as well as what factors influence these fluctuations. They need to identify
categories
of user activities, and the levels and distributions of activity categories, in relation
to the
speciation, levels, and distributions of biotic organisms, as well as to key
ecological
processes and functions. There is also a need to monitor beach recreational use
together with
pollution indicators.
There are major logistical and sampling difficulties in surveying crowded and
widespread
beaches in metropolitan areas (Figs. 8.2.1, 8.2.2, 8.2.3 and 8.3). No quick,
reliable,
accurate and tested sampling technique has yet been developed for rapid estima
tion of
metropolitan beach use (for example, Fig. A1.35 in Appendix 1). A simple costand timeeffective sampling methodology is required (as for water quality criteria, Lusher
1984). Such
a methodology woul enable user levels and distributions for metropolitan coastlin
es of many
kilometres to be assessed easily and rapidly under high-use conditions, by
only a few
assessors; and to be analysed immediately, so that the results would be readily
available to
political and economic decision-makers (NSW Beachwatch, 1992). The availab
ility of data
could be useful at times of political controversy over beach recreational and
management
issues. Alternatively, the availability of scientific data would reduce the potential
for political
controversies to develop.
Information on levels and distributions of beach recreational use is also essential
to the leisure
and tourism industry, entrepreneurs and investors, and to agencies managing
natural areas
Which attract recreation and tourism. Such information would provide answer
s as to how
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recreational users respond to developments such as: the actual or perceived presence of water
pollution; media or monitoring service reports on the status of beach pollution (such as those
iven by NSW Beachwatch for Sydney beaches); the constru ction of deepwater ocean
!utfalls; measures to reduce stormwater pollution, beach erosion, and ultraviolet radiatio
n
exposure resulting from ozone depletion; and the impacts of sea level changes. Ongoing
monitoring programmes, developed from and verified by sampling, would have value on a
5year, 10-year and 20-year basis, to indicate trends in beach recreational use, and to facilitat
e
long-term planning and management.
User information would also assist in identifying how sandy beach ecosystems. respond
to
different levels and distributions of recreational use. The dynamics of both the recreational
use and ecological functioning of sandy beaches must be integrated if sandy beaches are to
be
managed effectiv ely and sustaina bly. If the key activitie s, levels, distribu tions and
relationships can be determined, predictive models can be developed for use by managers.
A
clearer understanding of the impacts of recreati onal users on sandy beach biota and
ecosystems would enable negative impacts on biological processes and productivity to
be
mitigated or avoided, resulting in ecological sustainability.
To environmental management professionals, improved resource manage ment by public
agencies is essential (Chevalier and Bums 1978; Beder 1989b). This need applies to sandy
beach management, because of its crucial social, economic, environmental, ecological,
cultural and political importance to coastal local governments internationally. There is
an
increasing realisation that environmental management theory and practice will not be aligned,
while management decisions continue to be made without reference to and integration
of
scientific and systematic procedures, including long-term monitoring, formulation and testing
of hypotheses, statistical analysis of data, open publication of research results, and regular
review (ASTEC, 1991).
The UNCED Agenda 21 has called on all coastal states, internationally, to improve their
capacity to collect, analyse, assess and use information that will promote the sustainable use
of resources, including the reduction of environmental impacts from activities affectin
g
coastal and marine areas. The development of management information must be given high
priority, because of the rate and magnitude of changes occurring in coastal and marine areas
(UNCED, 1992). The management review undertaken here has found little from previou
s
recreational research that can guide managers towards achieving sustainable management
of
~oastal res~urces, including sandy beaches. The experimental case studies of
recreational use
)[metropolitan sandy beaches reported in the following chapters are therefore intended
to
·uther understanding of beach recreation dynamics, in ways that are applicable by manage
rs
tnd compatible with ecological research methodologies.
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9.

9.1

EXPE RIME NTA L STUD IES: RECR EATI ONA L USE
Expe rimen tal aims

In investigating relationships between weather and recreational
use, the question posed has
been: keeping site properties constant, are fluctuations in the numb
ers of daily beach users
significantly correlated with fluctuations in weather variables and
day type? From the results,
models could be constructed to predict user fluctuations for specif
ic sites, based on long-term
meteorological data (such as the NSW Meteorological Burea u's
month-by-month analysis of
annual weather patterns in Sydney (undated)). The development
of predictive mo~els could
be used to test new experimental hypotheses, carry out variab
le-screening, and pinpoint
important variables. Only then could beach recreation dynam
ics be incorporated into an
understanding of beach ecosystem dynamics, to identify areas of
possible impact and hence
implications for management.
The overall experimental hypothesis of this Section is that signif
icant relationships can be
demonstrated between beach recreational use and weather and time
factors, both singly and in
combination. Specifically, the following questions have been tested
:
1. Are there significant correlations between variations in
weather factors (air temperature,

humidity, sand surface tempe rature , wind direction, and
wind speed , singly and in
combination), and variations in the levels and distributions of
recreational users of sandy
beaches?
2. Are there significant correlations between variations in time
factors (such as season, day
type, and hour of day) and variations in the levels and distributions
of recreational users of
sandy beaches?
If the converse null hypothesis were to be accepted from the statist
ical analysis of the results
of this research, it would be either because it should be accepted
on the weight of evidence,
or because limitations in experimental design, data collection or analys
is techniques had led to
its being accepted when it should be rejected (Type 11 error).
Efforts have therefore been
made to identify limitations of methodology, so that they can
be overcome in subsequent
research, by use of a more powerful experimental design.

9.1

9.2

Meth odol ogy

The major part of this experimental work was carried
out on Durban study beaches. In
obtaining the results, beach user and envir onm ental
data were analysed from two main
perspectives:
(i) beach use over one full annual cycle, being all four
seasons of one year; and
(ii) beach use over three consecutive summers.
These two major data sets were linked toget her and
made comparable by the fact that the
summer in the full annual cycle data was also one of
the summers in the three summers data,
as follows:

Seas ons cove red by stud y surv eys (198 7 to
1990)
Sum mer 1 Autu mn Wint er Spring

(Year 1)

Sum mer2

(Yea r2)

Sum mer3

(Yea r3)

All the seasonal surveys were conducted durin g scho
ol holiday periods (Table 9.1), when
there is commonly assumed to be maximum likely beac
h use because more of the population
are available for beach recreation than at other times of
the year:
Table 9.1: Seaso ns cover ed by study surve ys
with equiv alent holid ay perio ds and mont hs
Season

Equi valen t schoo l holid ay perio d and mont h

Summ er

Chris tmas/ New Year (Dec/Jan)

Autum n

Easte r (April)

Winter

July

Sprin g

Octob er

Results are thus presented in Chapter 10 for total beac
h use over one full seasonal cycle, and
over three consecutive summers. The effects of air
temperature, day type, tidal status, and
multiple variables on beach use, within these two seaso
nally-related time frames, are also
reported. Comparative data were also collected for
one summer season on selected Sydney
beaches (section 10.8).

9.2

9.2.1

Sele ction of surv ey beac hes, and site desc ripti
ons

(a) Durb an
Durban's central beaches and their activity zonings are
shown in Fig 9.1. Bells Beach, at the
southern end of the central beachfront, was not one
of the most heavily-used beaches, but
was selected as the main survey beach for the following
reasons:

]. Ease of access for research: the beach was easil
y accessible by vehi cle, so that
instrumentation and equipment were within reach with
good security. The entire f?each was
visible from the top of its grassed slope, providing a pano
ramic ;:,aerial' view which facilitated
counting and photography (Fig 9.2). For wider surve
y purposes, one of the main swimming
beaches, Addington to the north, was able to be view
ed with binoculars and photographed
with a zoom or telephoto lens from the top of the Bells
Beach slope. Othe r metropolitan
beaches were found to be difficult to access directly or,
because of their lower relief, difficult
to obtain a direc t overview of, to coun t on, or to
photograph. Thes e prob lems were
confronted when the study was extended to all centr
al beaches, by surveying from back-ofbeach high-rise buildings.
2. Ease of access for recreational use: Bells Beach,
and the grassed slope above it, were
easily accessible to beach users, particularly those using
car transportation (Figs. 9.3.1 and
9.3.2). The beach was convenient for small surfcraft
users, because their equipment could
be transported close to the beach by vehicle, and the
suitability of wave and wind conditions
assessed before equipment was off-loaded. If condition
s were not suitable, the equipment
could be left on or in the car, secure and visible.
Vetches Beach to the south was used
primarily by catam aran craft, windsurfers, and fishi
ng and moto r boats, beca use of its
launching facilities. Vetches Beac h was also visib
le from the carpark above Bells on an
'aeri al' basis, which facilitated counting and photograph
y (Fig. 9.3.2).
Vetches and Bells Beaches were described in the press
as being frequented by local users:
"mo st of its surfe rs, boar d sailo rs, padd lers and
yach tsme n seem to be Durb an
people ... conspicuously few are Transvaal cars in the
parking area above the beach (Dai ly
News 21/01188).

3. Absence of racial zoning: control by the national railw
ays and harbours authority, rather
than by the City Coun cil, gave Bells Beac h an
ambi guou s status. Whi le the beac h
management authority did not have clear jurisdiction,
the railway and harbours authority was
involved in craft but not in beach recreation manageme
nt: "Vetch' s Pier, like everything south
of North Beach, is supp osed to be reserved for
whites only, but there is an amus ing
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ambivalence here. The southern end of the beach, used mainl
y for launching ski-boats,
yachts and sailboards, is controlled by the Durban harbour autho
rities, and they have more
important things to worry about than beach apartheid ... So this
has long been a multiracial
enclave" (Daily News 21101/88).
Bell's Beach therefore provided a truer picture of a free response
to recreational motivations,
undistorted by management restrictions based on racial zoning.
It was open to use by all user
groups, and mixed use took place during the entire survey period
, although the beach tended
to be more popular with Indian than black users. One incide
nt was witnessed on Bell's
Beach during the survey, when black bathers were asked to
leave the water ,by police,
responding to a formal complaint from a white user.

4. Potential for 'aerial' survey: high-rise buildings adjacent to Bells
Beach could be used for
oblique 'aeria l' photography of Bells and other southern centra
l beaches. In addition to
recording the numbers of beach users visually from the carpa
rk above Bells, counts could
therefore be made from photographs taken from the carpa rk
or highrise buildings (Figs.
9.3.1 and 9.3.2).
5 Variety of activities: beaches specifically zoned by the City
Council for swimming or
surfing did not offer the relatively uncontrolled mix of use found
at Bells. The survey beach
had limited or no lifesaver control of users, because it was offici
ally designated for fishing
and surfcraft use, including paddleskis, surf boards and windsurfers
. Bells Beach therefore
provided a good overview of a wide range of recreational uses
in a mixed format, where any
complementary or conflicting interactions could be observed, and
where users could respond
freely to prevailing conditions and participate in a range of activi
ties (Fig. 9.4).
6. Municipal planning status: Bells Beach had been prioritized
for substantial future
development of facilities, as part of the Point redevelopment plan.
In the interim, a waterslide had been constructed in part of the carpark area by a beach
front leisure entrepeneur. In
time, this facility would be removed, redesigned or retained,· and
the area redeveloped as a
southern extension to the main beachfront facilities. A surve
y of recreational use of the
location prior to redevelopment would provide a good baseline
for future comparisons, as
well as information for input to the planning and design process.
7. Availabilityofpriordata: some data already existed for beach
es south of Addington, from
previous surveys carried out by the City Council on selected high-u
se days during the period
1976- 1980 (Table 8.6). It was initially impossible to repeat the
scale of previous surveys,
because oflim ited assistance available to the researcher. The
1987 - 1988 Bells survey for
this study was therefore restricted to one beach only, and condu
cted by two to three persons.
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Flg.9.2 View of Durban~s southern central beaches, Bells and Addington,
from slope above Bells Beach (photo: SSH)

and c~rpark, viewed from highrise buildings,
m south to south-easter·ly direction

Fig.9. 4 Wide range of beach reca·ea tional uses at Bells Beach (Easte
r
Monda y, 4 April 1988) (photo s: SSH)

Once the sampling technique had been developed, subseq uent survey
s were able to be
extended to the entire central beachfront, using only two researchers.
The methodologies
developed were therefore based on the use of small survey teams, and
consequently suitable
for future application by beach management agencies with limited person
nel and resources.

8. A vai/ability of helicopter video and photographic records: aerial video
records of beach
use on selected high use days were requested by the Management Comm
ittee of the Durban
City Council. The videos were filmed from a helicopter, but becaus
e of the difficulties of
counting beach users from video recordings, sets of 35mm negative
photographs that had
been shot from the helicopter at the same time, were used to supple
ment the counting of
beach users in this study.
9. Availability of meteorological data: as the Durban airport meteorologi
cal station was in
relatively close proximity to the Bells and other Durba n metropolitan
beaches, its daily
published weather data were used to supplement in situ measurements
of weather variables.
(b)

Sydne y/Cro nulla

Metropolitan Sydney does not have a central beachfront that equates
directly to the Durban
central beachfront. Sydney's central beaches, inside the estuarine harbou
r, are small and not
as heavily used as the ocean beaches extending to the north and south
(Fig. 9.5). Cronulla
beaches, in Sydney's southern metro polita n area, were select ed
for the compa rative
recreational use surveys for the following reasons:

1.
Comparison of beach geography: the beaches are located on an ocean
bay (Bate
Bay), with river mouths to the south and north, as with the Bells and
central survey beaches
in Durban.
2.
Comparison of urban development: Cronulla's beachfront, although
not as built-up
with high-rise development as the Durban beachfront in the vicinity
of Bells/Addington, is
backed by blocks of residential and holiday flats, and a few hotels.

3.
Residential population catchment: like the Durban beachfront, Cronulla
has a sizeable
local residential population in its catchment, while users from metropolitan
Sydney can access
the beaches using public and private transportation.
4.
Enviro nment al dynamics: Cronu lla's beaches, like those of Durba
n, have been
affected by erosion; subjected to dune rehabilitation and reinforcement
to protect properties
and facilities developed in front of the erosion line; and re-established by
sand nourishment.
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5.
Availability of meteorological data: the Sydney airport meteorological station
is in
close proximity to the Cronul la beache s, in the same way that the Durban
airport
meteorological station is to Bells Beach.
6.
Recreational use mix: Cronulla's beaches, being ocean-fronting, have a similar
mix
of uses to those found at Durban beaches, including wave-based uses such as
surfing and
paddle-skiing, which are not found at Sydney 's central harbour beaches becaus
e of the lack
of surf.
The Cronulla beaches surveyed were:
-the northern beaches, Wanda and Eleura (Figs. 9.5 and 9.6.1 to 9.6.3: survey
ed from the
top of the reinforced dune at their southern end);
-the central beach, North Cronulla (Fig.9.7: surveyed from its northern end at
the top of the
reinforced dune, and from the beachwalk at its southern end, north of the tidal pool);
and
-the southern beach, Cronulla (Fig. 9.8: surveyed from the beach walk lookou
t above its
southern end).

9.2.2

Classi ficatio n of recrea tional uses of beache s

Systems of use classification are included in most beach recreation survey
s, both those
conducted by questionnaire remote from the study sites, and those conducted in
situ like this
study (also Ely, 1978). Ditton et al. (1975) used cluster analysis of activity, frequen
cy and
environmental variables to identify water-based recreation types. The classification
systems
are however not yet standardised internationally. The system adopted in this
study, for
coding surveys in Durban and Sydney, indicates the diversity of beach recreat
ional uses
recorded, and the differences in use terminology between Durban and Sydney (Table
9.2):
All the uses listed in Table 9.2 were recorded in both Durban (Fig. 9.4) and Sydney
(Figs.
9.6.1 to 9.6.3, 9.7, and 9.8). Apparent cultural differences observed in the practic
e of beach
use in Durban could have been caused by the unfamiliarity of new user groups,
to whom the
beaches had only recently been made freely accessible, with ocean dynamics, swimm
ing, and
the various pursuits and technologies; as well as to socio-economic restrictions
on meeting
the costs of pursuing various technologically-based activities, including equipment
purchase.
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Fig.9 .6.3

28 December 1990 (L) and 1 January 1991 (New Year's
Day) (R) (photos: SSH)

Fig.9. 7 Use of Cronulla's central beach (North Cronulla), 26 Decembe1· 1990
at 12.4Sh. (photo: SSH)

Fig.9.8

Use of Cronulla's southern beach (Ct·onulla), 30 December 1990 at
13.JOh. (photo: SSH)

Table 9.2:
CODE

Beach recreational use catego ries used in study survey s
DURBAN TERM INOLO GY

SYDN EY TERM INOLO GY
(whered ifferent , otherwise
E =equiva lent)

Pie

picnicking, 'braaiing'

picnicking, barbequeing

T

sun tanning

sunbaki ng

ws

windsurfing

windsurfing,boardsailing

PS

paddleskiing

surfskiing

BB

boogieboarding

bodyboarding, body board riding

Sit

sitting

E

s

surfing

E

p

back-of-beach parking

E

w

walking

E

St

craft store and adjustment

E

D

digging, building sandcastles

E

WD

walking dogs

E

HR

riding horses

E

Pad

surf canoeing

E

H

catamaran sailing, hobie sailing

E

A

surf angling

E

MB

motor/fishing boat

E

SB

skim board riding

E

JS

jetski riding

E

Par

parasailing

E

K

kite flying

E

Sw

swimming and bodysurfing

E

G

beach games, including volleyball

E

D

snorkelling, scuba diving

E

9.7

9•2.3

Samp ling metho ds

Beach users
Beach users (and cars) were initially recorded daily for the entire survey
beach, from in situ
observation, using manual counters. New methodologies were subseq
uently developed for
this study, by applying ecological sampling methodologies that includ
ed the use of belt and
line transects with quadrats; fixed-point time-lapse photography; and semi-a
erial photography
(from back-of-beach high-rise buildings).
A new technique was also devised for the photographic counting,
whereby tran$parent
overlay sheets were placed over the photographs in each photograph
ic time series (for
example, Figs. 9.6.1 to 9.6.3 for Cronulla; and 9.9.1 to 9.9.2 for Bells
Beach, Durban), and
each user recorded as an ink dot (Figs. 9.9.3 and 9.9.4; 9.10 and
9.11). Over 500
photographs were transformed into overlay distribution diagrams of
this nature, and user
numbers were calculated for every central Durban and Cronu lla beach,
over continuous
survey periods of approximately 11 days each (fable 9.3).
Table 9.3:

Summ ary of beach recrea tional use survey s condu cted
for curren t study,

1987-1 991
Survey locatio n

Seaso n

No. of days

Bell's Beach
24 December 1987-3 January 1988
01 - 10 April 1988

Summe r I
Autumn

11 - 17 July 1988

Winter

7

21 - 27 September 1988

Spring

7

23 December 1988 - 2 January 1989
25 December 1989 - 2 January 1990

Summe r2
Summe r 3

10
10

11

9
Sub-total 54

Durban 's centra l beache s:
23 December 1988- 2 January 1989

Summe r2

11

5 December 1989 - 2 January 1990

Summe r 3

9
Sub-total 20

Cronul la beache s:
December 1990 -Januar y 1991

Summe r4

11

Sub-total 11
Total 85

9.8
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Durban's Bay Beach: fixed point photog•·aphic sm·vey for
23 December 1988 (top) and 31 December J988 (bottom )
(photo: SSH )

Fig.9. 9.2

Durba n's Bay Bench: fixed point photog raphic survey for
I Janua ry 1989 (New Yeaa·'s Day ) (top ) and 2 Janua ry 1989
(botto m) (photo : SSH)
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Fig.9.ll. Dm·ban 's North Beach: photographic survey
for 1 January 1989
(New Year's Day) at 1 •. !0 hours (top), and enlarged photocopy of
transparency overlay count (bottom) (photo: SSH)
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On each day of the Bells Beach surveys, all vehi
cles in the carpark were also counted.
Because of the registration system in use at the
time, the vehicles could be categorised by
origin. One counter was used to record all cars
with ND, NPN and NJ registrations,
indicating that they were from the Durban metropol
itan area. Another counter was used to
record all cars from outside the Durban area, that
is, with registrations from elsewhere in
Natal, or from the Transvaal, Cape, or Free State
provinces.
Meteorological parameters

For the Durban study beaches, meteorological
data were obtained from the government
weather station at Louis Botha Airport, to the
south and ~lightly inland of the central
beachfront area. These data were reported daily in
the press, providing both actual conditions
for the previous day, and forecasted conditions
for the day of publication. For the Sydney
study beaches, meteorological data were obtained
from the nearest official meteorological
station, the Kingsford Smith Airport, a New Sout
h Wales weather station reporting to the
Bureau of Meteorology in Sydney.
The data obtained from the official weather stati
ons had limitations, in that they were based
on broad averages, and did not cove r all the
variables relevant to the study of beach
recreational use. To investigate possible links betw
een natural physical environmental factors
and recreational use patterns on Durban's beaches,
data were also collected in situ to provide
an indication of macro- and micro-environmental
conditions likely to influence beach use, and
included factors not normally covered in regional
meteorological monitoring, such as sand
surface and sea water temperatures. The instrume
ntation used for in situ measurement in
Durban was not available for the Cronulla surv
eys. Although the meteorological factors
obtained from the weather stations, and the meth
ods of measurement, differed slightly from
the in situ measurements made in the Durban beac
h surveys, conversion was possible so that
the readings were comparable.
The variables measured in situ were selected on
the basis of findings in overseas literature,
such as those of Van Lier (1973). Measurements
were made at separate locations down the
beach profile, along survey transects, from above
high-water to the water level, simultaneous
with the recording of beach users. The natural
environmental variables measured in the
Durban surveys, and methods of measurement, were
as follows:

Sand surf ace tem pera ture was recorded with
a specially-adapted and calibrated
thermometer, to which a brass baseplate had been
attached. This thermometer had been used
in an earlier Council surveys, to investigate the diffe
rences between surface temperature on
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grass, asphalt, cement and brick paving, and to determine
preferred cover materials for use in
the redevelopment of the Durban beachfront.
Sand surfa ce mois ture was estimated initially on a visua
l and tactile basis, and was later
correlated with laboratory readings from sand samples collec
ted for laboratory drying (Table
6.1).
Air temp eratu re was read from the dry bulb of a wet-a
nd-dry bulb thermometer, while
relat ive hum idity was calculated from the supplied table,
using differences between the
wet and dry bulb readings.
Wind direc tion is usually omitted from recreational
use surveys, although it should
theoretically be of some significance in the coastal conte
xt. This factor is conventionally
recorded in an alphabetical form, using the letters N, S, E
and W, or combinations thereof. It
was felt preferable here to record wind direction in degre
es, which are numerical and
therefore more useful for statistical analysis. A light
flag and compass were used to
detennine wind directions in degrees.
Wind spee d or velo city was meas ured using an
airflow meter, comprised of an
extremely light and responsive 'windmill' or anenometer
on a hand-held base, with a digital
meter indicating maximum windspeed over a set period in
metres per second.
The instruments selected were quick to use, to ensure simul
taneity of measurement. With
protection from wind-blown sand, heat, wate r and salini
ty they were also robust and
portable, able to be used by non-scientific assistants,
and did not provide any majo r
difficulties under beach conditions.
Practical difficulties with samp ling metho dolog y

Access problems during high use periods affected samp
ling approaches, and added to the
time and cost of carrying out the surveys. When survey effor
t was concentrated on a single
heavily-used beach, vehicle access proved difficult becau
se of back-of-beach parking
congestion. When multiple beaches were being surveyed
daily, some beaches had no vehicle
access, because of their layout, or for temporary traffic
and user management purposes.
Photographic survey of multiple beaches from back-of-be
ach highrise buildings required
movement along the entire beachfront in both directions,
through congested holiday traffic
conditions. Limited parking availability near to the samp
ling stations (selected buildings)
increased the time required to access the top floors of the
buildings, record and count beach
use, and then return some distance to the vehicle, to move
through the traffic to the next
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building in the sampling sequence. Random selection of sampling locations would have been
too inefficient under such circumstances, and by increasing the distance and time lapse
between measurements, would have reduced the simultaneity of measurement.
During extreme high use conditions, when political activity over beach recreation was intense
(section 13.4.9), only pedestrian access was possible to some beaches. Circumstances were
often volatile, at social 'flash point', and life-threatening. The potential for outbreaks of
physical violence between police and beach users, or between different beach user groups,
was high, and further compounded survey difficulties.
9.2.4

Statistic al analyses

For the Durban data analyses, some preliminary work was carried out with the software
package Statgraphics, but it was then decided to use the PC-based version of Statistical
Analysis Software (SAS), developed by the SAS Institute, as it provided a more powerful
range of correlation and regression analysis procedures. For the Australian and comparative
phases of the research, correlation and regression analyses, and multivariate analyses were
applied to the data, using the JMP-IN software package (SAS Institute, 1989). The results
of these analyses are shown in Chapter 10 and discussed in Chapter 11.

9.11

10.

RESULTS :

10.1

BEACH USERS, WEATHE R AND TIME

Influence of season on beach use

This first section deals with the broader aspects of beach user and air temperature fluctuations
over the full annual cycle and three summer survey periods. In the subsequent analysis,
other aspects of the dynamics of beach recreational use are explored in more detail.
10.1.1

Seasonal fluctuatio ns in beach users

User levels over full annual cycle

Initially, patterns of beach recreational use were examined in relation to seasons. Fig. 10.1.1
summarises total beach users for the main survey beach (Bells) over a full annual cycle (four
seasons of 1987/ 1988). The associated air temperatur es are shown in Fig. 10.1.2, and
discussed below. The ranges of users per season were: summer (1) 50- 1250, autumn 01375, winter 0 - 400, spring 0 - 1000. The total seasonal and most daily average levels of
beach use were found to be highest during autumn (or the Easter holiday period). This result
is contrary to the common research statement that recreational use levels in the southern
hemisphere are at their peak during the summer season, or Christmas/New Year holiday
period.
As it happens, the highest total use level observed at Bells Beach over the full annual cycle
was recorded outside the formal survey periods, and is therefore not shown on Fig. 10.1.1.
It occurred on a Sunday (neither a public holiday, nor in a holiday season), in spring
(October), being a warm day after a long cold spell at the end of winter. Such a phenomenon
would not be anticipated from current assumption s in the literature (see, for example,
Underwood and Kennelly (1990); Van Herwerden and Bally (1989)).
User levels over three summers

Fig. 10.2.1 summarises total beach users for Bells Beach over three consecutive summers.
The ranges of users were: summer (1) 50- 1200, summer (2) 50- 1200, summer (3) 2001100. Beach user levels were found to fluctuate widely and differently each summer,
although the air temperatures were consistently in the high summer range (23 - 360C, as
shown in Fig. 10.2.2), and therefore relatively stable. These results confirm that air
temperature is not the only factor influencing variations in beach user levels. Explanations
were therefore sought in other factors, such as day type, as discussed in section 10.4. Note
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that summer user peaks over three years (Fig. 10.2.1) remained below the autumn peak
shown in Fig. 10.1.1.
10.1.2

Season al fluctua tions in air temper ature

Air temperature range over annual cycle

The air temperatures recorded for Bells Beach over the full annual cycle (Fig. 10.1.2)
fluctuated between 36 and 170C. There was no recording during the Durban survey of the
400C+ temperatures that occur on occasion in Sydney summers. The temperature range for
summer was from 25- 370C, for autumn 18- 35°C, for spring 16- 25°C, and for winter
18
- 26oc.
Air temperature range over three summer s

The air temperatures for Bells Beach over three summers (Fig. 10.2.2) covered a more
limited range, between 23.5 to 36°C. Despite this consistency, however, the beach user
patterns fluctuated widely (Fig. 10.2.1). The influenc e of air temperature on beach
recreational use is examined in more detail in section 10.6, through regression analysis and
correlation matrices.

10.2

Influen ce of day type on beach use

Day types are here categorised as working (type 1), half-working (type 2) and non-working
(type 3). Some Saturdays that would normally have been categorised as half-working days
(type 2), were regarded as type 3 (non-working days) as they coincided with public
holidays, thereby reducing the number of days sampled in the type 2 category (Tables 10.1
and 10.2):
Table 10.1
Day type

Day type categorie s surveyed over full annual cycle
Descrip tion

Survey Days

Mean users

working

17

2

half-working

6

3

non-working

12

222
338
799

Total

35

439

10.2

Table 10.2

Day type categories surveyed over three summers
Description

Survey Days

Mean users

1

working

11

500

2

half-working

7

366

3

non-working

13

652

31

506

Day type

Total

10.2.1

Day type-users over annual cycle

The user levels for each day type category, for Bells Beach over four seasons, are
represented by the comparison circles in Fig. 10.3. The circles for types 1 and 2 were found
to be nested, indicating that the user levels for the two day types were not significantly
different from one another. The day type 3 (non-working) circle was not nested within either
types 1 or 2, indicating that user levels for non-working days were significantly different
from levels for working and half-working days.
These results suggested that there was little value in retaining the type 2 category, as user
levels on half-working days were not found to be significantly different from those on
working days, and the 95% confidence limits spanned a broader range than for both working
and non-working days. All type 2 days could therefore be re-categorised as type 1 days.

10.2.2

Day type-users over three summers

The user levels for each day type category, for Bells Beach over three summers, are shown in
Fig. 10.4. In this case, the comparison circles for all three day types intersect, with the 95%
confidence limits for type 2 spanning the broadest range of the three categories. Day types 1
and 2 are again nested. Many previous researchers have referred to weekends as potential
high u~e periods, such as Van Herwerden and Bally (1989), although Underwood and
Kennelly (1987) found no significant differences between use of rocky shores on weekends
and weekdays.
The results above indicate that within weekends over the full annual cycle and three summers,
Saturdays differ from Sundays in their relationship to beach user levels, with Saturdays
having mean user characteristics more similar to those of working days. These results could
have been influenced by the lower representation of Saturdays (half-working) days in both
data sets. Non-working days, including both Sundays and public holidays, have been found
10.3
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in the current study to be distinct from both Saturdays and weekdays in their capacity to
generate higher levels of beach recreational use, when all four seasons are considered, but not
as distinct over three consecutive summers.
Mean beach users for day type 2 (half-working ) were found to be similar over both the
annual cycle, and three summers data (Tables 10.1 and 10.2). For day type 1 (working),
mean users were significantly higher over three summers than over the annual cycle, as might
be expected, given the temperature ranges and the availability of holiday users. However, for
day type 3 (non-working), mean users were high for both data sets, but higher for the full
annual cycle, further confirming that summer non-working days do not necessarily generate
the highest user levels. A reliance on day type as the sole predictor of beach use, on the basis
of "weekends = high beach use" as suggested by previous research, appears therefore from
the results of the present study to be too simplistic an approach, and of little value for
prediction or modelling of beach use. Some correlation has been established here between
beach user levels and days of the weekend, being Sundays and public holidays specifically,
which can be used in predictive models in combination with other factors, at least in the
South African beach recreation context.
With a maximum of 52 non-working Sundays occurring throughout each year, in addition to
approximately 12 public holidays, some of which may coincide with Sundays, fewer than 64
days, or less than 116 of each year, can be assumed to have the potential to produce high
beach user levels. This 'highest-use' potential is further reduced by weather conditions,
particularly in the colder seasons, and by other influences, such as the status of domestic and
international tourism. Random sampling under such conditions could exaggerate skewness
in recreational use survey data by causing over-representation of the lower use days. Van
Herwerden and Griffiths (1991), in an effort to overcome this sampling bias, used
proportional sampling stratified on the basis of day type, rather than the random sampling
used by Underwood and Kennelly (1987).

10.3

Relationship s among categories of beach users

A list of beach user categories and terminology has been provided earlier (Table 9.2). During
the beach use surveys, it was observed that on some days the number of surfers was higher
than the number of paddleskiers and windsurfers, while on other days windsurfers exceeded
paddleskiers and surfers. Differences and similarities in the responses of different user
categories to the same weather conditions were confirmed by further analysis of the data used
in the preceding section. Table 10.3 shows the correlations between fluctuations in beach
users, paddleskiers, surfers, windsurfers, and cars at one beach over the full annual cycle.
The correlation between all other user categories and windsurfers was low, confirming that
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when other users are attracted to the beach, windsurfers may not be, and vice versa. The
correlation between beach users and cars was predictably strong (.76), because of the lack of
public transport to the survey beach; and between paddleskiers and cars (.65), because of the
need to transport heavy paddleskis by vehicle.

In scatter plot matrices such as those in Fig. 10.5, the labels for the varying scales on the two
axes are listed diagonally across the matrix. To read the labels for y axis, the diagonal list of
labels must be read downwards in sequence. To read the labels for the x axis, the diagonal
list of labels must be read from left to right in sequence. In Fig. 10.5, for example, the top y
axis scale relates to beachusers, the next scale down to windsurfers, the next to paddleskiers,
then to sufers and to cars. The first x axis scale on the left relates to beachusers, the next to
windsurfers, then to paddleskiers, surfers and cars. The wider the oval shape of each
scatterplot, or the further it is from a straight line, the lower the correlation between the
variables. The narrower the oval, or the closer it is to a straight line, the higher the
correlation between the variables. In Fig. 10.5, the user-to-car scatter plot shows more
outliers at the higher levels, probably because of associated increases in user-to-car ratios. It
was observed that in high use periods, larger groups and more users per car caused user
numbers to increase to higher levels than car numbers. This changing ratio reduces the value
of counting cars as indicators of beach users, particularly when user levels are high, as the
number of cars will under-represent the number of users. This methodology is nevertheless
used in beach user surveys, as by the Durban City Council.
Fig. 10.5 suggests that the various categories of specialised beach users respond differently
to weather conditions, and differently also from the general beach user's response to weather.
Influences on the differential responses over an annual cycle were explored further, as shown
in the scatter plots in Figs. 10.6 in relation to air temperature; 10.7 to wind direction; and
10.8 to wind speed. Fig 10.6 indicates that fluctuations in all user categories were fairly
well-correlated with fluctuations in air temperature, except for surfers. The diagrams in the
scatter plot matrix reveal the ranges of preference and tolerance of each user category for air
temperature. For example, increases in and higher levels of beach users were associated with
temperatures in the range 25 to 30°C, while surfers did not show as distinct a preference for
a specific range of temperatures.
Fig. 10.7 shows that fluctuations in surfer numbers were to some extent correlated positively
with wind direction in degrees, and fluctuations in paddleskiers more so, probably because of
the effect of wind direction on wave form. The five diagrams across the top of the matrix
show clusters of points which identify prevailing winds in the 50 (N/E), 100 (E), and 200250 (SSW-SW) degree categories over the full annual cycle. These prevailing winds align
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with the wind roses for Durban (Tinley, 1985). The higher levels of beach users and
windsurfers were found (Fig. 10.7) to be associated with all three prevailing wind-direction
categories, while the higher levels of surfers and paddleskiers were associated with the 150
(SSE) and 200 (SSW) degree winds. The different user categories, therefore, differed in
their responses to the prevailing wind directions.
From Fig. 10.8, it can be seen that windsurfers responded positively to wind speed to a
limited extent, but at both lower (2-3 m/sec), and higher (6-7m/sec) speeds, probably
dependent on individual levels of proficiency. All other user categories responded negative! y
to increased wind speeds, particularly general beach users and paddle-skiers.
These varying responses by user categories have corresponding influences on the variations
in recreational user totals, and indicate that modelling of beach recreational use is far more
complex than the simple 'good weather = high use' assumption of previous research. In
addition, the results demonstrate that the relationships among user categories, and their
differential responses to weather variables, can be effectively quantified and used for
predictive purposes by beach managers.

10.4

Predictive relationships from sampling

If quantifiable relationships do exist between fluctuations in beach.user numbers and weather
factors, it can be expected that these relationships would simultaneously hold for transect
samples from a beach; on single beaches; and on all beaches in a metropolitan area subject to
similar weather changes. The questions are therefore: do user variations in transect samples
reflect user variations on single beaches; and do variations on single beaches reflect variations
on all beaches? Such relationships, if confirmed experimentally, would have important
implications for beach recreation management, modelling and monitoring. Sequential stages
of regression analysis, using JMP software, were therefore applied to the data to investigate
the existence or otherwise of such sampling relationships, as described below.

10.4.1 From transect samples and an entire beach
The relationship between user variations for transect samples from a beach and for the entire
beach were first examined, to investigate whether the transect samples could be used to
predict entire beach use, and thereby facilitate more rapid surveys. As shown in Fig. 10.9.1,
the user variations recorded in one randomly-selected belt transect sample were found to be
positively correlated (.77) with total user variations for the entire beach, over the same survey
period. That is, the transect sample was indeed shown to be representative of user variations
on the entire beach. Using these results, if for example 100 users were recorded in the
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transect sample by a beach manager, it could be predicted that the corresponding number of
users for the entire beach would be approximatel y 400 (350-450). If 350 users were
recorded for the transect sample, the users of the entire beach would be around 1200 ( 10001400).

Analyses using an additional random sample (see, for example, Fig. 10.9.2) showed that
predictions should be based on the mean of randomly-selected transect samples, with the
number of replicates to be detennined experimentally for a given beach over an initial detailed
survey period. Nevertheless, the correlations were high for both transect samples (Table
10.7), and predictions based on either transect sample would be of value in beach recreation
management.
These findings suggest that the survey methodology developed here, based on principles of
ecological sampling, provides a useful beach management tool. Rapid transect surveys can
be conducted by beach management staff, and used either to predict total users for single
beaches from one or a few transect samples, or to check predictions of beach use for a
particular day. Beach users within transect samples can be recorded either in situ, or from
fixed point photography, both techniques having been used in this study.
10.4.2 From one survey beach and other metropolitan beaches
The investigation of sampling relationships was then extended to include a number of central
Durban beaches, in order to investigate whether one beach could be used as a representative
sample for user fluctuations on all the beaches. If found to be the case, it might be
unnecessary in future to survey all users on all beaches, as is usually done by metropolitan
management agencies wishing to monitor beach recreational use (for examples, Tables 8.5
and 8.6), and as continues to be done by Durban City Council (Fig. A 1.35 in Appendix
Al)). Modelling, prediction and monitoring of beach use could be based on sample beaches
only.
The correlation matrix produced for the Durban metropolitan beaches (Table. 10.8), shows
the relationships between daily variations in total users at Bells Beach, and the other
metropolitan beaches over the same period. The correlations were high amongst user
fluctuations at most of the metropolitan beaches surveyed (.87 to .94). These results suggest
that one beach, and therefore also the transect samples of that beach (section 10.4.1), may be
able to be used to predict daily user variations on other beaches in the same metropolitan area.
This hypothesis will need to be tested in other localities in future research.

10.7

The results also show that the sample beach, or beach used for
sample transects, need not be
that with the highest user levels. It was found, for example,
that Snake Park Beach (Fig
10.1 0), which had low user levels, showed patterns of fluctu
ation that were nevertheless
well-correlated with those of beaches characterised by extrem
ely high user levels, such as
North Beach.
While user fluctuations can be determined from surveys of
a samp le beach or sample
transects, characteristic use levels vary among beaches. These
relative user levels, or 'level
ratios' for particular beaches, can be determined by a once-off
survey of all the beaches in a
metropolitan area. The daily patterns of fluctuations at these differ
ent use levels can then be
derived from the sample fluctuations at sample beaches. If relatio
nships are also found, in
this study, to exist between fluctuations in beach users and in factor
s such as air temperature,
the known annual temperature patterns for the location can then
be used to predict seasonal
beach user patterns for all metropolitan beaches.

10.5 Influ ence of daily time and tide facto rs on beach
use
10.5.1 Beac h use and weat her facto rs on a daily cycle
A pilot study, involving a full-day survey of use of one beach
(Bells), was conducted to
determine the optimal timing of beach user surveys, as well
as to gain some preliminary
indication of possible correlations among the various environmen
tal factors, and between
environmental factors and beach user levels. Fluctuations in total
user levels were monitored
at hourly intervals over the full day, and were analy sed in
relati on to chang es in air
temperature, sand temperature, wind speed, and relative humid
ity. Correlations amon g
environmental factors were first examined. Variations in total user
levels were then analysed
in relation to variations in the physical environmental factor
s, separately and in various
combinations.
The total number of users was found to peak in the interv al
10.30 to 11.00 hours, which
coincided with the peak in air temperature, and one of the two
high points in windspeed.
User levels remained high between 11.00 and 13.00 hours.
By the end of the survey at
17.30 to 18.00 hours, user levels had declined to only slightly above
their initial level at 6.30
to 7.00 hours, approximately 12 hours earlier. Variations in sand
surface temperatures were
found to be well-correlated with air temperature variations.
A single full-day survey cannot be assJimed to be necessarily typica
l of daily user fluctuations
for beach recrea tion in Durba n, but the results gave an indica
tion of trends, and of
relationships amon g users and environmental factors, as well
as of the timing that was
10.8
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required to ensure that user surveys represented maxi
mum daily user levels. A surve y
conducted outside the identified period of 11.00 to 13.00
hours would be in danger of underestimating user levels for the day. It was not alwa
ys possible, however, for logistical
reasons, to ensure that user surveys were conducted
during this time period, particularly
where all metropolitan beaches were being sampled on
one day.
Further full-day surveys of this nature would confirm
the characteristic trends in beach user
fluctuations on a daily cycle for a given urban area,
and allow for the deve lopm ent of
graphical relationships between time of day and beac
h user levels, for each day type. Such
graphs could be used to predict user levels later in a
day, from transect sampling ,carried out
early in the same day, or to check user levels predicted
previously by modelling. In addition,
a number of full-day surveys over the annual cycle woul
d facilitate future investigation into
whether variations in air temperature or in time exert
the stronger influence on changes in
beach user levels over the daily cycle.

1 0 .5.2 Tida lly-i nduc ed varia tions in beac h widt
h
The effect of tides on beach use is expressed partially
through the tidally-induced changes in
the beach width or surface area available for recreation
al use. Fig. 10.11 shows beach user
fluctuations at the survey beach, in relation to changes
in beach width, with implications for
the calculation and application of beach carrying capa
city that have been hitherto unrecognised
in the literature. These implications are discussed furth
er in Chapter 11.

10.6 Influ ence of air temp eratu re on beac h use
10.6.1 Rela tions hip betw een total beac h user
s and air temp eratu res over one
sum mer
As an initial step in investigating the existence or other
wise of relationships between beach
use and air temperature, total beach users were plott
ed against air temperature, for the Bell's
Beach 1987/88 summ er data over 11 days (Fig. 10.12
.1). As air temperature increased,
there was found to be an increase in num ber of
users to 31 °C. How ever, the high est
temperature of just under 360C was associated with
one of the lowest levels of total users,
even though the type of day was 'non-working' (type
3), and could therefore have been
expect~d to have had high user potential (section
10.4). The same pattern emerged when
water users were included along with beach users.
From these early results, it appeared that recreational

user levels might increase with increases
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in air temperature, up to some optimum or maximum temperat ure, after which further
increases in temperature might be associated with lower beach use.
10.6.2 Relation ship between total beach users and air tempera ture over full
annual cycle

Regression analysis was used to investigate further the relationship between total beach users
for Bells Beach and air temperature over the full annual cycle (Fig. 10.12.2). The correlation
coefficie nt for the linear regressio n was found to be 0.403 .. That is, by knowing the
temperature at Bell's Beach over 4 seasons in 1988, the variance in the depend~nt variable
(beach users) could be reduced by 40,96% (R2 = 0.64sq. x 100), using the following
equation to estimate values ofY: Y =-1007 + 54.65X. In other words, 41% of the variance
in beach users (Y) could be accounted for (not explained, as this suggests causality) by the
variance in temperature (X).
There was little improvement in correlation with a quadratic polynomial fit, but there was an
improvement with a quartic polynomial fit (Fig. 10.12.3), which brought the correlation up
to 0.59. These results provided further evidence of a non-linea r relations hip between
temperature and beach use, and the possible effect of supra-optimal temperature.
10.6.3 Relation ship between total beach users and air tempera tures over
three summers

In contrast with the results over the annual cycle, when the fluctuations in total beach users
for Bell's Beach over three consecutive summers were considered in relation to fluctuations
in air temperature (Fig. 10.12.4), the correlation was found to be extremely low, at 0.30.
That is, by knowing the temperature at Bell's Beach over three summer seasons in the period
1987/88 to 1989/90, the variance in the dependent variable (beach users) could be reduced by
only 3.61% (R2 =0,19sq x 100), using the following equation to estimate values of Y: Y =107 + 23X. In other words, only 4% of the variance in beach users (Y) could be accounted
for (not explained) by the variance in temperature (X). When the two high outliers (34 and
36°C) were removed, there was no improvem ent in fit, correlatio n reducing to 0.23.
Correlation with a quartic polynomial fit remained low.
In the three summers data, although temperatures were generally high and within the normal
range of summer temperatures (24- 300C), user levels varied and were not consistently high.
This result suggests that, when temperat ure is held relatively constant and across a
satisfactory range for beach recreation, other factors are as important (or more important than)
10.10
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temperature in determining beach use, including the category of day type (see section 10.4).
10.6.4 Compa rison betwee n beach use over annual cycle and over three
summe rs

The frequency distributions for classes of air temperature data for Bells Beach over an annual
cycle and three summers are shown in Fig. 10.13.1 and 10.13 .2. Summe r tempera tures
generally ranged from 25 to 300C. Over the annual cycle, the range of temperatures was
15
to 35oc. The results presente d here have implica tions for the future design of beach
recreation research. Most previous beach surveys have collecte d data primarily in
the
summer holiday seasons, which are the usual focus of man'agement concern as they
are
believed to be the periods of 'peak' use (Table 8.6; Underwood and Kenelly 1990; Van
Herwerden and Bally 1989). The current study has shown that in investigating relationships
between weather factors and beach recreational use, data should be collected over all seasons,
not only summer, to avoid false assumptions with respect to the effects of weather factors.
In summary, the results obtained for Bell's Beach over an annual cycle (same beach, differen
t
seasons) showed some degree of linear relationship between use and temperature, no doubt
because the full range of temperatures for that location was included. The results for Bell's
Beach over three summer seasons (same beach, same season), with more consistent high
temperatures, showed wide fluctuations in user numbers at each temperature level. These
fluctuations reflect temperature influencing use, but more importantly, also day type.

10.7 Relatio nships betwee n multipl e weathe r/abiot ic factors over annual
cycle and over three summe rs
The interactions between the various meteorological factors that could be influencing beach
recreation were also investigated. Table 10.9 shows correlations and non-correlations found
between fluctuations in the values for some of the abiotic factors examined during
the
1987/1988 Bells Beach survey, such as air temperature, sand temperature, relative humidit
y,
and wind speed. As shown by the scatter plot matrix (Fig. 10.14), air and sand temperature
were positively highly-correlated, windspeed and wind direction were negatively highlycorrelated, and there were negative but lower correlations between windspeed, air and sand
temperature. Humidity was correlated positively with windspeed and negatively with wind
direction.
As weather/abiotic and time factors apparently work in combination to influence the variation
s
in levels of recreational use on beaches, some multivariate analysis was attempted, using
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principal components analysis techniques (Fig. 10.15). Weather factors other than air
temperature were included in the model, to examine their combined influence on beach use,
and their value for predictive modelling. Interpretation of the multivariate analysis was,
however, complicated and invalidated by problems of mixed data types and dependency of
variables.

10.8

Comparative data for Sydney!Cronulla beaches

Sydney has characteristic work patterns and practices, as well as political differences, which
are likely to influence beach recreational use. If, under these different circumstan~es, similar
user and temperature results were to be obtained as in the Durban study, it could be
concluded that there would appear to be general trends in beach recreational use, that hold
true regardless of location, and assist in determining the dynamics of beach recreation. If,
however, the results differed from those for the Durban study beaches, further research
would be required to develop a set of predictive relationships for Sydney beach recreation, as
have been developed here for Durban beach recreation.
As the Cronulla survey was conducted through one summer period only, correlation analysis
was affected by the restricted range of air temperatures, as for the Bells Beach surveys. The
Cronulla survey results provide a baseline, however, for future research over a full annual
cycle and three summers.

10.9

Summary

This study has found that while combinations of weather factors influenced fluctuations in
beach user levels on the study beaches, the principal influence was air temperature, and
furthermore, as an advance on previous research assumptions as to the influence of weather,
the relationship between beach use and air temperature over the full annual cycle was
quantified. The relationship was found to be expressed best by a polynomial rather than a
linear relationship. Because the relationship has now been quantified, it would appear that
beach user levels within localities are predictable, on the basis of transect samples from single
beaches and known patterns of air temperature. Predictions can be adjusted according to the
user levels that have been found to be associated with type of day and specific beach
locations. Beach user levels can therefore be modelled, using the relationships found in this
study. The modelled predictions can then be monitored in situ, using the methodologies
developed here, to refine and improve beach recreation management, and to determine the
ecological impacts associated with specific levels and distributions of recreational use.
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DIS CU SSI ON

11.1

Intr odu ctio n

This study has found that quantifiable rela
tionships exist among fluctuations in leve
ls of
various beach user categories in response to
certain weather variables; and among fluctuat
ions
in both wea ther variables and cate gori
es of bea ch users, as discussed below.
The
quantification of these relationships is essentia
l for the future development of models of beac
h
recreational use, for application by beach man
agers.

11.2

Rec rea tion al use find ing s

The findings have been as follows:

I. Influence of season on beach use: The
results of the present study differ from thos
e of
Van Herwerden and Bally (1989), who foun
d use of Cape Town metropolitan beaches
to be
greatly elevated during the summer months
of December to March. The present stud
y has
found elevated user levels on the Durban
study beach during April or the Easter holi
day
period, in autumn.
2. Influence of day type on beach use:
The findings again .differ from those of
Van
Herwerden and Bally (1989), who found wee
kends to be overall the most crowded day
s on
Cape Town metropolitan beaches. In con
trast to the current study, it was found that
in
school holidays, weekend beach use was
lower than weekdays; while outside scho
ol
holidays, weekend use was higher than wee
kdays, with maximum attendance on Satu
rdays.
Diff eren ces between weekdays and wee
ken ds were not found to be sign ific ant
by
Underwood and Kenelly (1990). The curr
ent study, focussed on school holidays, foun
d
differences between weekend days, in that
Sundays were found to have the highest beac
h
use
over three summers, and even higher use ove
r the full annual cycle. Saturdays had the
nex
t
highest levels over the full annual cycle; but
weekdays over three summers.
3. Relationships among user categories:
From the results, it can be seen that the leve
ls of
different beach user categories fluctuate diff
erently from one another on the same beac
h, on
the same day, and under the same weather
conditions. Tha t is, different categories of
beach
users demonstrate different responses to wea
ther and time factors. Modelling of recreati
onal
use is consequently more complex than
has bee n suggested by the previous com
mon
assumption that beach recr eati on is infl
uen ced sim ply by 'goo d wea ther ', with
no
specification of what good weather means in
measurable terms.
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4. Predictive relationships from sampli ng: The high correlations found betwee
n the user
fluctuations for (belt) transect samples, and the user fluctuations for the total
survey beach,
indicate that the transect samples provid ed a close representation of total user
fluctuations.
The transec t sample s were also highly- correla ted with one another. The
method ology
developed here therefore provides a useful beach manag ement tool. Rapid
sub-sampling
surveys, conducted in situ by beach manag ement staff, can be used to predict
or monitor
total users for the beach.
When the analysis was extend ed to a numbe r of Durban metrop olitan
beaches, high
correlations were found between fluctua tions in user levels among the beache
s surveyed.
These results mean that it is possible not only to extrapolate fr~~ a set of transec
ts to a whole
beach, but from transects on the beach to a numbe r of other beaches in
a locality. In
researching recreational use of metropolitan beaches, it appears therefore to be
unnecessary to
survey total users on all beaches in the entire area, as has been the commo
n and costly
practice in beach surveys to date. Only one sample beach is needed, or a small
number of
sample belt transects, to obtain an indication of recreational use fluctuations on
most beaches
in the metrop olitan area. The reduce d scope of survey s conduc ted would
have the
simultaneous effect of reducing the practical difficulties associated with
beach surveys
(section 9.2.3).
5. Influence of daily time and tide factors on beach use: It was found that surveys
of beach
recreational use should be conducted between 1100 to 1300 hours, to ensure
that daily user
levels were not under-estimated. Future analysis of daily user variations over
time, from a
number of beach locations, would enable the development of graphical relation
ships which
would facilitate prediction of user levels from surveys conducted earlier in the
day, or the
checking of previously-predicted levels. In addition, tidally-induced changes
in beach width
were found to influence recreational use levels, with consequences for calcula
tions of beach
carrying capacity, which are explored further in section 11.8.
6. Influence ofair temperature on beach use: While from the literature review,
it was found
that researc hers have assume d positiv e correla tions betwee n recreat ional
use and air
temperature, resulting in increased recreational use on warmer days, this study's
findings
show that the assumption is not entirely true. The new findings are discussed
in fuller detail
below.
7. Relatio nships among multip le weathe r/abiot ic factors and beach use:
Various
relationships were quantified among abiotic or weathe r factors. For examp
le, positive
correlation was found between air temper ature and sand temperature during
the periods
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investigated, with sand temperature usually higher than air temperature. Althou
gh positively
correlated, both
factors were retaine d in field measur ement, because of the potenti al influen
ce of sand
temperature on the spatial distributions of beach recreationists.

11.3

Relatio nships betwee n total beach users and air temper ature

Over the full four seasons, the relative differences between seasonal ranges in temper
ature are
highlighted. The results confirm that seasonal change, as measured by temperature
variations
and other indicat ors, is one of the signifi cant factors inflyen cing fluctua
tions in beach
recreation. The results go further than previou s researc h, howev er, in
enablin g the
relationships betwee n weathe r factors, particularly air temperature, and beach
users to be
quantified, and in defining the nature of those relationships.
Analysis suggests that each of the weather variables investigated has certain upper
and lower
limits, between which they favour or promote beach use, and below and above
which they
tend to discourage beach use. Observations made during the surveys confirm
ed that sudden
drops in air temperature caused beach users to leave the beach, while increased
levels of wind
speed led to a similar exodus or reduction in numbers of beach users. While
these results ar
not unexpected, what this study has produc ed is a quantitative definition of
the limits or
points of change in beach user respon ses, as has been done here (see the
correla tion
matrices).
The regression lines obtained for beach users against air temperature, shown
in Figs. 10.12.3
(over full annual cycle) and 10.12.4 (over three summers), are comparable with
one another.
In the data set for four seasons and the wider temperature range, there was a
higher increase
in the numbe r of beach users per 1°C increase in temperature, nearly double
that for three
summers, with far lower basic deman d at zero. In the data set for three summe
r seasons, and
the narrower (warm) temperature range, basic deman d was almost 10 times higher.
In other
words, there was less 'negative' demand, which indicates the strength of user
disinclination
to use the beach during adverse conditions such as cold temperatures.
In summary, the results show that the predictive power of the relationship is improv
ed when
data are collected over all four seasons, rather than over the same season in
different years.
Over the same season , the temper ature range is more constant, and the effects
of other
variables, such as day type, in influencing the variation in user numbers are magnif
ied.
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The correlation coefficients indicate the intensity or streng
th of the relationships, or the
accuracy of estimates of Y given by the regression line, but not
the likely variation around the
estimated values of Y. For this, residuals must be exam ined.
Residuals could be used to
identify observations which lie at some distan ce from the best
fit linear trend, indicating
deviant cases or furthe r independent variables which should
be taken into consideration.
Residuals could be mapped per beach along the coastline, when
the data is extended along the
metropolitan beachfront. Negative residuals would indicate fewer
users than expected, and
positive residuals more than expected. Such mapp ing could
be used to identi fy possible
reasons for the low correlation, which could then be incorporated
into future multivariate
hypotheses.
In Figure 10.12.3, the relationship between fluctuations in air
temperature and total beach
users, for the Bells Beach surveys over four seasons, showe
d a relatively high correlation
(.59) with a quartic polynomial fit. The relationship pattern was
similar to the one seen in the
initial results, showing an increase in beach use with increasing
temperature to a peak, and
then a decline in use at higher temperatures. After the critical
level of about 23°C , there was
a rapid increase of users for every 1°C increase in temperature
, until the upper critical levels
of 32.5° C, after which there was a rapid declin e of users
for every 1°C increase in
temperature to 360C .
There are a numb er of possible expla nation s for the declin
e in beach users when air
temperatures excee ded 32.5° C. The declin e could be relate
d to the general disco mfort
experienced when temperatures are too high, especially in comb
ination with high humidity
and high sand surface temperatures; or it could be associated with
other factors occurring on a
day in conju nction with high tempe rature , such as time of
day, an unfav ourab le wind
direction, or high wind speed.
Extreme heatwave condi tions in Athens, Greec e, in the late
1980's exem plifie d toxic heat
conditions. Thousands of people reportedly flocked to the beach
es to obtain relief from the
heat. After this stage, with further increases in temperature, it
became physically dangerous
to be on the beach and the numbers of users declined dramatically
.
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The relationship between air temperature and beac
h recreation might be expected, logically, to
follow the curve shown in Fig. 1 L 1:

(ltt

Figu re 11.1:

Hypo thesi sed relat ionsh ip betw een air temp
eratu re' and beac h users

In the lower temperature range, up to 18°C air
temperature in the Durban research, but
probably at lower temperatures in the European
countries, there is a human reluctance to
swim in outdoor waters, which discourages beac
h recreation (water temperatures of 18C in
Norway, after Klemsdal, 1990). In the UK, heat
ed indo or pools are commonly built to
overcome the temperature limitations (Patmore,
1983). Beac h users in cold conditions are
those who enjoy the outd oor experience of walk
ing, running or exercising animals on a
wintry beach, or who participate in watersports
with wetsuitprotection from the cold water
(Klemsdal, 1990).
This hypothesised relationship has been confirme

d by the results of the current study. Within
the range 20 to 45°C in the southern hemisph
ere study sites, increases in temperature
appeared to lead to exponential increases in beac
h users, while decreases led to decreasing
beach users, so that the corr elati on was positive.
At the lower limits, a zero point was
reached, when there was no further decrease in
numbers of users, although negative values
indicated the decreasing likelihood of positive num
bers, or a negative demand.
11.5

From one full-day survey, it was deter mine d that surve
ys condu cted within the period 11.00
to 13.30 hours appea r to represent the maxi mum daily
beach use levels, which also coincide
with the perio d when the dang ers of ultrav iolet radia
tion expo sure are at their highe st.
Howe ver, this trend is unlik ely to hold true for days
on whic h temp eratu re, wind speed ,
humidity and other factors do not favou r general beach
use, only the participation of certa in
categ ories of beach users in speci fic activ ities. Othe
r resea rcher s have exam ined daily
fluctuations in level of use of differ ent sites, although not
alway s beach locations (Ely 1978;
Van Lier 1973). Analysis of daily fluctu ation s in beach
recreational use, in relation to in situ
physical envir onme ntal factors, could be extended in future
studi es to devel op standardised
patterns for various locations in relation to each user and
day t:ype category.
Relationships between beach users and other independen
t variables such as wind speed, wind
direction, humidity, and water temp eratu re were also quant
ified. In the case of the various
water sports, the interr elatio nship s betw een wind direc
tion and wind speed had differ ent
tolera nce limit s for the pract ice of each sport . For
exam ple, low wind speed s were
unfav ourab le to exper ience d wind surfe rs, but favoured
begin ners; while high wind speed s
that creat ed chop py condi tions were suitab le for experience
d windsurfers but did not favou r
other forms of board activity, such as surfing and paddl
eskiing.

11.4

Eval uatio n of mete orolo gical data

There were some differ ences betw een the meth ods of
meas urem ent of meteo rolog ical data
used by Durb an and Sydn ey weat her statio ns, or used
in the field surveys. With mino r
conversion and adaptation, howe ver the official Sydney
and Durb an meteorological data were
comparable with one another, and the Durb an field meas
urements were comparable with the
official Durban meteorological data.

11.5

Eval uatio n of beac h use class ifica tion

The method of beach use class ificat ion adop ted in the surve
ys (Tabl e 9.2) was found durin g
field obser vatio n to exclu de a range of uses practised
by non-W ester n beach users. Black
beach users used Durb an's beach es for purpo ses which
appea red unusual to the West ern
obser ver. One such use was spirit ual and religious,
in that group s (Zion ist), comp rised
main ly of fema le mem bers with a male religi ous leade
r, perfo rmed bapti sm ritual s on
metropolitan sandy beach es and in the shallow wave zone,
on Sunday mornings. The whiterobed fema le initia tes, many of whom had not swum
in or seen the sea before, and were
unable to swim , were subm erged by the male leade r unde
r the waves as a part of a baptism
ceremony.
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The India n comm unity (Hind u) regar ds river disposal
of human ashes as an impo rtant
religious ritual, and such ceremonies are held on the Umg
eni River, upstream of its estuarine
outlet to the sea, to the north of Durb an's central beach
es. Riverside cemeteries of black
communities were eroded during floods, and the bodie
s washed down river and out to sea,
with socio -relig ious conse quen ces deriv ing from the
ancestral spirit beliefs of African
communities. Some Indian beach users were also observed
to cut branches from dune and
mangrove trees and shrubs, and use them to construct temp
orary shelters on the beach sand,
apparently for religious purposes.
A second form of use was related to traditional health pract
ice. Seawater was collected in a
plastic or glass bottle, (usually 1-2 litre capac ity, but possi
bly 5-10 litres if the user lived
some distance from the sea). Black users visited the beach
specifically for this purpose, or
achieved it simultaneous with recreational activity. The
water was used at home to induce
vomiting, a practice regarded as havin g a clean sing or
curative function within traditional
Zulu medicinal practice. The healt h impa cts from seaw
ater pollution resulting from this
practice have not been evaluated in the literature, as the
Western assumption is that seawater
is not used for human consumption without desalination and
purification treatment.
Such religious and cultural beach uses, and their social
and natural environmental impacts,
require more detailed description and analysis, which was
beyond the scope of this research.
Many of the cultu ral and religi ous uses of beach resou
rces ident ified here are neith er
described, nor presently included, amon gst the Westernis
ed listings of categories of beach
uses commonly applied in beach recreation research.

11.6

Recr eatio nal carry ing capa city of beac hes

Much has been writt en abou t the conc ept of carry ing
capac ity, and its appli catio n to
recre ation , partic ularly in prote cted natur al areas , with
form ulae being devis ed for its
calculation (Tivy 1972; Clark 1991). Medi a estimates
of beach use in Durban (Table 11.1)
were without scientific basis. At the end of 1989, in prepa
ration for one of the many debates
held by the Durban City Council comm ittees on the subje
ct of opening the beaches to all
users, the beach mana geme nt staff of the Parks , Recre
ation and Beac hes Depa rtmen t
calculated maxi mum carrying capacities for Durban's beach
es (Table 11.2). This table was
intended for comparison with actual user figures, and was
based on an allowance of 2m.2 per
person, which would allow a beach user to sit or lie on the
sand, with belongings, but not to
pursue any form of beach recreation activity involving move
ment. The calculations provided
a rough guide as to the numb er of people that could be
accommodated on each of Durban's
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beaches if they were clas sifie d as very crow
ded (2m 2 per person) (not seen on any beac
h
apart from Tek wen i in 198 4), and crow ded
(4m 2 per person). An actual total coun
t
undertaken in 1993 indi cate d that med ia estim
ates were exaggerations, with actual total beac
h
users for a high use day bein g 31,3 70, rath
er than the estim ated 100,000. In addi tion
, no
account has been take n in the prev ious carr
ying capacity research of the effe ct of tidal
lyinduced changes in beac h widt h, whic h were
foun d here to have a quantifiable influence
on
variations in levels of beach users.
Tabl e 11.1:

Med ia estim ates of beac h use in Durb
an

255 000 holidaymakers expe cted between
02.1 2.87 and
17.0 1.88 , income R1 0 million, 6% incre
ase over 1986 -7
Parks, Recreation and Beaches Departme
nt estimated rough
equal number of beach users for 198 7/88
as year before,
198 6/87 , with large crowds on New Year
's Day and
Christmas Day, volu ntee r life~er estim
ated 2500 -300 0
people on 250m wide North Beach
5 Jan 1988
Durban Publicity Association estimates
that in 1987 there
were 2.3 million visito rs to the greater
Durban area, spending
27 Feb 1988 R2.2 to 2.3 million daily
2 Dec 1987

Record crowds, up to 250 000, on Durb
an beaches (Daily
3 Jan 1989 News)

3 Jan 1989
3 Jan 1989
4 Jan 1989

13 Jan 1989

350 000 on 6 Km Durban beachfront, for
3-day New Year long
weekend: 1 00 000 on New Year's Eve
(Saturday), 150 000 on
beach on Sunday, 100 000 on beach on
Monday (Daily News)
250 000 on the Durban beachfront over
the weekend
1200 litte r bags used by 41 cleaning staf
f and 20 temporary
staff , at cost of R2,2 00 per day (Nata
l Mercury)
'Phenomenal' Christmas season: 265 000
visitors, spending a
'resounding' R2,2 million per day. R840
million generated
annuaHy in Durban by touri sm, with 25%
being in 6-7 weeks
over December and January

Estimated beach crowds on 26 Dec 1989
as 1SO 000 (Daily
27 Dec 1989 News)
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Table 11.2:

Theor etical calcul ation of maxim um carryi ng capac
ity of Durba n's beach es
and back of beach areas, based on 2m2 and 4m2
per person (from repor t by DCC
manag ement staff, 30 Octob er 1989)

Bexh

Available
beach area

m2
S of
Addington
inc. Bells
Addington
Bexh

Carrying
capacity

Carrying
capacity

2m2

4m2

12000

6000

3000

15500

7750

3875

13680

6840

38690

19345

3420

2000

1000

CAC
Paddling
Pool

9672 R.F. Pool

3600

1800

Blue Lagoon
Sea Parking

99000
36022 0

49500
18011 0

14600

14600

7300

18000

9000

33000

16500

21450

Laguna
Blue Lagoon
Total:

4000

S. Beach
Paddling
Pools
Lower West
Street

10725

29200

Oasis Beach

Beoch

2350

S. Beach
Picnic Area

Bay of
7300 Plenty
Lawns
Battery
3650 Beach
Lawns
Dunes Beach
4500 Paddling
Pools
Country
8250 Club
Laguna
Beach
Paddling
5362 Pool

Dunes Beach

Tekweni
Beoch

4700

1500 Addington

North Beach

Country
Club Beach

9400

3000

9750

900

4m2
1450

6000

1950

2m2
2900

4125

3900

m2

Carrying
capacity

5800

8250

Dairy Beach

Battery
Beoch

etc

Carrying
capacity

S of
Addington
inc. Bells

16500

South Beach

Bay of
Plenty
Beoch
Snake Park

Back of
Available
beach, lawns area

I

6450

3225

1612

965

482

241
I

6120

3060

1530

2636

1318

659

18000

9000

4500

4100

2050

1025

17750

8875

4437
i

4700

2350

1175 i
I

I

900

450

4350

2175

7300
92471

3650
46235

225

)0055 Total :
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I
I

1087 i

Blue Lagoon

24750 Park

I!

1825
23117

Nothing has been found, in the liter atur
e revi ewe d for this research (Ch apte r 9),
of the
serious limitations in application of the
con cept of carrying capacity to beach recr
eation.
These limitations complicate the application
of the concept, in ways that must be understo
od
by beach recreation managers if carrying capa
city is to be of any practical use.
The effects of daily, seasonal and longer-te
rm sea level changes (from whatever caus
e) on the
surface area or volumes of sandy beac hes
were not considered in the Durban calculat
ions
(Table 11.2), and are generally omi tted
from discussions of the app lica tion of
carrying
capacity to beach recreation. Calculations
made for land-based recreation assume that
surface
area available to a recreational activity is
fixed, and the same assumption is carried
over into
water-related recreation. The assumption
is invalid, as any aquatic recreation area; be
it river,
dam, wetland, lake or ocean, has con stan
tly- chan ging available surface areas, or
shif
ting
relative proportions of water volumes to sand
/land/shore volumes.
Carrying capacity calculations using fixed
surface areas are therefore not applicable in
coastal
or water-related recreation. If carrying capa
city is to be useful to beach recreation man
agers,
it must be recognised that beach surface
areas or volumes differ under changing cond
itions.
One of the most frequent sources of chan
ge for beaches is the daily tidal fluctuation
between
high and low tides, pub lish ed ann uall y
in adv anc e in tide tables. The effe ct
of tidal
fluctuations on beach surface areas, user
levels and distributions can be seen from
the beach
survey results for Bells Beach, Durban, as
illustrated in Fig. 10.11. Tidally-related
changes
in beach surface area were exacerbated by
the fact that Bells Bea ch was highly suscepti
ble to
erosion, the landfill car-park behind it hav
ing been constructed too far seawards, with
the
retaining gabions being at the high wat er
mark, and therefore on the erosion line. At
certain
high tide periods, the sandy beach area at
Bells Bea ch disappeared altogether, with
the sandy
slope on top of the gabions being erod ed
awa y by the waves, and hav ing to be repl
aced
regularly by the City Council's heavy mac
hinery (Fig. 9.2).
The available beach surface area chan ged
throughout the day, from zero at high tide
levels to
more than 20m x beach length at low tide
levels. Bea ch users arriving at low tide
were
observed to select a suitable position on the
sandy beach, and settle with their equipm
ent
and
belongings. Tho se users who were not
con scio us of fluctuating tidal levels, or
who
were
elsewhere on the beach or in the wat er as
the tide rose, found thei r belongings inun
date
d by
incoming waves and had to move back to
a higher position on the beach. From 2-3
row
s of
user groups on the beach surface area, tide
level increases gradually reduced the num
ber
of
rows to 2, then I, and finally none (Figs.
10.11), thereby reducing carrying capacity
.
Factors othe r than tidal levels also infl uen
ce the beach surface area avai labl e for
beach
recreation. Beaches around the world are
being subjected to erosion, known to be asso
ciated
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with human infrastructural activities, as
in the case of Durban, and also possibl
y associated
with slowly-rising sea levels. If the pred
iction of global warming and associated
sea level
rises is correct, mor e extensive and sev
ere beach erosion can be anticipated in
the future.
Relatively minimal cha nge s in sea leve
l will lead to the inundation of extensiv
e low-lying
coastal areas, and the progressive ove
rall reduction in existing surface areas
available, not
only for recreation, but for all forms of
land use.
Beach erosion has also been cau sed
by human activities such as groyne and
brea kwa ter
construction or harb our dredging, as in
the case of Durban. Sand replenishme
nt has to be
carried out artifically, and the replenishme
nt programme timed to coincide with high
demand
periods for bea ch recr eati on, so that
the max imu m beach ~area possible und
er the tidal
conditions is available at times of high dem
and.
When planning for beach recreation man
agement, the annual predicted pattern of
beach use
fluctuations must be overlaid onto the tide
tables for the same year, to examine dail
y times of
high and low tides in relation to the time
s and levels of peak use for each day, dep
ending on
the day type classification. It is also nec
essary to take account of seasonal, ann
ual and more
long-term factors causing fluctuations in
available beach surface area, and to con
sider always
the worst-case scenario. Also relevant is
the timing of other beach management acti
vities that
influence available beach surface area,
such as sand pumping/ replenishment, or
dune, gabion
and slope cover re-establishment.
Water volume available to beach recreati
onists is a conversely-fluctuating variable
. Changing
sand distribution patterns in the nearsho
re zone influence currents and rips, crea
te bars which
can act as barriers because of wave size
and strength, and change locations of safe
bathing or
surfing activities. In New Sou th Wales,
Australia, these nearshore conditions
have been
usefully classified by Sho rt and Wri ght
(1981), and produced in diagrammatic
form for use
by beach recreation man age rs and surf
lifesavers (Short and Hogan, 1990). Oth
er factors
may reduce the usability of the water, and
therefore the available surface area or volu
me, such
as wat er poll utio n from stor mw ater ,
urb an runoff, sew age , and industrial
effl uen t, the
presence of toxic or hazardous biota, bath
er protection measures and the space requ
irements
of different user categories, esp ecia lly
those that are technology-dependent.
It cou ld be
argu ed that from a recr eati ona l man
age men t pers pec tive , if bea ch use r nev
er reac hes
maximum carrying capacity, the pro blem
for management is minimal. Such a pers
pective
ignores the ecological man age men t pers
pective, whereby varying levels and tim
ing of use
may lead to hitherto uninvestigated eco
logical impacts, the avoidance of which
sho
uld be the
aim of sustainable ecological and recreati
onal management.
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11.7

San dy beac h recr eati ona l
reco mme ndat ions

use

dyna mics :

eval uati on

and

The mana geme nt review of research literature in this
section has focussed on sandy beach
recreational use, as one of the many categories or comp
lexes of uses to which sandy beaches
are subjected. The study review has shown that leisu
re and recreation theory are in a state of
flux. Commonly-used definitions of leisure as free time,
of recreation as activities carried out
in free time, and of tourism as travel undertaken
in free time, are being chall enge d and
undermined by new concepts .
A mqjor challenge to the European concepts of leisu
re and recreation originates from the lack
of access to either free time or recreation facilities
by disadvantaged groups in 'deve lope d'
socie ties, inclu ding socia l and ethn ic mino rities
. Recr eatio n resea rche rs work ing in
developed Western countries have also overlooked
the fact that in developing countries, the
disad vant aged are not mino rity groups, but the
vast majo rity of the comm unity , as
exemplified by the Durban case study.
These mqjorities often have cultural and religious defin
itions and practices that have produced
concepts of leisure and recreation more closely integ
rated into every aspect of daily life than is
sugg ested by the west ern free- time /wor k-tim e dich
otom y. Conv entio nal west ernis ed
definitions of leisure and recreation, and the cons
eque nt non-essential status accorded to
leisu re and recre ation resea rch, are therefore inapp
ropri ate for international application.
Leisure and recreation, as aspects of functional time,
are worthy of far more disciplined and
inno vativ e research and mana geme nt atten tion than
they have recei ved in the past. In
addition, westernised classification systems of beac
h recreational uses have been found here
to be limited, and do not inclu de the full range of
cultural, social and religious beach uses
practised in developing countries.
Kelly's (1993) re-definition of leisure and recreation
was conducted mainly from a social
perspective. The current study, on the other hand, has
combined an ecological and a human
use perspective. It has identified a need to develop
methodologies for bette r integration of
these perspectives, in pursuit of sustainable ecological
and recreational management of sandy
beac h systems. Whil e it is reco gnise d here that
the uses, level s and distr ibuti ons of
recreational users reflect the full range of social influ
ences (cultural, political, economic,
sociological, and anthr opol ogica l), this study has
used expe rime ntal appr oach es that are
delib erate ly non- cultu ral and a-rac ial, focu ssing
inste ad on the natural envir onm ental
influences on human beach user levels and distributio
ns, independent of social factors.
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The initial key question examined in relation
to recreation dynamics has been: A2. What
is
currently know n about the factors influencing
sand y beach recreational use in metropolitan
areas, and wha t are the key user cate gori
es, acti vitie s, mov eme nts, distr ibut ions and
relationships?
Mos t previous rese arch has tend ed to
be base d on soci olog ical
methodologies, particularly use of questionnaires
, often administered at a distance from the
site of recreational activities, in both time and
space. In this study, therefore, in situ field
research was undertaken to further inve stiga
te the relationships between fluctuations in
weather and time factors, and fluctuations in
the levels and distributions of beach users, as
a
key aspect of beach recreation dynamics.
In times of high levels of beach recreational use,
direct management action to deal with user
pressures has tended to assume a higher prio
rity for local government agencies than data
collection or long-term monitoring. Short-te
rm, non-standardised beach recreation surveys
are sometimes undertaken during assumed 'pea
k' periods by management agencies or their
consultants. Survey results are then used for plan
ning of beachfront redevelopment projects,
during periods of political controversy, or at time
s of rapid natural and social environmental
change. These surveys are often not publishe
d, not integrated with previous recreation or
ecological research, do not use standardised soci
ological or ecological methodologies, and as
found in the present research, are biassed towa
rds a limited range of conditions.
Bea ch man ager s need information syst ems
that are inte grat ed, relia ble, stan dard ised
,
comparable, long-term, and cover a range of sites
. Such information systems should provide
the foundation for understanding beach recr
eatio n dynamics, and developing predictiv
e
models and effective management strategies.
Simple, rapid and cost-effective methodologie
s
are needed to establish and develop these data
-bases. In this study, such methodologies have
been developed, tested and evaluated. The new
methodologies developed here are based on
ecological methodologies, including belt and
line transects, quadrats, fixed-point time-lap
se
photography, and simulated (oblique) aeria
l phot ogra phy (from back-of-beach high-rise
buildings).
If the biotic and abiotic elements, functions and
processes of sandy beaches are vulnerable to
impacts from hum an recreational use, as the
findings of this study suggest, the question
remains as to what impacts are associated with
what levels of recreational use? Integration of
ecological and recreational dynamics research
is required to answer the question: What leve
ls
and distributions of recreational use are com
pati ble with the ecological functions of sand
y
beaches? The answers to this question will enab
le managers to manage sandy beach systems
subjected to recreational use in an ecologically
sustainable manner.
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The new methodologies, which can be applie d to surveys of abiotic
, biotic, and human user
charac teristic s on the same beach at the same time, can be used
in future experi menta l
research to invest igate the impac ts of recreation or other uses on
sandy beaches and their
biota, associated with varying levels of recreational use. Once future
research has determined
the ecological impac ts of varying levels of recreational use, manag ement
policies can then be
developed to align actual user levels with ecologically-sustainable levels,
and the effects of
resulting manag ement action on both sandy beach ecosystem functio
ns and recreational use
can be monitored to evaluate, and revise if necessary, the management
strategy.
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BEA CH
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MAN AGEM ENT REVI EW:

BEACH MANAGEMENT

ENVI RONM ENTA L, COAS TAL AND

Overv iew
In this critical review of the environmental, coastal and beach management
research literature,
basic manag ement concep ts and organisational structures are exami
ned, including recent
changes and trends, and their implic ations for manag ement practic
e. Limitations in the
commonly-used definitions are assessed, including their lack of relatio
nship to ecological
principles. Stages in the develo pment of coastal resource manag ement
are identified, and
their theoretical bases determined. Key resource manag ement agenci
es are then' examined,
;,:
and their existing approa ches to resource manag ement analysed, to
determine reasons for
failures to manage coastal resources effectively.
;

Management strategy options are investigated, together with case study
evaluations of coastal
resource manag ement in South Africa and Australia, in the search
for ways of developing
integrated and ecologically-sustainable coastal resource (including beach)
management. The
review begins with a critical evaluation of the concept of the 'coastal
zone', as a resource set
requiring management.

12.1
12.1.1

Coast al zones , ecoton es, and ecosy stem resou rces
The notion of the coasta l 'zone ', as a frame work for mana
geme nt

Godschalk (1992) credits the US Stratton Comm isssion with having
first coined the term,
'coastal zone' in 1969, to describe an area having unique characteristic
s and requiring special
management, with problems that had apparently outrun the capabilities
of local governments.
The first legislative definitiion was formulated in the U.S. Coastal Zone
Management Act of
1972. The three main approaches that have been used internationall
y to define the coastal
zone (Borgese and Ginsburg 1978; AHOR SCER A 1991, after Lawre
nce 1985) are:
- administrative, based on existing administrative boundaries;
- linear, based on arbitrary distances from a linear reference point; and
- biophysical, based on biological and physical features.
It is to be noted that an ecological approach, based on system relatio
nships, functions and
processes, is not included in this classification, because such an approa
ch has not in fact been
used to date in manag ement practic e. The lack of an ecological
basis to defini tion is
remarkable, in view of the fact that the coastal 'zone' is comprised of
coastal ecosystems, and
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that an ecosystem approach to resource management has been in the process of
development
for more than a decade.
Definitions based on lines and areas

Ditton et al. (1977) described the coastal zone as the intersection of air (atmos
phere), land,
and sea, stressing that the interrelationships amongst these three domains were
at the root of
coastal management. The zone was defined as the linear strip of land and the
adjacent ocean
space (water and submerged land), with three major interdependent sub-zones:
the coastal
plain with its catchm ents, the shore zone (including bays, estuaries, intertid
al areas, and
wetlands), and the near-shore zone. Ditton et al.'s definitior:therefore include
d the concept
of catchment areas. Although based on linear zonation, the zones were defined
broadly, but
biotic elements were omitted.
The United Nations Economic and Social Counc il's manual referred to the 'coasta
l area' as a
broad band of varying width, includi ng landwa rd and seaward components
(Borgese and
Ginsburg, 1978). This 'area' notion, although widely-used, has major limitati
ons, in that it
suggests surface areas requiring management, rather than volumes. Lang and
Armour ( 1980)
referred to the coastal zone as an interface, lying between land-sea ecotones or
land and water
resources, with two disting uishing characteristics: high biological productivity
and wide
biotic diversity. Biota were indirec tly included in this definition, through conside
ration of
their productivity and biodive rsity. By the recogn ition of ecotones, straigh
t-line zone
boundaries were replaced by gradual transitions (also Borgese and Ginsburg,
1978).
Lawrence ( 1985) remark ed that Austra lian state govern ments had tended
to use linear
definitions, and argued that the coastal zone should be any area, anywhere, the
use of which
affected the land-sea interface. Coastal management could not in Lawrence's view
be equated
to beach protection, as it was a far broader concept. Lawrence defined the coastal
zone, on
the basis of the U.S. Government's Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as:
'the coastal
waters and the lands therein and thereunder, including but not limited to islands
, tidal areas,
bays, estuaries and their catchments, salt marshes, wetlands and beaches. The
zone was seen
to extend inland from the shoreline only to the extent necessary to control land
and water uses
which had a direct and/or significant impact on the coastal waters, and seawar
ds to the outer
extent of the territorial sea'. This definition similarly excluded specific mentio
n of coastal
biotic resources, and of uses having indirect impacts on coastal ecosystems, but
recognised to
some extent three-dimensional volumes rather than surface areas.
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Definitions based on geographic regions and zones
The 1987 report of the World Comm ission on Envir onme nt
and Deve lopme nt (WCE D)
expressed concern for global ocean resources, pointing out that
their effective management
required mana geme nt of land-based activities as well. WCE D
(1987) identified five 'zone s'
which must be considered for effective global water resource manag
ement:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

inland areas, which affect the oceans mostly via rivers, and river
catchments;
coastal lands close to the sea, where human activities can direct
ly affect the adjacent
waters;
coastal waters, such as estuaries, lagoons, and shallow water
areas, where the effects
-'
ofland -base d activities are most dominant;
offshore waters, out roughly to the edge of the continental
zone (equiv alent to the
neritic zone); and
the high seas, largel y beyon d the 200-m ile Exclu sive Econo
mic Zones (EEZ s) of
coastal states' control (equivalent to the oceanic zone).

Sandy beach ecosystems do not fall easily within the above 'zone
s'. They lie across zones 2
and 3, and are affected by natural and human-induced events
in all of the other zones. "The
oceans are marke d by a fundamental unity from which there
is no escape. Interconnected
cycles of energy, climate, marine living resources and human
activities move through coastal
waters, regional seas and the closed oceans" (WCED, 1987).
Because coastal resources are
bound together within these interconnected cycles, it follows
that coastal resource research
and mana geme nt canno t focus on indivi dual resources in isolat
ion, but must consistently
consider the cycles and the linkages between the resource sets.
The widel y-use d conce pt of the coast al 'zone ', as an interf
ace strip with straig ht-lin e
boundaries, probably derives from two sources: zonation conce
pts from rocky shore research
(Chap ter 4), and zonin g as an urban and regional plann ing
techn ique applie d to the
mana geme nt of natural system s (Cock s, 1984). The limita
tions of the zone conce pt for
coastal resource mana geme nt have not been critically exam
ined in the previous research
literature. Howe ver, it is clear from a reading of coastal
mana geme nt docum ents that
'zoning' is on the whole incompatible with ecological principles,
because it normally typically
involves linear boundaries rather than gradual transitions or ecoton
es; and breaks down into
subdivisions rather than creating unified systems.
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Definitions based on administrative divisions
Zone boun darie s becom e linke d to admi nistra tive
jurisd iction s and land owne rship
demarcations, which are similarly straight-line and take virtua
lly no cognizance of ecosystem
boundaries. The 'zone s' conce pt also tends to reinforce
mana geme nt of two dimensions
(surface areas), rather than of three dime nsion s (volumes)
. Despite these limitations, the
'zone s' concept persists in the literature (for example, Gods
chalk 1992; ARA C 1992b; Ray
and McCormick-Ray 1992), including that relating to the
development of coastal management
concepts in South Afric a and Austr alia (Cha pters 13
and 14), as well as internationally
(International Conference on Coastal Zone Management,
1993).
No defin ition of 'coas tal zone ' has been found in the
litera ture whic h inclu des biota,
recognises ecosy stem functions and processes, and align
s with ecological principles. No
rigorous critique has been undertaken previously of the
negative implications of the zone
concept for ecosystem management, although the introductio
n of total catchment management
concepts has been a move in this direction (Jones 1981
a; ARA C, 1992b). There has been
little recog nition that an inade quate defin ition of what
is being mana ged has serious
consequences for how mana geme nt takes place , and
the results it produ ces or fails to
produce. These issues are considered further below.
12.1. 2 The notio n of coast al resou rce man agem
ent
Chevalier and Bum s (1978) defin ed all huma n-env ironm
ent systems as combinations of
social and material resources. Socia l resou rces were
descr ibed as comp onen ts of social
systems (sociosphere), including knowledge and value patte
rns of symbolic communication.
Material resources were comp onen ts of the physical world
(biosphere) and derived from
patterns of energ etic interaction. Chev alier and Bum
s argue d that huma n-env ironm ent
systems consisted of three resource spaces: the individual
resource space (sub-system), the
collective resource space (system) and the contextual resou
rce space (environment). In their
analysis, the conte xtual or envir onme ntal resou rce space
was made up of all social and
material resou rces outsi de the colle ctive or comm unity
space. It could be contended,
however, that the environmental resource space constitutes
all resources ouside the individual
resou rce space , and there fore enco mpas ses the natur
al/bu ilt (cont extua l) and social
(collective) environments.
Coastal resources are the social and material (biophysical)
elements that comprise the coastal
system. The system elements are conventionally called
resources when the focus is on their
use by, or usefulness to, humans. A coastal systems schem
a or flowchart has not yet been
published that uses an interdisciplinary approach, and show
s both natural (biotic and abiotic)
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and social (including hum an-m ade or
built) elem ents , link ed into an integral
whole by
netw ork s of rela tion ship s, fun ctio ns
and processes. Mc Lac hlan 's (1983a
) sch ema tic
representation of the coastal ecosystem
(Fig. 4.1), for example, shows only the
biotic and
abiotic natural elements, not the human-r
elated social or material elements. An
integrated
systems diagram is however essential for
the development of coastal resource man
agement,
and should be a product of the new proc
edural model proposed in section 16.3.
Ecological research, by its very nature,
focusses on the linkages and networks
that combine
organisms, other organisms and thei r hab
itats into systems (Odum 1971; Huntley
and Morris
1978). Systems analysis methodologies
similarly focu s not on the individual ele~
ents in
isol atio n, but on the rela tion ship s,
networks, link age s, flows, cyc les, fun
ctio
ns
and
processes that bind the components into
a dynamic whole. Such methodologies
are
ther
efore
appropriate for the study and managemen
t of coastal resources within their ecosyst
em
con
text
(for exa mpl e, McGuiness, 1988). As
McLachlan et al. (1981) and McLach
lan
(19
83a
)
argue, ecological energetics and energy
budgets are useful unifying or systems
con
cep
ts
in
resource management. The y are also
compatible with techniques of econom
ic
ana
lysi
s
(Sinden and Ramasamy, 1975), in that
monetary values can be assigned to unit
s of energy,
which can be used to quantify human acti
vities and processes.
According to Ditt on et al. (19 77) , the
nature and uses of coa stal reso urce s
mus t be
systematically interrelated with the allo
cation or man age men t of those resource
s, if their
man age men t is to be pro perl y exe cute
d. Currently, the natu re of coastal reso
urce s is
investigated through ecological research
, their use through resource-use research
, and their
man age men t through man age men t rese
arch. Compatible methodologies are
requ ired in
ecological, resource use and managemen
t research, if the results are be integrated,
and if the
imp acts of various man age men t acti
ons and cha nge s on eco logi cal systems
are to be
understood, using environmental and eco
logical impact assessment procedures.
Inte
gration
would be simplified if all three research
fields were based on systems analysis, but
no
mod
els
or mechanisms have been dev elop ed
to promote inte grat ion, prio r to the curr
ent
stud
y
(Chapter 16).

12.1.3

The ma nag eme nt of san dy beaches
as a set of coa stal resources

Definitions of sandy bea ch man age men
t, as a com pon ent of integrated coastal
resource
management, have not been explored rigo
rously in the previous research literature.
There are
three aspects to be considered:
( 1)

management of the beach ecosystem;
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(ii)

management of the vario
us uses of that system (in
cluding infrastructural an
d user
management); and

(iii)

management of the impacts

of uses on the ecosystem.

Currently, beach ec os ys
tem ma na ge me nt is a ma
jor priority only for agencie
beaches in protected natur
s managing
al or rural areas, for exam
ple
in
nat
ure
conservation reserves and
parks (Gordon 1984; Buxto
n, 1989); while manageme
nt
of
use
(in
frastructure and users) is
the priority in metropolita
n areas. If coastal (includin
g beach) management is a ba
(Heiman, 1986), then the
lancing act
balance in metropolitan
are
as
is
per
for
ce
we
ighted in favour of
development and use pressu
res.
Whether there should be sim
ultaneous and balanced co
nsideration of both natural
human use management
system and
requirements in all conte
xts, including the urbanise
has not been discussed in
d metropolitan,
the research literature. In
addition, because there ha
investigation of the poten
s been little
tial impacts of recreationa
l uses and management ac
beach systems, any ecos
tio
ns on sandy
ystem da ma ge that could
be occurring remains unrec
unchecked. Reid and Trex
og
nised and
ler (1992) identified beac
h maintenance as one possi
anthropogenic stress on co
ble
source of
astal ecosystems that requir
es more careful consideration
.
The beach management res
ponse to sharks (section 8.3
.2) illustraws that the recrea
of beaches can have pro
tional use
found ind ire ct im pa cts on
biota. Shark netting has
nu mb er of fauna! sp ec
im pa cte d a
ies in the co as tal ecosys
tem, in the name of be ac
management (Paterson 19
h rec rea tio n
79; Cl iff an d Dudley 19
92). The impacts are beco
because sharks are large
ming known
and obvious. W hil e increa
sing research concern has
the subject of an internati
made sharks
onal co nf ere nc e in Sydn
ey in 1991 (West, 1991),
impacts of recreational
the possible
use on the less vis ibl e san
dy beach meio- and micro
received little research co
-biota have
nsideration prior to the pre
sent study. Gunter et al.
only br ief mention of po
(1987) make
ssible im pa cts on sandy
be
ac
h
mi
cro
-or
ga
nis
ms
from he at from
catalytic converters on rec
reational vehicles driven on
beaches.
It has been established (C
hapter 2) that while ecolo
gical research recognises san
ecosystems, little systema
dy beaches as
tic research wo rk on ecos
ystem dynamics has been
(McLachlan and Erasmus
carried ou t
1983; Bally 1986). The pre
sent understanding of beac
functioning has not yet be
h ecosystem
en integrated into the appro
aches of resource manage
(Heydorn, 1983; 1984), alt
me
nt agencies
hough some efforts have
been made in this directio
Africa (SACE, 1989a) an
n
in
both South
d Australia (AHORSCERA
1991; ACG 1991). AESD
and ARAC (1992b) recog
SC (1992)
nise that coastal developme
nt should be environmenta
and that Australian state an
lly
-sensitive,
d federal governments sh
ould have comprehensive
coastal 'zo ne '
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policies that protect the coastline and beaches for the enjoyment of future
generations. They
do not consider that there may be negative ecological impacts on beaches
from the enjoy ment
activities of both present and future generations, as well as from the manage
ment activities
required by those enjoyment activities, and that therefore sandy beach
management should be
based on integrated ecological, resource use, and management research
.
12.1.4 From coasta l mana geme nt to integr ated coasta l resourc
e mana geme nt
As early as 1949, Leopold observed that one of the fastest-shrinking categor
ies of Amer ican
wilderness was coastlines, with cottag es and tourist roads having all
but annihilated wild
coast on both oceans. Growing concerns for the U.S. coastli~,e resulted
in the Coa~tal Zone
Management Act of 1972 (Zile, 1974), which has had a major influenc
e on the theory and
practice of coastal resource management internationally.
Ditton et al. (1977) distinguished between coastal management, coastal
zone manag ement ,
and coasta l resour ce manag ement . Their defini tions were based
on the progr essive
development of the field in the U.S., in response to the 1972legislation:
(a) Coastal management (CM) refers to the comm on pratice of ad
hoc, piecemeal, and
uncoordinated efforts of public (government) or private (business) sectors
to allocate coasta l
resources. Such resource allocation may be for development or preserv
ation purposes, but
lacks any guiding ecological theory based on the interdependence of
coastal resources, as
well as any understanding of sectoral strengths and weaknesses.
(b) Coastal zone management (CZM) is CM based on the theory
of ecolo gical
interd epend ence of coasta l resour ces, but lackin g robust examin
ation of sector al
responsibility and capability in assigning management authority.
(c) Coastal resource management(CRM) is CZM informed by ecologi
cal principles, with
consc ious analys is of sector al streng ths and weaknesses in creatin
g manag ement
mechanisms.
Subsequent use of these three terms, however, has not always been in line
with Ditton et al.'s
definitions. For example, the OECD Enviro nment Directorate (1991),
AESDSC (1992 ),
QDEH (1991), ARAC (1992a and b) and Sowm an (1993) still maintai
n the coastal zone
manag ement conce pt, while ARAC (1993 a and c) refers to coastal
zone resou rce
management. Nevertheless, the distinction of stages in the development
of the scienc e of
coastal resource management is valid. The first stage is the most commo
n, a 'hit or miss'
approach, uncoordinated and subject to the vagaries of political pressure
. It is uninformed by
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any ecological theory, does not perceive the interrelate
dness of the resources with which it is
dealing, and does not attem pt to understand the way
in which management decisions are
taken or impl emen ted by the vario us uncoordinated
authorities involved. The next stage
includes at least some appreciation of the systemic interr
elatedness of resources, but does not
attem pt to corre late that with an equa lly systemic
analysis of the role of the vario us
management agencies. The third stage is manageme
nt that is based on appreciation of the
systemic nature of both the resou rces being mana
ged, and the agen cies mana ging them.
While Ditto n et al.'s analy sis recog nises the incre
mental integration of ecos ystem and
mana geme nt dyna mics , integ ratio n of the third
essential component, use dyna mics , is
omitted.
Approaches to coastal resource mana geme nt

..~

Devanney et al. (1976) described coastal zone mana
gement as a resource allocation problem,
in which society must decide how to allocate a fixed
supply of coastal zone resources among
growing public and priva te dema nds for coastal areas
. The researchers' notion of fixed
supply did not recognise the ecological distinctions
between renewable and non-renewable
resources, and the consideration of use dynamics was
omitted, as it was also by Ditton et al.
(1977).
Chev alier and Burn s ( 1978) cont ende d that two
boundaries e,xisted betw een the three
resource spaces (individual, collective and contextual
), one being between the individual and
the collective, and the othe r betw een the collective
and the contextual. At each of the
boundaries, there were resou rce exten sion and resou
rce constraint forces, or ends -mea ns
relationships. The management of these boundary relati
onships was seen as a critical aspect
of the dynamics of all huma n-en viron ment systems,
and governed the equilibrium between
the three spac es. Cont inuo us man agem ent of
the two boun darie s at all stage s of
decis ionm akin g was seen as essen tial for comp
atibi lity betw een envi ronm ent and
development. In Heiman's (1986) description of effec
tive coastal management as a balancing
act, the central ques tion was seen to be how socie
ty should make resou rce alloc ation
decisions, to balance the many comp eting interests,
so that environmental resources were
protected but econ omic deve lopm ent was not stifle
d. This view woul d now have to be
modified, in the light of world acceptance of the goal
of ecologically sustainable development
(WC ED 1987; UNC ED 1992; ARA C 1993b). Borg
ese and Ginsburg (1978) referred to
coastal resource management as a 'hybr id conc ept',
combining regional analysis (scientific or
economic) with environmental management, which
was defined as the process of monitoring,
protecting and cons ervin g envir onme ntal values by
suitable political, legal and econ omic
mechanisms.
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The U.S. has had national legislation
supporting coastal management for ove
r twenty years
since 1972, with the Coastal Zon e Rea
uthorization Amendments being mad
e in 1976, 1980,
and most recently in 1990. God sch
alk ( 1992) analysed the legislation's
implementation
history from 1972-1990. He stressed
the importance ofth e eo-production
model, using the
term 'eo- pro duc tion ' to describe the
process whereby the agency formally
responsible for
coa stal man age men t sha red pow er
wit h the coastal states, watched by
con gre ssio nal
committees and env iron men t and dev
elopment advocates. The strength of
the model was
evidenced particularly during what God
schalk described as the presidential (Re
agan) assault
on the coastal programme, when the
coastal states were forced to take the
lead in the absence
of administration support. Top -do
wn control was combined with bot
tom -up decisionmaking, in contrast with Lowry 's (19
85) top-down conceptualJramework
(also Mazmanian
and Sabatier, 1983a and b).
God sch alk (19 92) des crib ed the
U.S. coa stal pro gra mm e as a use
ful par adi gm of
intergovermental policy implementa
tion, based on incentives instead of pen
alties. Almost all
coastal state gov ern men ts (30 out
of a total of 36 coastal jurisdiction
s)
adopted coastal
man age men t plan s in resp ons e to
federal incentives, in the form of fina
ncial assistance
offered on spe cifi c terms and con diti
ons . The programme changed the
criteria for the
allocation of federal grants from enti
tlement based on state needs, to enti
tlement based on
equivalent state contributions toward
s meeting national needs. Godschalk
concluded that the
relatively small federal funding 'car
rot' had generated effective coastal man
agement in the
U.S. through coproduction.
Free mar ket forc es and coa stal reso urc

e man age men t

The efficacy of mar ket mec han ism
s in conserving natural resources has
been questioned
rec ent ly (see for exa mp le, WC ED
, 1987). Coa stal reso urc es hav e
bee n gen era lly
undervalued, with no cos ts ass ign ed
to the availability of resources, suc
h as wat er and
beaches, or to impacts on those reso
urces from development and pollutio
n (ARAC, 1992a).
A series of legislative measures has bee
n used to attempt to modify private mar
ket operation,
with limited success. Usually, the legi
slation transfers parts oft he allocati
ve decisions to
various public bodies. A large coastal
development, for example, will require
approval from
a number of municipal, state, and fed
eral bodies.
Grinlinton (1992) con clu ded that legi
slat ive measures were more effectiv
e than mar ket
mechanisms in achieving integrated
resource management. Coastal develop
ers have argued,
however, that the com ple x processes
of approval, and the number of sep
arat
e authorities
involved, are retarding development
with serious economic consequences
(AE
SD Working
Gro ups Cha irs 1992; AR AC 1992b)
. Init iati ves are now being taken
to inte gra te and
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streamline approval processes, such as the legislative review
by the NSW Environmental
Protection Agency (NSW Government, 1991a and d). ARAC (1992
b) argues that there is a
role for both legislative/regulatory and econo mic measures,
and investigates econo mic
options in more detail.
International trends towards integr ated mana gemen t

On the international front, some comp arativ e research has
been conducted into coasta l
resource management. The Unite d Nations Econo mic and
Social Council directed its
attention to integrated coastal area development in the period
1973-1977. Its review of
national progr amme s of coastal mana geme nt in a cross-s~cton
of countries 'found that
common characteristics were developing (Borgese and Ginsb
urg, 1978). Sorensen et al.
( 1984) review ed litera ture on coast al mana geme nt for 75
count ries, and comp ared
institutional arrangements, finding an international trend towar
ds more comprehensive and
integrated coastal resource management programmes (also Soren
sen and McCreary, 1990).
To promote integration, the principle of consistency was adopt
ed in the U.S. through the
Coastal Zone Management legislation. Under this principle, if
a state, county, or municipal
government is prepared to enforce the rules of the senior governmen
t(s), a duplicative system
of bureaucrats is not created, and only a minimal inspectorate
is used to ensure compliance.
Small subsidies have been used to encourage a considerable amou
nt of integrated planning
and management, while a number of national programs (such
as the National Estuarine and
Marine Sanctuary Programs) are managed locally, subject to
state and federal oversight.
Godschalk (1992) argues, however, that despite all the measu
res introduced to promote
integrated coastal management in the U.S., it has remained split
among several agencies and
programmes.
The international need for improved and integrated coastal zone
management was stressed by
the OECD Environment Directorate (1991). The OECD conce
pt required the integration of
economic and environmental consi derati ons, through the devel
opme nt of strategic and
management plans that embodied the principles of sustainable
development and catchment
management (ARAC, 1992a).
Recen t international initiatives

International initiatives taken at the 1992 United Nations Confe
rence on Environment and
Development (UNCED), such as the signing of the Rio Decla
ration, Agenda 21, and the
Conventions on Biodiversity and Climate Change, have furthe
r implications for integrated
coastal resource management, but research consideration of these
implications has yet to enter
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the literature. The UN CE D Ag end
a 21 deals interalia with the integra
ted management of
coastal and marine areas, including
Exclusive Economic Zones. An inte
rnational objective is
that all coastal states should com mit
themselves to integrated managemen
t and sustainable
development, inc lud ing the esta
blis hm ent of coordinating mechan
ism
s, pre par atio n of
national guidelines, use of environ
mental impact assessment, and mainte
nan
ce of biological
diversity and productivity.
While the international trend is the
refore towards integrated coastal reso
urce management,
this trend is presently expressed mo
re in theory than in practice. From the
literature reviewed
above, a summary has been made of
the theoretical bases for the stages of
developll!ent, from
'coastal ma nag em ent ' to 'int egr ate
d coastal resource management' (Ta
ble 12.1). Although
the current objective is integrated coa
stal resource management, there is
little guidance from
the research lite ratu re to assist ma
nag ers in achieving this objective.
The pre sen t study
therefore pro vid es a pro ced ura l mo
del tha t aims to ensure the integra
tion of ecological,
resource use, and management rese
arch (section 16.3).
Tab le 12.1 :
Sta ges of dev elo pm ent from
coa stal man age men t to inte gra
reso urc e ma nag em ent , in term
ted coa stal
s of con trib uto ry the ore tica
l fram ewo rks (+= pre sen t;
x=a bse nt)
Sta ge of
dev elo pm ent

CM
CZ M
CR M
ICR M
CM
CZM
CRM
ICR M

(i)
eco log ical
the ory

(ii)
man age men t
the ory

X

(iii)
reso urce use
theo ry

(iv)
inte gra ting
mec han ism

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

+

+

+
+
+
= coa stal man age men t
= coa stal zon e man age men t
= coa stal reso urc e man age men t
inte gra ted coa stal reso urc e man

=

+
+

age men t

12. 2
Re sou rce ma na gem ent by
pu bli c
sta te/p rov inc ial and loc al gov ern
me nt sph ere s

age nci es

wit hin

na tio na l,

The following section analyses the
existing management structures cha
racteristic of public
agencies, which provide the basis
for resource management. Previo
us
research is found to
have em pha size d the effe cts of
late ral fun ctio nal sub-divisions,
and the con seq uen t
fragmentation, on resource manag
ement, but to have given little atte
ntio
n to the effects of
vertical sub-divisions wit hin hie rarc
hic ally -arr ang ed government sphere
s, particularly on
resource management by local gov
ernment. Research into alternative
public agency stuctures
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is then evaluated, in the search for guidance as to how to achiev
e integrated coastal resource
management.
12.2.1
Exist ing mana geme nt struc tures , and the chan ging
role of local
gover nmen t in resou rce mana geme nt

Public agenc ies are comp onent s of gover nmen t systems intern
ationally. These system s
conventionally have a hierarchical structure, with the 'highe
st level' of government being
seen as the nation al or feder al, follow ed in decre asing
order by the provi ncial or
state/territory, then the regional (usua lly less formally organ
ised) and finally the local.
Place ment of the local level at the bottom of the hierarchi~fi
l pyram id implie s that local
governments are of least impor tance , and causes them to be
perceived as such in practice,
although it is in this sphere that most practical environmental
resource management takes
place. The relati ve positi ons of nation al, state/provincial and
local governments in the
hierarchy are maintained by constitutional and statutory contro
ls over allocation of resources.
Local government is delegated responsibilities, but without the
funding required to discharge
these responsibilities (ARAC, 1992b). Research has failed to
consider the implications for
resource management of political strategies aimed at maintaining
the subordination of local
government.

The U.S. situation
In the U.S., concern with the apparent failure of local governmen
t to deal with environmental
and coastal issues led to a shift of emph asis to regional and state
levels. For example, in the
early 1970' s, the Ford Found ation inves tigate d the practi
cal aspec ts of enviro nmen tal
management by government, being concerned that environmen
tal problems were regional,
while local government structures were not. "With out a mana
gement system that cuts across
many jurisdictions a resource can be nibbled to death by zonin
g variances, sewage discharge
permits, or subdivision approvals granted by one local gover
nment or another without any
comprehensive view of the final result. And the existing system
is usually too complex to be
adequately monitored by news media or citizen groups" (Ford
Foundation, 1974).
The Foundation was interested in the integration of various gover
nment departments dealing
with the environment into a single regional environmental mana
gement (REM) system, and in
the inclus ion of enviro nmen tal consi derati ons in landu se plann
ing and development. It
surveyed the enviro nmen tal mana geme nt capab ilities of 50
metro polita n areas, giving
financial assistance to 6 selected experimental areas, for the devel
opment of new institutional
arrangements to improve environmental management. A review
of the experimental results
revealed that:
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- building new inter-institutional relations coul
d be effective, but was slow to implement, and
was inadequate by itself. Special mechanisms
were needed to integrate the intellectual and
research resources of universities, and to cons
ult with a broad range of community interests,
long before public policies, plans or projects were
fixed;
- national environmental policy coul d not
be simply imposed from above, and national,
regional, and local policies and programmes
had to be interfaced through inter-institutional
cooperation;
- there was an international need for trained envi
ronmental managers, with few existing at the
time. "Governments of both rich and poo r coun
tries must find,people who can interpret and
administer natural resource policies and environm
ental protection programs on a broad scale,
within the context of governmental bureaucr
acies ... environmentally sensitive managers
of
business are as important as they are inev
itab le ... No one can say now whether a new
managerial ethic will develop in response to
the new environmental imperatives or whether
the man ager of the future will be mer ely a
bett er informed version of toda y's manager
s,
but.. the world will be better off if the education
and development of its managers includes an
ample, sophisticated knowledge of resource
and environmental affairs "(Ford Foundation,
1974).
The U.S. Government's Coastal Zone Managem
ent Act of 1972 used a Federal grant-in-aid
programme to encourage state development of
coastal zone management (Armstrong, 1974)
or coastal resource management (He ikof f,
1977), in orde r to over com e the perc eive d
limitations of local government. Pub lic recr
eatio n and access needs were major issues
because of the extent of private ownership of
coastline (Heiman, 1986). Coastal recreatio
n
became an imp orta nt concern of loca l, state
and federal gov ernm ents , although loca l
recreation managers assumed that state governm
ents would eventually have to carry greater
responsibility for the support of coastal recreatio
n (Heiman, 1986). The State of California
developed one of the most advanced and activ
e coastal management programmes, giving
special emp hasi s to coas tal recr eati on and
cons erva tion (Cal ifor nia Coa stal Zon e
Conservation Commission 1975; Mog ulof 1975
; Fab er and Liebster 1987; Grenell 1988).
Apart from local authorities, the Stat e's Coa
stal Commission, Coastal Conservancy, and
Department of Parks and Recreation beca me
invo lved in coastal management (Heiman,
1986). The focus has remained on the relations
hip between federal and state governments
(Galloway 1982; Archer and Knecht 1987;
King and Olson 1988), with local government
being perceived as a minor player.
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The position in South Afri ca

The Coastal Regulations of 1986 delegated
some responsibility for coastal management
to
local government, at provincial government disc
retion. The Regulations were rescinded after
only a short peri od of implementation, beca
use of legal and administrative weaknesses.
Sowman (1993), in reviewing the status of
coas tal 'zone' man agem ent in South Afri ca,
maintains without question the conventional belie
fs that local government lacks expertise, that
planning approaches based on zoning are cent
ral to coastal management, that there is a need
for more co-o rdin atio n betw een gov ernm
ent agen cies , and that a Nati onal Coa stal
Management Act and the establishment of a
Coastal Management Unit within an existing
nati onal gov ernm ent depa rtme nt are esse
ntia l for imp~pved coas tal man agem ent.
Developments in Sou th Afri ca, and the futu
re roles of local, prov inci al and national
government in coastal management are however
dependent on the policies and structures that
are implemented by the new government elected
in the recent (first) democratic elections.
The position in Australia

Australia provides a more direct comparison
with the U.S. than South Africa, because both
the Australian and American systems of gove
rnment are based on the federal model. Because
of these similarities, the American model of coas
tal resource management was recommended
for Australia by Lawrence (1985), who went
so far as to draft Australian national legislatio
n
equivalent to the 1972 Coastal Zon e Man
agem ent Act, but his proposals rece ived no
government response. The recommendation
that the Australian Commonwealth government
should formulate a national coastal managem
ent policy, using the 1972 U.S. approach as
a
model, was subsequently reiterated by AHO
RSC ERA (1991) and AES D Working Groups
(1991), but overturned by AESDSC ( 1992).
This state-led attempt at diversion away from
a
national policy, and from other recommendations
of the ecologically sustainable development
working groups, generated protest from Australi
an non-government organisations. Demands
were made for Prim e Ministerial intervention
, to prevent hi-jacking of the ecologically
sustainable development (ESD) process by state
and Commonwealth bureaucracies. ARAC
(1993a), although proposing a national coas
tal man agem ent plan, has stopped short of
suggesting the creation of a new mega-depart
ment to deal with Australian coastal resource
management.
There has also been a recent mov eme nt in
Aus trali a away from referring to 'lev els' of
government, in hierarchical order, with the loca
l level at the bottom and implicity of lowest
importance (Australian Local Government Asso
ciation (ALGA), 1992). The ALGA refers to
'spheres' of government, rather than levels or
tiers, with local government being regarded as
an equal partner with state and federal gove
rnments. The role of local government in
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resource management has bee
n acknowledged formally in the
Australian Intergovernment
Agreement on the Environment
(AlGAE, 1992), by the inclus
ion of the Australian Local
Government Association as an
equal signatory together with all
the states and territories.
ARAC (1993a) recognises the
three spheres of governments
as the key players in Australian
coastal 'zone' resource managem
ent. Local government is a me
mber, with federal, state and
territory governments, of the
Ecologically Sustainable Devel
opment Steering Committee
(AESDSC, 1992), which was giv
en responsibility for implementi
ng the recommendations of
the AESD Working Groups (19
91), including those relating to
coastal management. A joi nt
Commonwealth and ALGA con
ference was held in 1993, to
discuss to discuss the role of
local government in environment
al management. The ALGA h..as
actively lobbied the federal
(Commonwealth) government
for a national referendum to
establish the equal status of
Australian local government con
stitutionally. Not on ly is loc
al government being seen
internationally as crucial to eff
ective environmental and resour
ce
management (International
Council for Local Environment
al Initiatives (ICLEI), 1993), but
it is also coming to see itself
as such.
This trend is in line with Naisb
itt's (1984) argument that while
human thinking is becoming
more global in its perspectives,
the place to make a difference
politically is within the local
rather than the national sphere
, which requires a new cre ed
of self-reliance and local
initiatives. The UNCED Agend
a 21 (1992), building on the the
me of 'th ink globally, act
locally', and on the recommenda
tions of the 1992 World Urban
Forum, has recognised that
local government implementatio
n is crucial to achieving global
environmental objectives. In
addition to being a legitimate
sphere of government, it interf
aces directly with local nongovernment groups, the genera
l public and the electorate, and
is well-placed to develop public
participation in resource manag
ement (Australian Institute of
Environmental Health (AIEH),
1993). This resurgence of int
erest in the role of local gov
ernment in environmental and
coastal management, as a trend
of the 19 90 's (Glover 1984; He
inz 1986; Brown 1991; Bell
1992; TASQUE 1992; AIEH 199
3), runs counter to the 19 70 's
shift of emphasis away from
local towards state and national
governments.
Federal, sta te and loc al gov ern

me nts an d coa sta l resources

While the general trend has
been to allocate increasing pol
icy and legislative powers in
env iro nm ent al and coa sta l
res ou rce ma nag em ent to sta
te go ver nm ent s, pra cti cal
implementation has remained
with the local sphere. Because
management and monitoring
have not been based on a system
atic and scientific foundation,
however, resource allocation
decisions by local authorities
have been ad ho c and reactive.
Th e decisions often lead to
budgetary under- or ov er- pro
vis ion for ma nag em ent act ion
s, wi th equ all y wa ste ful ·
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consequences for rate- and tax-payers (as foun
d by Beder, 1989). The ecological impacts of
both the use and management activities resu
lting from the decisions remain unknown and
unconsidered. Improvements to the scientifi
c research bases of resource management and
monitoring would therefore improve local gove
rnment funding allocations, decisionmaking,
and operational efficiency.
Although local government decisions are the
product of traditional and complex decision
making procedures, there has been little rese
arch analysis of these procedures and thei r
outcomes. O'R iord an (1981), in exam inin g
environmental management, provided only
a
general model of decision-making in resource
management, identifying broad information,
strategy, decision and evaluation phases, with
out detailed P~,ocedural analysis throughout
public agency structures. Decision-making
procedures in local government are currentl
y
determined by a combination ofle gisla tive requ
irements, bureaucratic traditions, and political
pressures, but these have developed without
reference to ecological or resource managem
ent
principles, and are therefore not designed to prod
uce ecologically-sound outcomes.
The management research trend to date, in the
U.S., South Africa, and Australia, has been to
emphasise the legislative role of national and
state/provincial governments in improving
coastal management (as in Grinlinton 1992;
Sowman 1993), and to overlook or underval
ue
the implementation role of local governments
, an exception being Sorensen (1979). ARA
C
(199 2b) for Aus trali a, and Sow man (199
3) for Sou th Afri ca, have argued that loca
l
gov ernm ent lack s the resources, expe rtise
and capa city to undertake coastal reso urce
man agem ent. The (nat iona l gov ernm entbase d) Aus trali an rese arch liter atur e has
acknowledged that coastal resource man agem
ent is undermined by fragmentation amongst
local, state and national public agencies (such
as AHORSCERA 1991; ARAC 1992a). It has
failed, however, to recognise the nega tive
imp acts on coastal resource management of
continual power shifts, and the ong oing strug
gle for power and resources amongst local,
state and national spheres of government, with
in the context of inter-state and state(s)-versusfederal politics.
Prev ious research has also failed to deal adeq
uate ly with resource man agem ent in the
metropolitan context, where local government
is a major player. Warren (1979) argued that,
in the U.S. and elsewhere, unless the urban
dimensions of coastal zone management (as
in
Horn, 1982) were clarified and inte grat ed
with the non-urban, it would be impossible
to
maintain the integrity of coastal management
programmes in the increasingly tangled set of
inter-governmental environmental and energy-r
elated regulatory systems. This key point is
only recently becoming recognised within Aus
tralian national and state government literatur
e
on coastal resource management. For exam
ple, the terms of reference of the Resource
s
Assessment Commission's Coastal Zon e Inqu
iry initially stipulated a focus on areas outside
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cities (ARA C, 1992a ), but the Comm ission 's first draft report
(ARA C, 1992b) has
ackno wledg ed that becau se of the impor tance of metro polita n
areas, they would be
considered where necessary, although this concession does not make
them as focal or as
integrated as they should be.
12.2.2

Critiq ue of existi ng resou rce mana gemen t struct ures and
proce dures

Public agency decisionmaking and management, in relation to environment
and development,
were examined critically by Chevalier and Bums (1978) for Canada, which
was still regarded
by Hildebrand in 1989 as having failed to develop a formal national coasta
l zone management
programme. Chevalier and Bums focussed on the environmental outcom
es from institutional
,
structures, processes and techniques. They concluded that theA theory
and practice of public
management must be extended, to take more account of the consequences
of public decisionmaking on human-environment relationships; while the emerging theory
of ecodevelopment
must be extended as well, to include strategies of public planning and decisio
n-making.
The researchers argued that social and ecological imbala nces, in
both develo ped and
developing countr ies, derive d directl y from patterns of behav iour
within govern ment
institutions. The dominance of technocratic factors was seen as the
direct cause of the
growing ineffe ctiven ess of public polici es, becau se the techno cratic
mode of public
management mistakenly viewed the extension of its own activities
as being in the public
interest. Public agenc ies were found to be characterised by the predom
inance of linear
approaches, compe tition for limite d public resources, hierarchical
and object ive-ba sed
structures, and jurisd iction al sovereignity (Chev alier and Bums 1978;
Lang and Armou r
1980; Raymond 1986). Engineering considerations had long domin
ated (Bede r 1989 a, b
and c; AHOR SCER A, 1991), as well as economic, at the expense
of social and natural
environmental considerations.
The strong influence of political pressures, and their interplay with engine
ering and economic
considerations, were also seen to be important in understanding public
decision-making and
management by Preston-Whyte (1987) and Beder (1989b and c). The
selection of shortterm, 'quick fix' solutions to problems (Beder, 1989b) was found to
be reinforced by the
relatively short-term tenure of office of politicians, combined with their
need to be seen to be
satisfying public demands, particularly immediately preceding electio
ns. This tendency ran
counter to the need for scientific assessment of long-term natural and
social environmental
impacts arising from public decision-making.
Officials and professionals employed by public agencies to implement
policies and decisions
were recognised as having personal needs for long-term career, positio
n, and departmental
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security, within the context of constantly-shifting political pressu
res, alliances, agendas and
powe rplay s. These needs led to tende ncies towar ds indivi
dual, departmental and
organisational aggrandisement, and a stress on appearing 'right
', 'objective' and 'scientific'
(Chev alier and Burns 1978; Lesse m 1989). Aggra ndise ment
came to depend on the
establishment and defence of professional, disciplinary, depar
tmental, and jurisdictional
boundaries; and generated fierce competition amongst discrete
organisational units for scarce
agency resources. Output and survival objec tives were found
to compete, with the latter
often superseding the former (Lang and Armour, 1980). "Surv
ival depends on the manager
giving primacy to (her/) his unit and its objectives and functions
within the decisionmaking
hierar chy. The regul ated patter n of contr ol is self-p erpetu
ating. It fost~rs greate r
compartmentalisation of function, thereby escalating the need·
for 'heavy-handed' central
policy direction and budget control" (Chevalier and Bums, 1978)
.
To be always 'right ' in an dynamic environment was found to
enforce characteristic official
approaches to problem-solving. These approaches included avoid
ance of difficult decisions
by delay or transferral elsewhere to reduce personal and profes
sional responsibility, retreat
behind departmental and committee anonymity, and the develo
pment of flexible rationales to
justify and avoid reviews of decision-making (Lang and Armo
ur, 1980). Anonymity was reinforced by the delegation of responsibility and authority to positi
on titles rather than to the
indiv iduals holdi ng the positi ons. Depa rtmen tal heads hips
tended to develop into
dictatorships, with depar tment al personnel becom ing absor
bed into the persona of the
heads hip, by being stripp ed of their perso nal and profe
ssiona l respo nsibil ity and
accountability.
Effects ofpublic agenc y limitations on resource mana gemen t

Researchers have not consi dered fully the negat ive implication
s of these public agency
characteristics for the development of the science and practice of
resource management. One
result of all these pressures has been the current dearth of publis
hed research, reports and
impact assessments by local and other management agencies, (as
observed but not explained
by Fairweather, 1990). Wher e internal correspondence, report
s and papers are written on
behal f of and signed by a departmental head, rather than by
the authoring researcher or
professional, and where public agency fear of legal liability discou
rages open publication, the
devel opme nt of a body of professional and resear ch litera
ture is active ly discouraged.
Without such a literature pertaining to the theory and practice
of resource management by
public agencies, and subject to peer review, resource manageme
nt research is obliged to rely
on unpublished internal reports, if these are made available.
Ray and McCormick-Ray
( 1992) have recognised barriers erected against closer co-operatio
n between managers,
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conservationists and scientists in Australia, and
suggested some broad measures to close the
gaps, but without examining organisaional struc
tures and functions in any detail.
Despite all these weaknesses of public agencies
, Chevalier and Burns ( 1978) believed that the
effective resolution of critical hum an and natu
ral environmental problems did not require the
emergence of a new value base. The y argued
that the common belief of the late 196 0's and
early 1970's, that conflict between developm
ent and environment imperatives was inevitabl
e,
had been widely replaced by the idea of potential
complementarity in the form of ecologicallysound or eco-development (mo re recently exem
plified by WC ED 1987; AESDSC 1992).
Holtz (1989) maintained that to achi eve envi
ronment-economy integration, consultation
through mul ti-st akeh olde r roun d tabl es was
essential, toge ther with better data, mor e
research, and a process of public state of envi
ronment reporting. While Holtz felt that som
e
progress was being made in this direction in
Canada, Lan ger' s (1989) assessment was that
Can adia n gove rnm ent acti on was lagg ing
behind public concern, and that sust aina ble
development provided a major challenge to som
e of the traditionally-held assumptions about
resource management and use. Subsequently
, the Government of Canada produced its Gree
n
Plan and Stat e of Env iron men t repo rt (199
0a and b). In Australia, while the tradition
al
economic growth goal is being mod ified in
the course of attempts to apply the principles
of
ecologically sustainable development (AC G
1990; AESDSC 1992), and all three spheres
of
government have introduced State of Environ
ment reporting, economic growth remains the
main pursuit to date.
How to institutionalise the ideal of ecologicallysustainable development, by designing new
organisational structures and procedures to
implement environmental management theo
ry,
therefore remains the key issue internationally
. Eve n in the U.S., with its long experience in
coastal management (Godschalk, 1992), this
prob lem has not yet been solved. Wha t is
required is the freeing-up of pub lic agen cies
to mak e more sound resource man agem ent
decisions, together with the freeing of professio
nals in public agencies, to enable them to act
both responsibly and with acco unta bilit y,
in the capa citie s for which they are qualified
(TA SQU E 1992; NSW Dep artm ent of Loc
al Gov ernm ent 1992). The hier arch ical
organisational structures that are curr entl y typic
al within and among all government spheres,
and the mismatched allocations of legislati
ve power, financial resources, and day-to-d
ay
management responsibilities, are fundamental
to the failure to develop effective environmenta
l
and coastal resource management by public agen
cies.
While some research attention has been give
n to revised structures, such as by Ditton et al.
(1977), Buckley (1990) and Lang (1990), no
previous research literature has been found that
rigorously and experimentally investigates
the impacts of public agency decision-making
procedures on resource management. In addi
tion, few attempts have been made to re-align
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management agency structures and procedures with the ecosy
stem context of the resources
being managed, using ecological principles as guidelines. Chev
alier and Bums argued in
1978 that to achieve the ideal of development which is compatible
with environment requires
new proce dures and institu tions of public management. Coast
al resource mana geme nt
research has to date failed to take up the challenge of total struct
ural and procedural re-design
within management agencies. Altern ative strategies and struct
ures have been proposed by
business and public mana geme nt research, as discussed below
, but not in the context of a
coastal resource management mandate.
12.2. 3

Alter nativ e strate gies and struc tures : from hiera rchic
al to organ ic
mana geme nt

Two management strategies are contrasted here, to highlight
the reasons for public agency
weaknesses in resource management, and the possible ways to
overcome these weaknesses.
The two strategies are management-by-objectives or MBO (Druc
ker 1954; Odiome 1965;
Sherwood and Page, 1976), and mana geme nt-by -inter est or
MBI (Chev alier and Bums ,
1978). Mana geme nt-by -objec tives is currently the conventiona
l strategy used by public
agencies, and forces the articu lation of, plann ing towards,
and resou rce allocation for
publicly-stated outcomes. The strategy assists in co-ordinatio
n of hierarchical subdivisions,
and impro ves public accou ntabil ity, but has serious negative
conse quenc es for resource
management by public agencies, as discussed below.
Management-by-objectives mode l ( MBO)

Management systems that are designed around the hierarchical
objective-setting of MBO have
been found to promote strong vertical integration and discourage
horizontal, cross-functional
integration. Chevalier and Bums ( 1978) argued that decision proce
sses based on hierarchical
objective-setting are inherently incapable of producing effective
and integrated public policy,
which would includ e integr ated environmental mana geme nt
or IEM (SACE, 1989c), and
effective management of coastal resources and systems.
Chevalier and Bums (1978) and Lang and Armour (1980) maint
ained that the application (or
misapplication) of MBO in public agencies has resulted in the follow
ing characteristics typical
of burea ucrac ies: regul ated patter ns, functional specialisatio
n, comp artme ntalis ation,
structured hierarchies of responsibility and authority, routinisatio
n of activities and controls,
vertical lines of communication, centralisation and slowing of
key decisionmaking, increased
resource competition among organisational parts, subversion
of lateral co-ordination across
sub-unit boundaries, working relations determined by hierarchical
position, and maximisation
of individual over collective purposes.
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Naisbitt (1984) observed that the hierarchical pyramid structure
has been the basis for human
organisation and management for centuries, and while it has been
both praised and blamed,
its detractors have never produced an improved framework.
He saw the essential flaw of
hierarchies as being their lack of horizontal linkages. He predic
ted an abandonment of the
hierarchies associated with the centralised, industrialised era,
and their substitution by
network models, with the restructuring of power and communica
tion flows from the vertical
to the horizontal. The computer would be in Naisbitt's view a
major force in smashing the
hierachical pyramid structure, and offering an explosion in divers
ity and options.
Raymond (1986) described government bureaucracies as ultima
te monopolies, with absolute
market control, which became pre-occupied with internal struct
ure, enmeshed in internal
politics and conflict, and ultimately incapacitated by 'hardening
of the arteries'. They were
uninnovative, uncreative, and slow to respond. In business mana
gement terms , they lost
touch with realit y, becoming a dange r to themselves and
society. Raym ond saw the
consequences of an entrenched and immovable bureaucracy
as economic chaos and ruin,
while Dumaine (1991) actively advocated the destruction of burea
ucracy.
Co-ordination' as an integrating mecha nism

Initially, co-ordination was regar ded as a possible way to
overcome the problems of
management within and among public agencies (Chev alier and
.Burns, 1978). The trend
towards use of co-ordination to achieve integrated environmen
tal management led to a series
of attempts at the re-grouping of organisational functions, as
exemplified in the Canadian
federal administration. These re-groupings were aimed at findin
g better ways of dividing up
responsibility, for improved coordination and integration of policy
outcomes. Co-ordination
became popular as an inexpensive option, requiring little dedic
ation of new funding, little or
no new statutory authority, and minimal threat to established
units (for example, NSW
Coastal Council, 1980 and 1981).
Despite the popularity of co-ordination, its failure is regard
ed by some researchers as
inevitable, because the MBO appro ach promotes the part at
the expense of the whole:
"Departmental managers contin ue to participate in the growi
ng array of interfunctional
routines, payin g lip-se rvice to coord inatio n ... (which) is a
key part of public servic e
procedures, but it is essentially no more than a ritual of second-leve
l priority" (Chevalier and
Burns, 1978). Co-ordination is erroneously regarded as a substi
tute for integration. Coordination also focusses on inter- agenc y rather than intra-agenc
y solutions, and avoids
dealing with fundamental structural and procedural weaknesses.
Regardless of its inevitable
failure, coordination of existing public agencies, rather than the
creation of new agencies with
improved mandates and jurisdictions, continues to be advanced
well into the 1990' s as the
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means to overcome public agency frag
mentation. Both the South African and
Australian
responses to the need to dev elop coa
stal resource management capacity exe
mplify this
unq ues tion ing beli ef in co- ord inat ion
(SA CE 1989a; NSW Government 199
2; NSW
Parliament Legislative Council 1989;
AR AC 1992b; ARAC 1993a; Chapters
13 and 14).
Internationally, and as recently as 1993,
the statement from the International Con
ference on
Coastal Zone Management declared that
co-ordination was seen as fundamental to
integrated
coastal zone management. In the absenc
e of guidance from research, managers hav
e sought
for solu tion s in co-o rdin atio n, whi ch
is less threatening to agency exis tenc
e,
and to
professional and political survival.
The field perspective approach, or fiel
d management, has be~nproposed as an
alternative
strategy for achieving integrated policy dev
elopment and improved public policy man
agement
(Chevalier and Bums, 1977). In field
management, the functional or operatio
nal activities
and programmes of a public agency are
held together by a common field perspec
tive, and
mea sure d by an ove rall con cep t of
'fie ld per form anc e' (as opposed to
'obj ecti ve
performance'), which is related to sets of
natural and social environmental needs.
Under field management, missions, pro
grammes and activities within organisa
tional subdivisions become harnessed to the broade
r context of social purpose and material
resources,
leading to management of the whole rath
er than the parts. Most importantly, bud
geting is
related to the function of the whole, rath
er than as at present to the perpetuation
of
the parts.
Eac h unit within an agency is one amo
ng man y serving a particular field, suc
h as an
environmental or coastal management
field concept. The effects of unit acti
viti
es
can be
asse ssed in term s of two dim ens ion
s: a pro file of soc ial choice (on an
axis of
decreased/increased social choice), and
a profile of materials (resources) use (on
an axis of
increased/decreased use).
In the U.S., although imp lem enta tion
of coastal management has remained
split among
several agencies and programmes, the
coastal management concept has proved
powerful
enough to produce a unique and dur able
programme. This programme has surv
ived two
decades, five presidents, a maj or assault
from a hostile (Reagan) administration,
and many
other intergovernmental policy initiativ
es (Godschalk, 1992). Godschalk predicts
that coastal
management has the strength to remain
the premier U.S. intergovernmental prog
ramme into
the 21st century, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of a focal field concept.
Despite its
potential, however, no analyses or applica
tions of the field management approach
have been
found in the research literature relating
to environmental, coastal or beach man
agement by
public agencies in South Africa or Aus
tralia, as confirmed by the case studies
(Chapters 13
and 14).
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The Management-by-Interest (MBI) alternative

According to Chevalier and Burns (1978), managem
ent-by-interest (MBI) is another strategy
for improving resource man agem ent by public
agencies, and is complementary to field
management. It requires problem definition, iden
tification of salient interest groups, and the
linking of those inter est groups into netw orks
(also Naisbitt, 1984). Thes e networks
successively redefine problems and interests until
there is working consensus, followed by
the planning and enactment of solutions. MBI com
bines a problem-centred with an interestcentred orientation. Prop erly appl ied, it is inten
ded to lead to a flexible netw ork of
interpersonal and interorganisationallinkages; more
interactive and decentralised guidance
systems based on self-regulation (stem ming from
ecological or systems principles); an
'" .
emphasis on collective or community perspectives;
intensive communication, negotiation and
feedback; and working relations determined by expe
rtise and interest, rather than position in
an hierarchy. Networks have been found to offer
what bureaucracies can never deliver, the
horizontal link (Naisbitt, 1984). They are also three
-dimensional, making them appropriate
for ecosystem management; and egalitarian, mak
ing them appropriate for use by public
agencies, and for reso urce use management.
MBI is regarded as able to main tain an
equilibrium between development and environment,
which Chevalier and Bums equated to an
equilibrium between individual and community
interests, although they failed to include
resource or ecological interests in their analysis.
Is a synthesis of MBO and MBI poss ible?

Chevalier and Bums (1978) argu ed that the com
bination of MBO and MBI approaches, or a
shift from a regulated to a self-regulated pattern, coul
d improve public decisionmaking, create
more direct linkages between decisions and outc
omes, and influence the pace and pattern in
all other activity systems. With MBO, the primary
incentive of the public service executive is
the well-being of her/his government unit. With MBI
, the primary incentive is the well-being
of the constituency served by the unit. Performa
nce is measured against the defined interests
of the constituency, not the defined function of the
government unit. The application of MBI
requires that a public agency:
i) develop the functions of its units, or its unit
mandates, in terms of the goals of its
constituency of interest (including ecological and
environmental resource interests), and not
vice versa;
ii) specify the functions of its units in terms of
resources available to the constituency of
interest, not to the units;
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iii) integrate the resources of its units into the constituency resource-alloc
ation process,
instead of allocating resources to each unit;
iv) integrate the delivery of its unit resources into other constituency activitie
s, instead of
each unit implementing discrete functional programmes.
Agency functions becom e the responsibility of a commi ttee of employees
with several
leaders, not an hierarchically-organised staff reporting to an individual leader.
There has
been little research consideration of the need to harness the public agency reward
system,
however, so that managers receive status, rewards and incentives based on the
progress of
their unit towards the well-be ing of the constit uency of jnteres t; rather
th'an for the
perpetuation of, and increased allocation of resources to, their unit in competition
with other
units (commonly described as obtaining a 'larger slice of the budget cake').
The relevance ofbusiness manag ement theory to resource management by public

agencies

If business manag ement techniques are to be applied to resource management
by public
agencies, they require adaptation. As developed by business management theoris
ts, they
often do not incorporate a detailed familiarity with public agency management,
ecological
principles, political realities, or a resource management perspective. For exampl
e, Mason et
al. (1982) recogn ised social system dynam ics as a major contrib utor
to the increas ing
complexity of problem-solving in modem business management, but did not
include the
comple xities that arise from natural or ecosys tem dynam ics, particu larly
for those
organisations involved in the manag ement of renewable or non-renewable environ
mental
resources.
Further examples of the need to adapt business management techniques for use
in resource
management derive from cybernetic theory, (the term 'cybern etic' being first
coined by
Weiner to describe the junctur e of thought and electronics (Raymond, 1986)).
This theory
requires that business managers be well-informed, and therefore take a system
atic approach
to the management of information resources. To achieve this, development of
a manag er's
plan book is recommended (Mason et al., 1982), through use of the Strategic
Assumption
Surfacing and Testing (SAST) method. The manag er's plan book focusses attentio
n on the
critical issues faced by an organisation, guides the allocation of information- and
knowledgeproducing activities towards resolving these critical issues, and establishes
a direct link
between the critical issues and the information-producing activities.
The SAST process would be appropriate for application in resource management
problemsolving, as it can deal with comple xity and is integra tive. The process
begins with
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identi ficati on of a focussing quest ion, for which altern ative
solutions are exam ined by
working groups, as with MBI. Brain storm ing is used to identi
fy issues which are then
grouped into key or critical issues. The critical issues, which
tend to cluster around critical
assumptions, are arranged by priority. The current state of know
ledge concerning solutions
for these critical issues is assessed. Three management inquir
y approaches are then applie d
to increase knowledge relevant to the critical issues: research,
judge ment and the monitoring
of indicators or critical success factors.
Mason eta!. (1982) included the monitoring of social indicators
in their SAST methodology,
but omitted the use of ecological and environmental indicators,
which would be essential for
the devel opme nt of ecolo gicall y-sus tainab le resource mana
geme nt. While the autho rs
" .
regarded the monitoring and analysis of events (political, social
and economic) as necessary,
they did not include the monitoring or analysis of environmen
tal or ecological events, which
should be the conce rn of all resou rce managers. Such event
monitoring would have to
depen d on sources outsid e the publi shed resource mana geme
nt litera ture, which has
limita tions, as previo usly discu ssed, and tends to lag behin
d the most recen t event s,
developments and trends.
The SAST metho dolog y is desig ned to produ ce mana geme
nt policy based on solid
information and research, rather than on guesswork. It provid
es one example of a business
management methodology which could be modified to make
it more appropriate to coastal
resou rce management, and applie d to sandy beach mana geme
nt in metropolitan areas.
However, such methodologies have not been considered previo
usly by scientific researchers
for application in coastal resou rce management, because little
attention has been given to
mech anism s for promoting integr ation of business mana geme
nt research into resou rce
management.
Towards an eco-management mode l

Business management researchers have also only recently attem
pted to integrate ecological
and enviro nmen tal know ledge into busin ess mana geme nt
practi ce. Deve lopme nts in
corporate environmental audit and 'green' accounting have initiat
ed this process in some
business concerns (ICLEI, 1993). Ecological principles are influe
ncing the development of
business management theory, in its attem pts to devise more effici
ent management models.
Raymond (1986), building on Toffl er's (1980) 'third wave ' conce
pt, explained that during
the first wave period, humans were dependent on nature; during
the second wave, they felt
they could control and direct natur e, and devel oped mech
anica l structures for huma n
organisations (also Boer, 1992). In the present third wave period
, they have found that
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nature cannot be control led but must be interacted with, and that natural
systems of
organisation must replace mechanical structures.
While second wave organisations had aimed to manage and control the environ
ment, third
wave organisations were attempting to evolve and interact with the environment,
and with
other dynamic systems comprising that environment. Managers were now practisi
ng organic
management, to avoid the typical second wave scenario, in which the corpora
tive form
proceeded from the pioneer, through the corporate to the bureaucratic, and
finally to the
chaotic. The emerging third wave organisation was by contrast a complex,
and dynamic
organism, flexible and responsive to its environment. Raymond (1986) used
ecological
terms such as 'system dynamics', 'evolut ion', 'organism' and 'synerg y', and
proposed that
business management research should incorporate biology.
,;1.

•

Raymond also identified the need for realignment of ideology and institutions in
government,
to enable it to play a more collaborative role in deregulation, by generating
and directing
enterprise energy. He saw a transition taking place, from centralised government
based on
regulations and programmes, to decentralised government based on policies and
values, with
more power and revenues being allocated to local government to bring capability
as close as
possible to where it was needed. In his judgement, a centralised government could
not cope
with the third wave. During the second wave, governments had quantified
all problems,
used formulae, and tried to govern by numbers. In the third. wave, he predict
ed that
effectiveness would result from the quality of information applied to objectives,
rather than
merely the application of increased resources.
With more information applied to management problem-solving, fewer resouce
s would be
required, with reduced wastage. The traditional indicator of increasing gross nationa
l product
(GNP), as a measure of resources applied, would therefore be less useful in the
third wave,
and would need to be replaced, although a monetary valuation of applied inform
ation had not
yet been developed. Govern ment empha sis would need to shift from manag
ing and
generating numbers, to managing and generating information, together with the
shift from
programmes and budgets to policies and values. Raymond (1986) saw govern
ment's new
role as being similar to the new role of business management. It would be less
directive and
regulatory, more facilitative and collaborative. It would also encourage entrepr
eneurship,
develop publicly-accessible research and development networks, and control and
minimise its
own spending.
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Conditions for an eco-m anage ment model

Lessem (1989) saw the theory of developmental management as being
rooted in the life
sciences (biology and ecology) rather than in the physical or social science
s. He pointed out
that the principles of growth and evolut ion could be applied to
the manag ement of
organisations, but had been largely ignored hitherto by the organi
sation development
establishment. The developmental manager, by contrast, drew on ecolog
ically-based wisdom
and modem biological science.
The three stages of the developing organic management structure were
identified by Lessem
as formation, differentiation, and integration. In the formation stage, the
organisational form
was shallow and broad. In the differentiation stage, the form was deep
and pyramid-shaped
or hierarchical, with direction and control located at the top of the
pyramid, in splendid
isolation. Because the totality of the field of management was too
great to grasp, the
analytical scientific method was then used to divide and subdivide the totality
into fragments,
until ultimately sight was lost of its wholeness. This evolutionary proces
s could partially
explain why public agency fragmentation has been identified as a major
problem in coastal
resource management (as in AHORSCERA 1991; ARAC 1992a).
In addition, from an
historical perspective, most public agencies have been unwilling to give
up functions and
powers, so that with political decision-making over time, fragmentation
may reflect this
resistance to change.
;J;_
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Lessem (1989) postulated that during the integration phase, the clover
-leaf form developed,
with direction and control at the centre, at the crossing-point of all flows
of information and
communication, having proficiency in all the subsystems, and the main
task of managing
innovation and development. It could be argued that the clover-leaf
form proposed by
Lessem is only the pyramid form viewed from above, although the clover
-leaf connector lines
represent two-way intera ction and communication, and cross-linkag
es, which are not
represented by or promoted in the hierarchical subdivisions of the pyram
id form (Naisbitt,
1984).
Raym ond's and Lesse m's analyses represent the current search for
new organisational
structures for both private and public agency management. The influen
ce of biological and
ecological thought in these organic management models is evident, as
is a strong realisation
of the shortcomings of hierarchical and bureacratic models. While
hierarchies persist,
particularly in public agencies, belief in their efficacy does not (Naisb
itt, 1984), but until
system management models are more fully developed, business manag
ement research
remains unable to provide appropriate organisational frameworks for ecosys
tem and resource
management by public or private agencies. In the meanwhile, coastal resour
ce management
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researchers have failed to apply new business manageme
nt models in the search for integrated
coastal resource management.

12.3

Natu ral envi ronm enta l fact ors
man agem ent by publ ic agen cies

influ enci ng coas tal and beac h

Revi ew of the resea rch literature, as discu ssed
below , show s that coastal and beac h
management responses to abiotic and biotic environme
ntal factors are limited in their range
and integration, leading to major deficiencies in the
development of ecologically-responsive
management by public agencies.

12.3.1

Abio tic and bioti c facto rs influ enci ng man agem
ent

Coastal and beach management responses to abiotic
factors have been primarily to erosional
proc esses , natur al and hum an-in duce d, affec ting
beac hes and dunes (such as NSW
Government 1990; Blainey 1988). The primary moti
vations have been protection of private
property and avoidance of public agen cy liability (as
with NSW Government, 1990), rather
than concern for natural resource management or syste
m dynamics. The Australian state of
Queensland is presently attempting to broaden its
Beach Protection legislation and Beach
Protection Authority away from this primary conc
ern with coastal erosion, by developing
Coas tal Man agem ent legis latio n, for impl emen
tatio n by a wide ly-m anda ted Coas tal
Management Unit (QDEH, 1989 and 1991).
Similarly-limited motivations tend to lie behind mana
geme nt concerns for, and responses to,
the threat of climate change arising from the greenhous
e effect, and associated sea level rise
(Pearman 1987; Tuck er 1987). For exam ple, Lond
on and Volonte (1992) found that the
mean sea level line for an American coastal city woul
d mov e inland between 39 and 64 feet,
under their low sea level rise scenario to the year 2025
, and from 69 to 84 feet under their
high sea level rise scenario, but their focus was on
the property loss consequences of the
predicted sea level rise. Titus et al. (199 2) found
that a 1m rise in sea level would cause
Californian beaches to erode 200-400m. Because most
US recreational beaches are less than
30m (lOOfeet) wide, even a 30cm (1 foot) rise in
sea level would require a mana geme nt
response. The responses investigated to date, howe
ver, have been mainly of a traditional
engineering nature, such as structural set-back and
reinforcement (Houlah, 1989), although
there has been some preli mina ry cons idera tion of
ecolo gical impacts on natural coastal
systems, including wetlands (Australian Marine Scien
ce Association 1990; Bryant 1990). A
broader environmental mana geme nt conc ern is being
expressed in some analyses (such as
Brya nt 1987; Wyn ne 1989; Klar in and Hers hman
1990; SCC 1991; Southern Sydn ey
Regional Organisation of Councils (SSROC) 1992).
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Preliminary management responses have been made by some
public agencies to ozone
depletion, with its corresponding increase in ultraviolet radiation,
leading to increases in skin
cancers from sun exposure during beach recreation, and the conse
quent need for skin and
shade protection (SCC, 1991). Management responses to water
pollutants in nearshore water
volumes are dealt with in section 14.4.3.
The major biotic influences to which beach mana geme nt agenc
ies have responded are
associated with invasive dune vegetation species (NSW SCS 1986a
and b, Tinley 1985), the
presence of fish species which attract recreational and subsis
tence angling (Van der Elst,
1988 and 1989), and the presence of hazardous and toxic organ
isms, such as cnidaria and
sharks (secti on 8.3.2). These responses have been reacti~e
rathe r than proactive, and
isolated rather than integrated. The key to ecologically-sustainab
le mana geme nt of sandy
beach systems therefore lies in the proactive development of
management responses to a
range of natural abiotic and biotic environmental factors, in an integr
ated ecosystem context.

12.4 Socia l envir onme ntal facto rs influe ncing coast al
and beach mana geme nt
by publi c agenc ies
The management of coastal resources, including sandy beach
es, is influenced not only by
formal administrative and legal structures, but also by sociologica
l, political and economic
changes, events and trends. These social environmental influences
are expressed throughout
the organ isatio nal struct ures and decis ion-m aking proce dures
of public mana geme nt
agencies, but rigorous analysis of such influences has been condu
cted by only a few resource
management researchers, as shown below.

12.4.1

Socio -polit ical factors influ encin g mana geme nt

In local government and other public agencies, a complex intera
ction takes place between
internal and external socio-political factors. Internal factor
s with potential to influence
resource management include:
- interactions amongst politicians or elected representatives;
- interactions amongst politicians and employed officials, includ
ing heads of organisational
subdivisions; and
- interpersonal, intra-/inter-departmental, and intra-/inter-profes
sional tensions and power
shifts.
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While Heikoff ( 1976) examined the politics of shore
erosion, the dynamics of the above
influences have been analysed by Preston-Whyte (198
7) for Durban, and by Beder (1990)
for Sydney, in relation to a key coastal and beach
management issue, the pollution of
recreational beaches and nearshore volumes by metropoli
tan sewage, industrial effluent and
stormwater runoff. Some of the interactions, tensions,
conflicts and negotiations are played
out overtly in public agency committee meetings, withi
n a procedural format determined by
legislation. Others exert their influences in the back
ground, known only to those familiar
with the day-to-day operations of public agencies. Rese
arch to date has however failed to
consider that a know ledg e of these underlying facto
rs is crucial to the understanding or
interpretation of management decisions, their method
of implementation, and subsequent
success or failure. Lack of formal articulation of the
hiddep influences on management
decision-making has retarded meaningful research
analysis of, and attempts to improve,
environmental and coastal resource management by publi
c agencies.
External pressures influencing resource manageme
nt by public agencies derive from the
public, ratepayers, media, political parties, pressure/l
obby and interest groups, professional
institutes, commercial and industrial enterprise, and
other spheres of government (PrestonWhyte 1987; Beder 1989, 1990). Because of the comp
lexity of the social environmental
influences on coastal and beach management, analy
sis of public agency strengths and
weaknesses is essential for effective coastal resource
management (Ditton et al., 1977).
Some political analysis exists for the USA (includin
g Zile 1974; Ditton et al. 1977;
Mazmanian and Sabatier 1983a and b; Kitsos 1985;
Lowry 1985; Mitchell 1986; Heiman
1986; and Godschalk 1992). For South Africa and Aust
ralia, the political analysis has been
less rigorous. Much of the resource management litera
ture originates from national/federal or
provincial/state agencies, rather than from independe
nt researchers, and is supportive of
current government approaches. Independent critic
al review and analysis are lacking,
although Hails (1982) saw coastal degradation in Aust
ralia as the result of competition,
conflict and compromises.
In the Australian state of New South Wales, both majo
r political parties have issued coastal
policy statements (NSW Liberal/National Coalition
1991; Australian Labor Party (NSW
Branch) 1991), but these have not been analysed critic
ally in the research literature, in relation
to resource man agem ent theory. Craw ford (199
2) conc lude d that coas tal resource
management was finally becoming an important resou
rce issue in Australia, after being
ignored for many years because of the complexity
of coastal management problems, the
cumbersome structure of government, and the lack of
political will. In South Africa, a longstanding tradition of political censorship, backed by
state of emergency legislation, has
obstructed rigorous analyses of governmental resou
rce management approaches, one
exception being Scott and Diab (1989). McCarthy (198
7) and Butler-Adam (1986b; 1986c)
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have also investigated socio-political pressures in
relation to future coastal recreation needs in
Natal.

12.4 .2

Eco nom ic fact ors influ enci ng man agem ent

Although there is cons idera ble rese arch litera
ture on environmental econ omic s (ARAC,
1992b), including coas tal zone econ omic s (Edw
ard, 1987), the influence of econ omic
factors on the outc ome s of envi ronm enta l and
coastal resource man agem ent by public
agencies has not been adequately researched. For
example, it has long been recognised that
when local gove rnm ent unde rtake s the managem
ent of beaches subjected to seasonal
increases in use levels, the income from ratepayer
s is insufficien.t to cover management costs.
It has also been argued as inequitable to expect
local ratepayers to finance the costs of use by
beach users from catc hme nts grea ter than the
local jurisdiction (ARAC, 1992a). Local
governments have motivated for greater financial
contribution by state or federal spheres, to
enable them to deal with use by regional, natio
nal or international tourists. Add ition al
economic pressures result from the relationships
between tourism, recreation and coastal
resource (including beach) man agem ent (section
8.2).
In Australia, however, the Resources Assessme
nt Commission (ARAC, 1992b) proposal for
a national policy of user-pay beaches aroused stron
g objections from the public, Australian
Local Gov ernm ent Asso ciati on, and Federal
Minister for Environment. Free acce ss to
beaches is seen to be fundamental to the Australia
n way of life, with pay beaches introducing
an unwelcome elem ent of excl usiv e use or econ
omic discrimation. ARA C (199 3a) has
focussed instead on the use of tourism levies to
fund coastal resource management. In South
Africa, pay beaches were also opposed as a form
of disguised racial exclusion from beaches
(section 13.4.9 and App endi x Al). Such issue
s demonstrate the complex inter actio ns
between social, political, and economic factors influ
encing coastal resource management, and
the lack of guidance available to coastal resource
managers from existing research.

12.5 Eva luat ion of curr ent stat us of
envi ronm enta l, coas tal and beac h
man agem ent rese arch
This man agem ent review has iden tifie d the follo
wing major trends in coas tal reso urce
management by public agencies, and responses to
research findings:
(i) an international developmental mov e away from
ad hoc coastal management, towards a
recognition of the need for systematic and integ
rated coastal resource management, but with
little research guidance as to how to achieve such
an outcome;
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(ii) a continuing lack of alignment bet
ween legislative and actual coastal reso
urce management
responsibilities within government
spheres, complicated by continual shif
ts in the balance of
power among national, state/provinc
ial and local spheres of governmen
t, leading to serious
mismatches between ma nag em ent
responsibilities and the allocation
of
funding required to
discharge those responsibilities;
(iii) negative effects from vertical
fragmentation between governmen
t 'levels' or 'tiers', that
are at lea st as ser iou s as tho se fro
m the horizontal fragmentation ide
ntified by pre vio us
research.
In add itio n, the ma nag em ent rev
iew has identified three ma jor cate
gories of res ear ch
management literature that pertain to
coastal resource management:
I. Research into env iron men tal and
coa stal resource management by pub
lic agencies, or into
management for pub lic interest

This first category of research has
tended to regard each public agency
as a separate entity,
rather than as a part of a single gov
ernment super-agency that combines
all
spheres (national,
state/provincial, regional and local).
Thi s perspective has led to a focus
on
horizontal intraagency or inter-agency fragmentation
, and on perceived solutions in the form
of co-ordinating
mechanisms. Essential structural
cha nge has been resisted by public
age
nci
es, lea din g to
repeated attempts to cou nte r functio
nal fragmentation through the co-ord
inat
ion
of existing
agencies. Co-ordination has neverth
eless proved ineffectual as a mechan
ism
for
integrating
research with management practice,
orf orp rod uci ng integrated coastal reso
urce management.
2. Research into business manageme
nt, or into management for private
interest
This sec ond category of res ear ch
has tended to concentrate on the inte
rnal structures and
behaviours of individual enterprise
s, with an emphasis on private rath
er public undertakings,
and less focus on inter-enterprise rela
tionships. Major disparities have bee
n found between
the organisational structures and pro
cedures characteristic of private ente
rprise and those of
public agencies. While public agenci
es cling to existing hierarchical organis
ational structures,
private enterprise is moving awa y
fro m hierarachies towards more net
work-based or organic
structures, tha t dep end on lateral
link age s, networks, and two-way
com mu nic atio n and
information flows.
Using ecological analogies, the firs
t category of research above could
be described as having
focussed on 'com mu niti es' of public
agencies, looking mainly at relation
ships between them
(or the lack thereof). The second cate
gory of research has concentrated on
single 'org ani sms '
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or single 'sp eci es' of private ent
erprise, looking mainly at structu
re, function and behaviour.
Neither category has combined
both perspectives, or taken a mo
re holistic systems analysis
approach. Ne ith er can be equ
ated to res ear ch into ma nag em
ent for env iro nm ent al or
eco log ica l interest. Fundament
ally new org ani sat ion al stru ctu
res and dec isio nm aki ng
pro ced ure s are required, but littl
e guidance can be fou nd fro m
eit her cur ren t business
ma nag em ent or coastal resource
management research sources.
A
mo re holistic systems
analysis app roa ch would enable
management by public age nci
es
wit hin all spheres of
government to be more easily
rationalised, and assist in the elim
ina
tio n of duplications,
overlaps, conflicts and gaps in stuc
tures, functions and procedures.

3. Research into management
for the integration of publie,
private an d ecological I
environmental interests
Th e development of a new res
earch category, in which advanc
es in resource management
inform public and business manag
ement and vice versa, is a ma jor
research challenge. Only
through integration can a resour
ce management theory be develo
ped that reconciles public,
private and environmental/ eco
logical interests, to produce eco
nomically and ecologically
sustainable development.
Three further stages are therefore
required: the development of bus
iness management models
des ign ed to ach iev e ecologica
lly-sustainable dev elo pm ent (ES
D); the ir app lica tio n by
business management enterprise
s; and their adaptation for use by
public agencies involved in
environmental (including coasta
l) resource ma nag em ent . Ca ldw
ell (19 70) and Heydorn
(1983) have argued that public adm
inistration processes should be stru
ctured according to the
components and processes identif
ied in the ecosystems to be manag
ed, and that managerial
systems should recognise thems
elves as being responsible for wh
ole ecosystems. Such an
approach, using ecological prin
ciples as its starting point, could
be equated to management
for ecological interest.
Hierarchical organisational structu
res might have seemed appropriat
e for managing simplistic
hierarchical trophic models of
biotic systems (in wh ich predat
ors app ear abo ve prey; or
consumers (carnivores, herbiv
ores) above pri ma ry pro duc ers
). Th e mo re rec ent and
sophisticated ecosystem models,
such as those developed by McLac
hlan (1983a) in Fig. 4.1,
wo uld be mo re app rop ria tely
managed wit h new org ani c,
int egr ate d and net wo rke d
ma nag em ent systems. Research
to date has, how eve r, given ina
deq uat e attention to the
design of ecologically-based org
anisational structures, and almost
no attention to ensuring
that the out com es of public age
ncy decision-making pro ced ure
s are ecologically-sound.
Co nve rse ly, eco log ica l resear
chers have giv en litt le att ent
ion to ens uri ng that the ir
recommendations are politically
sustainable within public resource
management agencies.
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13. MANAGEME NT CASE STUDY:

DURBAN /NATAL

Aims and overview
The structures and decision-maki ng procedures of public management agencies m
environmental, coastal and beach resource management, as exemplified by both Natal/Durban
and New South Wales/Sydney as case studies, are investigated in some detail in this and the
following chapter. The studies examine the ways in which coastal resource management
generally, and the management of sandy beaches in metropolitan areas specifically, have been
undertaken by local and other government spheres in two southern hemisphere locations,
with some investigation into interactions among politicians, professional managers, the public
and the media. Comparative evaluation is then used to highlight and assess similarities and
differences in environmental, coastal and beach management between the two case study
locations, with the objective of developing guidelines for integrated coastal resource
management, including the sustainable ecological and recreational management of sandy
beach systems.
The Durban case study is presented first. This study (1987-1990), involved a major political
struggle, which was ultimately won, to remove racially-based restrictions on the use of
beaches in the metropolitan area. The case study incorporates all of the principles discussed
in earlier sections of this thesis: the ecological dynamics and sustainable use levels of sandy
beach ecosystems; the concepts of leisure and recreation as political. rights; the approaches of
management emanating from an hierarchical system of government and administration; and
the interplay of climate, environment, and socio-political forces. First, however, the
legislative and management structures of South Africa are explored in some detail, since they
ultimately determine the structure and function of the public management agencies responsible
for metropolitan beach use.

13.1 Spheres of government and public management agencies relevant to
environmenta l, coastal and beach management in South Africa
In South Africa, at the time of the study, the national sphere of government was described as

Republican or State. A major political issue was that the national electorate did not include all
adult voters in the same system. The non-democratic, non-representational, and hierarchical
government structure was being strongly opposed. At the time of the study, three raciallydefined groups (white, Indian and coloured) each elected their own separate national
government structure, with some linkages among them. An entirely different set of structures
had been developed to represent the fourth majority (black) group. The national sphere was
therefore 'quadruplicated', resulting in considerable complexity, inequity, inefficiency and
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expenditure. Various portfolios were held by Ministers, served by government departments,
which were usually headed by Director-Generals. Environmental resource management
functions were shifted amongst ministerial portfolios over a decade, until many of them
became consolidated by the late 1980s under the Minister of Environment Affairs (SACE,
1989c and d).
Within the provincial sphere, the country was sub-divided into four provinces: Natal, the
Cape, Orange Free State and Transvaal. The provincial authorities were not elected, while
Australian state governments are. Each province was administered by an Administrator and
an Executive Committee, its members (MEC's) being government appointees, which
reinforced national control over provincial administrations. Officials and staff were employed
to undertake provincial functions within each administration, including coastal management
responsibilities (Little 1984, 1985 and 1989).
In the province of Natal, semi-autonom ous organisations were, and still are, involved in
aspects of coastal resource management. One of these is the Natal Parks, Fish and Game
Preservation Board, usually known as the Natal Parks Board, the nature conservation
authority for the province (Brokensha and Snyman 1984; Fernhead 1989). Unlike the
conservation authorities of the other provinces, it is run by a Board, has its own legislation,
and has some financial autonomy in that it is able to receive income directly from its
operations, and to retain that income to finance its operations. It administers conservation
areas and provincial coastal 'zones', which include nature, game, and marine reserves. The
second semi-autonomous organisation, previously called the Natal Anti-Shark Measures
Board, and more recently the Natal Sharks Board, is unique internationally. It is contracted
by coastal local authorities for the laying and maintenance of shark nets off Natal bathing
beaches. It also acts as a shark research and conservation authority (Cliff and Dudley, 1992).
In addition to the provincial sphere of government in South Africa, a number of sub-divisions
have been created in the form of 'tribal homelands', many made up of scattered fragments
and discontinuous boundaries. Some of these 'homelands' have been granted, and have
accepted, independence from the South African Republic. While they are regarded by South
Africa as independent states, they are not formally recognised as such by the international
community. Examples are the Transkei and Ciskei, which have coastal areas within their
boundaries.
Other homelands have refused to take independence, preferring to regard themselves as
integral parts of South Africa, and their population as South Africans, such as kwaZulu
(Scott and Diab, 1989). ('Kwa-' means 'home of' and Zulu refers to the Zulu people who
have traditionally occupied this area). At the time of the study, the kwaZulu government
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r
administered scattered areas so intermingled with parts of Natal that management of the NatalkwaZulu region and its resources was regarded as impossible without co-operation between
the Natal provincial and kwaZulu authorities (McCarthy, 1987). Most townships occupied
by black residents within the metropolitan area or greater functional region of Durban were
administered by the kwaZulu government, rather than by the Durban City Council. These
townships formed part of the catchment area of Durban beach users. The kwaZulu
government also had its own conservatio n authority, the kwaZulu Board of Natural
Resources.
The third or regional sphere of government has been a more recent development in South
Africa, as in Australia. National government policy during the period 1987-1990 favoured
devolution of power towards the local sphere, with regional associations of local authorities
to be created in the form of Regional Services Councils. By the end of 1989, the formation
of these regional bodies was being opposed politically, although some had been established.
In Natal, the formation of a Joint Executive Authority was being proposed as an alternative,
to re-integrate Natal and kwaZulu into a unified economic and management entity.
The fourth or local sphere of government was made up of local governments at various stages
of development (Pistorius, 1975), the simplest form being the health committee, then the
town board, followed by the town or city council. Municipal elections were held, but at the
time of the study, the local electorate comprised only certain minority community groups.
City councillors made decisions as to the allocation of local resources, including rate income
from ratepayers, on the basis of advice from Council officials, who implemented the
decisions of the councillors.

13.2 Developme nt of coastal 'zone' and coastal manageme nt concepts in
South Africa
From 1986 to 1989, a number of changes took place in the national legislation relating to
coastal development and management in South Africa, including Natal. In 1987, the
legislation dealing with environmental management was the South African Government's
Environment Conservation Act 100 of 1982. In May 1987, revisions were proposed in a
Draft Bill on Environment Conservation (South African Government Gazette 10752, 1987),
with public comment invited (such as Wildlife Society of Southern Africa, 1987). As
national government policy at the time favoured devolution of power to local governments, it
was important for local authorities, such as the Durban City Council, to scrutinise the
implications of the proposed legislation for local implementation, and to submit comment. In
June 1989, after a second round of comments, the Environment Conservation Act 73 of 1989
was promulgated (South African Government Gazette 11927, 1989).
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The Environmen t Conservation Act was used as the enabling legislation for the national
Coastal Regulations of 1986. These regulations were issued initially in terms of the
Environment Conservation Act 100 of 1982, and subsequently assumed to have been issued
in terms of the new Environment Conservation Act 73 of 1989, whereby the national Minister
for Environment Affairs was empowered to make regulations relating to limited development
areas, including the coastal zone, and to delegate administration of such regulations to the
provincial administrations or local governments. The Act also enabled the Minister or a
Provincial Administra tor to require that a local governmen t perform certain delegated
functions, or to perform those functions on behalf of the local government and recover the
expenses from it.
The coastal regulations delegated responsibility for control of actions and development in the
coastal strip, defined arbitrarily as being 1000 m or lkm inland from the high water mark, to
those provincial administrations with coastlines (the Cape and Natal), for onward delegation
to local governments. In Natal, the Provincial Administration notified the local governments
that the coastal regulation powers would be delegated to them when they could demonstrate
competency, that is, that they possessed the organisational infrastructure, resources, staff,
and expertise to administer the regulations. Larger local governments, which could meet all
these requirements more readily, would obtain full delegation. Smaller local governments
able to satisfy the provincial authorities of their capacity to administer the regulations, could
obtain partial control and gradually develop into full control. Where a local government could
not adequately discharge the responsibilities of the regulations, the province would retain
authority, and prepare environmental plans for coastal systems within the local jurisdiction,
as the basis for improved coastal developmen t control and management. Unlike the U.S.
approach, the delegation of authority was not accompanie d by national funding with
performance conditions.
By the end of 1990, the national Council for the Environment had issued two documents, one
proposing a national integrated environmental management (IEM) policy (SACE, 1989c), and
the other a national coastal zone managemen t policy (SACE, 1989a). These developments
did not equate to the actual introductio n of national policies. The Council for the
Environment was only an advisory body to the national Minister for Environment Affairs, so
that the proposed policies did not have formal, governmen t-approved status. Their
publication provided a means of initiating steps towards national acceptance of the policy
principles, and acted as discussion papers in testing the reactions of interested parties. The
Council for the Habitat, a co-ordinati ng body for non-govern ment conservatio n and
environmental organisations, held a series of country-wide seminars to present and debate the
proposed policies.
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]3 .3 Sandy beach managem ent within protected conserva tion areas m South
Africa
Huntley (1978) reviewed the conservation status of southern African ecosystems, concluding
that marine and coastal environm ents of the world had been neglected by conservation
agencies, until the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
(IUCN) launched a global campaign for the protection of marine mammals, the establishment
of marine parks and reserves, and the scientific management of certain marine processes
(IUCN, 1976).
The coastline of southern Africa was not included in the IUCN action plans for 1977-78,
despite its great variety of rare species and ecosystems, and its length (8654 km from the
Rovuma to the Zaire River). Of this coastline, 12% (1042 kms) fell within existing
conservation areas, of which 80% (830 kms) lay on the Namibian coastline, and only 0.8%
(74 kms) within marine parks protecting neritic as well as terrestrial ecosystems. Huntley
gave the length of the South African coastline as 2961 kms, with only 2.5% (the same 74
kms) protected in the conservation areas of Tsitsikamma, Sardinia Bay and Betty's Bay.
This figure was increased with the creation of the Langebaan and Tsitsikamma National Parks
(Gordon, 1984).
Huntley believed that the lack of a standardised classification system for marine and coastal
ecosystems was thwarting attempts to obtain a comprehensive statement on the status of all
such systems in southern Africa. Ray (1975) had detailed the problems in attempting a
universal classification, and recommended three interim approaches, based on zoogeography
(following Ekman, 1953), coastal biotic provinces (following Ketchum 1972, and Cronin
1974), and habitat types (following Cronin, 1974). Tinley (1971) made a detailed attempt at
classification, but for Mozambi que only. He used geomorphologic and gross biotic
characteristics, recognising 31 terrestrial coast ecosystems and 18 neritic ecosystems, and
recommending the creation of 13 coastal parks and reserves.
In the absence of a uniform marine and coastal classification system, Huntley (1978) used
major habitat types, such as estuarine ecosystems (with and without mangroves); coastal
lakes; shorelines and offshore islands; neritic and pelagic ecosystems. Sandy beaches were
included only indirectly, under shorelines and offshore islands, because of their importance
in certain areas as nesting sites for marine turtles, and as habitats for shore-living biota, such
as bird species and ghost crabs. In discussing neritic ecosystems, Huntley noted that South
African inter- and sub-tidal ecosystems were protected only within the 74 km of marine
reserves. He stressed the need to review conservation legislation, and to extend the legal area
of those parks and reserves with coastline limits, to include marine ecosystems. Heydorn
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and Hughes (1969), Cooper (1975), and Robinson (1977) called for the establishment of a
number of formal marine reserves, while Tinley (1985) developed a complete classification
system for South African coastal dunes, with conservatio n and manageme nt
recommendations. By 1989, Hockey estimated that 23% of South Africa's coastline fell
within national parks, nature reserves, marine sanctuaries and reserves, but that many of the
reserves did not extend beyond the high water mark, and that the network remained
inadequate, with many significant areas lacking protection.
There is an important difference between national park concepts in Australia and South
Africa, which is unexplained in the literature prior to this study. As discussed in section
14.4, the Australian meaning is influenced by state autonomy, in that state-managed parks are
called national parks, and conservation areas of national and international significance have
only recently been classified within a new category of World Heritage sites. In South Africa,
the term 'national park' describes a natural area that has unique conservation status nationally
and internationally, and because of that uniqueness is administered by the semi-autonomous
national conservation authority known as the National Parks Board. As a Board, rather than
a department of the national government sphere, it is able to generate and use its own income
directly for conservation, tourism and recreation management of the areas for which it is
directly responsible. Some South African national parks are coastal in location, and include
beaches within their boundaries, such as the Tsitsikamma and the Langebaan National Parks
in the Cape.
The provincial conservation departments, in contrast to the National and Natal Parks Boards,
manage conservation areas of provincial significance, and do not have direct access to their
own income for conservation purposes. Any income generated is absorbed into the greater
provincial budget, for later re-distribution, with the conservatio n function having a low
priority. Under these circumstances, there is little incentive for increasing income from and
for conservation, tourism and recreation management.
In the case of beaches within both coastal National Parks and provincial nature reserves,
beach recreation takes place within a controlled context, where system conservation has
priority over the development of facilities, and recreational use. Many of the conserved
beaches are some distance from urbanised areas (such as Natal's St Lucia Marine Reserve
(Natal Parks, Fish and Game Preservation Board, 1984), or if within metropolitan areas,
have been protected from over-use and development because of difficulty of access. An
example of a metropolitan protected area that includes sandy beaches is the Beachwood
Nature Reserve in Durban, on the northern bank of the Umgeni River. The reserve was
established to protect the mangrove system at the mouth of the Umgeni River (Berjak, 1977
and 1987), and the Durban City Council has participated in reserve
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management with the Natal Parks Board. The Beachwood beaches are only a few kilometres
from the Durban city centre, close to the residential suburbs of the Durban North area, and
immediately to the north of the central city beaches studied in this project. Beachwood
beaches have been and are heavily used by recreational and subsistence anglers, but
conservation authority protection manages and limits recreational beach use.

13.4 Environmenta l, coastal and beach management by. local government m
Durban and Natal to 1990
This case study examines the changes in the regulations covering beach recreational use in
Durban, that took place from 1987 to 1990. The study exemplifies the fundamental issues
that make recreational use a potential cause of civil strife, and the problems involved in the
equitable and sustainable use of coastal resources, including sandy beach systems.

13.4.1

Metropolitan role of city council

At the time of the case study, Durban City Council was the largest, most organisationallydeveloped and resourced local authority in the Province of Natal. It was also one of the two
debt-free city authorities in the world (A1.32 in Appendix A1 ). It administered most of the
Durban metropolitan area, including much of the coastline and beaches, except for sites
administered by provincial or national bodies, such as the Natal.Parks Board, the national
Department of Defence, the national railways and harbours authority, or kwaZulu agencies.
The Council did not, however, administer its entire greater functional region (DCC, 1989b).
The Durban case study nevertheless provides an example of coastal resource management by
a more regional form of public agency than the nearly 50 local councils that collectively
administer the metropolitan area of Sydney (Chapter 14).
The publicly-elected Durban City Council was supported by a municipality of appointed
officials (Preston-Whyte, 1987). Council decisions were usually communicated to the public
by the press. Unpopular decisions could evoke comment through and by the press, which
would be responded to by councillors seeking re-election (for example, see section 13.4.9).
In extreme circumstances, special interest groups might appeal to the provincial or national
authorities for a reversal of decisions (also section 13.4.9).

Effects ofnational racially-based policies
Political structures existing in South Africa up to 1990 cannot be explained without reference
to segregationist policies and population group terminologies of its government at the time.
The population of Durban was racially-segregated in terms of national apartheid policy, with
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separate residential areas being reserved for the four major groups or communities, classified
by legislation as white, coloured, Asiatic (Indian) and black. The values and ideologies of
this stratified society were dominated by those possessing the social, economic and political
power, which was unequally distributed between and within the strata (Preston-Whyte,
1987). The white group retained economic power through privileged control of commerce
and industry. Because the education system provided for whites was superior to that
available to the other three groups, and because the official languages (English and Afrikaans)
were those of the white group, its dominance was reinforced by the power to communicate
(Preston-Whyte, 1987).
As at 1990, only members of the white group were fully represented on the city council, thus
ensuring their political dominance. In 1986, the other three groups had been administered
locally by Community Councils and Local Affairs Committees, who interacted with the city
council. By 1989, the Local Affairs Committees of the coloured and Indian groups were able
to participate in Council affairs, but to a limited extent and not as full councillors. The black
group, although in the majority, was not represented in Council, on the grounds that it was
represented within the separate kwaZulu government. This rationale failed to take account of
the millions of black urban residents, whose numbers were increasing daily in a process of
urban migration (Scott and Diab, 1989), driven by rural unemployment, drought, and land
degradation. These migrants, establishi ng informal settlemen ts in and around the
metropolitan area (Fig. Al.31, Appendix Al), were not regarded as voters or ratepayers by
Council, and while exerting pressures on the urban infrastructure and services, were not
officially included in planning or facility provision.

Durban beach management
Before and during the period 1987-1990, management of beaches and beach recreation within
the Durban metropolitan area was undertaken by the city council, together with a wide range
of urban environmental management functions (Fig. 13.1). Policies and decisions on beach
recreation management were the responsibility of the Council's Amenities Committee, and
were then implemented by the Parks, Recreation and Beaches Department, headed by a
Director. Daily field management of beach recreation in Durban was carried out by lifeguards
and other Council staff, under the Assistant Director (Recreation), who reported to the
Director. Beach management in Durban was therefore based primarily on employed Council
staff, and supplemented by voluntary lifesaving clubs, in contrast to the Australian reliance
on a well-developed association of voluntary lifesaving clubs, supplemented by Council staff
in the form of beach inspectors.
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Problems relating to beach recreation management in Durban were routinely identified by the
Director through his beach management staff; by councillors acting on their own initiative or
on behalf of concerned ratepayers; and directly by the general public and ratepayers. Staff
compiled reports to the Amenities Commitee on management issues in the name of the
Director, while councillors and the public addressed their concerns to Council through
correspondence, all of these submissions becoming agenda items for monthly or bi-monthly
Amenities Committee meetings. The beach recreation controversy, as described in section
13.4.9, forced considerable press, public and Council attention on to issues of beach
recreation management during the study period.
When beach user levels were high, Council staff responsible for beach recreation
management in Durban, (including surf lifesavers, beach inspectors, and labourers), were
fully occupied in coping with user pressure. They were unable to simultaneously collect the
user data necessary for developing baselines or a scientific database, for the analysis,
monitoring and refinement of beach recreation management. Various attempts were made by
Council departments and outside organisations to assist the Parks, Recreation and Beaches
Department in data collection and analysis. For example, the Research Section of the City
Engineeer's Department investigated methodologies for determining levels and distributions
of beach users over the Christmas/New Year periods (DCC, 1976). Continuation of such
surveys on a regular basis was made difficult by the annual Christmas/New Year closure of
some Council departments; the time-consuming nature of counting total beach users in the
field or from photographs; the ranking of other assignments as higher priorities for research;
and staff and funding shortages. Beach recreation research was therefore limited by the same
constraints of time, budget, management information, and personnel that affect most local
government research projects, and prevent the development of a sound research base for
environmental management by local government
Concerns for improving environmental (including coastal and beach) managemen t

Concern amongst the more prGgressive Durban councillors, for improving environmental
management by local government, led to the establishment in 1987 of the nationally-unique
position of Environmental Officer, as head of Council's newly-created Environmental
Management Division. This position was held by the author from 1987 to 1990. The
Environmental Officer was the professional adviser to the Council's Environmental
Committee, which included all Council departmental heads, and representatives of leading
professiona l, environmen tal and conservatio n organisatio ns within the city. The
Environmental Officer was also involved in the work of all the standing and other committees
(Fig. 13.1), wherever matters had environmental implications or involved aspects of
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environmental resource management, including the management of beaches and beach
recreation.
A major concern for the Environmental Committee was the tendency for local government
committees and departments to deal with environmental management (including coastal and
beach) in an ad hoc, fragmented, reactive, and subjective manner, without a sound, scientific
resource management or ecological basis. With over 100 city council committees, subcommittees, and working groups dealing with local matters, mechanisms for integrating
ecological and environmental management theory with local government practice had to be
developed and implemented, in co-operation with every department and division within the
council (Fig. 13.1). The development of major negative impacts on natural systems as the
cumulative result of many minor management decisions, was as true of resource management
by the Durban City Council, as it has been found to be of public agencies in all spheres of
government worldwide (for example, Chevalier and Bums 1978, for Canada; and Ford
Foundation 1974, for the U.S.)).
At the end of 1989, the Council engaged business management consultants to assist in
organisational restructuring. Such restructuring exercises are common in public agencies (as
observed by Chevalier and Bums, 1978, for Canada), usually motivated by attempts to
convert the agencies onto a more efficient, cost-effective and businesslike basis, or to change
the power bases and alliances. The restructuring exercises are .often based primarily on
business management theory, (the second category of relevant research identified in the
management review in Chapter 12), but with limited or no reference to ecological principles
or the theory of environmental resource management in public agencies, (the first and third
categories of relevant research identified in Chapter 12). The revised structures have tended
to omit consideration of ecological, environmental or resource management principles, and
opportunities for improving environmental management by local government through
structural and procedural change have been lost.
For example, towards the end of 1989, as a result of the beach recreation controversy
(section 13.4.9), and in anticipation of the future need to deal with a range of beach issues on
the newly-opened beaches, some Durban City councillors and committees proposed the
appointment of a Beach Recreation Officer, to plan and co-ordinate beach recreation
management, but the position was not incorporated in the new organisational structure.
The tendency to lose opportunities for improving environmental management in the course of
organisational restructuring has been characteristic of Australia as well, as found in the case
study (Chapter 14), but is currently changing in response to pressures for local government
reform (NSW Local Government Act 1993; NSW EPA 1993).
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13.4.2 Influence of national Environmen t Conservation Act and coastal
regulations on coastal management in Durban
Authority for the coastal regulations (section 13.3) was delegated in full to the Durban City
Council by the Natal Provincial Administration. In designing procedures to administer the
coastal regulations, which had to be integrated with other forms of development control
already administered by the Council, a major limiting factor was the failure to allocate
additional financial and personnel resources to the relevant organisational sections, to enable
them to deal with the additional responsibilities. A further complication derived from the
political and sociological context. In certain Durban coastal locations, much of the
development pressure was for housing, an urgent need for community groups that had been
disenfranchised and disadvantaged by the policy of separate development. Rejections or
modifications, in terms of the coastal regulations, of applications to develop housing,
infrastructure and recreational facilities on coastal sites, were interpreted as politicallymotivated attempts by local government to block equal access to facilities by using
environmental legislation. A coastal environmental education and awareness campaign was
conducted to rectify these misinterpretations, pointing out the value of coastal resources, the
beneficial functions of coastal ecological processes, and the need for modified development
procedures in coastal areas. Through this education campaign, the value of improved coastal
management began to be recognised by community leaders within the disadvantaged groups.
Another major limitation of the coastal regulations lay in their application to a lkm strip
parallel to the coastline. This strip concept has also been used as the basis for recent
amendments to the Coastal Protection Act of New South Wales (NSW Government, 1992),
with similar limitations (section 14.5). From a positive viewpoint, the introduction of the
coastal regulations in Durban resulted in the limited incorporation of ecological considerations
into the approval, modification or rejection of coastal development applications, through
procedural adaptions. On the other hand, the failure of the national and provincial spheres to
allocate the necessary funding to local government, together with the coastal management
responsibility, severely limited effective implementation of the legislative and procedural
changes. Although the coastal regulations were short-lived, being finally rescinded because
of legislative and administrative problems, the attempts by the Durban City Council to
implement these regulations are of relevance to the development of improved coastal resource
management. These attempts are overlooked by Sowman 's 1993 review, which refers only
to a lack of local government expertise in coastal management, particularly outside but also
within metropolitan areas.
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13.4.3 Influence of the national Seashore Act on beach manageme nt in
Durban
While the coastal regulations applied from the high-water-mark 1km inland, the South
African Government's national Seashore Act had stipulated from 1935 that sea and shore,
below the spring tide high-water mark to the limit of South African territorial waters, were to
be administered by the State (national sphere). The Act had also established the Admiralty
Reserve, a 50 ft or 45 m strip of land above the high-water mark, originally primarily for
defence purposes (West, 1984). The Admiralty Reserve strip proved of conservation value
in Natal in the 1980's and 1990's, as it facilitated conservation protection of the primary
dunes, with which it often coincided. The dune, beach and water volumes covered by the
Seashore Act were held in trust by the State (national) President for public use and
enjoyment, and no part of them was owned, with a few rare exceptions of historical origin.
Public ownership of South African beaches was therefore entrenched early, but while defence
of public access in the face of private ownership of beaches and dune areas was not as central
as in the U.S. (Heiman, 1986), gross inequities in application of the public access concept
were focal issues (as seen in section 13.4.9).
The City of Durban was one of the exceptions to the Seashore Act. Historically, Durban
beach, between the Umgeni River and the harbour entrance (Fig. 2.1), was part of and
owned by the city down to the low-water mark. The city council could lease off land
portions, which led to the construction of highrise residential flat (apartment) complexes by
private developers on council-owned land along Durban's Golden Mile. The apartments
were offered for sale to the public on a block share and sectional title (strata) basis. This
situation was changing during 1987-1990, when the council implemente d a policy of
transferring the leased land to private ownership. The council managed public use of the city
beachfront through its power to pass by-laws, as discussed below.

13.4.4 Beach manageme nt based on zoning, through Durban's beach bylaws
Photographs of the Durban beaches suggest that, as early as 1938 and 1940, they were used
for specific activities, with restricted bathing areas being demarcated. The activity-zoning
approach, as the basis for beach recreation management, then became entrenched in local
legislation in the form of the beach by-laws, whereby all Durban beaches were designated for
permitted activities (Fig. 9.1) The beach by-laws also provided for racial zoning, or the
reservation of beaches for use by specific population groups, whereby beaches with more
facilities were reserved for exclusive use by the white group. The result was a fundamental
mismatch between user distributions (demand) and user facilities (supply), with the majority
13.12

of the users being forced into beach locations with the least facilities, an inequity that visibly
contradicated the official 'separate but equal' policy.
Problems caused by inappropriate zoning approaches

The use of activity zoning also forced the Council into rigid, inflexible practices inappropriate
for the management of the dynamic sandy beach system, which required more flexible
management responses. Lifeguard staff could locate designated bathing areas only within the
limited lengths of the beachfront that were zoned for bathing activity by specific population
groups, while also considering the constraints of prevailing beach, surf and tidal conditions.
In addition, council ownership of the beachfront to the low-water mark influenced the
management of sandy beach ecosystems. They were not viewed as complete systems, but
were truncated at low water, leading to partial system management, with an engineering and
recreational bias emanating from the Council's hierarchical and sub-divided departmental
structure.
Because of the procedural complexity and difficulty of changing the beach by-laws, the
management approach dictated by the legislation became increasingly outdated, in relation to
changing social conditions and demands in beach recreation use, including the rising
popularity of new forms of water sport and technology. Beach user conflicts began to
escalate, an example being between riders of surfboards and riders of waveboards
('boogieboards' or 'bodyboard s'), both being forms of water recreation that had post-dated
the formulation of the beach by-laws. The use of racial zoning also forced the council into
management approaches that were unsuited to the changing political, social and community
systems, creating major beach user conflicts and beach management problems (section 13.4.9
and Appendix Al).
Durban City Council's beach by-laws were therefore an example of inflexible and
unresponsive legislation that ignored natural (ecological) and social environmental principles,
and prevented the adaptation of local government management practice to dynamic natural and
social influences.

13.4.5

More flexible beach manageme nt, through Durban's seashore
regulation s

Beach recreation managemen t in Durban underwent an important change in June 1989,
during the research period, when the council replaced its beach by-laws, except for those
relating to the racial zoning of beach use, with the seashore regulations. Under these
regulations, no beach or water space was designated for a specific activity, allowing for more
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versatile and responsive management. Any activity could be permitted anywhere, depending
on the prevailing circumstances. Beach management decisions could therefore be made by
field personnel, on the basis of field conditions. The regulations also extended Council
management seawards from the low water mark, to the point at which the shark nets ran
parallel to Durban's beaches. The harbour authorities undertook administration of the area
seaward of the shark nets, from the north of the central beachfront (Umgeni River mouth), to
a point south of the harbour entrance.
Beach managem ent responses to natural environme ntal considerations

Designated bathing areas were traditionally demarcated daily, using portable flagpoles or
towers with flags, between which beach users were allowed to swim under lifeguard
supervision. In adapting beach recreation management to coastal conditions, managers
needed to consider the prevailing offshore currents, and the beach erosion conditions that had
been created by human modificat ions to the current flow. Two major sets of beach
conditions prevailed at the time in Durban, the first being at those beaches which lay between
the newly-constructed piers (Fig. 13.2). These piers had been redesigned to allow a free
flow of water underneath them, and thereby to improved sand replenishment and reduce
beach erosion. The new piers had also caused current conditions that had to be considered in
the placement of bathing areas, including strong outward rips parallel to the piers, and
currents beneath the piers.
These bathing conditions were further complicated by continued beach erosion, because the
edge of the walled pedestrian mall along the central beachfront was seaward of the beach
erosion line, and therefore vulnerable to erosion by the sea under high spring tide conditions.
High tides removed sand from the beaches and exposed underlying fill and rocks, requiring
constant sand replenishment through a sand pumping programme. High tides also reduced
the sand surface areas available for beach recreation between the piers, severely reducing
beach carrying capacity.
The second set of beach conditions which needed to be considered in the demarcation of
bathing areas occurred on the continuous stretches of sandy beach between Snake Park and
the Blue Lagoon to the north, or between South Beach and Bell's Beach to the south (Fig.
13.3). Along these stretches, the beach was uninterrupted by piers, but the incoming water,
dependent on areas of sand deposition and erosion, created outgoing rip currents at various
intervals. At times, there could also be a channel running parallel to the shore, along which
the outgoing water would rush to create a side wash, while the rips created backwash
conditions. Under calm spring low conditions, demarcated bathing areas could potentially
extend the entire length of these wide beaches, but under rip or channel conditions, bathing
13.14
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areas had to be located to avoid the areas of back or side wash. By 1990, Durban had no
formal equivalent to the classification system for beach conditions, as developed for New
South Wales by the Surf Lifesaving Association, in conjunction with the University of
Sydney (Short and Hogan 1990).
Beach management that is not based on activity zoning, and therefore allows for more flexible
placement of bathing areas, is practised in parts of the United States; but under different
natural and social environmental conditions. The Natal coast is high-energy and turbulent
(Wooldridge et al., 1981), producing extremely mobile and dynamic coastal conditions, with
beach topography changing dramatically from one day to the next. In addition to the
dangerous surf bathing conditions, many of the new beach users from Durban's black
community had never been taught how to swim in the sea or to keep afloat. Cultural and
religious traditions, and inland residential locations, had also prevented development of
familiarity with sea bathing amongst many beach users.
Beach management responses to social considerations

The inability of groups of Durban beach users to swim in ocean wave conditions led to the
popularity of shallow beachfront paddling pools (Fig. 8.2.2), and particularly to their use by
large crowds of adults, which reduced safe use by children. The demand for paddling pools
led to their proliferation along the Durban beachfront, partly in. response to pressures to
equalise the differences between facilities provided for separate population groups. By 1990,
the South Beach and Battery Beach pools had been constructed, while existing central and
northern beachfront pools had been upgraded.
Traditionally, beach rescue in Durban had been carried out from landward. More recently,
Durban lifeguards began to manage swimming areas from seaward with IRBs (Inflatable
Rescue Boats). This practice enabled them to detect and reach swimmers in difficulty far
more quickly than from the land, which was often an extremely crowded beach where
visibility and manoeuvrability were reduced. In high use periods, operation from the water
was safer than from the beach, where beach management staff were vulnerable to crowd
violence and harassment in periods of political crisis (section 13.4.9). On days in the
Christmas/New Year period, lifesaving was also conducted by helicopter, although the
politically-based hostility of black beach users towards the helicopter crews could make air
rescue techniques dangerous.
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13.4.6

Beach renourishment: sandpumping and pier redesign

The prevailing current immediately offshore of Durban moves rapidly northwards
(Fleischack, 1985). In the past, this current deposited sand on the Durban beaches. When
the breakwater was built to develop the harbour, the current deposited sand in the harbour
mouth, causing a need for regular dredging. The removed sand was disposed of in a
longitudinal, off-shore dump parallel to the curve of the bay or bight (Fleishack 1985; Swart
1976; Fig. 2.1), where it could be detected by echo-sounders. The fast-flowing northerly
current, sweeping around the edge of the Bluff promontory, subsequently became diverted
inwards, between the longitudinal dump and the edge of the Bluff/mouth of the harbour,
instead of following the natural curve of the bay northwards. The current therefore began to
erode the southernmost central beaches in the vicinity of Bell's, Addington and South
beaches. While south-westerly wind conditions caused sand deposition on the more
northerly central beaches (from Snake Park onwards), strong north-easterly winds caused the
same beaches to erode (Naidoo, 1972).
Because sand losses were not being balanced by sand replenishment, erosional processes
were causing Durban's beaches to disappear altogether (Naidoo, 1972). To counter the
erosion, and its impacts on beach recreation and tourism, a sandpumping scheme was
developed. Sand that was dredged from the mouth of the harbour by the national railways
and harbour authorities was no longer dumped off-shore, but transferred to the City
Council's sand pumping station south of the harbour mouth, for distribution along the
beaches. Erosion was also being exacerbated by groynes that had been built along the
beachfront (Swart, 1976). These groynes were gradually replaced by new piers as part of the
beach and city redevelopment project (Fox and DCC, 1983). The open design of the new
piers (Fig.13.2) allowed the flow of the littoral current to partially re-establish itself parallel to
the bay shoreline, and improved the condition of the beaches.
13.4.7

Durban's beachfront redevelopment programme

As early as 1965, an initial plan was prepared for the redevelopment of the city centre, and
beachfront northwards to the Umgeni River (Fox and DCC, 1983). Subsequently, because
land in central Durban, previously occupied by the old central railway station, was to be
transferred from the national railways and harbour authority to the Durban City Council by
1977 for redevelopment, a major study was undertaken of the entire central business district
within its metropolitan context. The council then formed a Beach and City Steering
Committee, with representatives from business and industry, and sufficient funding to
commission detailed development plans for the beachfront and central city areas from
consultants. The redevelopment work was undertaken by an interdisciplinary project team,
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the Beach and City Technical Working Group, which included professional expertise from
a
number of Council departments, and consulting professionals from private practice.
The work was scheduled over 3 to 5 years, commencing in 1983. Major aspects of the
project were the replacement of the existing groynes; the continuation of sandpumping for
beach replenishment; the removal of roadways parallel and close to the beach, and their
replacem ent by nodular road access at right-an gles to the beachfro nt; and the
pedestrianisation, indigenous landscaping, and upgrading of facilities in the huge back-ofbeach area created by road relocation (Fig. 13.9).
The redevelo pment program me was referred to in promotio nal material as Durban's
Renaissance, and was used by the Durban Publicity Association as the focal point for
promotion of tourism based on beach recreation. At the completion of the project, city
officials expressed their support for retaining the interdisciplinary technical working group
structure, which had provided an effective integrating mechanism for internal and external
professional expertise, and could be used in the management of future projects, such
as
redevelopment of Durban's Esplanade and Harbour areas.
The success of Durban' s beach and city redevelopment project was attributable to: its joint
venture Steering Committee, which combined city resources with investment input from
private enterprise; the commitment by Council of specific funding to a phased programme
with a definite timetable; the integrati ng mechanism provided by the interdepartmenta
l
working group; strong political support for the showcase project; the public and media focus
on beach management, in response to the beach recreation controversy; and the increase
in
user demand caused by the opening of the beaches to all users (section 13.4.9).

13.4.8 Durban Metrop olitan Open Space System (DMOSS)
During the research period, the Environmental and Ameniti es Committees of the City
Council, advised by an interdep artmenta l working group of officials and a universi
ty
researcher, developed proposals for a metropolitan open space system (Mulder 1983 and
1984; NTRPC 1989; DCC 1989). The system was based on biogeographic principles;
on
ecologic al surveys which classifie d indigeno us vegetati on commun ities within the
metropo litan area; on the conserv ation of represen tative percenta ges of vegetati
on
classifications; and on linkage of all component parts of the system, to reduce boundar
y
effects and aid in the dispersal, survival, and managem ent of floral and fauna! species
(Roberts, 1992). Durban coastal systems, including beaches and remnant dunes, were
incorporated into the integrated open space system.
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13.4.9

The Durban beach recreation controvers y, 1987 - 1990

At the outset of the case study, the majority of Durban's community was prevented from
participating freely in beach recreation by legislative, social, political and economic
restrictions on resource access, based on racial groupings, in contrast to the unrestricted use
of the Californian beaches studied by Edgerton (1979). During the struggle to open up
access and introduce equity of beach use in Durban, beach recreation and management
became central and critical issues, assuming first national then international significance.
Over 1000 newspaper articles published during the period were collected and analysed as part
of the current case study. This analysis provided a background to the recreation research;
reinforced the importance of beach recreation research and management, as an aspect of
coastal resource management by local government; and illustrated the interactive relationships
between beach recreational users, management agencies, the press, public, and politicians in
all spheres, as found by Beder (1989 and 1990) for Sydney. Media reports referred to in the
following analysis are included in Appendix A1, as Figs. A1.1 to A1.29.
Political considerations

When the case study began, political pressure had already led to Durban's beaches being
partially opened to use by all members of the community. Physical conflict had occurred
previously, with clashes between different community groups over the use of overcrowded
facilities on certain beaches. At the beginning of the 1987-1988 Christmas season,
immediately following the partial opening of the beaches, there appeared to be no conflict
between user groups (Fig. A1.1 and Al.2a and b), but the press predicted that Durban's
battle of the beaches was not over, because all the beaches were not yet freely open to all
users.
As an interesting side issue, topless bathing became a management focus (Fig. A1.3).
Because toplessness was accepted as normal in the black community, beach managers were
reluctant to enforce beach clothing regulations on black women, in case their actions were
seen as discriminatory. Women of the white community noted this reluctance, and concluded
that if black female beach users could be topless they could as well, thereby defying current
social norms, and the clothing requirements of the beach legislation, to the apparent ire of
conservative white males.
Beaches were reported as crowded but peaceful, until the turning-point on 5 January 1988,
when the first problems occurred between different groups of beach users (Fig. A1.4),
exacerbated by political tensions, alcohol, and crowded conditions. The Mayor of the time
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had initially opposed, but then supported, the partial opening of the beache
s to all users. He
now came under increasing political pressure from the opponents
of open beach use to
support a reversion to closed beaches. At first he succumbed, suggesting
that a re-think was
required before the Durban City Council continued to open all beache
s to all users (Fig.
A1.5). City officials responsible for beach management denied the necess
ity for any change
in approach, claiming that the Mayor was over-reacting to the high
levels of beach user
pressure, which were exceptional rather than the norm (Fig. A1.6).

Management and politics
Professional beach managers therefore differed in their approach from
politicians, but were
subsequently (and consequently) deprived of management responsibility
by the politicians, in
reaction to the growing public controversy. The direct decision-mak
ing powers of the
Amenities Committee and of the Director of the Parks, Recreation and
Beaches Department
were usurped. The Director received so many conflicting directions
and instructions as to
course of action, that he was forced to abdicate all action until clear
instructions had been
issued by the highest of the many participating groupings.
Beachfront property owners and ratepayers, particularly those of a more
conservative, rightwing persuasion, increased pressure on the Mayor, calling for his resigna
tion (Fig. A1.7).
He resisted (Fig. A1.8), and received press support for his stand (J\1.9)
, being depicted by a
political cartoonist as a surfer amongst sharks, each representing
a political party (Fig.
Al.lO) . He maintained his stance, to the point of being suspended by
his own political party
(Nationalist) (Fig. Al.ll) , but continued as an indepe ndent mayor
until the next local
elections.
These elections were the first in Durban to be fought on a party basis,
with the political
affiliations of candidates disclosed to the voters. Conservative politici
ans began to call for
beach recreation to become the key election issue (Fig. A1.12). A
press cartoon (Fig.
A1.13a and b), as a form of socio-political comment, suggested why some
white beach users
had difficulty in accepting open use of beaches by all members of the commu
nity, illustrating
their fear that a wave of black (majority) users would overwhelm them,
and drive them from
the beaches they had come to regard as exclusively their own territor
y, or place in the sun.
Exaggerated media estimates of beach use, as shown in Table 11.1,
increased the fears of
beach users, property owners, and ratepayers, to the point that they were
strong enough to
make beach recreation the pivotal 1988 local election issue, and caused
a backlash voting
swing in favour of the right-wing or conservative group. The attitude
of the excluded groups
was expressed by a member of the coloured community, who enacte
d an annual personal
protest against racial zoning of Durban beaches. By sawing down a
restrictive city council
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sign that denied beach use to members of his community, dragging the sign cross-like into
the city centre, and depositing it on the steps of the City Hall, he expressed community
outrage at the denial of equal access to beach recreation (Fig. A1.13c). Although pay beaches
were proposed as a solution to Durban's beach recreation predicament, opponents argued that
they were an economically-based means of maintaining racial exclusivity, as they would limit
beach use to those (primarily white) with higher incomes (Fig. Al.l4).
When proposals were put to the newly-elected Council to complete the opening of the
beaches, voting split to produce a hung council (Fig. A1.15). The new, ostensibly-moderate
Mayor decided to use his casting vote to maintain the status quo of partially-open beaches,
arguing that his decision had to be based on precedent (Fig. Al.16). The new Mayor's
actions antagonised thousands of City Council employees. Black beach inspectors, who
objected to being required to remove users of their own community from beaches that they
themselves worked on, but could not use, refused to enforce the beach by-laws (Fig. A1.17).
Influence of international opinion

At this point, Durban's beach recreation became an international issue. When the Mayor
attended a world conference of mayors in Paris, the Council employees' union lobbied
international representatives, leading to pressure on the Mayor to withdraw from the
conference, because of his stand on beach recreation (Fig. A 1.18). The Mayor returned to
Durban, criticising the 'crazy idiots' who had forced his withdrawal. The union reacted by
threatening to sue him for his derogatory comments, and organised a beach protest to insist
upon the right of all communities to use Durban's beaches (Fig. Al.19a, b, and c). A
political cartoonist contributed to public pressure on the Council by representing the rightwing, conservative councillors as 'Dilly and Dally', because of their delay in opening the
beaches to use by all. A series of cartoons charted the progress of the beach recreation issue,
the councillors being depicted with their heads buried· in the sand, to protect themselves from
the effects of winds of change blowing across the beaches (Fig. A1.20).
Under mounting pressure from all quarters, the Council replaced the beach by-laws with the
new seashore regulations, providing for more flexible management of beach recreation.
Obsolete restrictions relating to suitable swimming clothing were revised, and it was agreed
to remove the Council signage restricting beach use to certain groups of users, but the
necessary majority support could not be obtained for proposals from progressive councillors
that racial zoning be removed entirely (Fig. A1.21).
The Durban beach recreation issue had now reached an impasse, and it appeared that higherauthority intervention was required. Recent national elections, influenced by nation-wide
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media coverage of Durban's beach recreation controversy, had resulted in a Nationalist Party
government with a strong reform mandate. The government's stated intention was now to
repeal discriminatory legislation, such as the national Separate Amenities Act (Fig. Al.22),
which underpinned the principle of racially-zoned use restrictions on recreational amenities in
South Africa. Progressive Durban councillors, who had been pressurising for the repeal of
alllegislati ve restrictions on beach use, began to question the legality of Durban's beach bylaws, claiming that they had preceded the Separate Amenities Act (Fig. A1.23). Before any
legal challenge was formalised, pressure was applied to the Durban Council by the State
(national) President (Fig. Al.24), and the local by-laws were repealed (Fig. Al.25a and b,
and A1.26).
The Christmas/ New Year season of 1989/1990, towards the end of the case study period,
was the first to follow the removal of all racial restrictions on beach recreational use in
Durban (Al.27). The press depicted 'Dilly and Dally' as having been washed out to sea with
their restrictive signage (Fig. A1.28). Durban beach users now began a process of
adjustment to open beach use, and to differing community group expectations and attitudes
towards beach recreation (Fg. Al.29). Beach recreation and management in Durban were
therefore crucial issues in the development of equity of resource access within and between
generations, which is a fundamental principle of ecologically sustainable development.

13.5

Evaluation of Durban case study experience

The Durban case study reinforces the following conclusions relating to the management of
beaches and beach recreation:
(i) The Durban experience with the coastal regulations provides an example of delegation of
responsibility for coastal and beach management to the local government sphere, but without
the necessary funding or appropriate policy briefs. To reverse this trend, all policy and
legislative changes proposed within the various spheres of governmen t should be
accompanied by integrated environmental assessments (covering both social and natural
environmental impacts), undertaken by the proponent agency or sphere. If legislative and
administrative changes are not evaluated in this way, unanticipated consequences can nullify
any benefits expected from improvements in resource management. The Durban experience
with the coastal regulations also demonstrates that improvements cannot be achieved by
legislative changes alone. Legislative authority is inadequate, if it is not accompanied by the
resources necessary to discharge the delegated authority. Local government should therefore
accept delegated environmental or coastal management responsibilities from state/provincial
and federal/national spheres only on condition that the concomitant resource requirements
have been met, if true equal partnership between government spheres is to be developed.
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(ii) Implementation experience with the coastal regulations in Durban
also reinforced the
conclusion that a legislative coastal 'zone' strip with a width of
lkm is arbitrary, and
ecologically-meaningless. The strip is bounded by straight lines, which
are usually aligned
with property ownership boundaries that dissect ecosystems. It ignore
s circulation and
transportation patterns of air and water through natural systems,
as well as the threedimensional nature of these systems, and therefore cuts across ecolog
ical processes and
functions. Legislation and administrative procedures that are based on
ecologically-invalid
concepts are unlikely to to produce ecologically-meaningful outcomes.
(iii) The Durban study also highlights the need to re-evaluate the effects
on coastal resource
management of local government decion-making procedures. Issues
tend to be raised in
Council committees in an ad hoc fashion, then dealt with reactively,
on the basis of heated
committee debate; disciplinary and departmentally-biassed evaluations;
anecdotal personal
observation from councillors and interested or affecte d membe rs
of the public; forced
consultation under pressure with selected or vociferous interest groups
; and intense media
pressure. Factual data and professional assessments, if supplied,
are usually only the
starting point for debate, making scientific resource management the except
ion rather than the
rule.
(iv) When the quality of committee performance is low, or problem
situations develop into
controversies, public agencies tend to lapse into crisis management.
Formal procedural
routes become too complex and time-consuming to deal with crises,
as they are dictated by
pre-determined committee meeting schedules. As in the Durban beach
recreation controversy
(section 13.4.9), the pace and pressure of events can force the decisio
n-making power away
from professional managers and slow-to-react committees, into the
control of official or
political power groups. Crisis manag ement is the inevitable conseq
uence of reactive
decision-making, and in times of crisis, the more democratic and time-co
nsuming methods of
decision-making are replaced by quicker, centralised decision-making
by the most powerful
group. Management policy becomes usurped by official and political
power alliances and
interests.
With a sounder database, and more proactive management approach,
these developments
could have been avoided. The Durban controversy was enflam ed
by media and public
agency guesstimates of user levels (Table 11.1 and Fig. A1.29 in
Appendix Al), which
were exaggerated to levels that fuelled the fears of those resistant to change
(Appendix AI).
The availability of factual data and a sound research base could have preven
ted the growth of
the controversy. Committee decisions, and therefore beach management,
would have been
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founded on scientific objectivity rather than on political subjectivity.
The transition to
beaches open to use by all could have been less painful and protracted.
(v) Developments in beach recreation and management in Durban influen
ced local, national
and even international politics from 1987 to 1990, through crucial munici
pal and national
election periods. The beach recreation issue also represented a turning
point in South Mrican
politics, in the move towards a more democratic society. The two-wa
y interactions between
Durban's beach recreation manag ement and local, provincial, nationa
l and international
politics illustrate that beach recreation does not take place in isolation,
but in a dynamic social,
economic and political context. It is the recogn ition of this multi-f
aceted contex t by
management research that distinguishes an environmental resource
management approach
from less-integrated and less-holistic management approaches.
(vi) The replacement of activity zoning in Durba n's beach by-law
s by the more flexible
provisions of the Seashore Regulations enabled important changes to
take place in the beach
management approach. The regulations provided for increased flexibil
ity, and the ability to
respond more directly and effectively to changing natural and social conditi
ons and demands.
The defined area to be managed was extend ed seawards to include
the nearshore water
volumes of sandy beach systems in practice, although depth limits were
not specified in the
regulations. Beach manag ement staff were able to adjust and positio
n bathing areas
according to prevailing beach, surf and tidal conditions, as well_ as
to the numbers and
potential numbers of beach users. While ecosystem and environmenta
l considerations were
not conscious motivations for the changes, the regulations shifted the
beach management
boundary to encompass more of the entire sandy beach ecosystem.
The legislative changes, together with the political changes, could be
expected to influence
future distributions of beach recreation users, in that managers were
no longer required to
force crowds of beach users into restricted bathing· zones, for activity
and racial zoning
reasons. This change could produce a move away from the concentrated
user distributions
found in the present study, and caused artificially by the practice of crowdi
ng large numbers
of users into relatively small bathing areas (Fig. 8.3). The levels of beach
users found in this
study remain valid, regardless of such artificial distributions. Depen
ding on the prevailing
currents and conditions, the future distribution of users might be more
evenly spread over
long stretches of beach, under safe spring low conditions, and monito
red by lifeguards from
seaward in motorised, inflata ble craft, only to be more concentrated
when nearshore
conditions reduced safety.
(vii) Rigid zoning of beach areas for bathing under Durban's earlier beach
by-laws prevented
other users such as surfers from using suitable surf conditions, even
when there was no
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demand for bathing The new, more flexible approach to beach recreation management in
Durban was not based on activity zoning. It enabled different activities such as surfing and
bathing to co-exist, so that optimal use could be made of the prevailing surf conditions,
balanced against the daily demand for different forms of activity. Where the number of
bathers or the demand for bathing areas increased in high use periods, the surfing activity
could be temporarily relocated or discontinued until the user pressures reduced. Such
management flexibility can only be fully effective when combined with improved long-term
monitoring of beach use and more management information.
(viii) The events that took place with regard to the recreational use of Durban's upgraded
beachfront almost drove the local government inadvertently into a form of integrated coastal
management capacity. In response to crisis, controversy, and intense political pressure
(Appendix AI), it was suggested that a Coastal Management Coordinator be appointed. This
impetus became diffused and weakened as the Council entered a phase of structural
reorganisation, with motivations other than the improvement of coastal resource management
As recreational use of the beachfront, not opened to all users, receded as a central issue, the
stimulus to organise for effective coastal management diminished. The focus of the Council
then shifted to the Metropolitan Open Space System and other projects (Roberts, 1992). The
proposal to appoint a Council Coastal Management Officer was made at a period when
organisational restructuring had been almost finalised, and did not incorporate such a
position. As with all new council positions, its exact nature and role, its location within the
organisational structure, its responsibilities, powers and budget provisions, and the fields of
expertise of the incumbent would have been crucial in determining its success or failure. The
proposed position was not specifically intended to introduce a more ecologically-based
management approach, but such a result could have been achieved by an ecologicallyqualified appointee. Nevertheless, the proposal to create such a position indicates that there is
a recognised need for professional beach management in metropolitan areas, regionally and
locally. The mandate for such a position should be ecological/recreational, not just
recreational.
(ix) The Durban beach recreation controversy has reinforced current challenges to leisure
theory (Chapter 5). Where the disadvantagi )md disenfranchised beach users were the
majority, leisure and recreation emerged as fundamental human rights, as basic needs
equivalent to housing, employment, health, education, and sanitation. Beach recreation was
a key issue, and denial of equitable access became the focus for years of active campaigning
in all political spheres. The traditional 'leisure as free time' perspective would not have
anticipated such a focal position for beach recreation. The poor research status that has been
accorded to 'leisure as free time' suggests that housing, education and employment would be
more urgent priorities. This common assumption, and the consequent status accorded to
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leisure and recreation research, was overturned by the events in Durban's battle of the
beaches. These events confirmed the new definitions emerging in recreation research, as
identified by Kelly ( 1993) (Chapter 5). It has illustrated the new and serious status of leisure
and recreation research, but gone further to show that equitable access to beach and other
recreational resources is regarded by all communities, in both developed and developing
contexts, as an integral part of life, as well as a fundamental human right.
(x) The high levels of beach use in metropolitan areas such as Durban (Figs. 8.2.1-3 and
8.3), and the extent of the study areas to be covered by management and research, provide
sampling, monitoring and logistical problems. User distributions in high-use periods in
Durban reflected the limited ability of the beach users to swim, in that users were
concentrated in the intertidal and shallow water areas, regarded as key volumes ecologically
(Chapter 4). User distributions also reflected shallow areas of deposition caused by recent
pier construction (Fig. 8.2.2).
The local government's problem was to develop, while under intense political pressure and
full public and media scrutiny, a management strategy that could anticipate, prepare for, and
deal with massive short-term increases or pulses in beach recreational use. While field staff
were dealing with the daily pressures of beach use, they were unable to gather the data to
develop a scientific monitoring system, as the basis for evaluating the impacts and
effectiveness or otherwise of management policies and actions. In the absence of a rapidlyupdatable management information system, committee management decisions had to be based
on subjective and anecdotal political observations.
(xi) The development of the beach recreation issue in Durban has further demonstrated the
key role of the media, politicians, public agencies, and the public in beach management, as an
aspect of coastal resource management, as found by Preston-Whyte (1987) and Beder (1989
and 1990), in relation to the pollution of recreational bathing waters.
The following chapter details the second management case study, based in Sydney/New
South Wales, and a corresponding set of conclusions is drawn, which is then compared in
the discussion (Chapter 15) with the conclusions drawn here for the Durban/Natal case study.
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14.

MANA GEME NT CASE STUDY:

SYDN EY/NE W SOUT H WALE S

Aims and overview
As outlined in the introductory section to the previous chapter, this Sydney case
study, like
the Durban case study, investigates the structures and decision-making proced
ures of
management agencies in environmental, coastal, and beach management. The
Sydney case
study was conducted subsequent to the Durban case study. and covers the period
1990 1993. It is therefore more recent, but similarly covers a period during which the develop
ment
of a major political controversy focussed on beach recreation, with national and
international
implications. As the development of the Sydney controversy has beeri dealt with
in doctoral
research by Beder (1989, 1990), it is not examined in as much detail here as
the Durban
controversy.
This second case study, like the first, incorporates all of the principles discuss
ed in earlier
sections of this thesis, and begins with an examination of the legislative and manag
ement
structures of Australian government.
As can be seen from both the Durban and Sydney case studies, much of
the relevant
information for these comparative analyses has had to be extracted from
'grey' or
unpublished literature, such as proceedings of conferences, council minutes,
reports of
working parties, environmental impact statements, technical memoranda, media
reports,
government papers, consultants' surveys, and in-house reports of public agencie
s. Such
literature, according to Fairweather (1990), guides management decisions but is
not strictly
science, as it has not been subject to peer review through publication in scientific
journals. It
is often, however, the only written source available to resource management researc
hers.

14.1

Spher es of gover nment and public agenc ies releva nt
environmental, coastal, and beach manag ement in Austra lia

to

Australia has three primary spheres of government: federal (Commonweal
th, based in
Canberra), state (or territory), and local. Constitutionally, as in the U.S., power
resides with
the states unless ceded to the Commonwealth. In both Australia and the U.S.,
however,
high/supreme court interpretations of power, and the necessities of an increasingly
complex
society, have led to a growth in the powers of the national government. Nevert
heless,
second sphere or state autonomy in Australia is fiercely defended against other states
and the
federal (Commonwealth) government. Each elected state government may be
formed by a
different political party, or different from that elected in the federal sphere, which
intensifies
inter-state, and state(s)-versus-federal conflicts.
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The third sphere is made up of local governments, of which there are over 900 nationally
(AGC, 1992). Local voters elect Council representatives, known as aldermen or councillors
prior to 1993, but now called councillors as in Durban (NSW Government's Local
Government Act, 1993). Political parties forming local governments may differ among
councils, as well as from national and state political parties. The local councils use rates paid
by ratepayers to employ professional officials, who advise the councillors and.implement
their policies and decisions.
Local government in Sydney

Local government in Durban differs from that in Sydney, primarily in that the Durban City
Council administers most of its metropolitan area, like the Brisbane City Council in the State
of Queensland, Australia. The Sydney City Council, by contrast, administers only the central
urban business district. The entire Sydney metropolitan area is administered by almost 50
local governments or councils (NSW Department of Local Government, 1988). Sydney local
government jurisdictions usually include more than one suburb and are called City Councils
(also Shire Councils prior to the NSW Local Government Act of 1993). For example,
Sutherland Shire Council in the southern part of the greater Sydney metropolitan area,
includes the coastal suburb of Cronulla, the site of the Sydney case study. There has been,
however, no strong co-ordinating mechanism to produce integrated metropolitan management
by councils.
Many Sydney councils have developed environmental policies and strategies in recent years,·
and are increasing their environmental management expertise. For example, in 1991 Sydney
City Council developed a Total Environmental Policy, for implementation by its
Environmental Officer, as head of a new Environmental Management Unit, based within its
Corporate Services Division (SCC 1991; AIEH 1993). This position was held by the
researcher from 1991 to 1993.
To date, Sydney councils have tended to operate in isolation, because of the lack of a formal
metropolitan body to ensure integrated planning and management. Although the separate
state departments of planning, local government, and environment protection are intended to
provide some unity of direction for the local government sphere, their mandate is state rather
than metropolitan. As state agencies, they are required to place state interests and the
protection of state powers above those of local government, and their analyses of
improvements needed in coastal resource management are conducted from the state
perspective (such as NSW Department of Planning (DOP), 1990). Some unity is given to the
local government sphere by state and federal local government associations, such as 'the NSW
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Local Govern ment and Shires Association, and the Australian Local Govern
ment
Association, but this unity is undermined by urban/rural council conflicts and the
parochial
tendencies of certain local councils.
A fourth sphere of government can be distinguished for some purposes, in
the form of
various regional associations of local government, which provide the closest approx
imation
to sub-metropolitan groupings within Sydney. These regional associations are v~lunta
ry and
not strongly-developed, but provide a lobbying function wh~n bound together
by issues of
mutual concern. They include the Sydney ROC's (Regional Organisations of Counci
ls) for
the southern, western and inner metropolitan sectors of the metropolitan area, and
the Sydney
Coastal Councils (SSROC 1992; SCCs 1992).

14.2 Develo pment of coastal 'zone' and coastal manag ement concep
ts in
Austra lia
Although over 80% of the Australian population lives on the coastal fringes of the
continent
(ACG, 1992a), where urbanisation, industrialisation, shipping, transport, fisherie
s and
tourism are all expanding rapidly, the coastal 'zone' was recognised only recentl
y as an
holistic system requiring integrated management and planning (AHORSCEC,
1980). A
number of developments are currently taking place in Australia which are
changing
environmental management in all government spheres (Deane and Osborne, 1991),
and with
it coastal resource management. Because of the impacts of complex local, state
and national
politics on environmental and coastal resource management policy- and decisio
n-making, it
would appear that managers need to become more politically aware, if management
outcomes
are to be improved.
Coastal resource management problems have been the subject of a number of major
reports
from 1972 to 1993 (Table 14.1 and ARAC 1993c), many at the national Commonweal
th level
(such as McK.innon et al1989 ; AHORSCERA 1991; AESD Working Group Chairs
1992;
AESDSC 1992; ARAC 1992a; ARAC 1992b; ARAC 1993a and b), and coastal
policy
statements have been published by most state and territory governments (such
as NSW
Government 1990; QDEH 1992). Coastal management definitions and concepts
have been·
examined by most of the above reports, but without rigourous methodologies
, or firm
conclusions.
Coastal 'zone'

AHORSCERA (1990 and 1991) did not question the concept of a coastal
'zone', but
concluded that definition should be flexible, depending on the purpose or
issue being
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confronted. It adopted the ACSIRO definition that the coastal zone extend
ed seawards to 12
nautical miles offshore or to the 100 metre depth contour, whichever
was the further from
shore (except where over-riding legislation was involved). The landw
ard boundary extended
to include all coastal lands, at least to the limit of those local government
areas adjoining tidal
waters.
When evaluated in relation to the ecological principles that should underp
in coas~al resource
management (Chapter 4), this definition has serious limitations, particu
larly on the landward
side. Some of these limitations have been recognised in the literatu
re. The Australian
Intersectoral Working Group on ecologically sustainable development
(ESD) in the coastal
zone pointed out that the coastal environment of Australia lacks a unified
definition, and that
the AHOR SCER A (1990 and 1991) definition did not cover a numbe
r of ecosystem scale
issues or long-range effects beyond 12 nautical miles out to sea (ACG
, 1992a).
The AHOR SCER A definition also omitted the conce pt of catchm
ent areas, consid ered
important in defining coastal ecosystems (for example, by Clark 1974;
Ditton et al. 1977;
Jones 1981a and b). It further omitted the proposed Australian Exclus
ive Economic Zone
(EEZ), which will extend to 200 nautical miles and cover an area greate
r than the present land
surfac e of Austra lia (McKinnon et al., 1989). When it is consid
ered that the marin e
resources of an EEZ are contai ned in a volume; not on a surface
area, the scale of the
potential resource management problems and their implications becom
e even more demanding
of consideration.
The draft ESD report (AESDSC, 1992) did not provide an improved definit
ion of the coastal
'zone', leaving the problem of definition unsolved. The background paper
to the Australian
Resources Assessment Commission's Coastal Zone Inquiry defined the
extent of the 'zone'
as being as far inland and as far seaward as was.necessary to achiev
e the objectives of the
Inquir y (ARA C, 1992a ). It argued that this appro ach was
consis tent with the
recom menda tions of the OECD Enviro nment Direct orate (1991)
that coasta l 'zone'
boundaries extend as far as necessary to achieve the objectives of manag
ement.
Within New South Wales, the Coastal Protection Act (1979) recognised
the coastal region 's
special need for protection, but did not clearly define the region
to be managed. The
legislation has had to be interpreted as including the immediate coastfr
ont, estuaries (with
adjoining wetlands), offshore islands, and areas lying within 3 nautic
al miles of the coast
(Farrier, 1988). The NSW Government's Coastal Protection (Amen
dment) Bill (No 2) of
1992 subsequently provided a new definition of the coastal zone, being
from the coastal
waters of NSW, which extend 3 nautical miles from the coast, to one
kilometre inland from
the coastline, including any land or water between these limits.
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The amendment attempted to recognise the arbitrary nature of these defined boundaries by
allowing adjustments or extensions of the inland boundary by the NSW Minister for
Planning. The 1992 definition nevertheless retains the concepts of zonation and linearity,
refers to water as a surface area, is influenced by human ownership boundaries, and allows
for only marginal alignment with ecosystem boundaries. Like the South African coastal
regulations, NSW coastal legislation is currently based on the ecologically-meaningless
notion of a one-kilometre strip of land. The 'zone' concept therefore remains firmly
entrenched and unquestioned in Australian coastal resource management literature to date
(including ARAC, 1993a), despite its serious implications for integrated coastal resource
management.
Coastal management

In addition, AHORSCERA (1991) failed to define coastal management. It noted that there

had been a tendency for the field to be dominated by engineers, and that the numerous other
relevant disciplines must now be involved, but how this would take place was not specified.
Poor planning practices (Cullen, 1987), a lack of information about coastal ecosystems, and
the failure to incorporate available information into the planning process (Cullen 1977b,
1979, 1981b, 1982a, 1982b; Cullen and Bird 1980) were also identified as contributing
causes of failures in coastal resource management by AESD Working Groups ( 1991 ).
The complexity of coastal resource management by the various government spheres in
Australia is exemplified by the NSW Coastal. Zone Policy (NSW DOP, 1990). Sann ( 1989)
demonstrated schematically the intricacy of overlapping coastal legislation in the Australian
state of Tasmania, but the same criticism can be applied to all the Australian states. The
·responsibilities within sub-zones of the coastal zone are not only shared among the different
spheres of government, but also among many different departments in each sphere. Because
coastal management is an are·a of diffuse responsiblity, which does not recognise human
political boundaries, the number of disjointed or overlapping responsibilities among and
between different spheres of government has confounded the understanding and effective
management of coastal systems (ASTEC, 1991).
Constitutionally, state governments are responsible for land use planning, setting and
policing pollution standards, identifying and protecting conservation areas, and maintaining
public health infrastructure. State legislation and policies are intended to provide the
framework for coastal resource management (ARAC, 1992a), but although the states have
similar legal and administrative systems, their coastal resource management approaches differ
(ACG, 1991b), ranging from use of regional strategies and plans to use of sectoral
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legislation. Within the state sphere, there is a division of responsibility between government
agencies (ARAC, 1992b). Each develops its own research and management programme,
administered independently of and defended from all the others, and has a philosophy
reflecting its primary role within the administrative structure (ASTEC, 1991). Such
characteristics are typical of hierarchical and subdivided government structures, as identifie
d
by Chevalier and Burns (1978), and found in the Durban case study (Chapter 13).
In Australia, state legislation determines local government powers (ARAC, 1992a). Local
government has traditionally been allocated the more specific responsibilities relating to
engineering works, urban and rural development, waste management and related services
.
Within large, underpopulated local government jurisdictions, these responsibilities are
supported (through rates/taxes paid by local residents) by smaller populations than in the
more densely-populated local governments closer to urban centres (ACG, 1992). Local
government responsibilities are usually restricted to the terrestrial part of the coastal zone
(ARAC, 1992a). ASTEC (1991) points out that local governments often find themselves
responsible for large areas of environmentally-sensitive land, but fails to consider that much
of this land should be held and managed in the greater state or national interest, as it contains
natural resources or systems that are of state, national or even international value. Increased
funding from state and national sources should therefore be allocated to local governments to
enable them to manage such resources. ARAC (1992a) anticipates that local governments
will play a major role in future management of Australia's coastal 'zone' resources. Two
necessary areas of local government reform are regarded as being the integration of
development approval systems, and the improvement of the relationship between spheres of
government (TASQUE 1991; AlGAE 1992; ARAC 1992b).
ARAC (1993a) recognised the weaknesses of the existing management systems applied to
coastal 'zone' resources, but chose to concentrate on improvement of those existing systems
,
rather than on the development of new systems. While it acknowledged overlapping
functions within and between spheres of government, it promoted an approach in which all
agencies retained their existing responsibilities, but more co-ordination would be used to
.
achieve greater integration.
The New South Wales government recognised in its Coastline Hazard Policy that coastal
zone management was the responsibility of local government (NSW Government, 1990), but
reformed local government structures in 1993 with little reference to specific coastal
management responsibilities (NSW Department of Local Government and Cooperatives
1992; NSW Local Government Act 1993). The Coastal Protection (Amendment) Bill (No 2)
has re-established the NSW Coastal Council as a Committee, and expanded its membership
to include more local government representation, but the Committee has primarily a eo-
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ordinating and research role (NSW Government 1991: NSW Coastal Council
1993 ). The
NSW House of Representatives Standing Committee on State Development has
also carried
out a lengthy investigation into coastal management, with many public submis
sions and
hearings, but continues to maintain a preference for coordination of existing agencie
s (NSW
Parliament Legislative Council 1989, 1990, 1991 and 1992).
Establishment ofAustralian Environment Protection Agency

Within the national sphere, an Australian Commonwealth Environment Protect
ion Agency
(ACEPA) was proposed in 1991 (Fowler 1991; ADASET 1991a), and establis
hed during
1992, to develop national environmental management standards and guidelines
aimed at
developing inter-state consistency. Initially, ACEPA was created as an agency
, or an
extension of the environmental sections of the existing Department of the
Arts, Sport,
Environment, and Territories (ADASET). It was intended to develop into a statutor
y body
with its own legislative base (ADASET, 1991a), possibly in the form of the
National
Environment Protection Authority (NEPA). ·The creation of the Australian NEPA
was agreed
to in principle by all three spheres of government (Commonwealth, states/territori
es, and
local government), through the mechanism of the Australian Intergovernment Agreem
ent on
the Environment or AlGAE (ACG, 1993). and is currently being established in practice
.
Intergo vemme nt Agreem ent on the Environment

Australia's Intergovernment Agreement on the Environment (AlGAE) began as an
attempt to
establish a formal framework for improved working relationships between state/te
rritory and
federal spheres of government; and to reduce the impact of interstate and state(s)
versusfederal conflicts on the achievement of integrated environmental management.
Local
government was only belatedly included in the agreement, through the involve
ment of the
Australian Local Government Association. The agreement endorsed ecologically
sustainable
principles as the basis for management of the Australian environment by all
spheres of
government. It also recognised that because ecological systems are inteijurisdictio
nal, their
manag ement requires intergo vernm ent cooper ation and some degree of
national
standardisation.
The parties to the Intergovernment Agreement further agreed that it was
the role of
government to establish the policy and a legislative and administrative framew
ork. These
would determine the permissibility of land use, resource use or development propos
als, with
regard for appropriate, efficient and ecologically-sustainable use of natural
resources
(including land, coastal and marine resources). The parties also acknowledged
that all
spheres of government have responsibilities to protect flora and fauna; ensure the
survival of
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species, ecological communities (both terrestrial and aquatic),
and critical areas; and maintain
the ecological processes that ensure biological productivity
and stability (ACG, 1991).
All three government spheres undertook to develop national
standards and guidelines through
the national NEPA, to be accountable for their attainment
and maintenance, and to develop
more stringent measures for special circumstances or envir
onments. It was agreed that
NEPA would be responsible for ambient marine, estuarine
and freshwater quaFty, and for
annual reporting on the state of the Australian environment.
Although -the Australian Local
Government Association was a signatory to the AlGAE,
and was subsequently included in
the new Australian Council of Ministers, as the forum
for inter-sphere co-operation, it
continued to lack full representation on ANZECC (the
Australia and New Zealand
Environment and Conservation Council), and the new NEPA
. This situation, coupled with
its belated inclusion in the AlGAE, reflected the lack of full
recognition of local government
as an equal partner with state and federal government (as
identified by TASQUE, 1991),
deriving mainly from state opposition to local governme
nt's equality State governments
appear to view local goverment as a sub-component of
state government, rather than a
government sphere in its own right..
ARAC (1993a) regards the AlGA E as providing a possi
ble mechanism for agreement
between Australian governments to co-operatively develop
a National Coastal Action Plan.
ARAC points out, however, without full explanation, that
use of the AlGA E could be
interpreted as limiting coastal zone management to environme
ntal considerations, as only one
of the many considerations necessary to achieve ecological
ly sustainable development of
coastal resources. This i.nterpretation suggests the
use of a limited definition of
'environmental considerations' by ARAC (1993a), with socia
l environmental aspects being
excluded.
Establishment of state Environment Protection Authorities
, including the New South Wales
EPA

Most of the Australian states and territories have estab
lished Environmental Protection
Authorities. The NSW EPA was created in 1992 (NSW Gove
rnment 1991; NSW Ministry
for Environment 1991c), by combining the previous State
Pollution Control Commission,
parts of the Waste Management Authority, and the NSW
Ministry for Environment. Its
legislative base, the NSW Government's Protection of the
Environment Administration Act
of 1991, enables the NSW EPA to broaden its functions
in the future, to cover state
environmental management generally; to require NSW publi
c authorities to undertake or to
cease actions that are necessary for improved environmental
management; and to report biennially on the state of the NSW environment. The secon
d stage of the EPA's legislation
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aims to consolidate, streamline and reform the state's environmental regulatory framework,
as the first major review of NSW environmental legislation in 20 years. Key issues will
be
environmental audits, performance bonds for the installation of environmental protecti
on
measures, standard setting and market-based mechanisms, consolidation of pollution control
statutes, and storage of dangerous goods. Coastal resource management could be exclude
d
from the review, as it is currently being dealt with by the Department of Planning, as in NSW
DOP (1990).
Improve d role of local governm ent in environmental manage ment

Within all Australian states, there has been a recent effort to upgrade the status and improve
the role of local government in environmental management (TASQUE 1992; Australi
an
Commonwealth Environ ment Protection Authority (ACEPA) 1992; section 12.2).
A
consultancy study, of the actual and potential role of Australian local government, detailed the
present difficul ties and weaknesses prevent ing local governm ent from fulfilling
its
environmental management responsibilities (TASQUE, 1992). The study identified the
problems, but did not provide detailed solutions which could be implemented by local
government to developed integrated environmental and coastal resource management.
ARAC (1993a and b) acknowledged local government as an equal sphere of government, and
recognised the negative impacts of fiscal imbalance on coastal management, or the imbalan
ce
between expenditure responsibilities and revenue-raising capabilities, but did not confron
t
this key issue. It merely recommended, from its position as a national government agency,
that additional funding for coastal management be met from existing local government
budgets through a re-allocation of priorities, and that savings be made through greater
efficiencies. It also recommended exploitation of community willingness to support coastal
resource management initiatives through provision of voluntary labour and funds.
Need for a national coastal manage ment strategy

A report by the national House of Representatives Standing Committee on Conservation and
Development (AHORSCED, 1989) recommended that there should be a national coastal
policy and one authority to co-ordinate coastal management nationally (Table 14.1).
A
subsequent national committee (AHORSCERA, 1991) repeated these proposals with minor
variations, commenting that despite numerous similar proposals from government and private
organisations that had stressed the urgent need for national government initiatives, no formal
action had been taken to implement coastal management recommendations over the past
20
years. In fact, the public was now becoming disillusioned with the process of public
consultation and investigative committee reports. Although the NSW government had issued
14.9

a Coastal Policy document in 1990, and other states had coastal policies, there remained no
standardised national policy or co-ordinated national approach to coastal resource
management. Subsequently, the Commonwealth government issued its coastal policy (ACG,
1992), and the NSW Coastal Council called for yet further public input to review of the state
government's Coastal Policy.
While AHORSCERA (1991) and the AESD Working Groups (1992) recomniended the
development of a National Coastal Management Strategy, community and environmental
groups called for the federal government to initiate such a strategy (Crawford, 1992). A
steering committee, formed mainly of national and state representatives, with minimal local
government representation (Australian Ecologically Sustainable Development Steering
Committee (AESDSC),1992), acknowledged the AESD Intersectoral Working Group's
recommendation for a national coastal management strategy (also AHORSCERA, 1991), but
deliberately diverted the trend away from the development of an Australian national coastal
management strategy yet again. The committee referred to differences of view among the
states as to whether a national framework strategy was required at all (also Crawford, 1992),
on the grounds that coastal policies were already being developed by federal, state and
territory governments. It commented that should a national strategy be pursued, the AlGAE
(1992) provided an appropriate mechanism. The AlGAE could be amended to include a
coastal zone schedule, to form an agreement between all spheres of Australian government as
to the national management of coastal resources.
This pull-back from previous recommendations for a national coastal management strategy
reinforced the continued failure to achieve consensus support among the states, that has
bedevilled integrated coastal management in Australia for over 20 years. This extended
failure provides a contrast with the nine year period (1962-1971) in the U.S., during which
a
demand was created for new public policy based on managing threatened coastal resource
s
(Godschalk, 1992).
The Australian Resource Assessment Commission (ARAC, 1992a) was then directed by the
Prime Minister to conduct an inquiry into the use and management of Australia's coastal zone
resources, for completion by November 1993. This inquiry followed the 20 years of
investigations and as many reports into the need for improved management of Australia's·
coastal resources (AHORSCERA 1991; Crawfo rd 1992; ACG 1992). While the
commissioning of this inquiry was yet another formal recognition that the need for integrated
coastal resource management remained national and serious, there was no guarantee that its
outcomes would be in any way more effective than those of preceding reports and
recommendations. Some previous reports had received no formal response from the
government of the day, nor from the Australian (and New Zealand) Environment Council
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(Lawrence, 1985). The Coastal Zone Inquiry 's discussion paper (ARAC, 1992a)
, and draft
report (ARAC, 1992b) subsequently revived the recommendation for a.nation
al strateg y by
seeking further public comment on the role that such a strategy could play.
The inquiry was require d to focus on the integra ted manag ement of buildin
g, tourism ,
maricu lture and associa ted develo pment, expecia lly outside metropolitan
areas (ARAC ,
1992a). Its terms of reference recognised the need for improv ed institutional
ru:rangements
to promo te integra ted coastal zone manag ement (ARAC , 1992a). ARAC
(1993a )
acknowledged that greater integration could be achieved by transfer of respons
ibilities from
existin g agencies to a single agency with executi ve authori ty to run a coastal
resourc e
manag ement programme, but rejecte d this approach in favour of the co-ordi
nation model,
continuing the trend towards protection of the status quo that was identified and
criticised by
Cheval ier and Bums (1978). A Nation al Coastal Manag ement Group was
propos ed, with
representation from the three spheres of government, and advised by a Nation
al Coasta l
Management Advisory Council, to provide a forum for.input from non-governme
nt interests,
such as conservation, indigenous, union and industry groups.
Deficiencies of existin g coastal manag ement in Austra lia have been examin
ed repeate dly
(including James et al. 1989; AHOR SCEC 1980; AHOR SCERA 1991; NSW
Parliam ent
Legislative Counc il1989 and 1991; QDEH 1989 and 1991; AESD Working
Groups 1991;
AESD Working Group Chairs 1992; ACG 1992; AESDS C 1992). The general
conclu sions
have been that practices, mechanisms and structures are all ineffective (ARAC
, 1992a), but
the costs of this ineffectiveness have been overlooked.
Few organisational structures exist to facilitate the environmental research that
should support
public agency functions, and there are no formal mechan isms for obtaini
ng indepe ndent
scienti fic input to environ mental (includ ing coastal ) decisio n-maki ng (ASTE
C, 1991).
Enviro nmenta l decisio n-maki ng require s a combin ation of basic research
to provid e the
theoret ical founda tion for an approa ch; applied researc h to develo p proced
ures and
mechanisms for manag ement and analyis; surveys or data collection to provide
a baselin e
against which to work; and a longer- term monitoring program me to measur
e the effects of
actions over time (ASTE C, 1991). Agency structures and proced ures do
not presen tly
support these integrated combinations.
The deficiencies in coastal management have been found to be numerous, includin
g:
fragmented decisionmaking within and between the three spheres of government,
with
up to 20 agencies and 24 Acts in some states (AHORSCERA 1991; ARAC 1992a);
inadequate management mechanisms;
inadequate public involvement and dissatisfaction with consultation mechanisms;
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lack of state or nation-wide approaches to management;
spread statutory powers with no one agency having a particular
mandate for managing
coastal resources holistically (QDEH, 1991);
duplications, overlaps and gaps; inconsistency of objectives,
and powe r struggles
between agencies;
lack of consideration for the cumulative effects of decisions and
actions;
resources located across jurisdictional or ownership boundaries;
different regulatory systems applying to different areas; .
defective land use planning mechanisms;
confusion about regulations and controls; and
use of reactive rather than proactive approaches (AHORSCERA
1991; ARAC 1992a).
These deficiences are reminiscent of the weaknesses identified
in 1978, by Chevalier and
Burn (Chap ter 12), as being characteristic of hierarchical
public agencies driven by
management-by-objective principles.
None of the analyses of deficiencies has considered the lack of
a sound ecological basis as a
major reason for failure. All have identified the need for integr
ated management, better
information and databases, more effective public involvement,
reform of intergovernmental
relations, and a national approach (ARAC 1992a; ARAC 1993a
), but the need for new, more
holist ic organ isatio nal struct ures and proce dures remai ns
unrec ognis ed, excep t for
Queensland. The Queensland government has proposed a new
approach to coastal resource
management, by broadening its Beach Protection Act into a Coast
al Management Act, and
creating a new agency subdivision within the state sphere's Depar
tment of Environment and
Heritage to be responsible for the legislation (QDEH 1991; ARAC
1992a).
The development of coastal resource management in Australia
has therefore been frustrated
by simultaneous competition amongst the states, amongst the
three government spheres,
amongst agencies within the spheres, and amongst the major politic
al parties in all spheres.
While local government is assigned most of the day-to-day respo
nsibilities, it is denied the
necessary powers and resources to fulfil these responsibilities
by the states, based on the
unarticulated political motivation of keeping local government
politically at the lowest level
within an hierarchically-structured government model.
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD)

The more recent concept of ecologically sustainable developme
nt or ESD (WCED 1987;
AESDSC 1992) has introduced the notions of intra- and intergenerational equity, and the
precautionary principle (Cameron, 1993), into environmental
(including coastal) resource
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management.
During 1991, seven sectoral and a number of
inter-sectoral working groups were convened
by the national government to consider the integ
ration of ESD principles throughout all public
and private undertakings in Australia (ACG
1991; Australian Treasury 1990b). One of the
intersectoral working groups examined coastal
resource management (AESD Working Grou
p
Chairs, 1992). It endorsed the recommendat
ions made by AHORSCERA (1991), including
that relating to the development of a national
coastal management strategy, and recommended
that the Australian Resources Assessment Com
mission should investigate the ways in which
coastal man agem ent was undertaken in the
various states. The 1992 Inte rgov ernm ent
Agr eem ent on the Env iron men t prom oted
the appl icat ion of the ESD conc ept in
intergovernmental relations, and in resource
management by public agencies (ACG, 1992
).
The draft and final National Strategies for Eco
logically Sustainable Development (AESDS
C
1992 and 1993) have given further support to
the use of ESD principles in management, but
practical applications are still in their infancy,
both in Australia and internationally (Cameron
,
1993).
"Ignorance about the character of Aus trali a's
unique natural systems and their recuperative
capacity has been one of our greatest handicap
s in reaching generally acceptable levels of
environmental protection without abandoning
other socioeconomic goals. The principle of
sustainable development is based on recognit
ion that over the longer term economic grow
th
and a well-managed environment are fundame
ntally linked" (ASTEC, 1991).
ARAC ( 1993a) has suggested that the Ecologi
cally Sustainable Development Coastal Zon
e
Management Sub-group, made up of represen
tatives of national, state and local governments
,
could form the nucleus of its proposed National
Coastal Management Group, with the task of
developing a National Coastal Management Plan
.
It would appear, however, from the findings
of this man agem ent review, that no true
progress will be mad e towards ecologically
-sustainable and integrated coastal resource
management, until there is open recognition
that fundamental changes must be mad e to the
structures and decision-making procedures of
management agencies, and that these changes
must be based on ecological principles.

14. 3

San dy bea ch man age men t with in pro tect
ed con serv atio n area s in
Aus tral ia

In Australia, the term 'National Park ' refers
not to an area administered nationally, as in
South Africa, but to a conservation area
administered by one of the state or territory
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conservation authorities (National Parks and Wildlife Services). These
agencies usually fall
within the portfolios of state Ministers for Environment. ·The Nation
al Trust and the
Australian Heritage Commission maintain a watchful role, on behalf
of the public, over
Australia's built, cultural and natural heritage, including its coastal resour
ces (National Trust
of Australia (NSW) 1983 and 1984; Australian Heritage Commission
1992). Conservation
groups have also lobbied for the establishment of marine and estuarine
reserves (for example,
Suter 1983). There is no standardisation of conservation terminology
or classifications
among various Australian states, between Australia and South Africa
(where national parks
have been administered by a semi-autonomous national authority), or
internationally. The
question of the most appropriate government sphere to undertake
the manag ement of
Australian conservation areas of national and international status,
has not been fully
investigated. Direct management of significant conserved areas within
a state's territory by a
strong national authority is perceived to be in conflict with state autono
my. Conservation
management of Wodd Heritage sites is often undertaken by a state govern
ment on behalf of a
national conservation authority. For example, the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority,
a statutory national agency, has a field management agreement with the
Queensland (state)
government and its conservation agency. The Australian Capital Territo
ry government also
undertakes management of conservation areas for the Commonwealth
government, which is
currently working towards an expansion of a natural, representative marine
reserve system
(Ray and McCormick-Ray, 1992), through a 10-year marine conservation
programme, Ocean·.
Rescue 2000.
Australian national parks can occur in close proximity to urban reside
ntial areas. For
example, Sydney is surrounded by national parks administered by the
NSW National Parks
and Wildlife Service: Blue Mountains National Park to the west, the Royal
National Park to
the south, and Kuring-gai Chase National Park to the north, while
the central Sydney
Harbour National Park is in the process of being extended. Apart from
the Blue Mountains
National Park, the Sydney national parks include coastal areas with sea-fro
nting, estuarine
and riverine beaches that are relatively natural and undeveloped.
In the Sydney national parks, the emphasis is on nature conservation
before recreation
(Twentyman, 1981), but because of their proximity to metropolitan areas,
the levels of car
ownership, and the popularity of the national parks, recreational use levels
can be extremely
high (Robertson and Veal, 1987). The state conservation authorities
also administer state
recreation areas (SRA' s), some including beaches, where the manag
ement emphasis is on
recreation above nature conservation (Garrard, 1984).
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14.4

Envi ronm enta l, coastal and beach man agem ent
by local gove rnme nt in
Sydn ey and NSW to 1993

The 1973 Coastal Lands Protection Scheme was the
first formal attempt to develop an interagency co-ordinating mechanism for coastal manageme
nt within New South Wales. Further
coordination was introduced through the 1979 Coas
tal Protection Act, which required the
authorisation of the Minister for Public Works for
any development works in ,the coastal
zone. The Department of Public Wor ks could fund
or aid funding of coastal improvement
works (Philip and Whaite, 1980), to improve geom
orphological stability, facilities and
general beach environmental quality. The Australian
Coastal Zone Man agem ent Report
(AH ORS CEC , 1980) regar ded the NSW legislatio
n as comp arati vely powe rful, as the
Mini ster coul~ prev ent deve lopm ent through direc
t powe rs base d on spec ific coas tal
engineering criteria (Yuille, 1981).
Outside the major urban centres; the NSW Departme
nt of Environment and Planning selected
coastal regions for acquisition and restrictive planning,
mainly on the basis of geographical
factors and the importance and character of the lands
cape. This approach was criticised by
Paterson ( 1981 ), on the grounds that such actions were
carried out without a full awareness
of present recreational demands on the coastline, and
therefore it was not known if the areas
to be cons erved would satisfy user needs in eithe
r a qualitative or quan titati ve sense.
Pater son therefore stressed the need for recreation
al cons idera tions , but not for their
integration with ecological considerations.
The 1979 NSW Coastal Protection Act created the
NSW Coastal Council, to advise the
Mini ster for Plan ning and Envi ronm ent (the two
portfolios bein g then merged) on the
protection and restoration of the state 's coastline
; and to carry out inves tigat ions and
disseminate information on coastal management when
necessary. In 1981, aspects of NSW
coastal management were the responsiblity of at least
six state agencies, together with local
governments. Paterson (1981) saw the formation of
the co-ordinating Coastal Council as a
progressive step, even though the Council's focus was
on non-metropolitan coastal regions,
and its main concerns were limited to examination
of coastal erosion probabilities, and the
protection and conservation of coastal wetlands.
Bostock and Mart in (1987) were more
critical of the Coastal Council's efforts, seeing it as a
weak attempt at co-ordination.

14.4 .1 Chan ges in metr opol itan coun cils' appr
oach es to beac h man agem ent
Until the mid-1970's, most NSW local government
authorities regarded beach management
as incorporating the provision of life-saving facilities,
parking spaces, beach cleaning, and
the maintenance and cleaning of changing and toilet facili
ties, with the increasing cost of such
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functions causing concern (Paterson, 1981 ). Most Sydn
ey coastal councils (including
Warringah, Manly, Waverley, and Randwick) tended to
adopt a fairly rigid, structured
approach to beachfront landscaping. Beach reserves were
developed with mown grassland,
exotic gardens, and rows of exotic Araucarias (Norfolk Island
Pines). Southern suburbs like
Coogee and Manly overlooked formally-planted beachfronts
, while by contrast, weekend
cottages at the northerly Bungan, Whale and Palm beach
es were located on hilly vegetated
sites overlooking more natural beach environments.
During the mid-1970's, the state government became conce
rned about deteriorating beach
conditions, and made funds available through its Departmen
t of Public Works for beach
restoration and beautification. Some local councils recontoure
d and stabilised their foredunes
with Marr am grass, Spinifex and other indigenous dune
pioneers, while the back dunes
were planted with supplementary indigenous shrubs. These
new beach landscapes reflected
an alternative philosophy of planning and manageme
nt, based on a more naturalistic
approach, with greater understanding of the coastal ecosy
stems, including beach sediment
movements and sand dune functions. Human manageme
nt complemented rather than
conflicted with natural processes (Paterson, 1981). This
new trend was paralleled in
Durb an's beach and city redevelopment project (Chapter
13}, with its protection of remnant
dune vegetation, use of indigenous species, and more natur
alised planting in beachfront
landscaping (Fox and DCC, 1983).
Sydn ey's southern councils, in contrast with the northern
councils, continued to perceive
beach environments more from an engineering and econo
mic perspective, and were mainly
concerned with the construction of cost-saving permanent
devices. Chapman et al. (1982)
reported that historically-unwise coastal development had
led to an infrastructural response,
which tended to cumulate because of the periodic need for
protection. Coogee, for example,
was observed to lack original vegetation and natural comp
onents, and to be dominated by
built features (Yuille, 1981). At Clovelly, a rock platfo
rm was sealed in asphalt for car
parking, with only a smalllawned area and planting.
Paterson ( 1981) commented on the way in which NSW local
governments had come to vary
in their attitudes and perceptions to beach resources and
landscapes. He noted favourable
changes in the W arringah Shire Council. He also point
ed to the use of non-structural
alternatives in USA floodplain management, and suggested
similar approaches in coastal
zone erosion control. Benefits would be maximisation
of future options, preservation of
natural coastal elements, and conformity with beach user prefe
rences.
Paterson also emphasised the growing role of user and local
pressure groups in directly or
indirectly influencing political decisionmaking on beach
management. He traced a trend
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towards recognition of the need for continued publi
c participation in coastal management
planning and decisionmaking. He found knowledge
able small organisations to be valuable
representatives of the general community, playing
an important role in lobbying for the
maintenance of beach environments in a natural state.
While not elected to local councils,
many of their members were loca l residents and
professionals, with a high level of
awareness of environmental processes. In 1976, for
example, Palm Beach residents had
prevented the local authority from sealing areas of
the tombolo with asphalt fqr a parking
area, and ultimately a reinforced grass carpark was creat
ed.
Northern metropolitan Sydney

In Pate rson 's assessment, the Warr inga h Shire Coun
cil had by 1981 show n grea ter
ecological awareness of its coastline in compariso
n with other Sydney coastal councils,
partly as a reflection of citizen concern and influence
on decisionmakers. Paterson did not
include detailed consideration of the role of media press
ure in his evaluation.
In 1981 the Warringah Shire Council (Fig. 9.3) asked
the NSW Public Works Department
for coastal engineering advice to assist it in managing
its. coastal zone (Gordon, 1985). A
working party was then established to integrate Coun
cil's management and planning with the
coastal engineering advice to produce an overall coast
al management strategy, and identify
coastal areas requiring development controls. Managem
ent strategies were outlined for each
of the Shire's beaches and for the interspersed headland
areas, but there was no commitment
by either the Council or the NSW Government to prov
ide funds, or to establish priorities for
works or planning (Gordon, 1985).
The working party's report exam ined beach recre
ational use. The ocea n beac hes of
Warringah Shire were found to attract more than 3 milli
on users annually. Total daily users
in the summer season averaged approximately 21 ,000,
and the average summ er monthly
figure was about 660,000. Shire residents were foun
d to frequent the local beaches more
often than 'outsiders' throughout the year. During
su~er, however, some beaches were
visited by more users from outside the Shire than from
within. The highest proportion of
'outsiders' using local beaches were residents of other
local government areas in the Sydney
region, particularly those north of Sydney harbour (Gor
don, 1985). No beach use surveys
were conducted specifically for the study, which relied
on data collected during earlier 1981
and 1982 surveys (Kuringae College of Advanced
Education (CAE), 1987). Physical
features of each beach environment, such as limited acces
s or an extensive dune system, were
found to directly influence the extent to which the beac
h system could sustain recreational
activity, but the notion of recreational carrying capa
city was not quantified in terms of user
numbers or distributions, as calculated by the Durban
City Council (Table 11.2). The report
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sought instead to balance the limitations of environmental capac
ity of a particular beach, user
desirability of the attractions available at that beach, community
pressures for conserving the
coastline, and urban development pressures.
Southern metropolitan Sydney

(i) Botany Bay
In 1977, the Australian Littoral Society was commissioned by
the Australian National Parks
and Wildlife Service to investigate management options for Towr
a Point, on the 600-hectare
Towra Peninsula which joins Kurnell Peninsula to form the south
ern and eastern boundaries
respectively of Botany Bay. Towra Point is about 16 kms from
the centre of Sydney city,
and is surrounded by residential and industrial suburbs, with about
1 million people residing
within a 25 km radius of the Point. The investigation includ
ed broad examination of the
environmental impact of recreation on Towra Point. Beach-assoc
iated activities, including
fishing, sunbaking and picnicking were said to account for most
of the recreation activities
undertaken, with estimates of between 200 - 500 users per day
participating on fine summer
weekends, compared with the relatively unknown status of the area
in 1931.
A door-to-door questionnaire survey was carried out in and near
Sutherland Shire, known to
be within the Towr a Point recreationist catchment area. The
questionnaire exam ined
recreational use of the area, including whether respondents had
visited the area, and if so,
what activities had been undertaken. 25% of the respondents
had visited the area at least
once, and 90% of these had done so for recreational purposes,
the most common activities
being fishing and picnicking (40%). If these results could be
reliably extrapolated to the
recreation catchment area of Sutherland Shire with 160 000
people, it could be said that
Towra Point had extensive community use (Australian Littoral Socie
ty, 1977).
For the Kurnell Peninsula, the NSW Planning and Environment
Commission prepared a draft
planning scheme in 1979 to guide landuse for the medium-term
future (NSW Planning and
Environment Commission, 1979), detailing alternatives, identi
fying the preferred strategy,
and inviting comment. The scheme considered biological, recrea
tional, economic and other
characteristics of the Peninsula, within the regional context.
It also exam ined existing
recreational activity, but made little quantitative asses smen
t of 1979 user levels or
distributions. The report merely stated that Wanda beach at Cronu
lla was heavily used, with
the density of people tending to reduce with distance from Cronu
lla. At the eastern end of
Bate Bay, the beach is inaccesible except to users with 4WD vehicl
es or prepared to walk a
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considerable d~stance (Fig. 9.5). An aerial survey was carrie
d out by the Sutherland Shire
Council on a Sunday at the end of November 1978, but
the full scope and results of this
aerial survey were not detailed.
(ii) Cronulla region
With regard to the Cronulla beaches studied in the current
project, Hirst (1980) r~viewed the .
history of development and previous use of waterfront recre
ation facilities managed by the
Southerland Shire Council. From the 1920's to late 1940
's, there were 2 surf clubs on the
beach: Cronulla and North Cronulla. In comparison with
today, little use was made of the
surfing beaches before 1940, because of the lack of trans
port, small population, and
conventions of the times (Hirst, 1980). Available transport
delivered people to Cronulla
proper, concentrating them in Cronulla Park and Dunningha
m Park (North Cronulla) for
picnicking, surfing and fishing. In 1939, a branch electric
railway had been opened between
Sutherland and Cronulla, making Cronulla the only beach subur
b in or around Sydney served
by rail. Hirst believed that the railway had resulted in a great
influx of young people from the
Sydney's western Suburbs, commuting regularly to Cronulla
throughout the summer season
to surf (also Stark, 1974). Better roads, faster vehicular
transport, the return of exservicement from World War 2, and increasing settlement
led to the establishment of W anda
Surf Club, 1 mile north of North Cronulla. In the late 1960
's Elouera Surf Club was created
between North Cronulla and Wanda (Fig. 9.5).
Members of the four clubs, together with Council beach inspe
ctors, managed the public use
and lifesaving requirements on the beaches until prior
to 1980. The beach inspectors
supervised the beach during the week and part of Satur
day mornings, while surf club
members supervised during Saturday afternoons, Sundays
and public holidays. Lifesaving
equipment included inshore rescue boats, surfboards and
skis, inflatable rescue costumes,
and wet suits.
Physical management of the beach, carried out by the Coun
cil, included maintenance of dune
rehabilitation, drainage outlets, and beach facilities. Beac
hes were cleaned with a tractordrawn beach cleaner, 4-5 times per week during the summ
er and once per week during
winter. Garbage bins were emptied by Council beach staff,
and surf pavilions, toilets and
parks cleaned. Beach inspectors controlled dogs, horses
and vehicles on the beach. (In
Durban, while dogs were found on Bells Beach in high
numbers they were not officially
permitted, nor were horses, because of the the human health
risk from Anthrax, or foot-andmouth disease, whereas in Sydney, on Cronulla beaches,
beach management patrols are
conducted on horseback, while dog exercising and recre
ational horse riding occurs on a
number of beaches). In 1980, vehicles were not perm
itted on most Cronulla beaches,
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(vehicles are permitted on certain New Zealand and
Californian beaches), and the major
problem at Cronulla was regarded as being control of
dogs.
Hirst provided detaiis of beach erosion, construction
of the sea wall (1930's), wave damage
to the sea wall, construction of the two tidal pools, dune
rehabilitation, and renourishment of
the beaches with 200 000 tonnes or 120 000 m3 of
sand. The management of beaches in
Cronulla by the Sutherland Shire Council is there
fore comparable with management of
metropolitan beaches in Durban by the Durban City Coun
cil (Chapter 13).
(iii) Bather protection
In New South Wales, the lifesaving clubs remain extre
mely strong private organisations,
which are joine d together in the Surf Lifesaving Asso
ciation. The lifesaving operation on
beaches is therefore privately managed, but in assoc
iation with local government. Legal
responsibility for safety of bathers lies with the local
council, which can. be sued for bather
injury. The surf clubs have erected club facilities
on the dune area behind the beach for
which they are responsible (Fig.9.7). In the 1990's, the
Surf Lifesaving Association became
involved in the monitoring of seawater quality at bathi
ng beaches, was represented on the
Beachwatch Board, and its helicopter was used for daily
Beachwatch monitoring flights.
This situation differs from the Durban case study, with
lifesavers at the time being employed
by the local authority, the Durban City Council, throu
gh the Council's Department of Parks,
Recreation and Beaches, and receiving assistance
from voluntary lifesaving associations
when necessary. In the redevelopment of the Durban
beachfront, permanent surf-lifesaving
look-out towers were relocated behind the beach
erosion line wherever possible, with
temporary towers being used on the sandy beach area
in relation to the daily position of the
safe bathing areas. Locations of bathing areas had
remained broadly similar over many
years, leading to the development of facilities in the
back-of-beach vicinity of the more
popular beaches (originally, more facilities existed behin
d the beaches zoned for white users,
a situation which began to be adjusted in the redevelopm
ent programme).
Up to the 1980's, therefore, ecological and recreation
al research and management of sandy
beach systems in the Sydney metropolitan area were
non-systematic. They varied greatly
between local governments, with emphases on mana
gement activities relating to beach
infrastructure development and use, user convenience
and safety, and in places, rehabilitation
of beaches that had been impacted negatively by infra
structural development. Few detailed
surveys were conducted of beach recreational use, most
of these were questionnaire-based,
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and their focus was on socio-economic factors influe ncing
beach user levels and
distributions. While an interest was developing in ecological manag
ement, there was limited
recognition of the need to link ecological and recreational management
.

14.4 . 2

State guide lines to influe nce local gove rnme nt coast
al and beach
mana geme nt

In the late 1980' s, state agencies began to produce beach mana
gement guidelines for
application by coastal local governments, in an attempt to
achieve a more consistent
management approach by providing information and expert guida
nce. An environmental
guide (NSW SPCC, 1987), for example, was aimed primarily
at local governments It
descr ibed the NSW beach environment, then discussed princi
ples of envir onme ntal
management, and the formulation of environmental control plans
for beaches. Only one
paragraph dealt with recreational use, referring to the need to keep
the beaches free of litter
and fires, and to clean them regularly. Issues such as control
of pedestrian and vehicular
access to beaches, and the location of car park areas were menti
oned in more detail. The
section recommending the formulation of environmental contro
l plans suggested that such
plans should include a beach survey, covering inter alia "recreationa
l and other sociological
attributes and criteria", but gave no further detail on the need to assess
and monitor levels and
distributions of recreational use of beaches, or on suitable metho
dologies for such surveys.
In 1986, the NSW Depa rtmen t of Environment and Plann
ing published design and
management guidelines for the Sydne y's eastern beaches, as part
of the Sydney Regional
Environmental Plan, ostensibly to assist coastal local councils to
achieve a high standard of
coastal development. A draft legal instrument required the counc
ils to refer to the guidelines
when considering development applications, or when preparing
management plans for
coastal open space, draft local environmental plans or devel
opment control plans. The
section dealing with development for recreation and leisure cover
ed design of facilities,
pedestrian access, a coastal walking trail, and coastal and associ
ated cycleways. There was
again no reference to the need or techniques for monitoring and
management of beach user
levels and distributions.
The NSW Soil Conservation Service (1986a) published a guide
on the use and management
of beach dunes. To protect the beaches from natural and use
stresses, the NSW Public
Works Department had been made responsible for providing
engineering advice on the
management of coastal areas. The Soil Conservation Service provid
ed advice on drift sand
control, although the main responsibility for care and control of
NSW beach and dune areas
was recognised as resting with local government. The Beach Impro
vement Programme, as
introduced in 1976, and administered by the Public Works Depar
tment, continued to assist
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local governments in the conservation and
improvement of their beaches. The 1987
guide
was aimed at those who used dunes, and
those responsible for dune care and cont
rol. It
referred to coastal erosion, stating that, as
there was little additional sand being fed
to the
NSW coast, only a finite amount of sand was
available to form beaches and dunes. In man
y
locations, the short supply of sand, and the
movement of sand along the coast, had resu
lted
in reversal from the early Holocene accretio
n phase to a shoreline recession phase.
The guide pointed out that at the time 76%
of NSW ' s population lived within 50 kms
of the
coast. There had been a recent increase
in and diversification of recreational use
of NSW
beaches, leading to some use throughout mos
t of the year. Control of vehicular, pedestria
n,
and animal access was recommended, as wer
e sensitive location and setback of facilitie
s
and
amenities. The impacts of effluent disposal
into the ocean, waterways, or dune areas,
and
stormwater discharge onto beaches were
discussed briefly. Guidelines for managem
ent
plans and dune rehabilitation measures for
low and high use beaches were also disc
ussed,
but the need to monitor levels and distribu
tions of beach recreational users was not cove
red.
The guidelines were subsequently develop
ed into a coastal management manual for
NSW
(Hibbert 1989; Hibbert and Tainsh 1990).

14. 4.3

The Syd ney bea ch recr eati on con trov
ersy :
issu es

bea ch and wat er qua lity

Sydney's sea wat er quality was original
ly the responsiblity of the Metropolitan
Water,
Sewerage and Drainage (MWS and D) Boa
rd, which in 1980 announced plans to dev
elop
deepwater ocean outfalls to supplement the
primary treatment processes (NSW SPCC
1976;
NSW Ministry for the Environment 1991b;
Bed er and Gosden 1990). the Board clai
med
that such a process would eliminate sewagederived deposits of grease and other matter
on
beaches and occasional high bacterial leve
ls in bathing waters, although subsequent
find
ings
of 1992 Beachwatch surveys did not sup
port these claims. Critics at the time saw
that
potentially-valuable nutrients and valuable
fresh water were being wasted by sea disp
osal.
Numerous newspaper reports debated the
presence of harmful bacteria in the ocean
at certain
times, (such as the Sydney Morning Herald,
during Apr ill9 81) . The NSW State Poll
ution
Control Commission (NSW SPCC) argued
that health risks associated with swimming
could
not be evaluated using faecal coliform bact
eria and similar parameters. In Paterson's
(1981)
beach user surveys, respondents had consisten
tly ranked safety and water quality as the mos
t
critical attributes in an idealised beach envi
ronment. While water quality was rated as
clean,
users were perceptive to possible visible poll
ution in the surf zone, and were influenced
by
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water quality in beach selection or activity decisions. The
NSW SPCC (1978) had also
reported water quality as the most important environmental
characteristic for recreational
users of Botany Bay.
Political demonstrations in May 1981 expressed growing
public concern about sewagederived water pollution on Sydney beaches. Fears were
expressed about toxic materials,
such as heavy metals, and their effects on marine life and huma
ns; as well as abo~t pollution
resulting from the breakdown of the thermocline. Deve
lopment of public concern over
pollution of marine waters by sewage was subsequently analy
sed in detail by Bede r (1989,
1990). This extended controversy paralleled the Durban beach
recreation controversy, in the
scale and extent of public and media concern, as well as the
political ramifications, but is not
covered in detail here, as it is well-researched by Bede
r (1989; 1990). The state
government's management response to public and medi
a pressure was ultimately the
construction of the deepwater ocean outfalls, and the
introduction of the Beachwatch
monitoring service (initially Surfline), supervised by the indep
endent Beachwatch Board.
The NSW EPA (previously the NSW State Pollution
Control Commission) presently
monitors beach pollution and water quality, and any impa
cts from the construction and
operation of the three new deepwater ocean outfalls. Altho
ugh the beaches appeared cleaner
directly after construction of the outfalls, it was recognised
that the problems had not all been .
solved. The quality of the treated effluent being discharged
to the ocean had still to be
improved, industrial pollution entering the sewerage syste
m to be reduced, and various
components, including the sludge, to be re-used where possi
ble (NSW EPA, 1992a and b).
A five-year Environmental Monitoring Programme was
introduced by the NSW EPA to
measure beach conditions before and after the opening of the
outfalls. It was anticipated that
sewage plumes would surface around 5% of the time durin
g the cooler months, but should
the plume be blown onshore, the sewage would be .great
ly diluted. A stormwater study,
funded by a Special Environmental Levy, found that a
significant percentage of beach
pollution in areas such as Bondi could be traced to storm
water drainage. Council streetcleaning activities, illegal connections and heavy rains were
delivering urban runoff onto
beaches through stormwater drains. Pollutants were
found to include litter, animal
droppings, car engine oil, grass clippings, pesticides, fertili
sers, leaves and food scraps.
The coastal local governments responded by opposing any
state government attempts to hold
councils responsible for stormwater pollution, or to shift mana
gement of urban stormwater
onto councils through a licensing system. The Sydney Coas
tal Councils have claimed that
the Water Board has allowed the sewerage system to degra
de to the point where stormwater
is polluted through continual leakage, and by sewer overflows
in heavy rainfall periods. The
Water Board has funded the installation of some undergroun
d gross pollutant traps, to trap
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stormwater grit, sediment, trash and oil before they affect
the beaches. In the Water Board's
trade waste policy, grease has been heavily taxed to disco
urage industry discharge to sewers,
as it tends to float and contaminate beaches.
Initially, NSW EPA reports stated that the independen
t Beachwatch monitoring service
would continue to be funded, as it had been found to
be 95% accurate in reporting on
conditions of individual beaches, with only 5% of scien
tific analyses show ing levels of
beach pollution higher than those reported by Beachwatc
h (NSW EPA, 1992). Despite this
undertaking, the NSW EPA subsequently announced that
it was taking over the Beachwatch
service, and the Beachwatch Boar d would become an advis
ory committee, rather than fully
independent. This move was opposed by the Sydney Coas
tal Councils (SCCs, 1992). The
state government therefore agreed to provide funding to the
Sydney Coastal Councils for the
employment of a Beachwatch liaison officer to perform
the independent monitoring of the
Beac hwat ch service on beha lf of the coastal local gove
rnments. The Sydn ey Coastal
Councils also began to pressurise the state government
for a Harbourwatch service to
monitor the pollution status of beaches inside the Sydney
harbour.
The NSW SPCC has published a series of coastal resou
rce atlases of oil spills, (such as
NSW SPCC 1984a and b) at the request of the coordinatin
g authority for oil spill response,
(the NSW State Committee of Advice to the National Plan
to Combat Pollution of the Sea by
Oil), as advisory documents in the event of oil spills.
The 1984 report commented that
recreational beaches were of moderate sensitivity to oil
pollution, on the grounds that
although an oil spill could be a major 'nuisance' that disru
pted recreation, it was possible to
clean beaches without causing serious long-term damage
to their recreational value. This
opinion is debatable. It also underestimates the ecological
impacts of oil on sandy beach
macro-, meio-, and micro-fauna and flora, and diverts rigoro
us scientific investigation away
from such impacts. Burchett et al. (1991) have subsequen
tly conducted baseline studies of
Sydney harbour beaches in advance of any oil spills. As
was found in the management of
Durban beaches, an event such as a flood or an oil spill, which
pollutes beaches immediately
before a holiday season, can have serious economic effec
ts in an area where the local
economy is dependent on income from beach recreation and
tourism. In the case of Durban,
the situation had sufficiently serious potential economic
impacts to justify the costs of a
massive council cleanup, with further economic impacts for
ratepayers and local authorities.
As with the Durban case study, investigation of environme
ntal, coastal, and beach recreation
management in Sydney and NSW has shown that beach
recreation and beach recreation
management issues influence and are influenced by local,
state, and federal politics (as found
by Beder, 1989). This two-way interaction is exemplifie
d by the public and management
agency responses to pollution of Sydney beaches by sewa
ge outfalls and stormwater outlets,
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as analysed by Beder (1990). Sewage pollution was also
a major beach management issue
in Durban, during the period 1980-1981 (Preston-Whyte,
1987), and reached similar crisis
proportions. The pumping of sewage out to sea on a contr
olled, experimental basis was
found by Preston-Whyte, during a 10-month period in 1980
-1981, to provoke expression of
public and mass media concern in 144 press reports in the
two daily newspapers.

14.4.4

New Sout h Wale s Coas tal Polic y

In September 1990, an important development in coastal
and beach management took place
in New South Wales, with the publication of a state gove
rnment policy document on the
NSW coast (NSW DOP, 1990). This document was a theor
etical advance in that it aimed at
impr oved coastal resource management, rathe r than focus
sing on coastal erosion and
reduction of coastal hazards. It considered a much broad
er range of issues from a coastal
mana geme nt persp ectiv e than previ ous reports, by inclu
ding land conse rvatio n and
management; marine and estuarine protection; coastal hazar
ds management; sand mining;
planned urban development; tourism development; agric
ultural land use; environmental
assessment and development control; cultural heritage; and
off-road use of motor vehicles for
recreational purposes.
In the polic y document, the NSW gove rnme nt ackn
owle dged its responsibility for
management of the 1,100 km state coastline, and recognised
that previous lack of control
over haphazard development and the absence of a clear conse
rvation strategy had prevented
efficient management. It was admitted that there had
been inadequate treatment of the
organisational and structural problems, resulting in the prolif
eration of government and other
agen cies with overlapping respo nsibi lities in the coast
al 'zone'. Fragmentation of
responsibility and ad hoc decisionmaking were identified
as major obstacles to coastal
mana geme nt, but the response was to again vest respo
nsibi lity for imple ment ation
monitoring and ongoing policy review in a low-profile co-or
dinating body, in the form of the
NSW Coastal Committee (a revised version of the NSW
. Coastal Council). The NSW
Coastal Committee was re-established as a statutory body
under the Minister for Planning
(Thorn, 1990), with a charter unchanged by the publication
of the coastal policy.
No detail was given as to how the Committee's co-ordinat
ing role would be carried out, or to
its sources of power or influence over the various long-estab
lished government departments
involved in aspects of coastal resource management. The
Committee was required to ensure
that all participating agenices shared responsibility for
the co-ordinated and consistent
implementation of the policy, but exactly how this was to
take place or to be funded was not
specified. The policy document reinforced, rather than reduc
ed, fragmentation by allocating
specific responsiblities to all the existing agencies, so
that multiple-agency involvement
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remained a feature of NSW coastal management.
No consideration was given to the
relationships among, and organisation of, these agen
cies. Their present role was merely
accepted, resulting in further entrenchment. This co-or
dination response has been found to
be characteristic of hierarchical, MBO-directed public
agencies, as observed by Chevalier and
Bums (1978). To those familiar with the Chevalier
and Bum s critique, the weaknesses of
the co-ordination approach make the failure of the NSW
Coastal Policy inevitable.
Although the Coastal Policy was a coastal resource mana
gement document, it was produced
by the state Department of Planning. Consequently, the
role of the Minister for Environment
in coastal management was left unclear. At the time,
the state Ministries for Planning and
Environment were (and remained in 1993) two separ
ate portfolios, a politically-motivated
situation that has prevented meaningful advances towa
rds integrated environnmental and
coastal resource management in NSW. The Minister
for Environment was only mentioned
once in the coastal policy, in relation to implementing
actions identified in the Greenhouse
Strategy. The absence of the Minister for Environm
ent, and the substantial role of the
Minister for Planning, in a document purporting to
deal with environmental planning and
management is surprising, and has serious implicatio
ns for integrated coastal resource
management.
The report nevertheless represented a state governme
nt commitment to accommodating the
competing and increasing demands (including the need
for recreational resources) on a finite
resource (the NSW coast) in a responsible and syste
matic way. The state government also
undertook to prese rve the uniq ue natural scenic
areas of the NSW coas tline as an
irreplaceable public asset for the enjoyment of the prese
nt and future generations.
Specific commitment was made to:
the protection of environmentally-sensitive areas;
guaranteed public access to foreshore areas;
facilitating a scale of development that was sensitive
to environmental and planning
constraints;
sensitive use of renewable resources to maintain the
resource base for use by future
generations;
protection of ecosystem diversity and productivity; and
control and management of adverse environmental impa
cts.
Possible contradictions between the guarantee of
public access and the prote ction of
ecosystem diversity and productivity were not cons
idered. The coast was defined as
extending lkm landward from the low water mark,
and 3 nautical miles out to sea. This
definition of the coastal zone as a lkm strip, which
could be mapped for legal purposes,
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mirrored the approach that was used in the
South African coastal regulations, and was
subject to all the same limitations (section 13.5
.2). Local councils and expert committees,
such as Catc hme nt Man agem ent Committ
ees esta blis hed und er the Tota l Catc hme nt
Management Act, would be able to motivate
to the Director of Planning for inclusion of
particular tidal lakes, lagoons, bays and estu
aries in the defined area. Ano ther serious
shortcoming of the NSW Coastal Policy, as with
the ARAC Coastal Zone Inquiry, was that
the maj or urban centres of Sydney, Wollong
ong and New cast le were excluded, on the
grou nds that they would be subject to spec
ial regional plan ning exercises. Spe cific
undertakings and actions were listed (NSW
DOP, 1990), for which agency responsibilit
y
was assigned. At the very least, the policy prov
ided a checklist against which progress with
NSW coastal management could be assessed
periodically. The policy was then subjected to
review by the NSW Coastal Committee, with
yet another process of public consultation, to
produce a new draft coastal policy (NSW Coa
stal Committee, 1993).

14. 4.5 Reg iona l
cou ncil s

gro upin gs of loca l

gov ern men ts, incl udi ng coa stal

The Sydney Coastal Councils is a voluntary grou
ping of metropolitan Councils dedicated to
the improvement of Syd ney' s harbour and coas
tal environments. The grou p's principal aim
is to co-ordinate the expertise and effort of mem
ber councils in eliminating ocean, beach and
waterway pollution. The Coastal Councils have
join tly created and funded the position of
Regional Coastal Environmental Officer, to prom
ote co-ordination between member councils
on issues relating to management of the urban
coastal environment. One undertaking of this
grou p has been the deve lopm ent of a Stor
mwa ter Poll utio n Code, for adoption and
implementation by all the member councils (SCC
s, 1992). The group also lobbies the NSW
EPA, Ministers, and Wat er Board on issues
such as maintaining the independence of the
Beachwatch service, developing a Harbourw
atch service, and giving increased attention
to
stormwater pollution, sewage treatment, and indu
strial effluent. During the study period, the
Sydney Coastal Councils group (section 14.5
.5) was hosted by the Sydney City Council,
through attachment of its officer to Council's Env
ironmental Management Unit.

14.4.6

Loc al gov ernm ent refo rm

In New South Wales, and in other states such
as South Australia, there have been recent
mov es to refo rm loca l gov ernm ent, in orde
r to incr ease its flexibility, effic ienc y,
effectiveness, responsiblity, accountability and
environmental management capacity (NSW
Department of Local Government and Co-o
peratives, 1991). Initially, various legislativ
e
changes drafted in NSW to reform local governm
ent (NSW Department of Local Government
and Co-operatives, 1992), did not improve the
environmental management potential of loca
l
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government to the extent projected by the preliminary
discussion paper (NSW Department of
Local Government and Co-operatives, 1992). In the
final NSW Local Government Act of
1993, limited environmental management requirem
ents were included as last-minute
amendments by the political opposition (Labor Party and
Independents).
Local government was given specific responsibility
for environmental management in its
charter, the preparation of environmental manageme
nt plans was require~, State of
Environment reporting was to be included in local gove
rnments' annual reports, and plans of
management for community land had to be developed
. Because of the support for these
amendments from the political opposition, their impl
ementation was resisted by the state
Minister of Local Government, and by those local gove
rnments aligned politically with the
state government. The NSW EPA nevertheless prod
uced State of Environment reporting
guidelines for local governments, as it was required
to do by the 1993 legislation (NSW
EPA, 1993). The guidelines were designed to assist local
governments to produce their first
State of Environment reports by the May 1994 dead
line. The Labor-dominated federal
government also attempted to develop a more direct and
more equal partnership with the local
government sphere through the holding of a Local Gove
rnment and Environment Conference
(Tsang and Sinclair-Hannocks, 1993).

14.5

Eval uatio n of Sydn ey/N SW case study expe rienc
e

The Sydney/NSW case study has identified the follo
wing obstacles to improved and
integrated environmental, coastal and beach manageme
nt:
i)

Serious fragmentation, with overlaps and gaps betw
een and within 'levels' of
government, presently arranged in a tiered or hiera
rchical model, with local
government at the bottom of the structure.

ii)

Lack of alignment between the revenue-raising capa
bilities and the allocation of
management responsibilities in government. Responsib
ilities are devolved to local
government, without commensurate funding, as with
the devolution of the coastal
regulations to the Durban City Council. In Australia,
the result is that the federal
government has the power, the state government
the resources, and local
government the management problems (Tsang and Sincl
air-Hannocks, 1993).

iv)

An unwillingness on the part of national and state gove
rnments to change existing
agency structures or responsibilities, with a preference
for maintaining the status
quo, and using co-ordination mechanisms to impr
ove resource management
(including coastal).
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v)

Lack of legislative powe r for Australian local governme
nt to pass by-laws, in
contrast with South African local governments such as Durb
an.

vi)

Hierarchical and sub-divided internal structures within gover
nment agencies at all
levels.

From a more positive viewpoint, the following trends towar
ds integrated environmental and
coastal management have been identified in the case study:
i)

Signs of breakdown in the hierachical structures, both
between government
spheres, and within agencies' internal structures, parti
cular ly within local
government as a part of its reform process.

ii)

Some replacement of tiered or hierarchical government mode
ls by non-hierarchical
models, based on spheres of equivalent status. Transition
to these new models has
been found to require open recognition of equal status and
partnership among the
spheres of government, efforts to improve inter-governme
nt and inter-agency
relationships, and development of co-operative or joint mana
gement agreements and
structures.

iii)

A promising trend towards establishment of voluntary regio
nal associations of local
governments to deal with resource management issues, inclu
ding coastal, in a more
integrated, co-operative and cross-jurisdictional boundary
manner.

Comparisons between the Durban and Sydney case studi
es are made difficult by the
existence, in the case of Australia only, of a strong multiple
state goverment component, as
well as a metropolitan component comprised of multiple
local goverments. Despite these
differences between the case studies, common principles have
emerged from both which are
of value in developing improved environmental, coastal
and beach management. These
principles are discussed further in the following chapter.
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15.

DISCU SSION

Overv iew
The two case studies (Chapter 13 and 14) are now evaluated comparatively, in the
light of the
findings of the review of public agency management research (Chapter 12). The
aim of the
evaluation is to determine the changes that are necessary to enable public
agencies to
undertake integrated and ecologically sustainable management of coastal system
s, including
sandy beaches.

15.1 Gover nment structures as reasons for slow progress towards integra
ted
coastal resource manag ement
Hierarchical and subdivided structures, based on levels or tiers, within which
professional
disciplines and operational functions are compartmentalised, have been found
in the case
studies to characterise both South Mrican and Australian public management agencie
s. These
characteristic structures have had significant negative impacts on the develo
pment of
integrated and ecologically sustainable coastal resource management. The
government
structures of South Mrica and Australia, and the levels or spheres of government
involved in
coastal resource management at the time of the case studies, can be compared as
follows:
Table 15.1:
Compa rison betwee n spheres of govern ment involve d io environ
mental ,
coastal and beach manage ment, in Durban and Sydney case studies
(*indica tes focus of power)
Durban case study:
spheres of governm ent

Sydney case study:
spheres of governm ent

N ationaUstate*
Provincial
Regional services councils (RSCs)
Local (City council, town board)

FederaUCommonwealth
State/territory*
Regional organisations of councils (ROC's)
Local Councils (Shire/City councils until Local
Government Act 1993)

The most immediate difference between the two government systems is the sphere
of power
concentration. The most powerful sphere in South Africa has been national
government.
The second most powerful sphere was initially the provincial, but during the
study period
increasing power was being devolved to the local and regional spheres.
In addition,
government in South Africa was becom ing increasingly more non-represen
tative and
authoritarian than government in Australia.
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The state sphere is presently the most powerful in Austr
alia, with states' rights and
independence being guarded fiercely against federal intrus
ion. The local sphere is maintained
as subordinate to state governments by legislative and
resource control. Although the
position of local government is being reviewed to creat
e a more equal partnership, and
although the federal government is presently dealing more
directly with local government,
including direct resource allocation, the state sphere is likely
to remaio the stronger for the
immediate future. A national referendum would be requi
red, followed by constitutional
change, to shift the balance in favour of local government.
A key question emerging from the study's management review
has been: within hierarchical,
tiered gove rnme nt structures, whic h struc tural alternativ
e has been more effective in
introducing and implementing integ rated coastal resou
rce management? The alternatives
studied were:
(i) centralised national power, with the emphasis on
control from the national level
downwards (top-down, as in the Durban case study); or
(ii) multiple state power with emphasis on control from
the states downwards, and strong
resistance to federal control (middle-down, as in the Sydney
case study).
Despite the differences in political structure and function
between the Durban and Sydney
case studies, (strong national control versus strong state contr
ol), it has been shown here that
neither model has led to the rapid introduction of substantial
and effective improvements in
coastal resource management. This lack of success persis
ts, despite numerous efforts by
state and national committees and agencies, and by priva
te environmental and conservation
interest groups, to bring about improvements.
The failure of a stron g national gove rnme nt to intro
duce effective coastal resource
management is exemplified by the model of the form
er USSR (Bondarenko, 1990).
Although a strong national government that is sympathet
ic to improved coastal resource
management is able to impose some change, as in the Durb
an case study, the change may be
ineffectual or short-lived, because it has been imposed witho
ut consultation or provision of
funding. On the other hand, if a strong national governmen
t is unsympathetic to the need for
improved coastal management, as in the former USSR mode
l, change that would promote
integrated coastal resource management is resisted or block
ed.
The U.S. federal government model has had some success,
in response to public pressure for
action (Fischer, 1985), in introducing a broad national
policy of coastal management,
followed by widespread state implementation of coastal mana
gement measures. This success
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is explained, not so much by the
gov ern me nt mo del , (which is sim
ilar to that of Australia,
with multiple state autonomy bei
ng defended against national or
federal power), but by the
use of conditional financial inc
ent ive s to dev elo p sta te co- ope
rati on, par tici pat ion and
capacity. Matching federal fundin
g was offered to states that develo
ped coastal management
programmes in line with federa
l standards. Th e fin anc ial inc ent
ive s pro vid ed a for m of
resource provision to match delega
tion of responsibility. A negativ
e change in political will,
with a change of presidential pol
icy and red uct ion in federal fundin
g, was subsequently able
to retard but not to stop the movem
ent towards improved coastal res
ource ma nag em ent by the
states (Godschalk, 1992). Mome
ntum was also maintained by stro
ng public participation.
Godschalk concluded that in the
U.S. model, the com bin atio n of
top-down and bottom-up
procedures was most effective imp
roving coastal resource managem
ent. It could be argued,
however, that the use of top-down
/bottom-up terminology is irrelev
ant if the fundamental
problem lies in the existence of hie
rarchical structures. If this argum
ent is correct, mo del s of
equal partnership between sphere
s of government, with more resour
ce and pow er allocation
to the local and regional spheres,
and more lateral linkages, would
produce more effective
coastal resource management. Pub
lic participation would be strengt
hened through the local
sphere's direct linkage with local
communities and organisations.
In both the Durban and Sydney cas
e studies, efforts to improve coastal
resource ma nag em ent
were found to be obstructed from
the outset by a lack of broad politic
al will, or by opposition
from interest, lobby or pow er bas
es, but the cau ses and sources of
resistance have rem ain ed
unclarified in the res ear ch lite ratu
re pri or to this study. In Sou th
Afr ica and Australia,
numerous and costly investigative
reports over at least two decades
have stressed the urgent
need for improved coastal resource
management, and attempted to ma
ke recommendations for
change. The positive outcomes of
all the reports and recommendation
s (Chapters 12, 13, and
14) hav e been cum ula tiv e but
min ima l, des pit e pol icy and leg
isla tive cha nge s, new
coo rdi nat ing bod ies , and cou ntle
ss con fer enc es to pro vid e for
um s for exc han ge of
inte rna tion al and inte rdi sci plin
ary expertise. Int egr ate d coa sta
l res our ce ma nag em ent ,
inc lud ing ma nag em ent of san dy
bea ch sys tem s, has rem ain ed
an elu siv e goal (als o
AHORSCERA, 199 l).
Ma ny of the se rep ort s and rec
om me nda tio ns hav e ori gin ate
d fro m nat ion al and
state/provincial agencies, with a
strong interest in ma inta inin g the
status quo in terms of
pow er relations, and hav e therefo
re shown a pre fer enc e for ma inta
inin g exi stin g age ncy
jur isd icti ons and mandates. In
addition, the reporting agencies
and
priv
ate interest groups
have failed to fully understand, trac
k, or develop access to the comple
x
pro
cedural formalities
required to achieve change in pub
lic agency policy, legislation and
adm
inistration. The se
pro ced ure s must be fol low ed to
the ir con clu sio n, thr oug h con sta
ntly -ch ang ing political
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circumstances and alignments, to ensure the implementation of propos
als. Public pressure
groups and the media appear to be unaware of, or to overlook, the subtle
differences in the
status of proposals, at various stages in formal government proced
ures. The public may
conclude from media reports that changes have been introduced, when
in reality they are still
in the early stages of being proposed or discussed by all interested
parties, and do not yet
have formally-approved status.
Another factor contributing to the lack of success, despit e two decade
s of reports and
recommendations, appears to be the tendency of professional manag
ers and scientists to
remain politically disengaged, in the pursuit of scientific objectivity.
This stance limits
scientific participation in management decision-making, and reduce
s the linkage between
research and management practice. Political science has generally not
been included to date in
the education of resource managers. In addition, well-informed profes
sional participation in
management decision-making procedures is limited by the comm
ittee system of public
agencies, particularly during crises, when decision-making power is seized
by politicians and
pressure groups, as illustrated by the Durban case study. In addition,
some recent initiatives
have deliberately excluded technical expertise, such as investigation
s conducted by the
Australian Resources Assessment Commission.
It has emerged, from the management review (Chapter 12) and case
study analyses (Chapters

13 and 14), that the major factors obstructing the introduction of integra
ted coastal resource
management, including sustainable ecological and recreational manag
ement of sandy beach
systems, are:
i)

the hierarchical and subdivided nature of government structures, with
fragmentation
occurring not only within but also among nation al, state/pro-vinc
ial and local
governments (referred to as horizontal and vertical fragmentation, in
models that are
based on 'levels' or 'tiers' of government);

ii)

the hierarchical and subdivided internal structures of individual govern
ment agencies
within the 'levels' or 'tiers', with vertical fragmentation between the
political and
official components, as well as horizontal fragmentation between discip
linary- or
functionally-based subdivisions;

iii)

the procedural complexities and delayed responses that arise from the
various forms
of fragmentation in (i) and (ii);

iv)

continual power struggles among the vertical subdivisions, with contro
l of funding
being used by national and state governments to maintain structural superi
ority. This
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control prevents the assignment of reso
urce management responsibility from
being
supported by adequate funding, and mak
es effective performance impossible;
v)

the lack of alignment of government age
ncy structures and procedures with ecologi
cal
systems and processes;

vi)

the resistance of national and state governm
ents towards recognising the fundamental
role of local gov ernm ent in env iron
men tal management, and therefore tow
ards
allo cati ng the funding and pow ers
nec essa ry to disc har ge thos e man age
men t
responsibilities;

(vii)

the failure of current approaches to coa
stal resource management, which attempt
to
ameliorate fragmentation without fundame
ntal change. For example, the national
and
state/provincial spheres assign manage
ment responsibilities to the local sphere,
and
then attempt to influence management prac
tice through policies, guidelines, and wea
k
interagency co-ordination mechanisms.
Such approaches are used as substitutes
for
providing the local sphere with the nec
essary legislative powers and control
ove r
funding sources; and

(viii)

growing evidence that local governments
, and particularly regional associations
of
local governments, are capable of effectiv
e coastal resource management, if prov
ided
with the legal powers, appropriate orga
nisational structures, and adequate reve
nue
sources (contrary to the conclusions of
ARAC (1992b)).

Horizontal fragmentation has been clearly
identified in previous research literature
as a major
obstacle to effective coastal resource man
agement. The effects of vertical fragmen
tation have
however received little attention prio r
to the present study. The key to succ
essful coastal
resource man age men t therefore lies
in the development of non-hierarchica
l models of
government and agency structures. Als
o required is the allocation (not 'devolut
ion', a term
more appropriate to an hierarchical mod
el) to local government of adequate but
conditional
funding, together with increased manage
ment responsibility. Such solutions hav
e however
been consistently avoided to date in Aus
tralia, by federal- and state-driven investig
ations into
improving coastal resource managemen
t, such as ARAC (1993a), NSW DO P
(1990) and
NSW Coastal Committee (1993). In Sou
th Africa, fundamental political change
must take
place, in the transition towards a dem
ocratic society, before the position with
regard to
integrated coastal resource management
can be meaningfully re-evaluated in futu
re studies.
The Durban and Sydney case studies hav
e important lessons for beach and beach
recreation
managers, particularly with regard to the
interactive roles of local politicians and
officials, the
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public and the media, in beach mana geme nt contr
over sies. The need for pro-a ctive
monitoring and management, and an adequate, rapid
ly-updated information base in times of
political controversy has been demonstrated here in the
Durban beach recreation study, as by
Bede r ( 1990) for Sydney. An understanding of both
beach recreational and ecological
dynamics has been found to be crucial to beach mana
gement, to prevent decisions being made
on an ad hoc, reactionary, and subjective basis.

15.2
The need for repl acem ent of zone conc epts
and zoni ng-r elate d
meth odol ogie s
Apart from weaknesses in public management struc
tures, the reliance on zone concepts is
another major cause of the international failure to intro
duce ecologically-meaningful coastal
resource management to date. Zoning has been foun
d here to be a comm only -used , but
severely limited, approach in coastal management.
Both Clark (1974) and Odum (1976)
emph asise d the plann ing phas e of mana geme nt,
and favo ured area desig natio n or
environmental zoning, whereby areas are desig nated
for preservation (no development),
cons ervat ion (controlled deve lopm ent) and deve
lopm ent (inte nsive expl oitat ion and
development). A zoning-based approach was also used
until 1989 by beach managers in the
Durban metropolitan area, but proved to be inflexible
and unresponsive to continual change in
dynamic natural and social systems, and was then
replaced by the more flexible Seashore
Regulations.
Zoning is commonly-used in protected natural areas
, as in management of Australia's Great
Barrier Marine Park (Kenchington, 1990). The Park
is managed as a protected multiple-use
natural system by an overall managing autho rity,
supp orted by research bodies and a
management agency in the the form of the Queenslan
d National Parks and Wildlife Service.
Zoni ng covers 99% of the Reef system, and is revis
ed every five years (McKinnon et al,
1989). Kenchington (1990) regarded the Great Barr
ier Reef management model as the most
useful for future coastal resource management in Aust
ralia. This model has been formally
recommended to the federal level of government (ACG
, 1992; ARAC 1993a). The Great
Barr ier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA), howe
ver, manages a proclaimed natural
area extensive enough to incorporate most of an entir
e natural system. In the metropolitan
context, as in Durban and Sydney, zoning is too simp
listic. It is of limited effectiveness in
complex situations involving multiple use of resources;
cumulative or synergistic effects from
resource use; lack of alignment between gove rnme
nt juris dicti ons and ecosystems; and
impacts from the constructional and long-term oper
ational phases of development. The
failures and limitations of conventional zoning-based
techniques, in avoiding or reducing
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envir onme ntal damage in metr opol itan areas, have
led to legislative requ irem ents for
environmental impact assessment, such as the NSW
Government's Environmental Plan ning
and Assessment Act .
The linear, zonation, and surface area perspectives assoc
iated with the coastal 'zone' conc ept
have limit ed its usefu lness . Legi slati on with
linea r and zone -base d defin ition s of
juris dicti onal boundaries prese ntly prov ide the
basis from which the struc tures and
approaches of public management agencies are deve
loped. Because jurisdictional boundaries
do not align with ecolo gical or ecos ystem boun
darie s, the consequent publ ic agen cy
mandates, legislative frameworks, organisational struc
tures and procedures prevent integrated
management of the resources, and of all their linking
functions and processes. At best, this
situation must inevitably lead to only partial and disin
tegrated system management. The
coastal 'zone ' concept should therefore be replaced
internationally, not merely by a coastal
ecosystem, but by a coastal biom e concept. A biom
e is defined by Odum (1971) as the
largest land community which is convenient to recog
nise. Regional climates interact with
regional biota and substrates to produce large, easily
recognisable community units. Odum's
biome definitions can be extended from land systems
to include coastal and marine systems.
The biome provides a sound basis for natural ecological
classifications.
The definition of sandy beach systems as componen
ts of the coastal biome has impo rtant
management implications, because it provides the basis
for determining what elements and
processes are being managed, and how the managing
agencies should be structured. Sand y
beach systems should be viewed by managers as inclu
sive rather than exclusive. From the
discussion in earlier sections, sandy beach systems
must come to be seen, for research and
management purposes, within the broad context of
the coastal biome, and must include the
following components, as well as all linkages between
them through ecological processes:
adjoining dune systems representing stable or unstable
sand storage volumes;
dune vegetation cover, including invasive alien vegetation
;
the adjacent sea wate r body (plus pollutants) inclu
ding the swash, breaker, and
nearshore zones, surf circulation cells, and offshore
currents;
the air (plus pollutants) above both the water and sand;
the mix of sand, water and air (plus pollutants) below
the sand and water surfaces;
adjacent rocky shores, kelp and seagrass beds, and reefs
;
the inputs of fresh wate r (via pipe outlets, runoff,
seepage, or river flow, plus
pollutants) from landward catchments; and
the organisms occupying all the habitats formed by the
above.
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If any of the above components or relationships in the system
are ignored, sandy beach
management will be misguided and misdirected. Management
actions taken in one part of the
system, such as in inland catch ment areas, will have unant
icipat ed impacts on other
components, such as sandy beaches (Hillman et al., 1990). These
impacts are often distant
in time and space from the causative actions, confirming system
relationships. When beach
management is not based on ecological understanding, the direct
and indirect costs are borne
by rate- or tax-payers. The managers of sandy beaches and
other natural systems within
developing or developed metropolitan areas therefore ignore ecolog
ical principles ~t great cost
to users, ratepa yers, the econo my and the ecosystems.
Such mana geme nt is neithe r
ecologically nor economically sustainable.

15.3 The need for new agenc ies with envir onme ntal
and coast al resou rce
mana geme nt mand ates
Mere coordination of existing public agencies has been shown
in the case studies to be an
inadequate mechanism for creating integrated coastal resource
management. While some
exper iment s in improving coastal mana geme nt in the Unite
d States have been fruitful
(Gods chalk , 1992), numerous other exper iment s and mana
geme nt research analy ses,
under taken intern ationa lly throu gh the 1970's and 1980'
s, have failed to impro ve
environmental or coastal resource management by public agenc
ies. The problem of achieving
appropriate and effective coastal resource management for ecolog
ical sustainability remains as
a challenge for the 1990's. The experimental efforts, and the
research analyses of these
efforts, have consistently avoided the key issue (as in ARAC
, 1993a): that fundamental
changes are required to the structures, concepts, procedures and
techniques of management,
if environmental resource management by public agencies is to
be successful.
While it is debatable whether a single-authority model would
be acceptable to the existing
multiplicity of authorities in metropolitan areas, the debate requir
es to be initiated rather than
avoided. In the case of Australia, the single authority most likely
to be regarded as acceptable
could be the recently-established Environmental Protection Autho
rity in each State, although
the mandates of these authorities are presently too restrictive.
They are required to focus on
environmental protection and pollution control, as in the NSW
Government's Protection of
the Envir onme nt Administration Act of 1991, rather than on
all aspects of environmental
management. If they were to be expanded into Environmental
Management Agencies, new
Coastal Resource Management Agencies could be created within
them as state sub-agencies.
Recom mend ations for South Afric a are difficult to make until
a new political situation
becomes established, consequent upon the elections of April 1994,
but a similar model would
be applicable. Even if strong control by the national sphere were
maintained as a feature of
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the gover nmen t system, a Depa rtmen t of the Environme
nt could be structured to include a
national coastal management sub-agency.
As this study has shown, however, the future of integrated
coastal resource management lies
with local gover nmen t. In the case of metropolitan areas
such as Sydney, a new regional
assoc iation of local gover nmen ts (such as a Metro-Sydn
ey) could provide an integrating
mechanism for metropolitan environmental management
(including coastal); but it would have
to be more than a loose association of separ ate local
governments, or a poorly-disguised
attempt by the state government to control metropolitan
local governments, and its structure
would have to be designed in accordance with the princi
ples identified here. It would have to
be given the necessary revenue-raising capabilities, togeth
er with the legislative powers. It
would have to devel op management agreements with
relevant public and private agencies
across all gover nmen t and sectoral spheres, in order to
undertake the full range of functions
required for integrated coastal resource management.
In the case of Durb an, an Environmental Mana geme nt
Division or Depa rtmen t withi n a
restru cture d and demo cratic ally-e lecte d local governmen
t would be able to unde rtake
integrated coastal resource management of one of its functi
ons on a metropolitan-wide basis.

15.4 The need for new struc tures and proc
edur es for publ ic agen cy
mana geme nt
WCE D ( 1987) obser ved that the integ rated and interd
ependent nature of envir onme ntal
chall enges and issues contrasts sharply with the nature
of management institutions, which
tend to be independent, fragmented and working to relativ
ely narrow mandates with closed
decis ion processes. Furth ermo re, those respo nsibl e for
managing natural resou rces and
protecting the environment are institutionally separated
from those responsible for managing
the economy. A majo r re-orientation is therefore neede
d in many policies and institutional
arrangements within the international as well as the nation
al spheres, if they are to become
aligned with the real world of interlocked economic and
ecological systems.
The failure to successfully implement environmental mana
gement in public agencies has been
found in the present study to result directly from the traditi
onal organisational structures and
mana geme nt proce dures used by local and other gover
nment spheres (also Chev alier and
Burns, 1978). To shift environmental mana geme nt decis
ion-making from a reactive to a
proactive basis will require initiatives from both professiona
l managers and scientists, aimed
at introducing structural and procedural change, and integr
ating research results more directly
into management decision-making.
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New approaches, organisational structures and proce
dural routes are therefore required in
management agencies, if the internationally-developin
g theory of integrated coastal resource
management (OECD, 1991) is to be implemented effec
tively. Institutional change is the key
to improved global environmental management (UNC
ED, 1992), but the most difficult area
for institutions to confront. Changes to the traditiona
l management approaches are also
difficult to achieve because committee and departme
ntal responsibilities often overlap or are
fragmented. Whil e resis tance to chan ge migh t
come from existing powe r bases, this
resistance has to be conf ronte d and dealt with, rathe
r than avoided, in the interests of
improved management.
Analysis of the reasons for inade quate coastal resou
rce management, as unde rtake n in
Chapters 12, 13, and 14, suggests that the traditiona
l organisational structure of public
agencies has not only inhib ited achie veme nt of
their conventional, comp artm ental ised
functions. It has also prevented the achievement of
more recent, integrated functions, such as
environmental resource management (see, for exam
ple, Chevalier and Burns, 1978). The
need for structural change must be recognised before
such change can be introduced, but that
recognition has itself been prevented by the inher
ent nature of public agency structures.
Management structures and procedures have been exam
ined here in theory (Chapter 12), and
in practice through the case studies (Chapters 13 and
14), in relation to ecosystem dynamics
(Chapter 4), and to the dynamics of recreational resou
rce use of the ecosystem (Chapter 8).
Fundamental discrepancies and misalignments betw
een natural systems, their uses, and
present systems of management explain the dysfunctio
nality of existing public agencies in
environmental management, and suggest how their effec
tiveness can be improved.
A major re-orientation is developing within local gove
rnment agencies. In the past, local
gove rnme nts were prim arily respo nsibl e for the
prov ision of infrastructure. Mod ern
demands on local government have broadened recen
tly (TASQUE, 1991). Environmental
mana geme nt is comi ng to be seen as a majo r comp
onen t of the core business of local
government, and coastal resource management the busin
ess of coastal local governments, as
evide nced by the formation of the Sydn ey Coas
tal Councils. The role of urban local
government in environmental management is expanding
post-UNCED (ICLEI, 1993).
To date, the ad hoc approaches used in local governme
nt have increased daily management
and financial pressures. Little attention, time or mone
y has remained for the application of
ecological and environmental research, or the deve
lopment of long-term, systematic, and
scientific monitoring programmes. Such scientific
research initiatives should provide the
basis for decision-making and management, making
them more proactive, rational, scientific,
and objective. Both environmental and coastal resou
rce management by local public agencies
shou ld be based on an unde rstan ding of ecos ystem
s deriv ed from ecological research
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(Fairw eather , 1990), because they involv e manag ement of natura
l resour ces within
ecosys tem contexts. If local govern ment practic e were to becom
e more firmly based on
enviro nment al and ecological principles, the planning time-h orizon
s would be extend ed and
ad hoc crisis manag ement would be reduce d, together with manag
ement costs. Direct ions
and decisio ns in environmental manag ement would be determ ined
primar ily by a balanc e
betwe en the needs of constituencies, scient ific resear ch results
, and manag ement
consid eration s; instead of only by pressures from politicians, the public
and the media , as in
Chapt er 13, Appendix A I, and Beder (1990).
While ARAC ( 1992b) has argued that local government lacks the resour
ces, expertise and the
capacity to undertake coastal resource management, this contention has
been found here to be
incorr ect. Many examp les from the case studie s (Chap ters 13 and
14) demon strate the
existe nce of both expert ise and capaci ty within local govern
ment, which would be
streng thened by adequate financial allocations. In South Africa, local
govern ments such as
the Durba n City Counc il, with consid erable profes sional expert
ise, and extens ive
metropolitan jurisdictions, have administered many compo nents of local
coastal ecosys tems,
and have been delegated increasing power s from national and provin
cial spheres in a process
of decentralisation.
Durba n's Beach and City redevelopment projec t was of the showc ase
type (as descri bed for
the U.S. by Warre n (1979)), with a definite beginn ing and end (Fox
and DCC 1983; Chapt er
13). It nevert heless demon strated the effect ivenes s of new
interd epartm ental and
interdi sciplin ary project-driven organisational structures in local govern
ment, under certain
condit ions and within limitations. The Durba n Metro politan Open
Space System (DMO SS)
projec t provided another example of an urban coastal management initiati
ve with potential for
produc ing integrated resource management by local government (Rober
ts 1992; Chapt er 13).
In admin isterin g the coastal regulations, as delega ted from the nation
al sphere, howev er, the
effecti veness of local government was hampe red by the lack of financ
ial allocation from the
provin cial and national spheres (section 13.4.2). The establishment
of a Beach Manag ement
Unit should have been the direct outcom e of the Durba n 'battle
of the beache s' (sectio n
13.4.9), but was. frustrated at the time by the political process.
In Australia, local government is developing policy and practical implem
entation capabilities
that place it in a strong position as a key player in resour ce manag
ement . While Austra lian
state and nation al govern ments contin ue to debate the merits
of includ ing ecolog ical
sustain ability recom menda tions in strategies (such as AESD SC 1992;
QDEH 1992; ARAC
1992b ), volunt ary region al groupi ngs of local govern ments are
produ cing tangib le and
docum ented implem entatio n examp les of integra ted enviro nment
al and coasta l resour ce
manag ement (such as the work of variou s catchm ent manag ement
comm ittees, Sydne y
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Coastal Cou ncils (SCCs) 1992; SSR OC 1992
; Sho alha ven City Council and University
of
Western Syd ney 199). The establishment of
a voluntary regional association of coastal loca
l
governments in Sydney, in the form of the Syd
ney Coastal Councils, is a sign that Australi
an
local governments are realising the need to
wor k cooperatively on, and develop expertise
in,
the management of coastal resources (SCCs,
1992). The establishment of the Environmen
tal
Management Network of the Australian Cou
ncil for Capital Cities Lord Mayors (CCCLM
) is
anot her exam ple of a voluntary association
of urban, coas tal local gove rnm ents , that
has
worked coop erat ivel y to develop a gene ric
envi ronm enta l man agem ent poli cy (Sin clair
Hannocks and Keane, 1992).
Where adequate coastal management funding
has not been forthcoming for local governm
ent,
'use r-pa ys' appr oach es have threatened to
erod e public access to coastal resources.
For
example, in the state of South Australia, a
rece nt Green Pape r has reco mme nded that
local
governments should be able to charge recreatio
nal beach users, in orde r to raise funding for
beac h reno uris hme nt (South Aus trali an Gov
ernm ent, 1992), with out natu ral or social
envi ronm enta l imp act assessment of this prop
osed chan ge in man agem ent approach. The
'user-pays' beaches proposal was also put forw
ard by the Australian Reso urce s Asse ssm ent
Commission, in its draft report from the Coa
stal Zon e Inquiry (AR AC 1992b), but received
little supp ort from the public, Fede ral Env
iron men t Min ister , or the Aus trali an Loc
al
Government Association (section 12.4.2).
If incr ease d fund ing from taxes, licen sing
fees, levies and fines, were to be adde d to
its
exis ting

expe rtise and capa city , loca l gov ernm ent'
s abil ity to imp lem ent its coas tal
man agem ent responsibilities would be grea
tly improved. The withholding of funding
has
effectively maintained the subordination of
local government to state gove rnm ent within
the
hierarchical structure, but has been to the detr
iment of resource management. Mor e recently,
partially in response to interstate and state(s)-v
ersus-federal rivalries in the Australian polit
ical
system, and partially as a pre-national election
strategy, the federal government strengthened
its interaction with and direct funding of loca
l government, and by-passed state governm
ents
(as with the 1992 Loc al Gov ernm ent
Cap ital Wor ks prog ram mes , and the
1992
Commonwealth/Local Government Conferen
ce on Environment). Increased direct funding
to
local government would have to be maintaine
d consistently, however, to effectively incre
ase
its coastal reso urce man agem ent capabilities.
Offi cial recognition of its role , policy and
legislative pow ers; and the necessary fund ing
sources, are all required simu ltane ousl y and
over the long-term. New forms of public
ente rpris e, as oppo sed to the tran sfer of priv
ate
ente rpris e models into local gove rnm ent,
wou ld incr ease the econ omi c sust aina bilit
y of
resource management by public agencies (ICL
EI, 1993).
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Increased transferral of pow er from state gove
rnments, and of resources from both state and
national gove rnm ents , are therefore requ ired
to emp owe r local gove rnm ents (sing ly or
in
regional associations). They will then be able
to achieve their full environmenta1 man agem
ent
potential, and to deliv er successful impleme
ntation of the global envi ronm enta l initiative
s,
inclu ding the coastal resource management
man date (ICL EI 1992; UNC ED 1992; ACE
PA
1993). Prom ising tren ds that have positive
imp licat ions for integ rated coas tal reso urce
man agem ent include the recognition of equa
l part ners hip with local gove rnm ent thro ugh
agre eme nts such as the Australian Intergov
ernment Agr eem ent on Env iron men t (AlG
AE,
1992); direct com mun icati on between federal
and local government; and direct allocation
of
financial resources from federal to local gove
rnment.
It has been found in this Sect ion that a
wea k graf ting or coor dina tion appr oach ,
or an
expe ctati on of chan ge in response to guid
elines, if unsu ppor ted by legis lativ e pow ers
or
funding, can neve r fully tran sfor m the orga
nisational and operational prin ciple s of publ
ic
agencies. As they are presently organised
and operated, public agencies are not man
agin
g
reso urce s succ essf ully , beca use ecol ogic al
and envi ronm enta l prin ciple s have not been
incorporated from the outset. New internal
structures and procedures are ther efor e requ
ired.
It is essential to begin afresh, to accept that
environmental (natural, social and built) reso
urce
man agem ent is not som e supp leme ntar y func
tion of public agencies, to be adde d on as
an
appendage, but is in fact their prime function.
Mor e positively stated, environmental resource
man agem ent is the core business of public
agencies. The main tena nce of natural and
social
envi ronm enta l well -bei ng shou ld ther efor
e be thei r over all field conc ept, incl udin
g the
ecological and recreational management of sand
y beach systems.
A mov e in this dire ction has been taken
by the Blue Mou ntai ns City Cou ncil , a
loca l
gove rnm ent administering 26 towns and villa
ges inlan d of metropolitan Syd ney, but with
in
the coastal catchment formed by the Great Divi
de. It has established a new division within
its
organisational structure which is unique in
Aus trali an local government, in that it com
bine s
com mun ity and envi ronm enta l man agem ent
serv ices , and ther efor e the natural and soci
al
envi ronm enta l man agem ent functions of loca
l gove rnm ent. Such new divi sion s, that cut
across traditional disciplinary- and functiona
lly-based organisational subdivisions, are able
to
undertake simultaneous ecological and recre
ational management of natural systems.
It has also been found here that systems anal
ysis should be applied consistently for effective
and inte grat ed coas tal reso urce rese arch
and man agem ent. Isola ted inve stiga tion
s or
inve ntor ies of coastal resources in a loca tion
of inter est are inad equa te for deve lopi ng
an
unde rstan ding of the way in which the coas
tal reso urce s are interconnected within a syst
em.
Equally, isolated investigations or inventories
of the many private and public agencies that
are
invo lved in coastal resource man agem ent do
not explain how they relate to one anot her,
or
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identify their strengths and weaknesses. The
linkages and relationships between resource
s,
and between the managing agencies, including
those involved in planning, developing and
monitoring, are more important than the indiv
idual resource or agency elements. Resource
s
and managing agencies should therefore be
represented in an holistic systems framework,
to
indicate intra- and inter-resource, as well
as intra- and inter-agency relationships.
The
sectoral analysis stressed by Ditton et al. ( 1977
) should therefore be both inter-sectoral and
intra-sectoral, if it is to be of value in prod
ucing integrated coastal resource managem
ent.
Such representation may require the deve lopm
ent of new analysis tech niqu es (inc ludi ng
flowcharts and netw orks ), but in the proc
ess a bett er unde rstan ding of the reso urce
management systems will develop, to the bene
fit of both the theory and practice of coastal
resource management.
This project has attempted to begin anew,
using a systems analysis appr oach througho
ut.
The relevance of previous research to this
undertaking has been limited beca use a simi
lar
systems approach has not been applied cons
istently. New ecological imperatives have been
identified in Chapter 3; new use imperatives
in Chapter 7; and new management imperativ
es
in Cha pter 12. The se imperatives have been
combined and inte grat ed through use of a
procedural model (Cha pter 16). Guid elin
es have then been deve lope d as to how sand
y
beaches shou ld be man aged (Ch apte r 16),
to reconcile the mai nten ance of ecol ogic
al
functions and processes with recreational use,
for long-term ecological sustainability.

15. 5 The nee d to upg rade the stat us
of research into man age men t of sand y
bea che s and thei r recr eati ona l use,
both in pro tect ed natu ral and in
met ropo litan loca tion s
The curr ent proj ect has reinforced recent
trends towards the rede finit ion of leisu re
and
recreation research concepts (Kelly, 1993; Cha
pter 9). The Durban case study has examined
the process of opening up beach recreation
to the excluded and disenfranchised majority
of
the popu latio n of the Dur ban metr opol itan
area, in which deve lope d and deve lopi ng
com mun ities live in clos e juxt apos ition .
The process of chan ge tow ards recr eatio
n
enfranchisement for this excluded majority
has been analysed. The events of the battle
for
access to the Dur ban beaches (sec tion 13.4
.9) illustrate that to the poor, excl uded and
disinherited (majorities or minorities), recreation
is seen as a basic human right, and defended
vigorously when denied, as much as all othe
r human rights. The western perspectives
of
leisure as a luxu ry or reward, as som ewh
at non-essential because it is not work, to
be
enjoyed by som e more than others, in way
s specified by the elite, and using technolo
gies
only avai labl e to the affluent, have been
chal leng ed by the fight for the right to beac
h
recreation in Durban. In the Sydney case stud
y, equity of access to beaches was affected
by
the impacts of pollution on beach quality, and
this denial was equally strongly opposed by
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beac h users. The case studies have there fore
foun d that in both deve lopin g and deve lope
d
cont exts. polit ical denia l of the hum an right
of equi table acce ss to sand y beac h and coas
tal
resou rces gene rates stron g public react ion, follo
wed by majo r socio -poli tical chan ge.
It is there fore no long er acceptable to defin e
leisu re simp listic ally as 'free time ', or to view
it
as a sepa rate area of life, divo rced from fund
amen tal and esse ntial ever yday conc erns .
Cons eque ntly. the statu s of leisure and recre
ation resea rch must be upgr aded . They are
not
fring e area s of resea rch, deali ng with supp
leme ntary non- esse ntial s. They deal with
func tiona l time , and are as fundamental to hum
an welf are as food , shelt er, healt h, educ ation
and empl oym ent. They are essential from socia
l, cultu ral, polit ical and econ omic view poin ts,
and integ ral to ever y indiv idual 's daily life,.
Free and equi table acce ss to leisu re and
recre ation is a hum an right, as much as is acce
ss to educ ation , emp loym ent, healt h, hous ing
and a demo crati c vote. Like all other rights, such
acce ss only beco mes truly valu ed when it is
activ ely deni ed, as exem plifie d by the Durb
an case stud y, wher e majo rity acce ss to beac
h
recre ation al use was deni ed politically, socia
lly, and econ omic ally, alon g with othe r right
s.
Leis ure and recre ation research are there fore
at least of a statu s equa l to othe r key resea rch
areas seen to be in the comm unity or natio nal
inter est. They shou ld there fore recei ve equa
l
resea rch and mana geme nt attention, and resou
rce alloc ation .
The Durb an case study has illustrated the impo
rtanc e of beac h recre ation and man agem ent
in a
com bine d deve lope d/de velo ping Indo -Pac ific
cont ext; whil e the Sydn ey case stud y has
show n its impo rtanc e in a developed Aust ralas
ian or Paci fic Basi n cont ext. The man agem ent
of beac hes and beac h recre ation has there fore
been show n to be cruc ial in metr opol itan areas
in both deve lopin g (Thi rd Wor ld) and deve
lope d (Firs t Wor ld) sout hern hem isph ere
coun tries .
Rega rdles s of prese nt and future polit ical deve
lopm ents, there will be a cont inuo us need for
coas tal local gove mme nts in the case study locat
ions, and inter natio nally , to mon itor, anal yse
and man age beac h syste ms and beac h recre
ation . The meth odol ogie s used in mon itori
ng
must be syste mati c, rapid ly and easil y impl
emen ted, and prod uce resul ts that are accu
rate,
relia ble, and com para ble over diffe rent time
perio ds and loca tions . Only from such
data bases, can mean ingfu l trends be deter mine
d in beac h recre ation , at one or man y locat ions,
and the base lines used to deve lop a long -term
prog ramm e of scien tific beac h recre ation
man agem ent. The new ecolo gical and recre
ation al use resea rch meth odol ogie s deve lope
d
here, in Sect ions 8 and C, are suita ble for use
in beac h mon itori ng and resea rch prog ramm
es
that guid e beac h man agem ent prac tice. They
can also be appl ied in stud ies aime d at
detem 1inin g the impa cts of a wide rang e of beac
h recre ation and man agem ent activ ities on the
biota and proc esse s of sand y beac h ecos
yste ms. Such appl icati ons will also aid
the
deve lopm ent of ecolo gical ly susta inabl e man
agem ent.
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Managers of beaches in protected natural areas are confronted by a different set of problems
from those managing beaches in developing or developed metropolita n areas. Natural area
managers have tended to regard ecological managemen t objectives as their priority, the main
intention being the protection of ecological functions and processes (Salm, and Clark 1982;
Cull en 1981 a). Metropolitan managers have had infrastructural developme nt, human use or
recreationa l management objectives a<> their priorities. Their main goals have included the
protection of human health and safety, as well as of recreation and tourism facilities, private
and public property, and economic assets. For such purposes, maintenanc e of beach
ecosystems has appeared irrelevant. Where no remedial action is taking place on urban
beaches, managers may lack the resources or the will. They may assume that damage to
ecological processes on metropolitan beaches is far too advanced to warrant attention or
remedial action; that substantial modifications from human activities have already taken place;
that sandy beaches are resilient to all forms of activity (after Cl ark, 1974); or that the beach
ecosystem is of amenity value only.
Human users of sandy beach systems m metropolita n locations are however currently
demanding upgraded quality of the beach recreational environment, including the land, water
and air (Beder, 1990), but their reasons are primarily anthropo- rather than eco-centric .
Improveme nts to sandy beach environme ntal quality for human health reasons should
nevertheles s favour ecological functions and processes as well as recreationa l use. In the
future, it should be possible to manage beaches in metropolitan areas for both ecological and
human use objectives, rather than only for the latter. Sandy beach systems, and metropolita n
coastlines generally, should be regarded and managed as an integral part of the metropolita n
open space system, in Durban, Sydney and in other international coastal cities, developing or
developed.
While natural area managers may manage for ecological objectives, they must still understand
the dynamics of human use of natural resources and systems, to determine the levels of use
that are compatible with maintenance of ecological functions. Conversely, while metropolitan
areas managers may manage for human resource use objectives, they nevertheles s need to
understand the functions and processes of natural systems, although this requiremen t is not
yet generally recognised by coastal local governments.
Ecological and recreational use research are therefore both relevant to future manageme nt of
sandy beach systems in protected natural and in metropolita n areas. An understand ing of
recreationa l use dynamics will aid managers of beaches in natural areas to determine and
monitor the levels and distributions of recreationa l use that will not negatively impact on
ecological processes, and are therefore ecologicall y sustainable. Managers of metropolita n
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beaches will be able to re-establish and maintain ecological processes
that are compatible with
varying levels and distributions of human use, and crucial to impro
ved coastal and ocean
resource management. The monitoring of indicators, such as the abund
ance, speciation and
diversity of sandy beach micro-flora, can be achieved using the metho
dologies develo ped
here, and integrated into the State of Environment (SoE) reporting curren
tly being developed
by national, state and local governments (such as NSW EPA 1993a;
NSW EPA 1993b).
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SECTION E:
INTEGRATED SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECREA TIONAL
MANAGE MENT OF SANDY BEACH SYSTEMS

16.1

Summary of study findings

The findings of this integrated investigation into the management of sandy beach ecosystems
and their recreational use have been as follows:

16.1.1

Ecology of sandy beaches

1.

The characteristics of the mixed water, air and sand volumes of metropolit an
recreational beaches, as habitats for macro-, meio-, and micro-biota, have been
investigated and their status quantified.

2.

Clear gradients among abiotic factors were not found either horizontally. or vertically in
the sand body, confirming the 'patchiness ' hypothesis . of Bally (1983a), and
contributing further evidence against the zonation/gradient concept.

3.

It has been demonstrated that macro-biota are difficult to use for in situ experimental
investigations of the impacts of recreational use on sandy beach biota and their habitats,
partly because surveys have to be carried out at low tide. On the other hand, micro- .
flora, particularly sand-grain diatom micro-flora, were found to have potential in
providing indicator species and a possible biological classification system, as a future
tool for research and management of sandy beaches.

4.

In association with the diatom surveys, the use of scanning electron microscopy in
beach ecological research was tested, and new methodologies developed.

5.

Sand grains have been shown to be biotic/abiotic composites and therefore potential
food sources, rather than purely abiotic components of the sandy beach system, as has
been previously thought. They are also likely to play a more significant role in the
ecological energetics of sandy beach systems than has been assumed to date.

16.1.2
1.

Recreatio nal use of sandy beaches

A new hypothesis has been advanced, supported by the ecological findings above, that
there is potential for significant negative impacts from recreational use on sandy beach
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ecosystems. This new hypothesis contrasts with the research assumption to date that
sandy beaches are resilient to recreational use, and that therefore the existence of
negative impacts need not be investigated. The possible existence of recreational use
impacts, as suggested here, has serious implications for the sustainable management of
sandy beach systems.
2.

Ecological survey methodologies have been applied to recreational use research, in
place of the questionnaire survey methods used in previous research, to develop a new
form of 'human ecologica l' research that will facilitate integrated ecological and
recreational management of sandy beach systems.

3.

The development of compatible methodologies, and their application in both ecological
and recreational research in sandy beach systems, enables future ecologica l and
recreational use surveys to be conducted at the same time. Simultaneous surveys of
sandy beach recreational use, biota (micro-flora) and habitat status can now investigate
the direct effects of varying levels and distributions of human use on micro-flora
(abundance, speciation, and diversity of diatom species), and on habitat (compaction,
density, temperature, and moisture content). Such studies have management value for
public agencies, as well as .research and consultancy potential.

4.

An international comparative perspective has been developed in recreational use
research, through field work in two southern hemisphere locations, Durban and
Sydney. Baseline recreational use surveys have been conducted at metropolitan beaches
in the two locations, to facilitate the future determination of trends and directions in
recreational use.

5.

Through use of the new sampling methodologies developed and tested here, for
investigating recreational use on metropolitan beaches, it has been established that single
or a few samples can represent fluctuations in beach recreational use for a number of
metropolitan beaches, in the same location over the same time period.

6.

The relationships amongst weather variables, type of day, and levels of beach
recreational use have been investigated and quantified, rather than merely assumed as in
previous research.

7.

Two products of this study, the recreational use sampling methodologies, and the
quantified relationships amongst fluctuations in weather, type of day, other variables
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and levels of recreational use, can be used to construct and validate predictive models of
beach recreational use.
8.

The use of predicti~e models of beach recreational use, based on the methodologies
developed here, can reduce the time, personnel and capital costs of beach management;
and can thereby assist management agencies to make beach management more proactive, responsive, effective, and less wasteful of tax- and rate-derived income.

9.

The challenge to the notion of leisure as free time, as posed by the new concept of
leisure as functional time, has been confirmed and extended here. The case studies
have found that leisure and recreation are emerging as fundamental human rights; with
equity of access to beach recreational resources being defended by communities as
strongly as acc~ss to housing, education, and employment, in developing as well as
developed metropolitan contexts.

16.1.3

Management of sandy beaches

1.

A new evaluation has been undertaken of international environmental and coastal
resource management theory and practice (including sandy beach management).

2.

Environmental, coastal and beach management in the two southern hemisphere case
study sites have been comparatively evaluated, providing the basis for the development
of guidelines for ecological and recreational sandy beach management.

3.

Existing hierarchical and subdivided structures of government, whereby national, state
and local governments are perceived to be arranged in levels or tiers, rather than as
spheres of equal status, have been found to present a major obstacle to integrated
coastal resource management by public agencies.

4.

Additionally, the hierarchical and subdivided internal structure of every public agency
within each of the hierarchical levels and tiers of government, and the complex
management procedures required by such structures, have been identified as further
obstacles to integrated coastal resource management.

5.

New management structures and procedures are proposed for government and public
agencies, based on ecological principles. These principles can now be directly
integrated into the management of beaches and their recreational use, through
application of the proposed integrating mechanism or model that has been developed in
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the course of the current study, and found suitable for introduc ing ecological
sustainability into all aspects of coastal resource management.
6.

16.2

Integrated coastal resource management has been found to require increased transferral
of resource management responsibilities, together with all necessary powers and
funding, to local governments and regiona l associations of local governm ents,
including the new metropolitan associations of local governments presently lacking in
Australia.

Relatio nship between integra ted coastal resourc e manag ement and
sandy beach manage ment

To be implem ented effectively by manage ment agencies, integrated coastal resource
management (ICRM) should be viewed as a major sub-field of integrated environmental
management (or IBM, as in SACE 1989c; Van Riet 1989); while the management of sandy
beaches and beach recreation should be regarded as a sub-field of integrated coastal resource
management, as shown in the proposed field concept diagram for management agencies
(Fig. 16.1).
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Integrating model

The new procedural model, developed here as an integrating mechanism for the hitherto
separate research fields of ecology, resource use and management, is shown schematically
in
Fig. 16.2. The model's application to the manage ment of sandy beaches and beach
recreational use, as undertaken in the course of the current study, is shown in Fig. 16.3. The
model has potential for application in other fields of coastal resource management research
,
such as dune, wetland, and estuary management, where ecological sustainability has recently
become the focus of management.
This integrating model expands upon the stages of coastal management identified by Ditton
et
al. (1977). The first stage of development towards integrated coastal resource management
(Table 12.1) involves incorporation of the theory of ecological interdependence of coastal
resources (ecodynamics). The second stage requires the conscious analysis of resource uses
(use dynamics), and has been added to Ditton et al.'s stages by this study. The third stage
is
based on conscious analysis of sectoral, as well as inter-sectoral, strengths and weaknesses
in creating management mechanisms (management dynamics). These three stages equate
to
the three major research sub-fields of sandy beach ecology, resource use, and management.
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Fig.16.1

Diagram of proposed field concept, showing nested fields of
management~ with integrated coastal resource management
(ICRl\tl) as a field contained within integrated environmental
management (IEM), and management of sandy beaches and their
recreational (and other) uses as a field within ICRM

Objective A: Critic al Review

Objective B: Exper iment al
and field research

B 1. Ecosystem research
B2. Resource use research
B3. Resource management
research

Objective C: Re-evaluation, using
research findings
Integrated Coastal
Resource
Management

Fig.1 6.2

Propo sed proce dural model or integr ating mecha nism develo ped
this study , for use in all integr ated coasta l resou rce resear ch in
and
mana geme nt

Objective A:

Critical
revtew

Objective B: Experimental
and field

research

81. Ecosystem research
82. Resource use research
83. Resource management
research

Objective C: Re-evaluation, using
research findings
Integrated Coastal
Resource Management

Fig.16.3

Application of procedural model to sandy beach ecosystem
research and management

The fourth stage, also introduced in this stud
y, requires the development and use of an
integrating mechanism, in the form of this prop
osed procedural model (Fig. 16.2) to combine
the ecological, resource use and management
research into the new field of integrated coastal
resource management.
In each of the three research sub-fields, criti
cal review of the current status of the research
understanding is followed by experimental and
field research. A re-evaluation of ~e current
understanding is then undertaken in the light
of both the review and experimental results,
to
produce a new understanding of ecosystem,
resource use, and management dynamics (Fig
.
16.2). This proposed procedure is both itera
tive and evolutionary. The approach is also
three-dimensional, in combining a simultane
ous concern with ecosystem, resource use, and
resource management dynamics. If all thre
e components are not included within coastal
resource research and management, the resu
lts will be incomplete, disintegrated, and of
limited applied value.
The current study has also demonstrated the pote
ntial for comparative case study research in
determining trends and directions, and developi
ng the new body of theory in coastal resource
management. The ecological, resource use,
and management investigations, havi ng been
conducted in two southern hemisphere study
sites, enable various comparisons and contrasts
to be made, which have highlighted trends, iden
tified possible reasons for similarities and
differences in the findings, and assisted in deve
loping guidelines for achieving sustainable
ecological and recreational beach management.
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Guidelines for sustainable ecological and
recreational man age men t of
sandy beach systems

From all of the above, and applying the mod
el of integrated research and management, it
is
proposed that ecological and recreational man
agement of sandy beach systems be based on
the following principles:

1. A syst ems -bas ed app roac h to san dy
bea ch rese arch and man age men t is
esse ntia l. Com pon ents or indi vidu al reso
urce s (bio tic and a-bi otic ) with in
the san dy bea ch syst em are link ed
tog ethe r by a netw ork of inte rrela tion ship s and proc esse s.
The se proc esse s rela te to ene rgy flow
or
nutr ient cycling. If the flow of ene rgy
is inte rrup ted or nutr ient cycles are
inco mpl ete or bro ken , the pro cess es
· bre ak dow n, lead ing to loss of
prod ucti vity , incr ease d prod ucti on costs,
or even com plet e syst em fail ure.
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The failure to apply a systems-based approach in the past
has had serious research and
management consequences. The research dichotomy betw
een sandy beaches and rocky
shores, for example, is artificial, in that these sub-system
s are adjacent to and ecologically
and dynamically related to one another in the coastal biom
e. Air and water circulation
patterns are crucial linkage mechanisms, but have not yet
been considered adequately in
research. While some attention has been given to water
circulation patterns (such as Short
and Wright, 1983), air circulation patterns and air quality
above the beach and.water have
been generally excluded, or considered separately in a
climatological or meteorological
context.

2. Zona tion conc epts are not entir ely appr opria te
in sand y beac h resea rch
and mana geme nt. Sand y beac h resea rche rs, after
attem pting for many year s
to find fixed patte rns of orga nism zona tion simi lar
to those of rock y shore s,
are now comi ng to recognise that the distin guish ing
featu re of sand y beac hes
is their mobi lity. Cont inua l ·chan ge in char acter istic
s and cond ition s is the
only cons tant featu re. Patc hine ss of distr ibuti ons
is more char acter istic of
sand y beac hes than zona tion.
Sandy beach managers must therefore be responsive to chang

ing combinations of:

wind speed and direction;
water current speed, direction and turbulence;
tidal flu<;tuations on a daily, monthly, and seasonal basis;
temperature and pressure changes in sand, water and air;
humidity and moisture level changes;
complex chemical processes;
rapid changes in number of species, population dynamics,
community structure and
species distributions; and
continual fluctuation in the types, levels and distribution patter
ns of resource use.

3. Sand y beac h mana geme nt need s to be proa ctive
, antic ipato ry, flexible,
base d on dyna mics and proc esses , mon itore d on
a long -term basis , and
conti nuall y revie wed and upda ted.
Sandy beach organisms are adapted to cope with constant
change. Many are non-resident
opportunists, or use various means to migrate from one
part of the system to another as
circumstances change (Brown, 1983a). In the same way,
managers of sandy beaches must
be flexible, and able to respond quickly to the continually-cha
nging circumstances, becoming
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proactive rather than reactive. Rigid, fixed management
approaches are inappropriate for a
dyna mic ecosy stem , with its users opera ting in an
equa lly dyna mic socia l system.
Mana geme nt responsiveness requires impro ved environme
ntal management information,
provided through environmental information systems (EIS'
s) that are based on long-term data
series. The data should be collected using stand ardis
ed methodologies that have been
experimentally tested in a range of locations.

4. Natu ral systems, inclu ding sand y beac hes, cann
ot be mana ged as surfa ce
areas . An area appr oach is inap prop riate for unde
rstan ding or mana ging
three -dim ensio nal ecolo gical syste ms, inclu ding
sand y beac hes, whic h
involve movi ng volumes of sand , wate r, and atmo
sphe re.
Management agencies responsible for water, soil and air-ba
sed resources must develop a
volume-based approach. Research must also be volum
e-based, which will require more
extensive sub-surface sand and water surveys, in a wide
r range of conditions. Turbulent
wate r cond itions may necessitate the deve lopm ent
of new resea rch techn iques and
technologies.

5. Notions of carry ing capa city must be adap ted
if they are to be appli ed
effectively to mana geme nt of sand y beac hes and their
recre ation al use.

In the first place, the notion of carrying capacity and its applic

ation in resource management is
presently based on surface areas, whereas it should be both
surface-area- and volume-based,
in both ecological and recreational use (land and water
) management. Secondly, because
sandy beach systems are so dynamic, carrying capacities
canno t be calculated in terms of
fixed or static numbers of users, per fixed or static units
of surface area: Carrying capacity
calculations must take into account constantly-changing ratios
of sand, water, and air surfaces.
and volumes.

6.
Line ar meth ods of dem arca ting man agem ent
resp onsi bilit y are
inap prop riate for sand y beach syste ms.
The demarcation lines established by legislation do not coinc
ide with ecosystem boundaries ·
or encompass ecotones or catchment areas. They disse
ct ecosystems and make holistic
management impossible. New non-linear legislative dema
rcations are required for defining
and allocating ecosystem management responsibilities.
Issues of boundary definition, or
selection of the underlying principles used to include or exclu
de system elements, may have
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only theoretical academic value for the researcher, but have seriou
s practical implications for
management towards ecological sustainability.

7. The prese nt hiera rchic al, subdi vided organ isatio nal
struc tures amon g and
withi n publi c mana geme nt agenc ies are inapp ropri ate
for mana geme nt of
ecosystems, inclu ding sandy beach syste ms. Resp onsib
ilities for ecosy stem
comp onen ts and parts of proce sses are divid ed amon
g agenc ies at local ,
regio nal, natio nal and even inter natio nal level s. New
non- hiera rchic al,
integ rated struc tures must be devel oped, based on ecolo
gical unde rstan ding,
for holistic mana geme nt of natur al systems.
Failures by public agencies to successfully implement environmen
tal management have been
shown in this study to result directly from the traditional organ
isational structures and
management procedures used in local and other governmen
t spheres (Chap ter 12, and
Chevalier and Bums, 1978, for Canada). The case studies presen
ted here, for example, have
shown that present ad hoc, fragmented, and reactive approaches
in local government increase
daily management and financial pressures. Little attention, time
or money remains for the
application of ecological and environmental research, or for the
development of long-term,
systematic, and scientific monitoring programmes, but such initiat
ives are essential to provide
the basis for future decision-making and management that is proact
ive, rational, scientific and
objective. Local gover nmen t would conse quent ly becom
e more firmly based on
environmental and ecological principles. The planning time-horizon
s would be increased and
ad hoc crisis management would be reduced, together with mana
gement costs, thereby
releasing funds for more effective resource management.

8. More ecolo gical and envir onme ntal scien tists, with
quali ficati ons that
inclu de resou rce mana geme nt and politi cal science, shoul
d be appo inted to
mana geme nt posit ions in publi c agenc ies withi n local,
state, provi ncial , and
natio nal spher es of gove rnme nt. These agencies shoul
d have envir onme ntal
mana geme nt as their field conce pt or prim ary focus, with
coast al and beach
mana geme nt neste d withi n the overa ll field concept.
To shift environmental management decision-making from a
reactive to a proactive basis
requires initiatives from both professional managers and scient
ists, aimed at introducing
organisational and procedural change, and integrating resear
ch results into management
decision-making. Until such initiatives take place, directions and
decisions in environmental
management will contin ue to be determ ined primarily in
reaction to press ures from
politicians, the public and the media (as in both the Durban and
Sydney case studies), instead
16.9

of by a balance among the needs of constituencies, the results of scientific research translated
into management information, and resource management considerations.
The conclusions of the present study stand in sharp contrast to those of the Australian
Resources Assessment Commission's Coastal Zone Inquiry (ARAC, 1993a), which
maintains the decades-old tradition of attempting to integrate numerous fragmented existing
public agencies by the creation of weak co-ordinating mechanisms, and failing to recognise
the principles outlined above. As Birch (1988 and 1990) so eloquently cautions:' If we plan
remedial action with our eyes on political rather than ecological realities then very reasonably,
very practically and very surely we will muddle our way to extinction. Future application of

the above guidelines, or the ecological realities, in coastal resource management generally,
and in sandy beach management specifically, will provide the first steps on the road to
sustainable ecological and recreational management of sandy beach and other coastal
ecosystems.
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